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Dear Ms Mesiti

Enclosed forthe attention of the Standing Committee on Public Administration is the
Shooters and Fishers Party (WA)Inc. (S&FPWA) submission to the Inquiry into the
potential environmental contributibn offecreatibnalhunting systems.
The submission addresses the following key aspects:
. Introductory Remarks
. Firearms and Public Perception
. NSWGameCouncil

. Game Hunting in Victoria
. Regulation, Safety and Training
. Auditor General's Report - Managing the ImpactofP/antandAnimalPests
. The Perspective of Professionalshooters
. Protecting the Environment
. EconomicBenefits

. Summary
The submission refers to and is supported by material annexed as follows:
Appendix I - Extractfrom Hansard, 20 November 2013
Appendix 2 - National Coroniallnformation System Sporting Related External
Cause Deaths Reported to an Australian Coroner
Appendix 3 - Victorian Hunting Guide 2014
Appendix 4 - Western Australian Auditor General's Report - Managing
The Impact of PlantandAnima/Pests. ' A State-wide Challenge
Appendix 5 - Extractfrom Hansard -Wild Dogs and Foxes - Bounties
Appendix 6 - Department of Environment and Conservation - Professional
Kangaroo Shooter's Licence requirements
Appendix 7 - Game Council of NSW Public BenefitAssessment 2011-12

Shooters and Fishers Party (WA) Inc. P. 0. Box 1044 "and"Fah WA 6210. Tel: Bit08) 9582 8148. AB" commune

WWW. facebook. coin/sfpwa

Appendix 8 - Legislative Council, Question on Notice, Tabled Paper
15 October 2013

Appendix 9 - Parliament of Victoria - Parliamentary Debates (Hansard)
Questions on Notice 6 February 2013 (extract)
Appendix 10- Internet download htt ://WWW. fowleswine. coin/real-food Fowles
Wine

The S&FPWA appreciates the opportunity to submitits views in support of
recreational hunting on public lands and is prepared to provide any further
information that the Inquiry may request.
Yours sincerely

I
I

I'
Murrey Bow
Vice Chairman
21 March 2014

Submission

Standing Committee on Public Administration Inquiry
Recreational Hunting on Public Lands

Introduction

As the Hon Rick Mazza, MLC told the Legislative Council in the resumption of his address on

Recreational Hunting Systems "' on 20 November 301.3 "conservation hunting, or hunting in
general, is a perfectly legitimate and natural pursuit". He went on to quote Dr Henrik Moiler
from the University of Otago, who wrote -

"Any ecologist must see humons OS connected to life's cycles, o legitimote port of the
PIOnet's ecology, copturing energy ond nutrientsfrom the 10nd ond onjinols oround them. ..."

Most humons these doys ore hunter-90therers in superinorkets, preferring to buy their
energy, protein ond nutrients in cellophone wroppers. It is eosy to see how people con
become divorced from ecologicolreolities in this modern world, ond to notreolise theirploce
in o100d web ondnutrient cycle. "

Some people may consider the environment, and particularly state forests, as something
that should be the domain of photographers, birdwatchers and bushwalkers - all valid and

valued pastimes. However, engaging in those pastimes is as a spectator to the environment,
whereas hunting is being an interactive participant in the environment. Hunting provides a
different perspective from bushwalking or photographing nature.
There have been many recent media articles reporting the medical profession's concerns
regarding obesity, lack of exercise, children's disconnection with the outdoors and the

consequent impact on life expectancies, mental health and the health system.
There are significant physical and mental demands associated with hunting related activities
that promote a range of skills development, fitness and wellbeing as well as the benefits
derived from learning bushcraft. The notion of hunting should not be defined merely by the
carriage and use offirearms.
Firearms and Public Perception

Firearms data in Australia, and particularly Western Australia, is notoriously difficult to
obtain despite alleged concerns of firearms proliferation. A limited amount of information

has been gathered by the Australian Crime Commission but only in relation to illicit firearms.
The lack of data capture and analysis around legitimate firearm owners and licensed
firearms could reasonably be interpreted as a demonstration that authorities are mainly
concerned with illicit firearms and the activities of organised crime.
We do know that in NSW in 2009 there were 1.69 public place shootings, in 2010 there were
1.69 public place shootings and in 201.1 there were 1.97. These shootings mainly occurred in
Sydney's metropolitan area and were largely related to organised crime gangs and illegal
weapons.

(1) Extractfrom Hansard Hon Rick Mazza Recreational Hunting Systems 20 November 201.3

There appears to exist, among certain sectors, a belief that recreational hunters and

shooters pose an inordinate danger to any person within the range offire. Nothing is further
from the truth and this belief is largely influenced by a cohort within the American gun
culture.

Recreational shooting in Australia is a very social, often family oriented activity, whether it
be club based or participation by individuals. Ensuring the safety of those around them is
paremount and lapses are simply not tolerated.

The truth is that football, rugby and water sports such as diving, surfing, kayaking, boating
and fishing have a significant rate of fatalities compared to recreational shooting - even in
countries where hunting is an accepted, entrenched and widespread activity.
A Report by the National Coroniallnformation System (NCIS) 'Sporting Reinted Externol

Couse Deoths Reported to on AUStrolion Coroner (With o Focus on Hunting Fotolities) '''
examines coronialinformation from all Australian states and Territories between IJuly 2000
and 31 October 201.2.

The database search found 1993 deaths involving a sporting related activity that were
reported during the period. Of these only 1.3 related to an unintentional shooting incident
with a further 1.6 fatalities that were unrelated to the activity of hunting occurring due to
circumstances other than that activity.
In comparison, a total of 11.56 deaths occurred during participation in the water related
sports of swimming, fishing, scuba diving, surfing, snorkelling, rock fishing, diving, water
skiing and wind surfing.

Wheel motor sports accounted for 223 deaths and 141 from cycling, skateboarding,
rollerblading, inline skating activities
NSW Game Council

Opponents of recreational hunting on public lands have cited the suspension of the Game
Councilin NSW following a review last year as an example of recreational hunting on public
lands. The suspension was not due to environmental or animal welfare issues but to

inadequate strategic planning, framework, oversight and governance. Public land hunting
was suspended while a new risk assessment of hunting in State forests was conducted by
the Forestry Corporation.
Hunting has now recommenced on a trial basis and participants are required to complete

two online education courses; be required to carry a GPS and, to complete additional
training in outdoor navigation.
Game Hunting in Victoria
Victoria provides world-class game hunting opportunities and currently has 46,000 licensed

game hunters with a focus on their obligation to obey the laws, responsible behaviour and
to protect resources and the reputation of hunters.
(2) National Coroniallnformation System (NCIS) 'Sporting Reloted Extemol Couse Deoths Reported to on AUStrofion Coroner
(With o Focus on Hunting Foto"ties)

Victoria introduced new regulations in 201.2 to provide sustainable hunting and last year
introduced legislation to establish a Game Management Authority which will have
responsibility for the administration, licensing, compliance and enforcement.
The Victorian Government supports the long term growth of hunting and has developed a
Hunting and Game Management Action Plan for release this year. This state-wide plan will
guide the direction of hunting and sets priorities for investment and resource allocation
across the government.

The Victorian Government encourages hunters and acknowledges that hunting in Victoria
supports regional towns and a developing hunting "industry'.

The Victorian Hunting Advisory Committee publishes an annual"Victorian Hunting Guide""'
The guide is a comprehensive booklet and covers:
. Licensing issues;
. Locations where and when hunting is permitted;
. Species specificinformation;
. Hunting lawsand compliance;
. Environmental protection;
. The use of dogsfor game hunting;
. Other valuable information including contacts and reference sites
Regulation, Safety and Training

The Shooters and Fishers Party of Western Australia does not propose that just anyone who
holds a firearms licence should be permitted to hunt at will on public lands.
The Shooters and Fishers Party, Western Australia supports a robust, regulated structure
and processes that include:
. Appropriate training by certified clubs and existing training organisations

. Accreditation in the use offirearms, proficiency and humane hunting practices
. The wearing of high visage clothing
. The declaration, signage and notification of prescribed areas, the duration, and the
species

. The requirement for GPS devices to ensure correct location within a prescribed area
. Monitoring of activities by the appropriate agency
Hunting in NSW, Victoria and New Zealand, when compared to other (including some main
stream) sports and activities, has proved to be largely incident-free. Where accidents have
occurred, they are generally hunter to hunter or self-inflicted.
Hunting will not be undertaken in areas where bush walkers are common or where the

activity is known to occur as game is likely to be non-existent or extremely cautious and
timid.

Bush walkers, even if deliberately attempting to disrupt the activities of hunters are at

greater risk of mishap from snakes, becoming lost or from falling tree limbs. The probability

of these circumstances also apply to hunters. The NCIS report ''' refers to the case studies of
hunters who have suffered a fatality that is not gun related. However, the level of fatalities
is still remarkably low.
(3) Victorian Hunting Guide20L4

Of the 1.3 gun related deaths, many would have been avoidable within a mandated training
scheme and a regulated regime for hunters.

Auditor General's Report - '?Vianaging the Impact of Plant@ridAnimolPests:A State-wide
.^^"

Report 18 - Tabled last December, was deliberately titled to emphasise the scope of the
issues identified within this report, the nexus of the issue being that if the magnitude of the
problem has not even been identified, how any agency or combination of agencies can
address the issue or measure the success of any initiative used to combat the problem.
A key finding of the report is as follows:

"There is no up to dote picture of the spreod, obundonce ond impoct of estoblished
pests. As o result, it I^ difficult to determine if the impoct of pests is increosing, or to
o55ess how effective the control mechonisms ore in monoging estobl^^hed pests. The
lock of up to dote informotion limits the stote's obility to odopt pest monogement
proctices ond toroetresources to chonging threots ondpriorities. "
In response to part (2) of Hon Rick Mazza MLC's Question on Notice (of which some notice is

given) of 6 August 201.3 to the Minister for Agriculture, "'the Minister replied:
"The government's current OPProoch to wild dog ond fox controlincludes the
employment of doggers, the upgrode ond extension of the stote bornerfence ond
working in portnership with industry groupsfor odoption of best~on-ground control
proctices. No doubt when on integroted OPProoch is token, o substontiolreduction in
wilddog numbers ondimpoctcon be ochieved. "

Further investigations revealed that the wild dog problem was specifically examined for the
purposes of the Auditor General's report and that the agency has no data or processes to
assess the extent of the problem or the impact of the measures being applied. Therefore,
whilst the response was no doubt made with the best of intentions, it has no basis and is
purely speculative.
The Perspective of Professional Shooters

At the commencement of recreational hunting in NSW, a cohort that engaged in shooting
for commercial purposes, many on a part time basis, made various representations against
the initiative. It is anticipated that there will be a similar reaction in Western Australia.
Whilst commonly referred to as "professional shooters" this is a term that describes a

licenced firearms holder who has passed the Kongoroo Shooter Fireorms Competency
(Morksmonshi^) test and completed a Kongoroo Shooter Troining (AUStrolion Gome Meot,
Hygiene ond Hondfing) course. The requirements are far from onerous. The licensed person
may only shoot kangaroo on a property for which they have written authorization and apply
for an annual permit at a cost of $60 to be paid to Department of Parks and Wildlife (DPaW).
Fact sheets and applications are available through Department of Environment and
Conservation.
(4)

Auditor General's Report- "Managing the Impact of Plant and Animal Pests: A State-wide Challenge"

(5)

Question on Notice (of which some notice is given) of 6 August 201.3 to the Minister for Agriculture

(6)

Department of Environment and Conservation Kangaroo Shooters Information

The permit does nothing other than allow a competent licensed firearm owner to shoot

kangaroo on a specific property during the current open season for commercial gain and
includes the provision of tags to attach to each carcass. Essentially a "professional shooter"
differs from any other competent licensed firearm holder by the capacity to market the kill.
There are no professional pig shooters' licences, deer shooters' licences, fox shooters'

licences - or camel, wild horse, dog, starling, buffalo etcetera, despite the need to hunt each
in a specific and fairly exacting style.

DPaW regularly contracts permit holders, and inducts competent club based licensed
shooters as volunteers, to carry out targeted culls.

Many annual permit holders work on a seasonal or part time basis, supplementing a regular
income from cray fishing, fly-in-fly-out, building and other trades and professions. There is a
small number of established feral pest control businesses. It is apparent that although the
NSW experience should have dispelled their fears, they continue to have concerns in regard
to their vested interests, and established territories and markets.
Protecting the Environment

Feral animals and other indigenous animals also contribute to the spread of die-back and
other diseases by carriage on their paws/hooves, hides and through their body waste.
Where a favourable season follows several poor ones, kangaroo numbers explode and large
increases eventually force mobs to split and range over far greater acreages to feed, many
carrying die-back into new territory.
Reducing numbers through hunting will assist in the control of some diseases and the

carriage of plant pests such as thistle and cotton bush. With, hunters observing precautions
such as the cleaning of footwear in targeted areas, observing hygiene regimes and through
adherence to restrictions on vehicular movements, their impact is negligible compared to
contamination through bird and animal movements, wind, rainwater runoff and river
currents.

Many of the introduced (now feral) species, such as goats, wild pigs, donkeys and deer have
a huge capacity to cause detriment to the environment. Hooved creatures cause major
damage to river banks and contribute to soil erosion. Pigs are known to cause
contamination to water sources and damage through wallowing and can be found in
significant numbers in, (for instance) the forests around Mundaring Weir and smaller rivers
and creeks in the Collie region.

While the vast majority of licensed firearm owners are responsible and law-abiding citizens,
there often exists an exemption to the norm. It is well known among the hunting and
shooting fraternity that illegal hunting currently takes place on public lands in many regions
such as Collie and Manjimup, where wild pigs, kangaroos and foxes abound.
Some illegal hunters find the opportunity, combined with the isolation, difficult terrain and
absence of legitimate human activity and traffic in these areas, hard to resist. Their use of

firearms and untrained "pig dogs" goes unregulated and largely undetected.

The introduction of regulated hunting on public lands will attract interest and awareness.
Accredited hunters, whose activities are open and transparent will populate areas that have
previously been the domain of irresponsible, unsupervised and illegal activity. The presence
of legitimate hunters will provide a deterrent and the opportunity to hunt legally will
replace the illegal and inhumane practices currently occurring.
Economic Benefits

Australian Woollnnovation Limited (Awl), claims that wild dogs cost the Australian
economy $66.3 million every year. A recent survey by Awl ".... found that despite known
success in wild dog control, sheep producers are not confident to return to sheep or increase their
flock size". htt ://WWW. wool. coin/HK/on-farm-research-and-develo menushee -health-welfare-and
roductivit I est-animals/wild-do s-foxes-and

Is

In June, 2013, the extent of the wild dog expansion across Australia was outlined in a
scientific review by Ben Allen and Peter West from the Invasive Animals CRC in Australian

Veterinary Journal. NSW Department of Primary Industries provided the mapping in the
scientific review.

"While wild dogs ore not the sole cousefor the controction of the sheep industry, they ore
one of the in o1'0r couses, " "Consequently, withoutsubstontiol effort putinto integroted wild
dog controlprogroms, then, ot the rote the industry is presently controcting, the rangel@rid
sheep grazing industry willlikelydisoppe@rwithin 30 to 40ye@rs. "
htt : WWW. australasianscience. coin. au news 'une-201.3 wild-do s-and-shee
don%E2%80%99t-mix. html

In In New South Wales, the impact of the feral animal problem, which threatens 40 per cent
of that state's fragile biodiversity, has been conservativeIy estimated at $740 million per
annum.

At an estimated saving of $2.4 million, in 201.0-,. I, conservation hunters removed 1.8 485
game and feral animals from public lands; in 201.1-,. 2, game hunting license holders spent
$76.2 million on conservation hunting; it was estimated that 74 per cent of that amount
($56.5 million) was invested in regional areas. I 370 jobs are supported by recreational
hunting, and of those, I 020 are in regional NSW.

(7)

The Hon Rick Mazza's Question on Notice of 1.5 October 201.2 (Question and Tabled Paper

''') requested information in respect of culling operations undertaken by government
agencies. The response advised that DPaW has responsibility for managing over 26 million
hectares of national and conservation parks, forests and reserves and a further 89 million

hectares of uriallocated Crown land and unmanaged reserves.
Some of the estimated cost of eradication per animal pest to the agencies, dependent upon
their location, were as high as:
. Goats:

. Pigs:
. Rainbowlorikeets

. Donkeys
. Wildcattle
(7) Public BenefitAssessment2011-12

(8) Question andTabled Paper

$265
605
43
1.54
73

Of course these figures need to be multiplied by many thousands as can be seen from
Appendix (8) and there is significant variation dependent on the location and isolation of the
pests. The total cost of culling operations referred to in this paper was almost $2million.
The table does not include any statistics in respect of wild dogs.
The irony cannot be ignored. Should the opportunity to cull even a portion of these targeted
feral pests be made available to recreational hunters, the cost for that portion would be
virtually eliminated.

In Victoria it is estimated that game hunters generate $1.03million in expenditure per Year.
In addition, is the economic activity generated by the creation of jobs and other flow-on
benefits to game hunting industry. For the year 201.1-2012, the Victorian government
raised $2 027 522 in revenue from Game Licences alone (') 'almm^nt of Vin. rl^ Ha"sa, d, cotstj. ,, on
Notice, 6 February 201.3

Estimated income in New South Wales is $76million per year.
Victoria and New South Wales have value added with general growih in the cottage
industries in regional areas and the growth of niche industries that include:
. Hunting apparel
. Camping equipment and hire
. Boutique and Hunting Lodge Accommodation
. Specialist game meatrestaurants

. Development and marketing of boutique wines to accompany game meats

(10)

. Gun dog breeding and training
. Guideand transportservices

In many cases, these service providers are farmers and previously struggling regional
enterprises who have identified opportunities to diversify and develop in response to
market demands.

(9) Parliament of Victoria Hansard, Questions on Notice, 6 February 2013
(10) FowlesWines

Summary

The settlement of Australia is a relatively recent event. When a great many of our families
settled here, they were dependent upon the land and its bounty for their survival. They
relied on hunting and fishing as well as rudimentary agricultural pursuits. It should not be
forgotten that we are only a few generations separated that time. Some later settlers,
particularly those multitudes of European descent, hunting and a close connection with the
land is even more recent.

The proposal to allow recreational hunting on public lands does not break new ground and
should not be considered as totally foreign to our current policies and practices. Precedents
already exist:

. There are existing arrangements in place where, through some regional offices,
DPaW has agreements or contracts with affiliated club members to provide their
expertise during targeted culling operations.

. The Conservotion ond tond Monogement Act 1984 and Wildlffe Conservotion Act
1950 permit indigenous people to exercise their native title rights and hunt with
firearms within State forests.

DPaW requires that the participants in sanctioned culls be formally accredited for humane
and safe operations and there are a range of restrictions and regulations on aboriginal
hunting within the application of the Fireorms Act 1973.
The existing legislation in Victoria and New South Wales and the work of bodies such as the

Victorian Hunting Advisory Committee are available as templates for the drafting of
legislation suitable for Western Australia.

These existing measures provide a valuable starting point for the design and construction of
a robust regulated and monitored regime and structure.
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HonRickMazza; HonPaulBrown; Hon Sue EITery; HonJames Chown; HonRo
Morton; HonAmber-Jade Sanderson; HonLynnMacLare

"I"'?"""' I

RECREATIONALHUNTINGSYSTEMS
Motion

Resumed from 23 October on the following motion moved by Hon kick MarzaThat the Council-

(a)

acimowledges the use in other states of regulated, licensed recreational hunting systems and
the potential environmental contribution made in controlling pest animals on public lands,
together with the possible econoihic, cultural and recreational benefitsto the community; and

(b)

directs that-

(i)

the Standing Coinmittee on Environment and Public Affairs inquire into the benefits
or otherwise of a similar system being adopted in Western Australia and report back
to the house by 26 June 2014; and

(ii)

Hon kick Mazza be co-opted as a member to the Standing Committee on
Environment andPublic Affairs forthe purposes of the foregoing inquiry.

HONRICKMAZZA (Agricultural)[2.14 pin]: The lasttime ISPoke on this motion Itouched on the history of
hunting and conservation; hunting systems in other countries and states; the cultoral, physical and mental health
benefits of hunting; and the environmental benefits of hunting. Today, I would like to touch on safety and
economic opportunities.

Before I do that, I want to make it absolutely crystal clear that when ITefer to public lands in this motion I am
referring to state forest and unoccupied crown land, not national parks. I made it perfectly clear when I was
interviewed on 7.30 \A that we were not looking at national parks. I have stressed this to radio and television
journalists but the references to national parks persist, especially by those trying to gain some political
advantage. I want to clear this up so there is no confusion; I am talking about state forests and unoccupied crooni
land.

Conservation hunting, or hunting in general, is a perfectly legitimate and natural pursuit. It also allows those
interested in pursuing free-range organic meat the opportunity to do so. I quote Dr Hemik Moner from the
University ofOtago, who wrote -

Ally ecologist must see humans as connected to life's cycles, a legitimate part of the planet's ecology,
captoring energy and nutrients from the land and animals around them. ... But most humansthese days
are hunter-gatherers in supennarkets, preferring to buy their energy, protein and nutrients in cellophane
wrappers. It is easy to see how people can become divorced from ecological realities in this modem
world, and to notrealise their place in a food web and nutrient cycle.
There are a lot of benefits in recreational hunting; notthe leastisthe bushcraft. There are the physical and mental
demands of the activity, which promote fitiless and wellbeing. I can tell members firsthand if they had a
10 kilogi'am bac};pack on their back and a rifle on their shoulder, and marched up and down the Darling Ranges
they would see how physically and mentally demanding it is.

A lot people see the environment as something that should be the domain of photogi'aphers, birdwatchers and
bushwalkers. These are all very good pastimes-no-one denies that. Generally, engaging in those pastimes is as
spectator to the environment, whereas hunting is being a participant in the environment. Hunting gives a
different perspective from bushwalking or photographing narure.

Recently, there was a sign in Fremantle to advertise that the Sporting Shooters' Association of Australia
detennined that 2013 is to be the year of the hunter. There has been quite a good national advertising campaign
to promote hunting, including the sign in Fremantle. The sign has an image of a young man stating that he is an
electrician by day and a hunter by choice. It was predictable, as it is in Fremantle, that it did nottake long before
the sign was defaced with coriuments about guns andthe size of his appendage. It goes to showjust how narrowminded some people are. I was somewhat amused by "inside Cover" in The West Australian not so long ago,
which had a cartoon with a hunter and what can only be described as a hippie and a reference to the wildlife that
may exist in her armpits. On a more serious note, the "inside Cover" article stated -

Fluffy bunny imagery aside, SSAA members, of whichthere are some 150,000 nationally, play arole in
eradicating introduced species such as rabbits and foxes.
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HonRickMazza; HonPaulBrown; Hon Sue Ellery; HonJames Chown; HonRobinChapple; HonHelen
Monon; Hon Amber-Jade Sanderson; Hon LymiMacLaren

The gi'oup says these invasive animals costthe country millions of dollars a year in industry effects and
control efforts.

We can see that there is an important role for hunters to play in animal management. The lasttime ISPoke, I did
not have the answers to the questions on notice I asked aboutthe cost to the Western Australian government of

eradicating different types of animal pests. Yesterday, fortunately, I received that information. It is quite
interesting to note that it costs $162 an animal to eradicate camels and pigs in the Ord River area and it costs
$154 an animal to eradicate donkeys in the Wood River area. Quite alamiingly, eradicating pigs on the Cronin
Nature Reserve cost $605 an animal. Ithink that any self-respecting pig farmer would be very happyto get $605

for a pig, but that is the cost per animal to eradicate them on a commercial basis. The list goes on; therefore, the
cost to the connnunity of eradicating these animals is enormous.

Hunting is not completely foreign to Western Australia; in fact, it was very interesting to note that in 1973, the
secondreading speech of the Firearms Bill, which is in Hamord, statedA tourist attraction now becoming popular in the north of this State incorporates the guided hunting tour
or safari. The submission made to the Minister in this connection was that the service consisted of

escorting gi'oups of people in four-wheel drive vehicles to beauty spots on fishing and hunting trips,
with shooting being allowed along the Fitzi'oy River near Camballin and aimed mainly at the
destruction of vennin.

Clause 17 of the Billmakes provision for the issue of temporary licenses covering the various needs of
this enterprise. Some of the conditions which will be laid down cover a $10 license fee ...
It is intended here that a hunting guide licensed to conduct a guided hunting tour shall cause no more
than three firearms to accompany each tour ...

So the Fireanns Act did make provision at that time for recreational hunting. I also received a letter from a

constituent who pointed outthat in the past, in the 70s, he received a pennit from the state govennnent, from the
forestry departtnent in fact, to hunt in state forests. He said that it was renewable every year and the government
allowed hunting in state forests. Ithink that has not been coriumon of late, but the provision has been there.
I could go on a lot and I am probably covering some of the things that I had covered before. Just in sunnnary,
there are a lot of cultural advantages in state forest hunting. Obviously, I have spoken about the physical and

mental advantages, butthere are also cultaral advantages, such as sitting around a campfire with some friends,
which is always a good thing. There is an economic benefit. in Victoria, the hunting industry is worth
$100 million a year and in New South Wales it is worth $76 million a year. Ithink that WA is probably missing
out. I coinmend this motion to the house and ask members to support the motion to ensure that a fair and
balanced report on this important community initiative is presented to the house.
HON FAllL BROWN (Agricultural) [2.23 pin]: I also would like to support the motion moved by
Hon kick Mazza. Ithink there is certainly a place within Western Australia for controlled recreational hunting
within our state forests. There is a considerable feral animal controlproblem in Western Australia and a range of
foral animals-rabbits, foxes, pigs, deer, goats, camels and wild horses. We have just had a fairly large cull of
wild horses on one of the pastoral properties in the nomiat Lake Oregory. One of the ongoing problems for our

pastoralists and agi'iculturalists in the eastern and nomiem parts of the Agi'icultural Region is obviously wild
dogs. The damage that those animals do to not only the environment but also industry is considerable. I do not
have the dollar figure in front of me, but it is a very large sum for what it does to not only the state s
environment but also the agi'icultural and pastoral industry. The damage and deaths caused to cattle, calves and

sheep through dog bites is such that lain sure that the people who oppose this motion would also support the fact
that we need to reduce the number offeralanimals within this state.

The New South Wales experience is one that Ithink our state should reflect upon. For the last 10 years, New
South Wales has had recreational hunting with strict controls in its state forests. As far as I am aware^)thers

may choose to correct me on this-from speaking recently to some of my colleagues in New South Wales, there
has been little trouble with recreational hunting in state forests. in fact, the New South Wales state government

in July this year announced that it will extend recreational shooting and hunting, once again under very strict
controls, into 11 of its national parks that are under state control. I have the media release from RobyriParker,
the Minister forthe Environment in New South Wales, which states -

Environment Minister RobyiiParkertoday announced a strictregime of controls forthe introduction of

the supplementary pest control progyam in the state's national parks following a rigorous risk
assessment process and expert advice.
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Ms Parker also amounced that the National Parks and Wildlife Service ... will regulate and manage the
progi'am.

"1.1ew measures amounced today will ensure volunteer participants are held to an equivalent high
standard that cumently applies to NPWS staffand contractors ...
Iwillnot carry on too much longer with the press release, but it also states -

"In 2012, NPWS removed over 54,000 pest animals including feral pigs, dogs, cats, foxes and goats
from our national parks ...

Figures that Ihave from other sources suggest that recreational hunting in state forests in New South Wales will
account for another 15 000 feral animals on top of the 54 000 that the National Parks and Wildlife Service
already kilocks on the head, which takes it up to about 70 000 feral animals in New South Wales alone. Ithink

that ifwe took 60 000 to 70 000 feral animals out of our environment, anyone would suggest that that is a very
good outcome for not only our environment but also our various industries, particularly the pastoral and
agricultural industries, which border a lot of our state and national parks.
I understand that Hon kick Mazza is not suggesting that national parks be part of the proposal in this state, but
certainly the New South Wales state government has, after 10 years of very happy painiership between the
National Parks and Wildlife Service and the recreational hunting fraternity, seen fit to introduce recreational
hunting in its national parks. Part of the public's concern about recreational hunting in our state parks is around
public safety. If I am going to take my children to a state park, or indeed a national park, and if we are to
consider the progi'am that New South Wales has undertaken in its 11 parks, the concern is whether my family
and I are going to be safe. The controlsthatthe New South Wales goveniment has put in place are actually quite
rigorous. People must be over 18 years of age and undergo fairly rigorous licensing. The govennnent has taken
control of recreational hunting in national parks away from the Game Council and it is now controlled by the
National Parks and Wildlife Service, to ensure that the controls remain rigorous and robust.
another thing that has been introduced by the New South Wales govennnent and the National Parks and
Wildlife Service is that both national parks and state parks are closed to the public when those programs are in
place. Hunting and shooting in those parks is done only under the control of the National Parks and Wildlife

Service and as part of one of its eradication programs. It is not, as some may suggest, a free-for-all for
contingents of city-based recheck gun owners and shooters with small minds and big guns heading up to the
bush to blast away at everything that moves;ifthat were the case, I would not be standing here in support of this
motion.

HornJim Chown: Howdoyouknow?

Hon PADL BROWN: How do I kilow? That is the experience in New South Wales at the moment. Interally
just got off the phone with some of my colleagues in New South Wales, and they are very happy with the
outcomes there. There was the concern in New South Wales that the Shooters and Fishers Party would rain
througli anthese shooting and fishing amendments and would be allowed to mm around the countryside, banging
away at everything that moves. That has not been the case. instead, they have actually tightened the controls. As
Isaid, they have taken away stewardship of recreational hunting from the Game Council, which, in the view of
some of my colleagues, was an meffectualsteward of the progiam. Some $145 million was provided in funding
to the Game Councilby the government ofNSW, of which only about $4 5 million wasretumed in licence fees
over the last eight years' Controlhas been taken away from that independent body, outside the state govenunent,
and given back to the 1.1SWNationalParks and Wildlife Service.

The motion asks that we ackiiowledge the use in other states of this type of system, and that is whatlam doing
here: acknowledging the use of this type of system in New South Wales. in my view and the view of my
colleagues, the state government of New South Wales has not pandered to the Shooters and Fishers Party;it has
actually brought control back to the state govennnent and strengthened the regimes under which recreational
hunting systems operate. It is under the control of the National Parks and Wildlife Service, and it has actually
stopped the use of bows and arrows, crossbows, and black powder and musket guns; people can use only
licensed firearms. There will always be contention about what will be allowed in Western Australia, and the fear

that ifthe public, parents and kids, want to visit the state forests and national parks of Western Australia, they
will have to run around in flak jackets and disco vests so that they are visible to the shooters and recreational
hunters who are up there participating in these progi'ams. That has not been the case in New South Wales. in

fact, after 10 years of recreational hunting in New South Wales, as far as I am aware-I am happy to be
corrected iflam wrong-there has not been an incident in which a member of the public has been hurt, maimed,
or become a victim of recreational hunting. That has not been the case elsewhere. The opponents of this will
always trumpet a case from New Zealand in which I believe there was a recreational hunting fatality, but
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10 years of recreational hunting in the state forests of New South Wales has notled to a single incident whereby
a member of the public has been injured. I am sure there will always be incidental injury, as we have seen
already, from gun owners who point the wrong end of the gun at their foot and things like that, but as far as the
public is concerned, in 10 years in New South Wales, there has not been an injary to the public.
One of the other things it will create here in WA, as it has done in New South Wales, is another tool for our
government agencies to utilise, including the Depamnent of Parks and Wildlife. The department can actually put
together an effective partiiership with recreational hunters, under strict controls and regimes, following on from
what New South Wales has done: closing parks and state forests to the public when an effective eradication
progiam is going on. That happens anyway. in NSW, even ifthe National Parks and Wildlife Service goes into

those parks and participates by itself, it still shuts the parks and forests off That is done as part of the safety
regime that it cartently undergoes. Anthat happens is that the shooters go in under the supervision of the
National Parks and Wildlife Service; the parks and forests are not shut doom as part of an intention to allow
recreational hunters to go berserk and shoot everything that moves. They actually have to undergo rigorous
training for identifying feral animals and pests so that they clearly understand the difference, for example,
between a rabbit and a borrowing bettong. The lastthing that we want to do is allow recreational hunters to move
into A-class reserves.

Hon kick Mazza is suggesting that, alongside our govennnent departtnents such asthe Deparinient of Parks and
Wildlife and the Depariment of Agi'iculture and Food, we utilise another tool to allow our environment to
recover from the European invasion offoxes, rabbits, dogs and cats-you name it. One of the biggest threats to
our environment is not necessarily cattle and sheep, but the number of wild camels that roam the northern part of
our state and the interior of the country. I know of a nunTber of pastoralists who would like to take part in
environmental tourism that includes shooting-taking parties out to some of these areas and having an
eradication program in place for the wild camels that continually invade their pastoral and farming areas,
wrecking water trouglis and fencing, and coming into homesteads at night, causing considerable concern to
pastoralists and agriculturalists. That is separate to the motion put forward by HonRickMazza about
recreational hunting in state forests. As I said, Hon kick Manza is talking about state forests and not national
parks. I also believe that he is talking about unoccupied crown land. I also believe there is scope to allow hunters
to use the allocated parts of crown land-that is, land cumently occupied by pastoralists-to earn an income
from the eradication of these pests.

Isupport the motion. We should examine what has transpired in New South Wales and look at the very good
partnership the New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service has with recreational hunters and the
hunting coriumunity. It is a success. As I have said previously, the NSW experience has not allowed shooters to
roam all over the state on a shooting free-for-all. It has been of economic and environmental benefit to New
South Wales and has allowed recreational hunters a place to go--not on all public lands, but on very specific
public lands, under specific progi'runs, with direct supervision. Parks and reserves in New South Wales have
been divided into two zones. Zone A allows for volunteers to be part of the National Parks and Wildlife Services
team, working shoulder to shoulder with experienced staff. Zone B allows experienced and trained volunteers to
be supervised by National Parks and Wildlife Service staff. This includes induction and daily safety briefings,
detailed reporting, data collection and debriefing requirements and site-specific shooting plans with detailed
maps and direct operations approved by the National Parks and Wildlife Service's regional managers, consistent
with regional-best strategies. I mentioned earlier that shooters in NSW have to undergo, as part of their licence,
additional training. Part of that training includes mapping and understanding coordinates and where they are in
relation to National Parks and Wildlife Service maps so that when hunters participate in these exercises they are
exactly where the National Parks and Wildlife Service expectsthem to be, not anywhere else.
Members may have seen the Fo"r Corners program some time ago on the Shooters and Fishers Party. It was a
45-minute progi'am that did not portray the Shooters and Fishers Party or recreational hunters in the best Iig}It.
However, a lot of water has gone under the bridge since that program went to air, and the press release of the
NSW minister in early July has taken care of a lot of the matters that the Fowl Corners story highlighted. The
FOMr Corners program also highlighted the shooting of elephants and other activities that do not happen in
Australia. The New South Wales state goverimient has wrested back control and subjected hunting activities in
New South Wales to very strict rules.
ICOmmend the motion to the house, and I coriumend Hon kick Mazza for bringing this matter to the attention of

the Parliament. lain sure thatifan inquiry looks at the robust controlsthe New South Wales govennnent has put
in place and ifthe Western Australian state govennnent and any of its agencies choose to implement any, all or
part of the recoinmendations of this motion, then we will have a safe and effective way to utilise recreational
hunting that will enable the Western Australian environment and Western Australian pastoral, tourism and other
industries to get value back from the scourge that is currently rampaging the state-that is, feral animals.
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HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [2.45 pin]: Irise to state the
opposition's position on this motion. This motion would nomially have been dealt with by
Hon StephenDawson, but he is out of the chamber on urgent parliamentary business so Ihave taken on that job
for him.

Labor opposes the motion for a couple of reasons. Ido not disagi'ee with the contribution ofHonPaulBrown and

what he has said aboutthe scourge offeral animals. The Labor Party thinks that that matter is best controlled by
the Deparinient of Parks and Wildlife, the state, and not by recreational shooters. The Labor Party also takes
issue with recreational shooters on public lands, especially where those public lands include national parks.
Recreational shooters are not the appropriate instrunient to control pests on public lands. There is a public
agency tasked with that responsibility. Ifthat is not being done adequately-a fair argunient hasjust been put
about the scourge of pests on public land and national parks in particular-then the appropriate answer is to
better resource the government agency and provide it with the tools it needs to do its job rather than take a more
ad hoc approach and rely on recreational shooters, the vast majority of whom, I am sure, are highly responsible
and many of whom may be willing to participate in the appropriate levels of training; however, some of them
may not. There is a realissue of accountability when we rely on volunteers, essentially, to carry out a role that is
potentially dangerous to themselves and to others who may be in the vicinity. It is far better that that role be

carried out by a regulated agency. Therefore the opposition thinks it is important to protect biodiversity in public
parks and public lands.
Hon PaulBrown: Does that include foxes, dogs and cats?

Hon SUE ELLERY: Instened with interest to Hon PaulBrown's conrrnents, and I agi'eed with part of what he
said, butthe appropriate way to control foxes and wild dogs is througlia regulated public agency, not volunteers.
That is my position. I do not disagree that matters need to be dealt with. The difference between us in whatisthe

appropriate instrunnent and who are the appropriate goup of people to give that authority to?
I also think that if there were support in government for the policy position, then a government agency could
collect and gather the infonnation that the honourable member seeks in his motion to have a parliamentary
coriumittee to collect. Ifthere is a mood within govennnent to acceptthe policy within this motion, there is the

capacity of an existing public agency to collect anthat material and present options to govenunent. The
Departinent of Parks and Wildlife already has the capacity to engage professionalshooters when they are part of
a well-designed invasive species control progi'am. Those progiams, as others in this room know better than I,

involve baiting, trapping and controlling watering points in the use of shooting. Timing is critical to the success
of any control method. Ifthe control method relies on the use of volunteers, the success of a well-designed and
targeted system cannot always be guaranteed if that volunteer workforce camot be controlled in the sense of

who is or is not available and who has or has not done the training. I have made the point that the opposition
does not see a need for a parliamentary committee to do an investigation into the use of recreational shooting as
an invasive species control mechanism. We believe that ifthere is a view within government that the policy is
worth supporting, there is an agency that collects that material.

A point was made about foxes and dogs in particular, and of course there are other species such as cats, rabbits
and rats that are invading the private space riglit now of somebody 11ariow very well in East Victoria Park. Those

animals have caused much of the demise of Australian native animals and they imperil many species now. I
certainly think there is an arguable point to be made that more needs to be done, but we would say that the
"more" that needs to be done needs to be done by the appropriate public agency. The decision on if and when

shooting is to be used is part of one of those targeted programs, and certainly needs to be done in a highly
regulated way so that other users of public land are not at risk at the time of shooting. We do not want to create a
system that has an additional layer of people checking who is in the space at the time recreational shooters are
there as weft. Certainly any program would need to be monitored to assess whether or not it is effective. I do not

believe that allowing ad hoc recreational hunting in public lands would have any meaningful impact on
controlling pest species, and I am not sure that we would want it without also investing in the kinds of
protections that need to be put in place to ensure that other people using that public land are keptsafe.
With those briefconunents, I indicate that the opposition will not be supporting the motion. We believe that the

best way to control pest animals on public land is by a combination of measures, which includes shooting but
only when it is organised, conducted and carried out by officers of the respective public agency.
HON Jin CHOWN (Agricultural - Parliamentary Secretary) [2.52 pm]: I have erave reservations about

the intent of this motion. in fact, I am reasonably comfortable that it will be referred to a committee for inquiry. I
hope that the coriumittee looks at this motion in a very clinical and unbiased fashion. Obviously, if
Hon luck Manza, as his motion suggests, is seconded to that coriumittee as a member, there will be a fair bit of

bias. He has already sought in debate on this motion to allow recreational shooting on unoccupied crown land
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and in his own words that it includes state forests. One of the issues I have with this motion is how anyone

shooting on crown land would kilow that the land was unoccupied. It is assimple as that. As somebody who has
used a high-powered rifle on private property on many occasions, I can say that when weapons have a killing
range of over a mile and a projectile range of overtimee miles and they hit something, there is no room for error;
there is no getting up, it is too late and it is goodbye. Every time Ihave on occasions overshot from that range, I
would stress over where that projectile actually ended up. I am talking just about shooting on very, very remote
areas on the property loamed; that is just something that happens.

The issue is sinnmed up very well by Echo News, which is a newspaper distributed to York, Northam,
Kalamunda and Minidaring. Before I get into what I have to say about this motion, Iremind the house that
HonKenBaston, Hon Ed Denner, Hon Max Trenorden, Hon 10n Ford and I were part of the Standing
Cornmittee on Public Aiministration in the lasttenn of govenmient. It was a coriumittee that worked extremely
effectiveIy in a very non-political and unbiased manner and it had some very good outcomes. One thing we
looked at was recreational activity in the catchment areas of the state. Those were forest areas, crown land, and
for most of the time unoccupied areas-for want of a better word. Part of that coriumittee's work was to look at
recreational use in those areas, which included of course bushwalking, orienteering and horseriding, and trail

bike, pushbike and motorbike riding. We made recoinmendations on places outside the major water collection
points where people could participate mrecreationalactivities-and that is whattakes place today.
There are therefore a few problems with this motion. Members can foresee a conflict between recreational
shooters and so-called unoccupied land where two and a halfmiles away, out of sight and out of sound, there
may be a goup of people bushwalking along the Bibbulmun track or something to that deeree.
The article inithe Echo News, that IPickedup yesterday, states -

Professional shooter Steve Pass said there had always been a lot ofhype and exaggeration associated
with feralanimals.

"We don't have the same problems as suggested by ^^in. Mazza with the number offeralanimals tfound
inl the eastern states, " He is correct aboutthat -

"The fact is these shooters haven't got anywhere to go shooting, that's why they want to go in these
areas in the first place.

"It's certainly not about conservation [and] they would be far better building nesting boxes and planting
trees.

"There are already 1080 and sodium nitrite baiting and trapping progi'ams going onThat is, where those programs are required by the department, and that includes the harvesting of wild dogs.
Horn PaulBrowm: That's not much self-interest!
Horn Jin CHOWN: Hon PaulBrownhadhis 45 minutes. Ifhe wants me to start, Iwill.

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon Jin CHOWN: Steve Pass asks in the article -

"Who would effectiveIybe able to manage and controlSeveral members mitetiected.

The PRESIDENT: Order, members! I will be the judge of when people can say something and when they
camot. Hon Jim Chown has the call. As I said before, I do not want to sternise the place by not having any

interjections, but Hon Jim Chown hasthe floor.
Horn Jin CHOWN: Steve Pass goeson-

"Who would effectiveIy be able to manage and controlthe recreational shooters?
Who would do that? Also, as he stated and as we well know, there is dieback through many areas of the south
western forests.

The culling of horses at Lake Gregory, mentioned by HonPaulBrown, was done by highly professional people
who Iaiew exactly whatthey were doing. The lastthing Iwantis recreational shooters letloose to cull animals of

any description. We talked about harvesting feral animals. in Western Australia hunting is allowed only on
private property. Someone who wants to use a weapon or rifle on someone's property must have pennission
from the owner. There have been many instances throughout the Agricultural Region of people going onto
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private properties and shooting kangaroos without peruiission. One issue in regard to that came aboutrecently in
the Goodlands area when the pilot program for tariffs on wild dogs was released. People there thought they
actually had the authority to go onto properties and shoot, which has caused a lot of angstto landowners.
The Firearms Act 1973 states that a person does not have a genuine reason for acquiring or possessing a firearm
or amiiunition for use in hunting or shooting of a recreational narure unless they have a landowner's written
peruiission for shooting and hunting on their land. The Land Aiministration Act 1997 prohibits the discharge of
firearms on any crown land. Ifthis motion were supported by the govennnent and went through Parliament, that
act for a start would have to be amended to a large deeree to allow recreational hunters to operate on crown land.
Crown land, of course, encompasses national parks and other areas of the state.

I will not go into what happens with licensing requirements in other states, because they are quite
comprehensive, but Twill dealwith New South Wales, as it has been mentioned today. The Game CouncilNew
South Wales, a statutory body established under the Game and Feral animal Control Act 2002 and a Labor

goveniment initiative, has the statutory objective to provide for the effective management of introduced species
of game and feral animals and to promote responsible and orderly hunting on public and private land. The New
South Wales Department of Primary Industries coriumissioned a review called "Governance Review of the Game

Council ofNSW', the Drum report. Despite being established for more than a decade and receiving significant
amounts of public moneys, the Game Council of NSW had extremely poor governance. There was no
overarching governance framework; it lacked a strategic PIaming framework; it lacked skills, tools and

resources to ensure effective compliance with its regulatory framework; and it had no internal regulatory
compliance progi'am and no approved enterprise-wide risk. The Game Councilis predominantly made up of
hunters and shooters, so there is a significant conflict of interest there. The Game Council ofNSW had not been

able to resolve the inherent conflict of interest associated with its functions. On 4 July 2013, the New South
Wales Minister for Primary Industries and Small Business amounced that the government would adoptthe key
reconnnendations of the Dunn report and implement a broad range of refonns to ensure the effective

management of game and pest animals in seeking to restore public confidence and the legitimacy of hunting as a
recreational activity on crown land. The issue there is public confidence. Public confidence in recreational

hunting on crown land, which had been operating for at least 10 years, had reached a very low point in New
South Wales. The govenunent tried to justify, through a report, that it was doing the riglitthing.
Upon release of the Drum report, the NSW govennnentiinmediately disbanded the Game Council ofNSW and

suspended hunting in all state forests and crown land pending the transfer of functions to the Department of
Primary industries and the outcomes of a risk assessment. Prior to the Dunn report, recreational hunting was
pennitted on declared public land to current holders of a restricted NSW game hunting licence issued by the
Game Council ofNSW. Licensed, educated and accredited hunters could apply for written permission througlia
controlled booking system-we heard about something similar from the previous speaker-to hunt on
460 declared state forests and two crown land areas. Premier Bany O'Farrell was forced to renege on a preelection coriumiiment not to allow hunting in national parks. PremierO'Famell publicly aimitted that he
reluctantly made the deal with the Shooters and Fishers Party only to secure their vote for the privatisation of
state electricity assets. The Shooters and Fishers Party was allowed on these particular lands only for political
outcomes that suited the govennnent of the time. It had no public support because obviously there was abalance
of power issue with the Shooters and Fishers Party in the New South Wales Parliament.
After the Drum report, the Game Council ofNSW was disbanded. Hunting in allstate forests and crown land

was jinmediately suspended. A trial hunting program commenced in October this year in 12 national parks. The
NSW goveiTmientis assessing that rollout to another 75 parks. At this stage, only 12 national parks, not 460, are
allowed to be used for recreational shooting. The govenrrnent is looking very carefully at whether it will be
rolled out further. The parks will be closed to the public when hunting progi'ams are taking place. The Shooters
and Fishers Party released media statements condemning the O'Famellgoveminent for the inanediate suspension
of hunting on public land and suggested that culls that involve recreational hunters be inaned across a larger
area.

I will go through some of the arguments against recreational shooting on public or crown lands. It has been said

that there is clear danger to other forest users as hunters have biglily variable skills. The NSW government's
assessment of the risk of injary or death from projectiles, ithunting was allowed, was considered to be major.
Many years ago I read an article in Time magazine about wild pheasant shooting. I am sure it was written
tongue-in-cheek, but it included factual figures. It said that for every pheasant in Italy, there are three or four
hunters, but that pheasants are fairly safe due to the fact that Italian hunters wing themselves more often than
they bag pheasants. There are risks involved in this occupation.
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Allavailable scientific evidence confinns that recreational hunting is not an effective primary controlmethod for
foral animals, although it has been conimned that professional hunters can be useful in specific strategic control
programs. We are talking about professional hunters, not amateur hunters pretending to be professionals.
Professional hunters}aiow whatthey are doing.
Hon Adele Farma tiltedected.

Hon JIM CHOWN: We are nottalking about amateur shooters going outrecreational hunting on a weekend;
we are talking about people who live off this particular occupation.
in fact, recreational hunting can be counterproductive to the control of feral animals. Hunters are motivated to
maintain populations for recreational hunting. For example, the Game Council ofNSW successfully stopped
deer being listed as a "key threatening process" under the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 and
ensured bag limits for certain deer, despite the damage caused inNSWby this particular aimnal. Hunters remove
too few antinals. No strategic approach has been put in place for the removal of animals that are killed. As
Hon kick Marza stated, ifwe put a 10 kilogi. am bacl:pack on our back and go off forthe weekend to bag a few
kangaroos, pigs or whatever, will we drag them alithat way back and dispose of them in our wheelie bin when
we gethome? Will we take a shoveland dig up the dry hard sununer dinto bary them orwillwejustleave them
where they fall? in reality, most people leave them where they fall and if they dig a hole and bury them, the
foxes, dogs andpigs come along and devourthem, so we are really providing them with anothersource offo0d.
another issue that has evolved out of this practice in the eastern states concerns the factthat hunters focus their
efforts on easily accessible areas. Wild animals are wild animals, and one has to be very good to get close to a
wild animal. Ifthere is a lot of activity, they disperse further into inaccessible areas. Hunters make animals more
wary of humans and push them into different, less accessible areas. This impacts on poisoning and baiting

programs carried out by various departments. Those programs have proven to be vastly superior in the
eradication offeral animals. Pest animal controlrelies on concentrated animal numbers to be effective.

According to a statement made by the Victorian National Parks Association on 20 June 2012, recreational
hunting for sambar deerhasshownno capacity at anto reducethe number of animals, despite there being no bag
limit. The Victorian National Parks Association says that there is no bag limit and shooters can shoot sambar

deer untiltheir eyes fall out, but it is having no effect at all on their numbers. Recreational hunters are primarily
motivated to hunt farmed sambar to ensure sustainable populations or to increase their population, because

withoutthem, they do not have a recreational activity. The frequent and random distorbance of sambar has made
the animals more difficult to control. Sambar deer are listed under the Wildlife Act 1975 as a protected game

species, despite the fact that they are also listed as a potentially threatening process, which is the higliest possible
threat listing under Victoria's Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. Targeted hunting for strategic pest control
using professional hunters has proven to be successful only in certain areas.
A survey conducted by the Invasive Species Council in August 2012 found that 58 per cent of deer populations
had probably been established due to illegal translocation. Feral deer were observed in at least 30 new locations
inNSW. Whatis happening here? Hunters do not want to travel200 kilometres to take a sambar deer. They will
catch a couple of deer, bring them closer to home, release them in the bush or in crown forested areas and let
them breed up. Then, bob's your uncle, they do nothaveto travel200 kilometres on the weekend;they only have
to travel 50 kilometres!

There has been a great deal of negative media coverage over the years about recreational hunting, especially on
state or crown land. On 13 March 2007 State!me Western, "strong reported that the Departtnent of Environment

and Conservation had long suspected the transportation of feral pigs to previously unaffected areas for
recreational hunting, for the reasons I have already stated. Pregnant sows were being left and hunters would
come back at a later stage to hunt their offspring. The department's suspicions were confirmed by a Mardoch
University study that used DNA profiling to detennine where the feralpigs originated, resulting in rulequivocal,
court-defensible data to support the transportation and relocation of these feral animals closer to the metropolitan
area. On 31 December 2012, The West Australian reported that hunters were pushing for access to Western

Australia's national parks, and that is what is happening here today. Hunters had submitted a proposal to the
government and the then Minister for Environment, BillMannion, advised that he did not propose to change the
cument arrangements. The Australian on 25 January 2013 ran an article on allowing guns in national parks and

reported that the invasive Species Council advised that baiting of species such as foxes and rabbits was far more
effective while, for larger species, closing portions of parks to allow short-tenn access for trained specialists

supported by aerial hunting would make a difference to the population size and distribution of feral pests or
animals. There is no statement there aboutrecreationalhunters having access.

According to the New South Wales Office of Environment and Heritage, randomly operating amateur hunters
may well make the problem worse, increasing carcasses in parks and providing new food sources for feral
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animals, as I have already stated. On 10 April 2013, news. coin. au reported that a poll coriumissioned by NSW
state member of Parliament Alex Greenwich, questioning the support of hunting in NSW national parks showed,
that 63.2per cent of NSW residents were opposed to the decision while 22.8per cent were in favour.
Bushwalking New South Wales and the Public Service Association of NSW, which represents national parks,
had gi'eat opposition to this practice. interestingIy enough, the acting chief executive of the Game Council in
NSW, Greg MCFarland, had been involved in the shooting of a goat at a property in Mount Hope in western
NSW in December and faced firearms and illegal hunting charges. One hasto wonder aboutthe veracity of some
of these people who are in control of the licensing requirements that allow these amateur recreational hunters to
partake in their particular sport.

On 13 May 2013, The Age reported that hunters had iridiscriininately shot and illegalIy left over 800 ducks,
including 150 rare species protected by Victorian law, in the opening weekend of the duck season. In Victoria a
person can have a licence to shoot ducks, butsome ducks cannot be shot. Before getting a licence, a person must
sit a test to ensure he can identify which ducks can be taken. Ifit walks like a duck and quacks like a duck, it is
not alwaysthe duck that a person is allowed to shoot. Game Victoria aimitted that the final tany could be much
higher and did not include the birds hunters took with them, and they have a daily bag limit in Victoria of 10
birds, which raised questions about Victoria's oversignt with regard to the taking of ducks. It is interesting that
this state has bamed duck shooting. Ithink we banned it in about 1996.
Hon Adele Farma interjected.

Hon Jin CHOWN: Yes, that is correct. It was banned through overwheiming public support and from that day
to this Ihave riotseen one press statement in support of reopening it.
On 9 May this year, The sydney Morning Herald stated that the South Australian pest eradication progr'am was
shut down in May 2013 after a hunter was shot in the ankle by another hunter during a supervised cull offeral
goats at Onkanaringa River National Park. The ABC on 23 May this year reported that a farmer in Springside in
central-west NSWwas shot at when he confronted a inari hunting kangaroos on his property. The National Parks
Association used the incident to higlilight why the activity should not be allowed in some NSW reserves, and I
am targeting New South Wales because it has been used as an example in other addresses here today. The
Australian-that wonderful, greatly unbiased newspaper-in an article entitled "More doubts about hunting in
NSW parks" reported the incident of a Springside fanner being shot at and having a mobile phone smashed by
men he caught hunting kangaroos on his property. It also stated that a hunter in Victoria was facing charges for
nearly shooting one of his colleagues, that an animal rescue volunteer claimed his life had been threatened by a
gi'oup of archers in the Hunter Valley on crown land and that a New South Wales hunter was charged with
illegalIy transporting pigs from one area of Liftigow to another, which justifies my statement aboutthese people
moving feralartiinalsthatthey wish to hunt closer to where they live.

Quite frankly, given the obvious public opposition to recreational hunting systems utilised in not only this state,
but also other states where it is allowed to happen in a restricted way, I would certainly counsel whichever
coriumittee this matter goes to that it give it serious consideration and look at the facts, and not the emotional

rhetoric that we have heard here today, about the taking of feral animals. There is no good environmental
foundation to allow recreational hunters onto crown land or state-owned land.

The reality in this state is that ifa person has pennission, he can go onto private land and shoot with that owner's
peruiission. From my understanding, that also applies to the pastoral areas, so we are talking about millions of
hectares being available to people for hunting. Ifthey can build a rapport with the landowner andthe landowner
thinks they are responsible enougli to shoot on his property, they will get permission. We should not have to
open up areas of publicly accessible state-owned land that is used for recreational activities, and put restrictions
on those areas so a minority of people who wantto enter into this, quite frankly, very dangerous occupation can
utilise them. We have all heard the anecdotal stories of people climbing througli fences or falling over and
blowing off their left amI or leg with a shotgun, which happens regularly. Ifthis happens in the middle of the
never-never, then someone has to rescue these people, so that is an added expense. Regardless, I have serious
reservations aboutthis motion. Thank you.
HON ROBIN CllAPPLE onining and Pastoral) [3.17 pin]: Irise to speak againstthis motion and indeed a

referral to a connnittee. Unfortunately, the honourable member opposite has touched on many of the points that I
was going to raise, but Ineed to putthis in some sort of context. I am not some metropolitan latter-day greenie. I
was an armourer in the Northern Territory in 1973-74 and ITepaired firearms ranging from 55 calibre MartiniHeirys through to .17 Centerfire Remingtons, and people must realise the power of these firearms that are
currently accessible. Following the 1996 Port Arthur massacre, Johii Howard and the Howard government
brouglit in significant controls, and these were reflected in this state by amendments to the Firearms Act in 2003
that dealt with a number of the issues. Unfortunately, many of the issues that were discussed in the CoAG
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meetings were never actually implemented in this state, so we have a fewproblems with firearmsthat needto be
fixed. Firearms are quite complex and, in some ways, beautifully engineered devices, but in the hands of people
who do notlaiow howto use them they are not effective and can be downriglit dangerous.

1still have in my side pieces of copper from a blowback in a .303. That was because the person, who Ithought
was reasonably sensible, had been using blank aimnunition, chambering it and using welding rods. He had

damaged the barrel and lined to clean it. When we test a firearm, we always fire it behind us. I got a blowback
from the breach and the case came out of the breach and went into my side. This was because somebody did not

kilow what they were doing. He was a legitimate person; he had the relevant firearm licences and had gone
througli all the processes. But boys will be boys and he started playing around. I have also experienced guys
coming back to me after purchasing a 12-gauge shotgun and complaining of a broken shoulder, because they did
not kilow they had to really punthe butt of the gun into their shoulder. Unfortunately, we do not have

particularly good training for people who handle dreamis. However, in the broader context, we really need
professional shooters and doggers out there. I am equally mindful, as has been stated by many people today,
aboutthe scourge offeralanimals outthere. Iflgo out on the Caming Stock Route, there is a good chance Iwill
come across a herd of I 000 camels, and there is no control. We need some control out there for those elements

such as the donkeys, the foxes and the other animals, especially cats in the mangyove systems. To allow people
with firearmpennitsto go outthere and shootrandomly on vacant crown land is notthe wayto go.
When someone wants to get a centre-fire firearm licence in this state, they need to find themselves a pastoralist,
or somebody with large tracts of land, who will give them a letter that states they are able to shoot on their

property. Someone cannot get a centre-fire firearm licence, unless it is for range shooting, without a letter from a
pastoralist. When we consider the Mining and Pastoral Region is some 2.24 million square kilometres and a
large percentage of that is pastoral land, there is adequate space for shooters already.
As somebody who gets out on country and sees the need for shooting, Ithink we need better control by our

govennnent agencies. I am mindful that a number of years ago we used to have sigilificant shooting by the ag
depariment around Camarvon and Exmouth where there was a goat population. The deparinlGrit would do aerial
shooting from helicopters. We camot leave this up to amateurs;it has to be done by professionals. Professional
shooters are a really valuable part of our coriumunity, as are the doggers and people such as that. Unfortunately,
we do not pay doggers nearly enoug}Iforthe workthatthey do andto adegi'ee they are a dying breed.
We have made quite a few moves in this state. in 2001 a firearms policy working gi. oup was established by the
AUStralasian Police Mirtisters, which went througli a number of discussions about how to bring the states into
some runfonnity around firearms. in April 2002, the connnonwealth Minister for Justice and Customs, Chiis
Ellison, wrote to allpolice ministers to seek their support for the development of a national firearms trafficking

policy agi'eement. At the AUStralasian Police Ministers' Council meeting in Darwin it was agi'eed to runfonnly
clamp down on firearm strategies through 17 resolutions and an action plan. We have gone quite a long way.
That led to the Firearms Amendment Billto be introduced in this Parliament in 2003. Althouglithat was a major

step forward, it is noted that even when dealing with that, some of the recoinmendations that came out of the
Council of Australian Govennnents meeting were not implemented in this state. One of them is that there is no

requirement for a firearms licence applicant to provide a medical certificate stating that he or she is physically or
mentally fit to hold a licence. Under the current laws the coriumissioner is able to request a medical certificate if
he or she has received infonnation to suggest a concern with individual suitability, butthere is no requirement
for a medical certificate to be provided.
Much has been made of New South Wales. Indeed, there was the independent consulting report "Governance
Review of the Game CouncilofNew South Wales". Ithinkthe honourable member opposite touched on some of
it, but Iwould like to read in part of the report that goes to the crux of the matter -

The Game Councilis a case study of power and politics illustrating why such small agencies can
flounder unless they have clear direction, clearly described functions, and effective oversignt; and why
there should be clear rules for the establishment of such statutory bodies to demonstrate why they need

to be independent, and why this is going to be the most efficient model for service delivery.
Allowing the Game Councilto continue on its cument path is not an option. To be brutalIy honest this is

probably as close as we ever want to get in Australia to what has started to look increasingly like a
private regulatory agency, i. e. a regulatory and compliance function, under the control of a small gi'oup
of individuals, partially cloaked from mainstream government oversight.
Quite clearly the Game Councilhas been closed and now the govennnentislooking at bringing the controls back
under the depariment. There will be monitoring and evaluation of those processes.
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Guns and hunting has always been a prominent feature in New South Wales politics over at least a decade with
governments striking deals and horse trading with the Shooters and Fishers Party in the New South Wales upper
house to pass contentious legislation. Some of the legislation that has been passed has led to savage cuts to
victims and workers' compensation, cuts to public sector wages and conditions and the privatisation of the
state's electricity generators and ports. It also weakened the fireann laws and increased recreational hunting on
public lands. The watering down of the gun laws in New South Wales due to political pressure from the Shooters
and Fishers Party has moved New South Wales away from the national firearms ageement, which we signed on
to in 2003, and increased the number of guns and gullouniers in New South Wales. Although the Game Council
was supposed to be self-funding, it ended up receiving more than $2.75 million of public funding a year to
promote recreational hunting on public land in New South Wales. I think Hon Jim Chown would shake in his
shoes if this government were to start providing money for recreational shooters to shoot out on some of the
lands, which are, in the main, close to the metropolitan area. They are not remote because we can shoot on
remote and pastorallands anyway. Basically, it concerns me, and Ithink that we should not go down this track.

I would like to read in some continents from the widow of GayHill, aged 42, who died instantly after his
nephew lined him up in the signts of a .35 calibre rifle and pulled the trigger on what he thouglit was a deer.
These were two well-trained shooters shooting in Victoria. JosephNorris from Queensland, who fired the fatal
shot in Alpine National Park in Victoria, was a professionalshooter but he told the Coroner's Courtthat he was

suffering from buck fever, a condition in which hunters are too anxious to bag an animal. fits that mentality that
concerns those who oppose allowing shooting in national parks. The number of people holding shooters'
licences has increased since ^^fi' Hill was killed. A^fi's Hill, who also is a target shooter, disagi. ees with the idea of
allowing shooters in national parks, even with strict controls. She believes that it win16ad to more white crosses
in national parks on trees and said"There are rules of shooting that you should obey. If a professional shooter can do that tshoot
someonel, anyone can do it.

in my time, I have seen really good people with dreamis and I have seen very, very professional people with
firearms. A good colleague of mine, who has now passed away, MalcohnDouglas, was indeed a crocodile
shooter. He was one of those people who were referred to in 1973 as promoting, in those days, the hunting of
crocodiles in the north west and the Kimberley for recreational punoses and fortourism shooting. He eventually
detennined that that was notthe best way to go and ruined his whole life to the humane capture and dispatch of
crocodiles. He did not believe that shooting crocodiles, which were a pest, was the way to go. Unfortunately, he
is no longer with us, but I bring his message to this place that there are better ways to dealwith our feralspecies
than simply allowing people who do not have the right level of training and skills, who are merely recreational
hunters, to be outthere hunting.
HON HELEN MORTON (East Metropolitan - Minister for Mental Health) [3.33 pin]: Normally, this is
not a motion that the govenunent would readily accept. Ithas obviously seen us have quite a few different views

aboutit. Iwant to put on the recordwhatthe government feels about this issue and then Iwilltalk about why we
are prepared to look at it going to a coinmittee.
First of all, the position that the govennnent holds is that Western Australia's state forests and conservation

reserves are managed for a range of uses, including recreation and tourism, forestry and biodiversity
conservation. Although the state govenrrnent supports cooperative progi. ams for feral animal control with

orgartised and trained recreational hunters and sporting shooter gi. oups, and has cooperated with such 9.0ups in
the past, it does riotsupport increased access by recreational hunters beyond specific controlprogi'ams. Allowing
recreational hunting for sport in state forests and conservation reserves would likely disrupt other control
programs, be a safety risk to other forest and park users and potentially increase the spread of weeds and forest
diseases such as dieback. Unlike other states, WA has a major area of infestation of dieback and most of the
forest areas are higlily susceptible to dieback spread.
Iheard Hon Jim Chown also make these claims, but claims have come to the Department of Parks and Wildlife
that in the past hunters have introduced animals, for example feralpigs, into state forests and some conservation

reser, ICs for the purpose of maintaining bun, tm, . ORport, andties v{hich rather than assisting control efforts has
actually exacerbated the problem. The Department of Parks and Wildlife also has an animal ethics obligation to
ensure that any destruction of pest animals on land under its management is carried out in a humane manner.

There is no evidence that recreational hunting in state forests or conservation reserves has any significant longterm impacts in reducing pest animal populations; however, Ihave not had brought to my attention or been able
to find any evidence to the contrary. Anecdotal evidence suggests that some recreational hunters endeavour to
maintain a supply of target animals for sporting purposes and therefore the goalis always to leave animals to
hunt in the funnelthinkthatis a similar coriumentto that made byHon Jim Chown.
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The Departnient of Parks and Wildlife has used the assistance of accredited sporting shooter gi'oups as part of
specific managed pest-controlprogi'amsto remove antinals, such as feralpigs, and these activities are undertaken
with departtnental oversight and supervision and are consistent with its animal ethics obligations. The
Departinent of Environment Regulation believes that introducing a licence system for the benefit of certified
hunters would have a considerable public cost with no significantidentifiable long-term environmental gain.
I also sought infonnation from the Depariment of Agi'iculture and Food. I will not go into it in too much detail
because HonKen Baston may do so at some time in the future. However, one point I will make is that the
original motion was about the success of recreational hunting systems permitted in other jurisdictions. 11anow
that the motion was subsequently changed so that we could look at whether there was some evidence to show
that. The Depariment of Agi'iculture and Food has indicated that it is not infonned about the success or the
contribution made in controlling pest animals on public land. Again, there is a difference between whatis being
put forward in the motion and what one of our government agencies tells us.
The control of pest animals on public land is the responsibility of the authority in which the land is vested or
otherwise has management responsibility. When my husband and I had a pastoral property we had serious
problems with feraldogs. To the east of us was crooniland. To the north of us, a mining companyhadtaken over
a pastoral property and had taken off the windmillheads so there was no water flowing in that area. To the west
of us, the Depamnent of Conservation andLand Management hadtaken over aproperty and was not maintaining
a dogging progi. am or anything. To the south of us, the pastoralist had gone out of sheep and into cattle, so he
also did not continue with a dogging program, which basically left our property in the middle as one of the few
sheep properties still operating in that area. It did not seem to matter how much money, time and effort were
expended, and we got shooters in to try to controlthat dog problem, we lost a significant nuniber of sheep to the
pointthatthe property was unviable and they could not be controlled in that situation. I do understand the point
of view aboutthe necessity for additional effort to be made around the controlofferalanimals.

Another issue that has been raised is that of public safety; that is a realissue that we will have to consider in this
process. The government is likely to support the referral of this matter to a conmiittee because we would like a
cornmittee to have a good look at it and to take more time than was originally considered, because we do not
think that a quick look at this issue wingive us the infonnation we are looking for. We have, however, indicated
that we would prefer it to go to a different connnittee than the coriumittee indicated in the motion. Consequently,
I will move an amendment to the motion that the matter go to the Standing Committee on Public Aiministration
rather than the Standing Coriumittee on Environment and Public Affairs. We have heard HonRick Manza say
that there is no intention for this to be applied in national parks, but there are other conservation reserves that
may or may not be suitable. As Hon Jim Choum has indicated, there are other public lands, for example pastoral
leases, where a fonn of feral pest controlis already in place through enabling shooters already on those
properties. We would like to kilow what different conceptis being proposed and how specific it would be. As I
mentioned at the begiming of my speech, we do not know aboutthe success or otherwise of similar progi'ams
operating in other states, although we heard Hon Jim Chown give us some very clear infonnation. Nevertheless,
we would like the coinmittee to have a good look at what happens in other jurisdictions.

There is also the issue of legislation-what fonns of licensing and regulated systems already apply, what could
or could not happen in Western Australia, and ifit were to happen, what consequential amendments would have
to be made in other legislation? That is another area that Ithink would be useful to look at. How is the concept
that is being proposed different from what is already happening in terms of controlled programs in Western
Australia? If shooters have to be licensed and regulated, what form of control would be necessary? The danger
issue is, of course, also a big issue.

They are just some of the areas that I believe the coinmittee would need to look at, and on the basis of us
wanting more infonnation on this -

Horn Jim Chown: If I could intetiect, might I add to that list something HonRobin Chapple mentioned-the
cost of such a proposalifit were accepted by the government.

Horn HELEN MORTON: I agi'ee about the cost of administration. I am not in any way suggesting that the
government is going to acceptsuch a proposal, but we are willing for it to be looked at by this comumttee.
Amendment to Motion

Hon HELEN MORTON: With that in mind, Imoveto amend the motion as follows -

(1) imparagi'aph (b)(i) to delete "Standing Coriumittee on Environment and Public Affairs" and
insert-

Standing Coriumittee on Public Administration
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(2)

In paragi'anh (b)(i) to delete "26 June 2014" and insert4 December 2014

(3)

in paragi'anh (b)(it) to delete "Standing Conmiittee on Environment and Public Affairs" and
insert -

Standing Cornmittee on Public Aimimstration

HON AMBER-JADE SANDERSON (East Metropolitan)[344 pin]:Iriseto speak to the amendment to this
motion. As a member of the Standing Coriumittee on Public Aiministration, the first I heard of a potential
amendrnent to the motion to refer the matter to our committee wasjust before the session started. I am not sure

whether there have been discussions behind the Chair; I certainly have not been involved in any discussions
behind the Chair and it certainly has not been discussed with our coinmittee, despite there having been ample
opportunity to do so. I ackiiowledge that I am a new member, but Ithink it is arguable that this matter fits within

the terms of reference of the Standing Coriumittee on Public Aiministration. Under schedule I of the standing
orders of the Legislative Council, some of the functions of the Standing Coriumittee on Public Aiministration are
to inquire into andreport on(i)

the simctore, efficiency and effectiveness of the system of public aiministration;

(ii) the extent to which the principles of procedural fairness are embodied in any practice or
procedure applied in decision making;

(in) the existence, adequacy, or availability, of merit andjudicialreview of administrative acts or
decisions;

in my reading, those are the existing aiministrative functions of government, and that is the function of the

Standing Coriumittee on Public Administration. This motion talks about a potential policy and the impact that
that policy may have on the environment and the sumounding environment; therefore, Ithint it fits much more

neatly into the Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs. To add to that, the Standing Coriumittee
on Public Adjninistration already has a full workload and I do not think it has the scope to look at this matter
properly. It has certainly not been discussed with the committee as a whole as to how we would work this into
our fullworkload. Those are the commentslwish to make on this amendrnent.

HON LYNN MacLAREN (South Metropolitan) [3.46 pin]: The Greens do not support the motion, or the

proposed amendrnentto the motion. Ihave not made any cornments on the substantive motion, so in speaking to
the ameniment I will also speak to the motion. I agi'ee with HonAniber-Jade Sanderson that perhaps the
Standing Connnittee on Public Administration is notthe right committee to consider this matter. Having been a
member of the Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs, 110Tow that it has a mechanism to selfrefer, so should it choose to look into any matter, including this one, it could self-refer and it would nottake a

decision of this chamber for it to do so. However, as we are debating this motion tilthis chamber, ladd my voice
to that ofHon Robin Chapple and anthe other members, with the exception ofHon HeIen Monon andthe mover

of the motion, to say that this is just not welcome in Western Australia. Recreational hunting systems on public
lands would, in fact, be a detrimental policy and given the rare amount of time committees have to examine
things that are important to the state, I do notthink we would want to divert the efforts of elected members to
this purpose.

We need look no further than the recent experience of New South Wales. Inote that the honourable member put
this matter on the agenda some time ago, before the results of the Gaming Council experiment in New South
Wales were fully known to the rest of Australia and, potentially, the world. The motion perhaps had some more
veracity earlier on, but now we have substantial evidence to show that systems of this kind do not really work
effectiveIy in Australia. In fact, ifthe coinmittee were to look into this, it would not need until4 December 2014

to make its findings, because it could justlook at the assessment that was done on the system that was introduced
in New South Wales, which indicates that it has failed.

The Greens obviously do not want to see amateur hunters on public lands. Members have mentioned this earlier
in the debate, and I do not want to go over any of the argumentsthat have already beenpresented, but Ithink we
have resoundingIy rejected the feral animal control argument-that it is not effective for amateur hunters to deal
with feral animals. I do not kilow whether anyone has actually gone into detail here, but feral animals have an

extremely high birth rate and hunting feral animals does not decimate enough of the population to adequately
controlthem. The few that are left really have a gieattime reproducing and enjoying the factthatthere are fewer
predators around to share whatever the spoils are. When there have been incidents of this kind of feral animal

control, which is not control, feralpopulations have actually been seen to thrive. Professionalshooters are doing
a reasonable job in this area, but we do not invest enouglimoney into those programs. Ifthe coriumittee were to
look at this, it could look at how much we need to spend on feral animal control and what is required to
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adequately get on top of feral animals so we can ensure that our native populations have a chance and our
ecosystems are protected.

There were three other things mentioned. Itouched on the preservation of. wildlife. Allowing amateur hunters
onto public land endangers native wildlife. No-one kilows for sure that the riglit species is killed. I really
appreciated Hon Jim Chown's contribution today.
Hon Jim Chown: ISIirprised you, didn't I?
Hon LYNN MacLAREN:Ikiiow. It was anice day forme, honourable member.

One does notknow where one shoots. Hon Jim Chown gave the distance of the trajectory of abullet. Iheardthat
is was up to six kilometres, but Ithink the member said three kilometres. The pointis that the shooter cannot see
where that bullet will end up;it is beyond their vision. We need to be aware that the impact and the final resting
place of the bullet are notlaiown when that trigger is pulled.
More people entering land could pose problems for the flora as well as the fauna. Opening areas we are trying to
control could potentially have a detrimental impact on the environment. There is also the issue of the potential
harm to bushwalkers. That is the easy one, everyone thinks of that-are we going to be wearing flakjackets or
high-visibility vests when we go bushwalking?
Horn Jim Chown: Why should you?
Horn LYNN MacLAREN: Because one will not be seen ifthe bullet hits. Ithink that that was easy and other
members mentioned it. New South Wales tried to identify remote parks where people were not likely to be

bushwalking. Ifthe coriumittee were to look at this issue, it should try to identify where in the world it would be
possible to not randomly hit a pastoralist, an Aboriginal family or anyone out in a remote area. That is a
reasonable concern for Western Australians.

loppose this motion andthe amendrnentthatthe govennnent has put forward. lain shocked that we would want
to spend time on it considering the overwheiming concerns that have been expressed. Ifmembers want to go
througliwith this and look at it in more detail, I am sure that more evidence will arise to prove that we should not
go down this path. It is the wrong coriumittee. If the issue is going to be investigated, it should go back to the
Standing Coriumittee on Environment and Public Affairs, and we should stick with the original date because
there is plenty of evidence outthere andwe do not want to waste members'time looking at this over an extended
period.

HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [3.54 pin]: I am interested in the
reasons why-because none have been given-Hon kick Mazza thinks that the Standing Coriumittee on Public
Aimimstration is better placed to deal with this issue than the Standing Coinmittee on Environment and Public
Affairs. The functions of the Standing Connnittee on Environment and Public Affairs outlined in schedule I of
the standing orders state 2.3
The functions of the Connnittee are to inquire into and report on (a)

any public or private policy, practice, scheme, arrangement, or project whose
implementation, within the limits of the State is affecting, or may affect, the
environment;

(b) anyBillreferredbytheCouncil;and
(c)
2.4

petitions.

The Conmiittee, where relevant and appropriate, is to assess the merit of matters or issues
arising from an inquiry in accordance with the principles of ecologicalIy sustainable
development and the minimisation of hann to the environment.

2.5

The Coinmittee may refer a petition to another Conmiittee where the subject matter of the
petition is within the competence of that Coriumittee.

The tenns of reference of the Standing Conmiittee on Public Aiministration, in part, state 5.3

The functions of the Coriumittee are to -

(a) inquireintoandreportonco

the structure, efficiency and effectiveness of the system of public
aiministration;

(ii) the extentto whichthe principles of proceduralfaimess are embodied many
practice or procedure applied in decision making;
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(in)

the existence, adequacy, or availability, of merit and judicial review of
aiministrative acts or decisions; and

(iv)

any Bill or other matter relating to the foregoing functions referred by the
Council;

and

(b) consult regularly with the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative
investigations, the Public Sector Coriumissioner, the information Commissioner, the
inspector ofCustodial Services, and any similar officer.
5.4

The Conrrnittee is not to make inquiry with respect to (a) the constitution, function oroperationsoftheExecutiveCouncil;
(b) the Governor'SEstablishment;
(c) the constitution andaiministrationofParliament;
(d) thejudiciary;
(e) adecisionmadebyapersonactingjudicially;
(fj a decision made by a person to exercise, or not exercise, a power of arrest or
detention; or

(g) the merits of aparticular case or grievance that is notreceived as apetition.
The motion before us -

Point of Order
Hon NICK GoERAN: Irise to speak with some lack of certainty, so please bearwithme on this.
Horn Keri Travers: So it is frivolous and vexatious, is it?
Horn NICK CoinAN: It is certainly not, but unlike the member opposite, I do not propose to be the font of all
kilowledge.
Idraw attention to standing order 37(2), which states When debating a motion on notice under Standing Order 15(2), aMember may speak once (a)

on the motion and any amendment thereon; or

co) mireply.
Standing order 15(2) deals with motions on notice, which is the business that is before the house. I understand
that this member has already spoken on this motion. I draw attention to the distinction between standing orders
37(I) and 370). Standing order 37(I) has three limbs that allow a member to speak, firstly, on the question;
secondly, on any amendnient; and, thirdly, on any reply. That is different from standing order 37(2)(a), which
states that a member can speak "on the motion and any amendrnentthereon" and it is together under one limb
rather two separate limbs. My proposition is that a member has one opportunity to speak on motions of this sort,
whether it is on the substantive motion or on the amendment, but there is not the opportunity to do both. The
member hasthe opportunity to speak on the motion or on the amendment. Ifa member happensto rise when the
amendrnent has already been moved, then it is not a problem as the member can speak in those circumstances;
and, of course, a member can also speak in reply ifthey are the mover. I draw those matters to your attention,
Madam Deputy President, and seekyourguidance.
Hon KEN TRAVERS: Madam Deputy President, ifyou were to take the interpretation put by Hon Nick Goiran,
it would mean that members could introduce new material to this house that changes the intent of the motionthat has clearly occurred-and a member would be prevented from speaking to that point. That could be very
dangerous. If that were your interpretation, Madam Deputy President, then we would need to very quickly
change the standing orders, because govenrrnent members-for instance, the minister, who has already spoken
on this matter-could also speak if a further amendrnent were put. It would create a very dangerous situation to
deny members the opportunity to debate a matter before the Chair that is different from what they have
previously spoken to and deny the house the benefit of the member's kilowledge, expertise and contribution to
this debate. Members understand that it is an amendment and they would be able to speak only to those elements
that are newly introduced to the chamber. I would not interpret what is put forward by HonNick Goiran like
that, but should that be the interpretation, it has dangerous implications for the house and would be a severe
retrograde step forthe house.
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Hon kickMazza; HonPaulBrown; Hon Sue Ellery; Hon James Chouni; Hon Robin Chapple; Hon HeIen
Morton; Hon AnIber-Jade Sanderson; Hon Lynn MacLaren

The DEPUTY PunsmENT onom Adele Farma): ITecall in the review of the standing orders an ameniment
to this provision. I willseek some clarification on the narure of that before Imake my ruling, so please give me a
couple of minutes.

Members, it is my understanding that the house, in consideration of the review of the standing orders,

specifically considered this standing order and amended it to limit the number of times members could
contribute to a debate. The intention of that amenimient was that a member who has already spoken on the

substantive question before the house, or the motion, would not get an opportunity to then speak on the
amendrnent. That is my understanding of the decision made by this house during the review of standing orders. I
am happy to leave the chair until the ringing of the bells to seek confirmation of my understanding of that
decision from the President. Isee a lot of members nodding, so lain more than happy to do that. Ileave the chair
untilthe ringing of the bells.
Debate interrupted, PUTSuant to standing orders.
[Continued on page 6264. ]
^ttings"$pended/>om 4.03 to 4.30pm
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NCIS DISCLAIMER

This dataset does not purport to be representative of all relevant cases within the time period

specified, due to occasional processing and coding errors, missing data, and cases not being closed.
The Department of Justice accepts no liability for any loss or damage that may arise from any use of
or reliance on the data.

Any data provided is for the stated use of the requesting client only. A COPY of this data report
should not be published, placed in the public domain, or distributed to any external parties without
first obtaining permission from the National Coroniallnformation System (NCIS), Any data used

from this report should be cited as originating from the National Coroniallnformation System (NCIS).

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to provide information about deaths reported to an Australian Coroner

between 1st July 2000 and 31st October 2012 which involved a sporting related activity, and are
closed on the NCIS.

A more in-depth search and analysis of deaths relating to persons who were engaged in "hunting"
activities was also undertaken.

,

METHOD
DataSo"rce

The data was obtained through conducting a search of the National Coroniallnformation System
(NCIS). The NCIS is an electronic database of coronialinformation containing case details from the

coronial files of all Australian states and territories, except Queensland, dating back to 1'' July 2000.
Queensland data is contained from 1'' January 2001.

Case Identification/DataAno!ysis
The Query Design Screen was used to identify cases of relevance. The method of case identification
involved searching for cases where:
. Date notified . Between 01/07/2000 and 3/1/012012
. Casestatus= Closed

. Jurisdiction = AllAustralian Jurisdictions

. Intenton completion = All

. Case type on completion = Death due to External Cause(s)
. Activity code = Sport and Exercise During Leisure Time, Other Specified Leisure or Play

Activity or Other Specified Activity excluding Travel'
AND

A keyword search was performed on the full text reports (Police Circumstances for alljurisdictions;
Findings Reports for alljurisdictions apart from NSW; Autopsy Reports for NSW), being:
. Keywords="hunting"
. Intenton completion = Unintentional

From the above searches, duplicated cases were removed, and all cases obtained through the
specified keyword search were examined in order to determine whether the circumstances of the

death were associated with a hunting activity. Any instances where it was found the deceased was
deliberately killed (e. g. : assault as intent on completion) were removed.

' The activity codes of"Other Specified Leisure or Play Activity" and "Other Specified Activity excluding
Travel" were reviewed only to identify any hunting deathsthat had notbeen classified under the "Sport and
Exercise" Activity code.

LIMITATIONSOFDATASOURCE

Coded fields are generally riot completed until the closure of a case, and the extent of information
contained in the attached text reports may vary. There are also a number of other factors which

may have influenced the number of cases identified within this dataset, which are outlined below.
Given these factors, there is therefore a possibility of under-reporting.

Onlyclosedcosesinduded

Since only cases that were closed on the NCIS following a coronialinvestigation were included in this
dataset, there may be cases of relevance still under coronialinvestigation that are not included in
this report.

Availability oldocumentotion withinNCISdotobose
The level of attachment of documentation varies within the NCIS database according to the

reporting jurisdiction. In addition, coronial findings in relation to non-inquest cases may not contain
details about the circumstances surrounding death. These issues have the potential to impact the
accurate identification of relevant fatalities via keyword searching of attached documents on the
NCIS.

.

RESULTS

There were ONE THOUSAND, NINE HUNDRED AND NINETY-THREE (1,993) deaths involving a sporting related activity identified, that were reported to an

Australian Coroner with the date of notification between 1st July 2000 and 31st October 201.2. All deaths reported were closed cases that have been
formally concluded by coronialinvestigation.

Of these 1,993 fatalities, twenty-three involved a target sport, with thirteen of these deaths relating to an unintentional shooting incident. An additional
sixteen fatalities involving an unintentional fatal event during a hunting activity were identified where the activity had not been coded under the "Sport and
Exercise" activity code.

Table I: Australian external cause deaths involving sporting related activities, by category of SportyRecreation activity andj"risdiction of
investigation*
:,:..,,:,.......:.

I'. :.*

Category

,,***;;;.,,.,,

':',\\* '. J, ~.~, , ..

,**,..-, ,~

~.

,. ,*.,,.

ACT*, ,. NSW

.

......

~

~

..........

.

*

_ SA

.

"',-TAS;; -----VIC
-..* .

,*;WA;;:* ""total

Individual Water Based Sports
(e. g. : swimming, fishing, scuba diving, surfing, snorkelling, rock fishing,

9

385

49

274

69

39

156

1.75

11.56

$3

69

rip.

40

16

22

23

40

223

diving, water-skiing, wind surfing)

Wheeled Motorsports
(e. g. : motorcycling, motor car racing, riding an all-terrain vehicle, gocarting, motorised scootering)

Wheeled Non-Motored Sports

^3

52

^3

23

1.3

1.4

25

1.0

1.41.

o

40

^3

26

1.2

n. p.

26

14

,. 28

^3

28

^3

11

^3

^3

32

9

90

o

1.5

^3

17

^3

^3

1.0

n. p.

51

o

1.2

6

8

^3

n. p.

1.0

5

47

(e. g. : cycling, skateboarding, rollerblading, inline skating)
Booting Sports
(e. g. : yachting/sailing, kayaking, white water rafting, canoeing, jet-skiing,
power boat racing, rowing/sculling)

Aero (Non-Motored) Sports
(e. g. : parachuting, sky diving, gliding, hang gliding, paregliding,
parasailing, aerobatics)

Equestrian Activities
(e. g. : riding, racing, rodeo, polo, mustering, trotting, pony club, show
jumping)

Adventuresports
(e. g. : hiking, rock climbing, abseiling/rappelling, mountaineering,
orienteering, river rafting)

.

,
.

ca^. slid'it41^^

De-identified case summary information for each of these shooting/hunting related deaths is
provided below:

Firearm In'unes

CdSe*;;*tilt
The deceased and a companion went duck shooting at a lake. Companion fell out of boat while
trying to retrieve a shot duck from the water. Deceased grabbed hold of companion and in the
process the companion's firearm (which was pointed upwards) discharged. Appears that, prior to
falling in the lake, the companion had placed the loaded firearm across their lap but had not
engaged the safety. It also appears that the swivel seat in the boat used by the companion could
over balance when engaged in activities such as retrieving a shot duck from the water.

CdSt;^^;
Deceased and friends were preparing for an evening of rabbit hunting. Before departing, deceased
borrowed a .22 rifle from a friend (whose shooting licence had been revoked), looked through the
scope, and placed the weapon under his chin. In the process the firearm discharged, causing fatal
injuries. Appears deceased was unaware that the rifle was loaded.

Case^, illT
Deceased and companion were pig hunting. Deceased shot a pig and went into swamp after it.
Appears that firearm may have discharged while the deceased was retrieving the pig. Fatal injury to
chest sustained.

cdS64*'~ a
The deceased had been deer hunting with friends when one of the party members noticed rustling
in the trees. Not knowing where the deceased was, one of the party yelled out multiple times and
when there was no response, fired their high powered lever action rifle once then a short time later,
a second time. The shooter then went and inspected what had been shot at and found the deceased

shot in the back of the head. The deceased was wearing camouflage clothing.

individual AthleticActivities (Land B@sed)

o

16

^3

6

4

^3

11

4

44

o

6

^3

^3

^3

o

9

^3

23

^3

n. p.

o

o

o

o

$3

o

21

o

7

^3

4

^3

o

^3

^3

,. 6

o

15

7

3

2

3

4

19

o

27

^3

^3

o

o

^3

34

(e. g. : walking, jogging/running, aerobic exercise with equipment)

Targetji^"'Precision Sports
(e. g. : firearm shooting, golf, darts, croquet, billiards/pool/snooker)
Ice OrSnowSports
(e. g. : downhill/cross-country skiing, snowboarding, freestyle skiing)
Team Bullsports
(e. g. : Australian Rules football, soccer, rugby, touch football, basketball)
Other
includes team waters orts combative s orts rac uets orts

Unspecified(UrnK/StillEnquiring)

o

..,. .,,,...
,"

... .""' ,, '*- *~...............,.*

..'*, ..~..~........ .

~.

..

.....

*;;:,, 7

680*
. .. ..~...,....

*--'78 --', **4''

' 1.29

* 269, *,
.. 94 ,*,, ..
;:;:308*f:
. ...,,
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I^;;;

n. p. = Not published, in order to suppress small cell counts

.

,

*,*',':,,'
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'@ *

The deceased was accidentally shot by a companion with a .22 calibre Winchester Magnum Rimfire,

lever action rifle. The deceased and three companions were spotlight shooting kangaroos. Shortly
after alighting from their vehicle and using the bonnet as a rest, one animal was wounded. The
deceased and the companion walked beside the animal while trying to re-load. The companion was
then asked to open a gate and while undertaking this task, their firearm discharged, striking the
deceased. Neither the deceased nor the companion was licensed.

a^61^. in
Deceased and friends were kangaroo shooting. After shooting a kangaroo, a member of the party
began re-loading their rifle. As they gripped the .308 Ruger rifle it became unbalanced and
discharged. Deceased (who was sitting in the front of the vehicle) sustained head injuries.

^
The deceased accidentally shot themselves in the head while shooting on a private property. It is
believed that the deceased was driving and shooting from the driver's side window. As the

deceased replaced the .223 Rifle in the Passenger's seat foot well, the weapon has accidentally
discharged, striking the deceased in the head. Police investigations showed that the rifle had a very
light trigger.

683-618;:sA
Deceased (hunting alone), alighted from vehicle. The firearm being held discharged, causing head
Injuries.

^c
Deceased and friends were fox shooting in a paddock. It appears that members of the group were
walking along a gully trying to scare the foxes out of the bracken when one of the group members
saw a fox. The shooter took aim at the fox, which was between the shooter and the gully and fired.
Part of the spread of shotgun pellets hit the fox, but the rest of the spread went through the bracken
and struck the deceased.

,.,

,.,.

,".,.

t'se;to, tic
Deceased set out to shoot a fox they had seen in the area. It appears that the deceased tripped on a
fallen tree branch, causing the gun to discharge.

,

^,$
Deceased and a friend were spotlighting for wallabies. As the vehicle was reversing, the rifle being
held by the deceased discharged. This was found to be due to a faulty safety catch.

^:^c
Rifle discharged while deceased was attempting to shoot a fox on the deceased's property. It is
suggested the rifle may have discharged while the deceased was climbing through a fence.

^L!Z
The deceased was returning home after wallaby shooting with friends. Deceased was climbing down
from the roof of the vehicle when his shotgun has discharged, resulting in a fatal chest injury.

^!^.^
The deceased was sustained fatal injuries while hunting. The incident resulted from a loaded rifle
discharging when the vehicle the deceased was travelling in came to a stop.

CdSa3:viC
The deceased went on a hunting excursion with two family members to hunt rabbits on a private

property. The shooter shot at a rabbit and in the same movement brought the rifle to the right side.
It was at this point the rifle unintentionally discharged a second time, hitting the deceased.

C;z^
Upon arriving home the deceased retrieved a .22 rifle from the gun cabinet, indicating there was a
fox on the property. The deceased was found later lying next to a forked tree with one of their legs
in the tree fork. The police officer who investigated this matter has said that it is possible that the
deceased may have grasped the firearm by the barrel whereby it has discharged, possibly after the
trigger snagged in the undergrowth.

,d"t7;; LD
Whilst hunting with friends, the deceased was left alone in the "ute" in order to open a gate in
between paddocks. In the process of opening the gate, the friends heard a single rifle shot which
resulted in the deceased sustaining a fatal gunshot wound to the chest from an accidental discharge
of the Browning pump action 0.22 Rimfire rifle.
Other in'unes

CdS8i^^c
The deceased was fox shooting with friends, and was traveling in the rear of a vehicle which had a
stock crate attached. Upon entering a paddock, the vehicle has rolled onto its roof, with the
deceased crushed by the steel crate.

cn'36 11.9!'ati,
The deceased was a passenger in a vehicle which rolled during a shooting trip on a rural paddock.

^inI
Deceased and friends were hunting feral pigs. During the expedition, the deceased was an
unrestrained passenger travelling on the rear tray of utility with several dogs. Driver lost control of
vehicle, causing the vehicle to roll. Deceased crushed underneath,

,

^^O

Deceased and friend were pig hunting. Deceased was in possession of a 20cm double bladed knife
which was extremely sharp and the other person was in possession of a dolphin torch. The
deceased was carrying the knife in their hand and the blade was riot protected. The deceased and
friend have fallen into water. The deceased has accidentally stabbed themself in the right outer
thigh just above the knee, sustaining a fatal injury.

C^-@*:?:S'A
The deceased was a passenger in the back of a ute with a tray attachment spotlight shooting when
the vehicle overturned.

,

^Z"I*
Deceased drove to an outstation in order to hunt animals. While chasing animals the deceased lost

control of the vehicle, causing it to roll. Multiple injuries sustained.

'it -4!;;AISW
Deceased and friend were riding quad bikes along dirt tracks during a day kangaroo shooting. The
bike came off the track, before travelling out of control. Deceased was thrown from bike and into a
tree. Traumatic head injuries sustained.

rises, ?5'&2

*;

A group of four people had been drinking when they decided to go pig hunting. All four persons
were seated in the front of a utility which had the roof and tray removed when the vehicle was being
driven along a dry creek bed. The vehicle overturned on an embankment and overturned landing on
the roof. Two of the four persons were killed.

^!Z
At some stage during a pig hunting trip, it appears that the deceased slipped over and drowned at a
dammed river site.

I^^.^
Whilst pig hunting in the middle of the night with friends, it appears that the deceased has stumbled
to the ground from the back tray of a "ute" and sustained traumatic head injuries. When the vehicle
was turned around, the spotlight revealed the deceased lying face down on the ground.

CdS. e29;.I'm
During a night-time pig hunting session, the deceased has fallen from the back tray of a "ute' that
had swerved suddenly in order to avoid a kangaroo. The deceased sustained multiple injuries as the
rear passenger side wheelran over the deceased.

.
.

DATASOURCES

Data on the NCIS has been provided by each State and Territory Coroner's Office around Australia.
Additional codes are provided by the Australian Bureau of Statistics IABS) and Safe Work Australia.

,.

Goroner's eourt
.

^

.

,

ACT Coroner's Court

.,

.

.

.

,

, , ,

.

-\ Queensland

COURTS ADMINISTRATION AUTHORITY

\ Government

Office of the State Coroner

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

~,

.,.

CoronersCourt

*

,

6
..

of Victor, a

NOTE: In some Statesn'erritories the Coroner's Office is part of the Magistrate's Court.

FUNDINGAGENCIES

Operational funding for the NCIS is provided by the following agencies:
. Each State and Territory Justice/Attorney-General's Department
. Australian Department of Health and Ageing
. Australian Institute of Criminology
. SafeWorkAustralia

. Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
. Australian Department of Infrastructure and Transport
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Open seasons, bag tjinits and licence fees
GAME SPECIES

2014 OPEN SEASON DATES

BAG LIMIT

. . .

Stubble Quail
,.

....

..

5 April 2014 - 30 June 2014

Twenty (20) birds per day

Allyear

No limit

.

Pheasants and partridges,
European Quail, Californian Quail

Pacific Black Duck

GreyTeal
Mountain Duck
Wood Duck

Ten (10) game ducks per
day, including no more
than two (2) Blue-winged

15 March 2014 - 9 June 2014

ChestnutTeat

Blue-winged Shoveler

Shoveler.

Hardhead Duck
Pink-eared Duck
I . .

Hog Deer

I April 2014 - 30 April 2014

One male and one female

Red Deer

AllYear

Sambar Deer (stalking only)
Sambar Deer (hound hunting)

AllYear

No limit
No limit
No limit

I April 2014 - 30 November 2014*
Allyear
Allyear
Allyear

Fallow Deer
Chital Deer
Rusa Deer

No limit
No limit
No limit

'Excluding the period from the Thursday before Easter Sunday to the Thursday after Easter Sunday

GAME LICENCE FEES (VALID UNTIL 30JUNE 2014)
.
, . ,

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

. . .. . ..

. ..

.

..

.

..

Deer

$51.30 or $25.60 concession

$153.90 or $76.90 concession

Deer (stalking and hounds)

$51.30 or $25.60 concession

$153.90 or $76.90 concession

Game birds Onctuding duck)

$51.30 or $25.60 concession

$153.90 or $76.90 concession

Game birds (riot including duck)

$51.30 or $25.60 concession

$153.90 or $76.90 concession

$77.00 or $38.50 concession

$231.00 or $115.50 concession

$77.00 or $38.50 concession

$231.00 or $115.50 concession

$77.00 or $38.50 concession

$231.00 or $115.50 concession

$77.00 or $38.50 concession

$231.00 or $115.50 concession

Game birds (including duck) and
deer (stalking)
Game birds (including duck) and
deer (stalking and hounds)
Game birds (riotinctuding duck)
and deer (stalking)
Game birds (riotinctuding duck)
and deer (stalking and hounds)

'Ucences fun uniors (12.17 years old) are free of charge. For information on Provisional, Nori-Resident and Game Bird Farm Licences, see section 2
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Welcome to the 2014

Victorian Htinting Guide
Minister's message
Game hunting in Victoria continues to grow in
popularity with 46,000 licensed game hunters
now making the most of our world-class
hunting opportunities.

. monitor, research and analysethe

With this increase in activity comes the
obligation to riot only comply with the law, but
to behave responsibly to protect our valuable
resources and the reputation of hunters. This
guide provides the information required to
help you enjoy responsible game hunting in

. work closely with partner agencies such
as the Department of Environment and
Primary Industries, Victoria Police and

Victoria.
The Victorian Government has committed to

improve hunting opportunities in the state and
continues to deliver on its commitments.

New game regulations were introduced in 2012
to provide sustainable hunting opportunities
while reducing red tape. A free Game Hunting
Victoria smartphone app was also released
to assist hunters with locations, species and
times that they could hunt. This has now been
downloaded by more than 14,000 hunters.
Lastyear, the Victorian Government introduced
legislation to establish an independent Game
Management Authority by July 2014. This
new Authority will be responsible forthe
administration, licensing, compliance and
enforcement functions for game hunting in
Victoria.

The new authority will also:
. work with public land managerstoimprove
the management of State Game Reserves
and other public land where hunting is
permitted;

4 I e. .. vid. ,.

environmental, social and economic

impacts of game hunting and game
management;

Parks Victoria;
. make recommendationsto relevant

Ministers about game hunting and game
management.

The Victorian Government is also supporting
the long term growth in hunting by developing
a state-wide Hunting and Game Management
Action Plan to be released in 2014. This Action

Plan will guide the future direction of hunting
in the state and set priorities for investment
and resource allocation across government.
I encourage all hunters to take advantage of
Victoria's outstanding hunting opportunities
and continue to support our regional towns and
hunting industry.
Iwish you a safe and successful year of
hunting.

It^;,^^.
Peter Walsh HLA
Minister for Agriculture
and Food Security

*

Victorian Hunting Advisory Committee Report
During 2013, the Victorian Hunting Advisory
Committee worked to improve game hunting
opportunities for Victorian Game Licence
holders, ensuring that game hunting secures
its place in Victoria's community as a
legitimate and respected outdoor activity.
At the request of government, the Committee
has led the development of a draftVictorian
Hunting and Game Management Action Plan.
This Action Plan is significant for hunters, as it
is the first time that the state has articulated a

whole-of-government vision to support game
hunting and required that relevant government
agencies are accountable for the wayin which
they manage game hunting. The Action Plan
will be finalised by early 2014 and will enhance
hunting in Victoria through the development
of specific actions that become commitments
under a government-adopted plan.
The Committee has also worked with the

Department of Environment and Primary
Industries on legislation to establish the
new Game Management Authority. This new
Authority, which will be operational by July
2014, is a significant move forward for game
hunters. I'S the first time in Victoria that

cause damage. This is a win for farmers and a
win for hunters asit maintains the game status
of deer while addressing many of the issues
raised by certain sectors wanting to declare
deer a pest species.
The Committee recommended to the Minister

for Agriculture and Food Security that a normal
full-length duck season could be sustained
for 2014. While conditions have declined over

some parts of Australia, there was data to show
that a normal season could proceed. Iwas
pleased that the Minister took this advice and
announced a normal season for 2014.
Iwould like to thankthe Committee members

and stakeholders fortheir efforts, support and
commitment during an extremely busy year
for game management in Victoria. 1100k
forward to the challenges and opportunities
that lie ahead.

Please enjoy your hunting safely and
responsibly.
Iwish you successful hunting in 2014.

^;;^^;^. I

an independent body has been in charge of
regulating game hunting in this state. The

The Hon Roger Hallam

Committee has strived to ensure that the

Chairman, Victorian Hunting Advisory Committee

operating modelfor this new Authority is
transparent and accountable and that it is
securely resourced.
The Committee worked with the department to
implement a common-sense approach to the
management of deer on private property. This
saw the protection of certain species of deer
being removed on private property where they

Committee contact:
Srecko Karanfilovski- Executive Officer

Victorian Hunting Advisory Committee
I Spring St, Melbourne, Victoria 3001
Phi (03) 9658 4310
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I. Introduction
The Victorian Hunting Guide is
designed to keep allGame Licence
holders up-to-date with the current
arrangements for deer, duck and quail
h unting in Victoria.

. Respectthe hunt: Lead byexampte, report
illegal behaviour, join a club, promote and
praise good behaviour, know your skill
limits and hunt accordingly, and improve
and maintain your skills through regular
practice.

It provides information on bag limits and
season dates for allgame species and other
useful hunting-related information.

. Respectnon-hunters: Help others, be
courteous, sensitivety carry or transport
hunting equipment and harvested quarry
(e. g. cover quarry during transit), respect
the opinions of nori-hunters, only enter
private property with permission, share
the harvest with a nori-hunter and promote
the culinarysustainabitity benefits of
hunting.

When you are enjoying Victoria's great hunting
opportunities, be mindful that the future
of hunting depends on how you conduct
yourselfas a hunter. Every hunter should be an
ambassadorforthe recreation.

As a responsible hunter, you should always:
. Respect animals: Make optimal use of
harvested quarry (have a minimum/no
waste approach), only take whatyou can
use, shoot only when a humane resultis
possible, shoot only when you can retrieve
your quarry, use the right equipment to
effectivety and humanely hunt animals and
look after your hunting dogs.
. Respectthe environment: Take allyour
litter (including empty cartridges) with
you, bury animal remains, leave your
campsite clean, stick to the tracks, keep
campfires safe, protect our waterways
(don't leave animal remains in or near
waterways) and take partin efforts to
protect and restore wildlife habitats.
. Respect other hunters: Be respectful and
courteous if hunting or camping in the
same area as other people, be safe and
abide by the law so everyone is on a level
playing field.
6 I .. in. v, ,,.

. Respectthe laws: Taketime to know the
laws and actwithin them at alltimes. Work

with Authorised Officers; they are there
to help you and ensure safe, humane and
equitable hunting. Don't tolerate illegal
behaviour - report suspected offenders.

Reportillegalhunting. Call136 186.
Don't tolerate suspected illegal behaviour.
It could threaten the future of hunting.
Reportany suspected illegal hunting activity
and protectyourrecreation. Allinformation
will be treated in strict confidence. Helpful
information includes:

. Time and date of activity
. Location

. Number and description of people
involved

. Vehicleregistration and description
. Activity

2. Licensing
Anyone hunting game in Victoria,

Traditional owners acting in accordance
with a Natural Resource Agreement or other
authorisation are exemptfrom the requirement

including juniors (12-17 years), must hold

to hold a Game Licence. However, traditional

Game Licences

a current Game Licence. The Game Licence

owners who wish to huntduck orSambar Deer

must be endorsed forthe type(s) of game

with the use of hounds must obtain a passin
the relevanttest before hunting that species.

that you wish to huntand only permits
you to hunt that game in Victoria. Unless
spedfied, Licences can be purchased for a
period of one or three years,

For information or queries on Game Licensing,
visitthe DEPT website: WWW. depi. vic. gov. au
Ifishing-and-hunting or contactthe DEPT
Customer Service Centre on 136 186 between

A range of licence types are available,
depending on the requirements of the
individual hunter. 'Game'includes those

species of duck, deer, quail, pheasant and
partridge declared to be game in Victoria.

8 am and 6 pin, Monday to Friday, or by math
Department of Environment and Primary
Industries

Game Licensing Service
GPO Box 4440, Melbourne, Victoria 3001.

. ...

Stubble Quail

Pheasants, Partridges,
European Quailand

Game Birds (including duck) or
Game Birds (riot including duck)

Californian Quail

Game Birds (including duck) or
Game Birds (not including duck) or
Game Bird Farm Hunting

Duck

Game Birds (including duck)
Juniors (12-17 years old) may acquire a once-off, 12-month Provisional Game

Pass the Waterfowlldentification test *

Licence

Overseas hunters may hunt under a 14-day Nori-resident of Australia Game Licence
Deer (including Sambar,
Red, Fallow, Rusa and

Deer (stalking)

Chitat)
Hog Deer

Hound hunting Sambar
Deer

Obtain Hog Deertags
Deer (stalking)
Pass the Hound Hunting test *
Deer (stalking and hounds)
Juniors (12-17 years old) may acquire a once-off Provisional Game Licence
Overseas hunters require a Nori-resident of Australia Game Licence

'N ot required for holders of a Provisional or Nori-resident of AUStraha Game ticen re
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New Licence types
There are a range of Game Licence types that
can be purchased to cater for your hunting
needs (see table, page 7). Licence fees
are included on page I. In addition to the
existing licences three new licence types were
introduced in 2013:

Provisional Game Licences for juniors

Game Bird Farm Hunting Licence
To supportthe commercial hunting industry, a
new 'Game Bird Farm Hunting Licence' has been
introduced. The licence is free of charge and is
valid for seven days only. The Game Bird Farm
Hunting Licence makes it easier for game bird
farms to cater for corporate events and clients
seeking a once-off game hunting experience
in a controlled environment under expert
instruction.

A Provisional Game Licence is available for

The holder of a Game Bird Farm Hunting Licence
can only hunt nori-indigenous game birds
Unlikea regular Game Licenceforjuniors, the (i. e. introduced pheasant, partridge and quail
Provisional Game Licence allowsjuniors to hunt species) on a game bird farm. Game ducks and

juniors (1247 years old) only.

duck orSambar Deerwith hounds withoutthe Stubble Quailmust riot be hunted.

need to first pass the Waterfowlldentification
Test or Sambar Deer Hunting with Hounds
Test. However, ajunior hunting under a
Provisional Game Licence must be under the

direct supervision of an adultwho holds a valid
Game Licence and has passed the tests for the
species being hunted.
There is no fee for a Provisional Game Licence.

It is valid for the remainder of the calendar year
in which the licence is issued.

Ajunior will be issued a Provisional Game

Holders of a fullGame Licence for game birds,
including duck, can still huntindigenous game
duck, Stubble Quail and nori-indigenous game
birds at game bird farms in season.
Nori-Australian Residents
Information for international applicants
A 'Non-resident of Australia Game Licence'

is available to facilitate game hunting
formternationatvisitors and supportthe
commercial hunting and guiding industries.

Licence to hunt duck or Sambar Deer with

hounds only once for each entitlement. It
allows ajunior hunter to experience hunting
under supervision before deciding whether
to continue duck hunting or hunting Sambar
Deer with hounds. At the conclusion of the

Provisional Game Licence period, ajunior who
wishes to continue hunting must get a full
Game Licence and pass the relevanttests.
Apartfrom having to first pass the tests
referred to above, a Provisional Game Licence

holder is subjectto all conditions and laws that
apply to full Game Licence holders.

8 I ,...,,.,.,.

The Non-resident of Australia Game Licence
removes the need for international hunters

to pass the Waterfowlldentification Test
or Sambar Deer Hunting with Hounds Test.
However, a Nori-resident of Australia Game
Licence holder must hunt under the direct

supervision of an adult who holds a valid Game
Licence specific to the species being hunted
and has passed the required tests.
The Non-resident of Australia Game Licence

is only available to people who reside outside
Australia and is restricted to a maximum

period of 14 days. A Non-resident of Australia

Game Licence attracts the same fee as a full
12-month Game Licence.

Overseas visitors intending to use firearms for
hunting in Victoria must apply to Victoria Police
for a permitto possess, carry or use a firearm.
For information about Firearms Licences and

the possession, use and ownership offirearms,
contactthe Licensing Services Branch, Victoria
Police, on 1300 651 645.

rounding. Pensioner concession card holders
are eligible for a discount of 50 per cent on

the price of a licence. Junior (12-17 years old)
licences are free of charge.
Game Licence applications may be lodged by
mail as described on the application form, or
over the counter at most DEPT offices between

9 am and 5 pin, Monday to Friday.
You can mailyour completed application form
together with a cheque or money order for the
correct amount to:

Game Licence

Department of Environment and Primary

apptication

Industries
Revenue & ContractAdministration

First-time hunters can obtain a Game Licence

application form from the DEPT Customer
Service Centre by calling 136 186. You can also
find the application form on the DEPT website
at WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/fishing-and-hunting
Game Licence fees are listed in the summary
table on page I and are subject to a 10 cent

.

A

.

A

.

A

475-485 Mickteham Rd, Attwood, Victoria 3049

On receipt of payment, your application will
be processed and a Game Licence sent to you
by mail. The turnaround time for Game Licence
applications is aboutthree working weeks, but
delays may occur during peak periods.
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No fees for juniors

Howdo Ichange my licencetype?

Game Licences for juniors (12-17 years old)
are issued free of charge. Althoughjuniors

To change your licence type, contactthe DEPT

must obtain a Game Licence in order to hunt

Game Licence Amendment Form sentto you, or

game, there is now no charge for ajunior

download it from DEPT's website.

Game Licence.

Hunting on a receipt
When payment for a Game Licenceis made
either in person or electronically (phone,
Internet or BPAY), you will be issued with a
payment reference number(receipt).
This proof of payment is regarded as an 'interim
licence', and you can hunt with this untilyou
receive your licence in the mail.

Customer Service Centre on 136 186 to have a

Mailthe completed form with a cheque or
money order for payment for the licence type
you wish to change to.

Ifyour licence is lost or stolen, you will need to
send a signed Statutory Declaration outlining
your circumstances together with a cheque or
money order for $12.80 (fee valid to 30 June
2014).
Send completed documents to:
Department of Environment and Primary

Ifyou sent a cheque or money order by mailand
you have confirmed that this has been cashed,

Industries

you may hunt using your cheque stub or money
order stub as proofof payment. This applies
to payment receipts for all new, renewed or

475-485 Mickteham Rd, Attwood, Victoria 3049

Revenue and Contract Administration

A replacement licence will be sentto you.

amended licences.

Game Licence renewal
Game Licence
amendment and

Ifyou have an existing Game Licence, a
payment notice will be mailed to you about six
weeks before your licence is due to expire.

replacement

To renew your licence, follow the instructions
on the payment notice. Your new licence
will be sent to you after receipt of payment.
Early payment of Game Licence renewals will
facilitate the early issue of a renewed licence.

Have you changed your address?
Ifyou change your address, you must advise
DEPlwithin 14 days of doing so. Contactthe
DEPT Customer Service Centre on 136 186

between 8 am and 6 pin on weekdaysto notify of
any change to your postal orresidentiataddress.
An updated licence will be sentto you free
of charge. Providing your new address
also ensures that you will receive a copy of
the Victorion Hunting Guide and any other
information that DEPT needs to send to you.
10 I ,.". v, .,,.

Hunters with a Game Licence that expired on 31
December 2013 that has notyet been renewed
can pay by:
. Phone (by creditcard)
. Internet(by creditcard)
. BPAY

. POSTbittpay.

Waterfowt
Identification Test
You must have a Victorian Game Licence

endorsed for'game birds including duck' to
hunt duck in Victoria; this applies to hunters
from interstate and overseas as well.

Prior to applying for a Game Licence to hunt
game birds including duck, you must pass the
Waterfowlldentification Test, unless you are
eligible for a Provisional or Non-resident of
Australia Game Licence.

Application forms to sitthe Waterfowl
Identification Test and lists of test centres can

be obtained from your nearest DEPT office or
the DEPT website. The test costs $28.20 (fees
are current until 30 June 2014). Bookings to
sitthe test can be made through the online
booking system at the DEPT website.
Before sitting the test, hunters may improve
theiridentification skills by referring to
A Guide to AUStro!ion Worerfowl(see DEPT
website, WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/fishing-andhunting) and watching the Ducks in SI^ht DVD.
This is available from selected DEPT offices or

The test ensures that only those hunters able
to demonstrate adequate identification skills
will be permitted to hunt duck. Waterfowl

Field & Game Australia Inc. on (03) 5799 0960.
Extractvideo footage from the Ducks in SI^ht
DVD is also available on the DEPT website.

Identification Tests are conducted at selected

DEPT offices throughout the state.

.
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. The quick and easywayto breast game birds
. Cleans 2-3 ducks per minute
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Application forms to sitthe Hound Test and
lists of test centres can be obtained from your

Hound Hunting Test
Any hunter wishing to hunt Sambar Deer with

nearest DEPT office or the DEPT website. The

the aid of hounds must have a Game Licence

test costs $28.20 (fees are current until 30
June 2014).

that authorises the use of hounds.

Provisional or Nori-resident of Australia Game

Before sitting the test, applicants are advised
to read 'A guide to the use of hounds for
hunting Sambar Deerin Victoria'. The guide
contains alithe information needed to pass

Licence.

the test.

Hunters will be tested on their understanding
of the legal, safety and ethical requirements
when hound hunting.

For more information (see DEPT website,
WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/fishing-and-hunting).

Prior to applying for a Game Licence to hunt
with hounds, you need to pass the Hound
Hunting test, unless you are eligible for a

,
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3. Where you can hunt
Some areas open to hunting can
be easily identified due to distinct
and easily recognisabte boundaries
(e. g. roads); others can be difficult
to identify and are only defined by
physical features or lines on a map.
Land managers, such as the Department of
Environment and Primary Industries and
Parks Victoria, will do their bestto help you to
identify areas that are available to hunting,
but hunters also need to do some homework.

To help us help you, we recommend that you:
. Identify the general area that you wish
to hunt.

. Obtain a map of the area and narrowit
down to areas likely to have game.

. Talk to park rangers aboutthe location of
park boundaries.
. Ifyou intend to use a firearm to hunt,
adhere to the Firearms Safety Code
(see back cover) and remember that even
though an area may be open to hunting,
the use offirearms may be prohibited under
the FITeormsActZ996forsafety reasons.
. For Crown land, find outfrom the local DEPT
office whether the area is under licence or
leased. Some lessees and licensees do riot

allow hunting on leased orlicensed lands.
Information aboutthe areas open to hunting
is available from a wide range of sources,
including DEPT publications and staff, the
DEPT Customer Service Centre, Parks Victoria,

hunting organisations, parish plans,
up-to-date maps, private landowners and
Victoria Police.

Licensed Crown land

Generally, .game (during the open season)and pestanimats (at anytime)

Private land

Game (only during the open season) and pestanimats may be hunted, but
only with the permission of the landownei/'manager

National parks, state parks
coastal parks, wilderness
parks, regional parks

Generally, hunting of anytypeis not permitted at anytime, butthere are
some exceptions. See page 16 for details

Flora and fauna reserves and
nature conservation reserves

may be hunted, 'subjectto the permission of the tic^risee

Hunting of anytypeis not permitted at anytime
e
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Remember, findoutforyourse!f
Ifin doubt aboutthe legality of hunting in a
particular area, do not hunt there untilyou are
sure. Hunting in a prohibited area could result
in the loss of your Game and Firearms Licences
and/or the seizure and confiscation of your
firearm, vehicle or other belongings.
Above all, act responsibly and ensure that
your actions will not put the safety of yourself
or others at risk. Avoid hunting close to
boundaries. Never carry a loaded firearm or use
a firearm in a town or populous place
(e. g. picnic area, camp site).
There are many land classifications in Victoria
and, depending on the type, hunting may or
may not be permitted. The table (see page 13)
provides generalinformation on where you
may hunt. For more specific details, see the
information below and callthe nearest DEPT

office for details before you enter the field.

Where hunting is
permitted
State forest, forest parks

(Cobboboonee and Otway) and other
unoccupied Crown land
Generally, hunting for pest animals and game
species is permitted in allstate forests,
forest parks (Cobboboonee and Otway) and
unoccupied Crown land (i. e. Crown land that
is not leased or licensed). However, some
restrictions may apply. Hunters are advised
to consult the local DEPT office for specific
information about any restrictions that apply
to the area of a state forest, forest park or
unoccupied Crown land where they wish to
hunt. Remember, many people use state forests

14 I ,... that, .

for recreation and/or their livelihood, so be
considerate and act safely at antimes.
Pestanimats may be hunted at anytime
throughoutthe year. However, hunting for
game species is only allowed during the open
season and permitted times for that species.
Make sure that you know when the open
seasons are (see table, page I).
Deer hunting by stalking is permitted in the
Thornson River Forest Reserve and with the use

of hounds or gundogs in parts of the reserve.
Hunting pestanimats is riot permitted.
In the Delatite Arm Reserve at Lake Eitdon, an

unloaded shotgun may be carried during the
duck season.

Licensed Crown land
Generally, hunting for game species (during
the open season for that species) and pest
animals is permitted on licensed Crown land.
However, some exceptions may apply. If an
area of Crown land is licensed, hunters must

obtain the permission of the licensee before
using firearms on that area. This generally
includes areas such as unused roads and water

frontages, which may be licensed for grazing or
other purposes.
Ifyou are in doubt aboutthe status of
a particular area, or require any further
information, contactyour local DEPT office.
State Game Reserves
Allstate Game Reserves are available to duck

hunting during the open season. However,
some State Game Reserves may be closed as
part of seasonal arrangements. Ifthis occurs,
notices will be placed in major newspapers
before the opening weekend or at any time
during the season.

Tower Hill State Game Reserve, near

Warrnamboot, is closed to hunting every day
between 9 am and 5 pin.
Hog Deer may be hunted in the six State Game
Reserves listed below.

Stubble Quailmay be hunted in the 16 State

Private land
Game species in season and pest animals
may be hunted on private land provided
hunters have obtained the permission of the
landownei/manager.

Game Reserves listed below.

Sanctuaries

Pest animals or other non-game species, such
as sparrows, starlings or rabbits, may not be

in areas declared to be Sanctuaries. However,

hunted on State Game Reserves.

A Registration of Interest to Hunt PestAnimats
on Crown land does riot entitle you to hunt pest
species on State Game Reserves.

Game species may not be hunted at anytime
pest animals may be hunted. Major Victorian
sanctuaries are Mount Core Sanctuary,
Gunbowerlsland Sanctuary and Kow Swamp.
The location of other sanctuaries should be
checked with the local DEPT office.

State Game Reserves
THE16 STATEGAME RESERVESWHERESTUBBLE QUAIL HUNTINGIS PERMITTED
..

..

. .

.,

..

.

.

Blond Bay

20 kin south of Bairnsdate

Jacksmith Lake _

30 kin east ofYarram

Bow Lake

40 kin east of Edenhope

Jones Bay

5 kin south of Bairnsdate

Clydebank'Morass

12 kin north-east of Sale

Lake Coteman

20 kin east of Sale

DartotSwamp

10 kin north-east of Horsham

Lake Connewarre

8 kin south-east of Geetorig

Dowd Morass

10 kin south-east of Sale

Mansfietd Swamp

10 kin westofStanhope

GaynorSwamp

10 kin north of Cotbinabbin

Macteod Morass

Near Bairnsdate

Hateleys Lake

10 kin west of Natimuk

RowanSwamp

15 kin south-west of

Yarrawonga
Heart Morass

5 kin east of Sale

WanenjoeSwamp

10 kin north of Cotbinabbin

THESiXSTATE GAME RESERVESWHERE HOG DEER HUNTING Is PERMITTED
..

..

.

.

..

..

. .

Ctydebank Morass

12 kin north-east of Sale

Heart Morass

5 kin east of Sale

Dowd Morass

10 kin south-east of Sale

Jack Smith Lake

30 kin eastofYarram

Ewings Morass

10 kin south-east of Orbost

Lake Coreman

20 km east of Sale

* For maps of these and other State Game Reserves, refer to the booklet Vittorion Stote Game Reserves: A

HunterIs Guide, the DEPT website orthe Game Hunting Victoria smartphone app (see page 61).
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National parks, state parks,
coastal parks, wilderness parks,
regional parks
Generally, hunting of any type is riot permitted
in national parks, state parks, coastal parks,
wilderness parks, regional parks, butthere are
some exceptions. Hunters must not possess a
firearm in, or transport a firearm through, a
park (exceptin some instances) when hunting
is prohibited. Where hunting is allowed,
firearms must only be those calibres or gauges
permitted forthe species available for hunting
in that park.
. Alpine National Parkand Avon Wilderness
Park: Sambar Deer may be hunted by
stalking onlyin parts of the Alpine
National Park and in the whole of the Avon

Wilderness Park from 15 February to
15 December. The use of dogs to hunt
Sambar Deeris not permitted. Pest animals
and other species must not be hunted.
. Baw Baw National Park: Sambar Deermay
be hunted by stalking only in the area east
of Thornson Valley Road from I May to
25 October each year. The use of dogs to
hunt Sambar Deeris riot permitted.
Pest animals and other species must
riot be hunted.

. Cape Conran Coastal Park: On Sydenham
Inletin the park, game duck may be hunted
during the open season. Dogs are allowed
forthe flushing or retrieval of ducks during
the open season. Pest animals and other
species must riot be hunted.
. Gippsland Lakes Coastal Park:In certain
sections, game duck, Stubble Quail and
Hog Deer may be hunted in season. Dogs

are allowed forthe flushing or retrieval of
game ducks during the duck season. Check
with Parks Victoria for details. Pest animals

and other species must not be hunted.
Hunters must have a permitfrom
Parks Victoria to erect a hide or to cut

vegetation or a hide in the Gippstand Lakes
Coastal Park.

. LakeAlbacutya Park: The hunting of pest
animals (rabbits, foxes or cats)is allowed,
as is the hunting of game duck during the
open season. Dogs are allowed for retrieval
of game ducks during the duck open
season. Hunting is not permitted in part
of the park at the Western Beach visitor
facilities, including near the boat ramp.
. Lake Eildon National Park:In certain

sections in the south-east of the park,
Sambar Deer may be hunted from the first
Saturday after Easter until 30 November.
The use of dogs to hunt deeris not
permitted. Pest animals and other species
must not be hunted.
. MitchellRiver National Park: Sambar Deer

hunting by stalking is permitted east
of the Mitchell River and south of Hortons

and Calvi Tracks from 15 February to
15 December. The use of dogs to hunt deer
is riot permitted. Pest animals and other
species must riot be hunted.
. Tara Range Park: Deer hunting by stalking
is permitted in this park from 15 February
to 15 December. The use of dogs to hunt
deeris not permitted. Pest animals and
otherspecies must not be hunted.
. Nooramunga Marineand Coastal Park:
Hunting for Hog Deer and game duck is
permitted in certain sections in season.
Pest animals and otherspecies must
not be hunted.
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Melbourne Water catchmentareas
A number of catchments and reservoirsin the

outer metropolitan and central highlands area
are controlled by Melbourne Water and are
part of the metropolitan water supply system.
Public entry to these areas is prohibited.
Hunting of any type is not permitted at
any time.

. The Buttercup Lane area adjacentto the
township of Merrijig (closed to hound
hunting only).
. Several areas around Halls Gap (closed to
allforms of deer hunting).
Deer may continue to be hunted in season
on private land within these areas with
the permission of the owner or occupier of
those lands.

Flora and fauna reserves and
nature conservation reserves
Hunting of any type is riot permitted at
any time.

Alpine resorts
All alpine resorts are closed to hunting at all
times. However, you are allowed to transport
a dog and firearms through a resort, providing
the dogs are in a vehicle and the guns are in a
safe and locked compartment.

See the DEPT website, WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/
fishing-and-hunting or download the Game
Hunting Victoria smartphone app
(see page 61) for further information.

Duck hunting and the
Murray River
The southern bank of the Murray River,
including the originaltocation of that bank
beneath impounded waters such as Lake
Mutwala and Lake Hume, is the state border

Areas dosed to

deer hunting
Some areas of the state have been permanently
closed to allforms of deer hunting and/or
hound hunting. These are:
. Warburton and surrounds, and Rubicon

and surrounds (closed to allforms of deer
hunting).
. Around Jamieson and Marysvitte (closed to
hound hunting only).
. The area immediately around MtTimbertop
and the Timbertop Campus of Geelong
Grammar, near the township of Merrijig
(closed to allforms of deer hunting).

between Victoria and New South Wales. South

of that border, game ducks may be hunted
during the open season on any area open to
duck hunting. This includes flood waters that
have flowed overthe southern bank of the

Murray River into Victoria.
Ifyou are hunting ducks on Lake Mumata or
Lake Hume during the open season, it is your
responsibility to be aware of your location on
those lakes.

Duck hunting is riot permitted in NSW, unless
as part of the NSW Game Bird Management
Program. For more information, phone the
NSW Department of Primary Industries on
(02) 6391 3750.
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4. General hunting laws
Code of Practice for
the Welfare of Animals

in Hunting
The Code was developed to ensure hunting
is humane and to encourage the considerate
treatment of animals that are hunted, and

those that are used in hunting, and to protect
the welfare of other animals where hunting
occurs. The Code sets out guidelines for
hunter behaviourto ensure animals (game
and non-game) are treated humanety. To

Artificiat tights

(spotlights)
Spotlights must not be used to hunt game
in Victoria.

It is illegal to use a firearm on or across roads
ortracks and to use vehicles or spotlights to
hunt or assist in hunting of game.
A spotlightis defined as any source of artificial
light, infrared device, night vision or heatdetecting device.

enhance the environment and its wildlife, the

Under the regulations, a spotlightdoes riot

Code supports the participation of hunters in
conservation programs.

include:

For a copy of the Code orfurther details, visit
the DEPT website, WWW. depi. vic. gov. au, or
contactthe Bureau of Animal Welfare on

(03) 9217 4200 for further details.

Public and Private Land
The laws that regulate hunting apply to both
public and private land.
The powers of Authorised Officers apply to
public and private land, which means they
are authorised to enter private land and go
on to private waters to conducttheir
compliance activities.

. A domestic lightused for domestic
purposes - this could include lights such
as torches, lanterns and work lights used
around camp.
. An emergency light used for emergency
purposes - such as hand-held torches or
headlamps used to navigate out of the
bush or 12 volt lights used when working
on your vehicle.
. A lightfitted to your vehicle that
complies with the Road Safety (Vehicles)
Regulations 2009 - this covers all
spotlights and work lights that are fitted
on your vehicle in a legal manner.

Possession of a spotlight and firearm

No night hunting
The hunting of game at night (halfan hour
after sunsetto halfan hour before sunrise) is
not permitted in Victoria.
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when in a vehicle
Hunters travelling in vehicles between
30 minutes aftersunsetand 30 minutes before

sunrisein recognised deer habitat can be in
possession of a firearm and spotlight as long as:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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. The firearm is unloaded and stored in a

. Alpineshire

securely fastened case or container

. AraratRuralCity

(e. g. gun bag or gun case) that is stowed

. BawBawShire

in the boot or storage area of a sedan, dual
cab or wagon and is not readily accessible

. Benalta Rural City

by any occupant of the vehicle.
. For utes orsingte cabs, the firearm is
unloaded and stored in a securely fastened
case or container and stowed in a part of
the vehicle not readily accessible by any

occupant of the vehicle. The best approach
here is to fit a lockabte steelbox to the tray
and store the firearm in there.

. Anyammunition is stored separately

. CardiniaShire

. Colac-OtwayShire
. CorengamiteShire
. EastGippslandShire
. GlenetgShire
. Horsham Rural City
. MansfietdShire
. MitchellShire

(but notin a glove box) and is in a part of

. MurrindindiShire

the vehicle not readily accessible by any
occupant of the vehicle.

. NorthernGrampiansShire

. Any spotlightin or on the vehicleis not
In use.

. PyreneesShire
. SouthGippslandShire
. SouthernGrampiansShire

Possession of a spotlight and

. StrathbogieShire

firearm when on foot

. TowongShire

Hunters on footin recognised deer habitat

. Warigaratta Rural City

between 30 minutes aftersunset until

. Wellingtonshire

30 minutes before sunrise may carry an

. WhittleseaCity

artificial light (e. g. torch or headlamp) for

. Yarra Ranges Shire

on-foot navigation purposes as long as:
. The firearm and magazineis unloaded this means that allcartridges must
be removed from the firearm and any
magazine.

. Ammunition is stored in a closed case or

container - this could include a backpack
or cartridge case.

. Any artificial lightis riotfitted to the
firearm, scope or other fitting attached to
the firearm.

Recognised deer habitat
'Recognised deer habitat'is defined as all
areas of Crown land in the following Victorian
municipalities:
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People exemptfrom spotlighting laws
Landowners/occupiers ortheir agents who
are using a spotlightfor the purposes of
controlling pest animals to a distance
of 250 metres outside the boundary of
their property in recognised deer habitat
are exempt.

Any person acting in accordance with
an Authority to Control Wildlife or other
authorisation issued under the WildlifeAct 1975
that allows them to destroy wildlife (which may
include some deer species) with the aid
of a spotlightis also exemptfrom spotlighting
laws.

5. Caring forthe
.

environment
Victoria has many areas across the
state that are available for game
hunting. Victoria's parks, forests and
wetlands are special places, butto
remain so they need your help. Tread
tightly to minimise your impact on the
natural environment and maintain

quality habitat for quality hunting.
Please help to protectthese important areas by
following some basic rules:
. Keeptothetracks
. Pick up allspentshotgun shells and
cartridge cases
. BuryatIfeathers and carcasses
. Take allotherrubbish home

. Dispose of deer carcasses thoughtfulty.

Camping
Here are some basic rules you should follow
when camping:

. Be careful when camping under trees.
Trees can lose their limbs at any time, but
particularly during high winds.
. Do notdig trenches around tents.
With modern tents, it is unnecessary,
particularly ifyou choose a well-drained or
raised site.

. Takeyourrubbish home. Think before
throwing outfood scraps as they can be
harmful to native animals, and some waste

coke fruit peelings) does riot decompose
quickly. Don't burn or bury rubbish.
Burying food waste disturbs the soil and
native animals willjust dig it up later.
Ifyou come across other people's rubbish, do
the bush a favour and takeit outwith you.
. Where there is a toilet, use it. Where toilets

are not available, choose a spot at least 100
metres from campsites, tracks, streams,
swamps, etc, dig a 15 cm hole and bury your
waste and toilet paper. Chemical toilets
must be removed from campsites and
emptied according to the manufacturer's
instructions.

. Camp in an existing campsite rather than
create a new one and camp at least 20
metres from any creek, lake or wetland
(this is to ensure that areas near the water
remain available for use by other visitors
and to keep the waters free of pollution).

. Firewood is in shortsupptyin many areas.
Gather firewood well awayfrom your camp
and use it sparing Iy, keep it small and be
conservative in your use offuelor - better
still- bring your own. Where possible, use
a lightweight stove for cooking.

. Only drive on formed tracks and roads. Park
immediately adjacentto tracks where it is
safe to do so and take care riotto damage
vegetation around campsites with vehicles.

. Use only dead fallen wood. Standing trees,
even dead ones, are a home for wildlife

and a part of the scenery. Do not cut down
or damage standing trees or vegetation.
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Hollow logs are prime real estate for our
wildlife and must riot be used as firewood.

and liquid fuel barbecues and ovens are also
banned on Total Fire Ban days.

. Take care with fire - observe allfire

regulations and Total Fire Ban days. Use
existing fireplaces rather than create your
own. Ensure fires are safe and that they are
completely extinguished when you leave.
. Ifdogs are permitted at your campsite,
ensure they are adequately restrained to
protect wildlife and other campers.
. Protectwater quality - wash-up at least 50
metres from streams and avoid using soap
(use gritty sand and a scourer instead).
. Leave campsites tidy.

At another times
On state forest and national park, campfires
are permitted in the open air as long as you
observe the following conditions:
. the fireis litin a properly constructed
fireplace orin a trench at least 30 cm deep
. where a fireplaceis provided, this must be
used
. the dimensions of the solid fuelare the

minimum necessary for the purpose
. the fire does not occupy an area exceeding
one square metre

Campfires
General advice about fire restrictions
Restrictions apply to having campfires in
Victoria. These restrictions are importantto
reduce the chance of a bushfire that could

resultin loss of life and property. They are
actively enforced.

On Code Red fire danger rating days
State forests and national parks will be closed
on Code Red days, so no campfire can be lit on
Code Red Days.
You should monitor all available media to be

aware of Code Red days, Total Fire Ban days
and prohibited periods, and take appropriate

. the ground and airspace within a distance
of three metres from the outer perimeter
and uppermost point of the fire are clear of
flammable material

Duck hunting
. Cleaning ducks: After being legally
breasted (i. e. left with a fully feathered
wing attached), feathers, offat and carcass
remains left on the ground are unsightly.
These should be buried in a site clear of

vegetation and at least 50 metres away
from the water.

. Shotgun shells: Spentcartridges must be
picked up and disposed of correctly. The
cartridges are generally made of plastic

action.

and brass and if left on the wetland will

On Total Fire Ban days

remain there as they don't break down. If
not properly disposed of, spent cartridges
will have a negative impact on the wetland

Total Fire Bans are declared by fire ban district
and could apply to the whole state. Campfires
are not permitted on Total Fire Ban days. Solid
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and its inhabitants.

6. Compliance^
Game conservation for

future generations
In Victoria, wild game resources are
managed sustainabty so that healthy

Ifyou are approached by an officer in the field,
you will be directed to unload anyfirearm in
your possession. You may also be asked to
produce your Firearms and/or Game Licence
and to provide your correct name and address.
Officers may also wish to inspect any game you

populations will be available for current have harvested or have in your possession.
and future generations.
Developing, implementing and enforcing laws
contributes to conserving Victoria's game,
habitats and hunting opportunities. Game
Victoria's compliance activities ensure that
hunting remains sustainable and humane,
game resources are shared fairly and hunting

Authorised Officers and members of Victoria

Police may stop and search any vehicle or
boatto carry outinspections. They may also
seize any game or wildlife or any equipment
that has been used in the commission of an

alleged offence, including firearms, boats and
vehicles.

is conducted in a safe manner. Game Victoria

Compliance on private land

delivers its compliance program in partnership

The powersOfAuthorised Officers apply to

with other DEPT businesses, Victoria Police and

public'and private land, which means they are

Parks Victoria.

authorised to enter private Land and go on to
private waters to conducttheir compliance

Powers of Authorised
Officers
Authorised Officers are there to help you
understand the hunting laws and provide
advice and information on hunting. They
are also there to enforce the hunting laws to
protect the resource and ensure that everyone
has equitable access to hunting opportunities
and that hunting is conducted in a safe and
responsible manner.
When hunting, you may be stopped by an
Authorised Officer, Parks Victoria Ranger or a
member of Victoria POUce. An officer may not
always wear a uniform, but they will always
display their official identification to you.

activities.

Do riot tolerate illegal hunting report it. Call136 186
The irresponsible oriltegalbehaviour of some
can damage the reputation of hunters and
create unsafe or unsustainabte situations. It is

importantthat hunters act responsibly while
hunting, as well as encouraging the rest of
the community to do the right thing. Do riot
tolerate illegal orirresponsibte behaviour.
Help protect your recreation by reporting
alleged hunting-related offences. Suspected
offences can be reported to your local DEPT
office, or by telephoning 136 186. Allreports
remain strictly confidential. You may remain
anonymous, although it assists investigating
officers ifthey can talk directly to you.
v, "".. H. .,. 96", a. 2.1, I 23

7. Use of dogs for
game hunting
Many hunters use trained dogs to assist
them while hunting game. Dogs can be
particularly useful to locate downed
game that may otherwise be lost.
The popular breeds of dog used to hunt game
have been selectively developed over centuries
to flush, trail, point orretrieve. They are bred to
instinctively hunt, are obedient, obey commands
from the hunter, only hunt certain types of game
and ignore distractions in the field.
Hunters are responsible for the training,
behaviour and conditioning of their hunting
dogs.

Hunters should always be considerate of other
public land users and ensure their dogs are
under control at all times. Ultimately, and
importantty, hunters are responsible for the
actions of their dogs. Under no circumstances
should dogs be set onto game. Any dog that
attacks or maims another animal must not be

used for hunting.
Hunters need to ensure their gundog or deer
hunting dog is trained to a level of control so
they do notinterfere with other hunters or
chase wildlife or livestock.

Three types of hounds can be used for hunting
Sambar Deer. They must be registered with the

PERMITTED DOG BREEDS FORGAME HUNTING INVICTORIA
. , .

.

. , .

...

Hungarian Vizsta

Border Terrier

Brittany Spaniel(Epagnuet Breton)

Hungarian Wirehair Vizta

Dachshund

Chesapeake Bay Retriever

Irish Red and White Setter

Finnish Spitz

Ctumber Spaniel

Irish Setter

Fox Terrier (smooth)

Cocker Spaniel

Irish Water Spaniel

Fox Terrier (wire)

Cocker Spaniel(American)

Italian Spinone

German Hunting Terrier (Jagd Terrier)

Curly Coated Retriever

Labrador Retriever

Jack Russell Terrier

English Setter

Lagotto Romagnoto

Norwegian Elkhound

English Springer Spaniel

Large Munstertander

Bracco Italiano

Field Spaniel

Nova Scotia Duck Tolling

.

.

Beagle

Retriever

Flat Coated Retriever

Pointer

Bloodhound

German Shorthaired Pointer

Sussex Spaniel

Harrier

German Wirehaired Pointer

Weimeraner (Longhair)

(Deutsch Drahthaar)
Golden Retriever

Weimaraner

Gordon Setter

Wetsh Springer Spaniel
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DEPT Secretary (see page 48). There are specific I'S an offence to train a gundog outside
regulations regarding hound hunting
the open seasons while in possession of live
ammunition.
(see section 9).

Dog breeds permitted
for hunting game
in Victoria
In Victoria, only those breeds of dog prescribed
as 'gundogs','deer hunting dogs' or'hounds'
may be used to huntgame birds and/or game
deer species, except Hog Deer. Other breeds
must riot be used. The breeds permitted for
hunting game in Victoria are shown in the table
opposite.
Gundogs and deer hunting dogs can be used to
hunt alldeer species except Hog Deer. Gundogs
can also be used to hunt game birds.
A hunter may use no more than two deer
hunting dogs or gundogs when hunting. When
hunting deer as part of a team, that team may
use 00 more than two gundogs or deer hunting
dogs, or one of each type.

On State Game Reserves, gundogs can only be
trained 48 hours before and during a quailor
duck season.

Training your hound
The regulations for hunting Sambar Deer
maintain a maximum pack size offive hounds
but allow the use of up to three additional
pups (hounds under the age of 12 months)in
training.
This allows the pups to be effectivety trained
without compromising how a pack functions
and affecting the success of a hunt.

Care of dogs when hunting
It is the hunter's responsibility to care for their
dogs in the field and be aware of any signs of
stress orinjury.
Dogs used to assist in the hunting of game
should be healthy and in good physical
condition.

Training your gundog
It takes time and dedication to train a gundog
to hunt game effectivety. Many clubs have
been established to assist members train their

dogs. These clubs also organise field trials
where dogs can compete and showcase their
talents. Gundogs may only be used in field
trials conducted during the open season by
organisations approved by the DEPT Secretary.
Outside the hunting seasons, gundogs can be
trained with the use of a starter's pistol and
shotguns using blank ammunition.

They should riot be used under conditions
where there is an unacceptable risk of injury or
heat stress. To avoid heat exhaustion of your
dogs, huntwhen temperatures are less extreme
(e. g. early morning and evening) and be sure to
provide your dogs with plenty of water.
Ifa dog is injured when in the field, ensure that
it receives first aid or professional attention as
soon as possible. Hunters should also be aware
of the risks that blue-green algae can pose to
dogs (see page 40 for further details).

Althuntersp!onrimgto huntwith houndsneedtopossthehoundhuntingtest. Detailed informotion is
ovumb!e in the booklet: A guideto the use of hounds for hunting Sambar Deerin Victoria.
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Hounds for hunting
Sambar Deer
17.

As part of the 2012 review of the Wildlife (Game)
Regulations, another breed of hound for hunting
Sambar Deerwas allowed. With the inclusion
of the Harrier there are now three breeds of
hounds that can be used. These hounds must be

,
^

pure bred and must conform to the Australian
National Kennel Council breed standards.

,

,

Beagle (top right)

.,,

.^,

The Beagle is a small hound bred primarily for
hunting. The dog is bred for working in packs
and has an even temperament. A Beagle's

. ~,,**.^\

general appearance is of a sturdy, compactly
built hound, conveying the impression of
quality without coarseness.
Maximum height at the withers: 40 cm

Harrier (middle)

"*

^

-/ .

The Harrier is a mid-sized hunting hound
with a small, hard coat. It has large bones for
stamina and strength. The Harrier is cheerful,
even-tempered and tolerant of people. This

pack dog is good with other dogs. In general
appearance, a Harrier is slightly longer than its
height. They are active, well balanced and full

*

\
... P

..

of strength and quality.
Maximum height at the withers: 53.5 cm
aZ

at

Bloodhound (bottom right)
The Bloodhound is a large hound bred for

hunting. Its extraordinarily keen sense of
smellis combined with a strong and tenacious

tracking instinct, producing the idealscent
hound. A Bloodhound's general appearance is
of a noble and dignified expression.
Maximum height at the withers: 69 cm
26 I ,... v, ,,,.
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8. Duck
Game ducks
Eight (8) species of native duck may
be hunted during the open season.
They are: Pacific Black Duck, Grey Teal,

Lead shot must not be used to hunt duck in

Victoria (some exemptions apply, see
page 31).
Open season: 15 March 2014 until halfan
hour after sunset on Monday 9 June 2014.

Mountain Duck, Wood Duck, Chestnut

Teat, Blue-winged Shoveler, Hardhead
and Pink-eared Duck.
For information, colourittustrations and video

clips of Victoria's game ducks, refer to the DEPT
website, WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/fishing-andhunting
See page 42 for images of Victoria's
game ducks.

Open season and
bag tjinits
Duck hunting is permitted only during the open
season from halfan hour before sunrise until

halvan hour after sunset on every day of the
season, exceptfor the first day of the season,
when fixed opening times apply.

Opening times
Hunting under poortight conditions may
compromise your ability to positively identify
game species and affectyour marksmanship.
This is particularly important on opening
day when the majority of duck hunters are
active. Make sure you know the opening times
throughoutthe season and stick to them.
In doing so, you will not only reduce the
possibility of shooting non-game species or
wounding birds, you will improve the hunting
experience for all hunters on the wetland.
Ifyou are caught shooting early, Authorised
Officers, Parks Victoria Rangers and members
of Victoria Police may seize your firearm and
you may be charged with an offence.
Opening day starttime: see map on page
30. Victoria is divided into three zones, each

Bag limit: ten (10) game ducks per day
which includes no more than two (2)
Blue-winged Shoveler.

with its own opening time. East of longitude
146' 30' east, the season will open at 7.10

Hunting method: shotgun only, not exceeding
12 gauge or two barrels, non-toxic shot only.

the season will open at 720 am; and west of
longitude 142' 30', the season will open at

am; between 146' 30' east and 142' 30' east,

Duck hunting tip #1:1mproveyour hunting skills
Poofshootingskills is the largest contributorto wounding in duckhunting. Hunters con improve
theirskil!s OS a wingshooterbyregulor!yproctising with the shotmoterio! usedin thefield (e. g.
steeO on claytorgets thrown at the distances, angles rindflightspeeds of the ducks being hunted.
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7.30 am. Hunting on opening day (15 March
2014) - or any other dayin the season - is riot
permitted after halfan hour after sunset.
Opening and closing times forthe rest of the

season (any dayafteropening day)

146' 30' E

information on calculating permitted hunting
times for the remainder of the season.
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information will help you calculate the legal
hunting times in your area:
. Sunrise and sunset alter by four minutes for
each degree of longitude across the state.
Basically, Victoria extends from 141" in the
westt0 150' in the east. Melbourne is near

Forthe remainder of the season, duck hunting
is permitted from halfan hour before sunrise
to halfan hour after sunset. See below for

.

a

the 145' line.

. Ifyour hunting location is east of 145'
(Melbourne), sunrise and sunsettimes can
be calculated by subtracting four minutes
from the official sunrise and sunset times

Calculating permitted hunting times

for Melbourne for each degree of longitude.

As sunrise and sunsettimes vary throughout
the state (see page 68) and during the season,
legal hunting times also vary. The following

minutes are to be added for each degree of
longitude.

Anywhere west of the Melbourne line, four

Duck hunting tip #2: Estimating distances
Hunters whoconnotoccumte!yjudge distances may shoototbirdsbeyondtheirof^ectiveshooting
skills range. Huntersshouldnotguess, but proctise estimoting distonces anduse o rangejinderor
other methods to determine occurocy.
30 I e, .. via. ,.

The following is an example of how to calculate
hunting times in the Kerang lakes region on

must reflectthe percentage composition for

30 March 2014:

Wildlife (Game) Regulations 2012:

. Kerang is one degree westofMelbourne.

. Bismuth-tin

. Officialsunrise at Melbourne is 7:32 am

. Iron(steel)

. Sunrise at Kerang is, therefore, 7.32 am
plus four minutes = 7:36 am.

. Iron-tungsten

. Officialsunset at Melbourne is 7:17 pin

. Tungsten-bronze

. Sunset at Kerang is, therefore, 7:17 pin plus
four minutes = 7:21 pin.

. Tungsten-iron-coppernickel

Using the above calculations, hunting is
permitted between 7:06 am (30 minutes before
sunrise) and 7:51 pin EST (30 minutes after
sunset) at Kerang on 30 March 2014.
The Game Hunting Victoria app can calculate
hunting times for you. The app can be
downloaded free from the iTunes store and

Google Play (see page 61).

Non-toxic shot
The use of lead shotfor duck hunting in
Victoria has been prohibited for more than
a decade. This includes duck hunting on all
wetlands, waterways and dry lands on public
and private land. However, hunters using
muzzle-toathng, Darnascus steel ortwistbarrelted shotguns for duck hunting are exempt
from the mandatory use of non-toxic shot. All
other hunters must use non-toxic shotfor duck

hunting in Victoria.
The approved non-toxic shot list has been
updated to reflect advances in technology.
These shottypes have been extensively tested
and found to be nori-toxic to waterfowl and

other wildlife. Allowing these additional shot
types opens the market and provides greater
choice to duck hunters to suittheir shooting
skills and hunting type. The shot listed below

each metal as described in Schedule 7 of the

. Iron-tungsten-nickel

. Tungsten-matrix
. Tungsten-polymer
. Tungsten-tin-iron
. Tungsten-tin-bismuth
. Tungsten-tin-iron-nickel
. Tungsten-iron-polymer
When used appropriatety, these non-toxic
alternatives are safe and effective, but they
vary in price. Hunters should check with their
ammunition supplier to see which alternatives
best suittheir needs. Hunters should also
check with theirfirearm's manufacturer or

gunsmith to ensure that it is safe to use these
shot alternatives in their firearm.

Possession of toxic shot
It is an offence in Victoria (unless using an
exemptfirearm) to carry lead shot while
hunting for ducks.
However, duck hunters may have toxic shot
(e. g. lead shot) on a State Game Reserve or
any other area where they intend to hunt duck,
provided it is secured in a vehicle. For toxic
shotto be secured in a vehicle, the ammunition
must be stored in a closed case or container

and stowed in the boot or storage area (not the
glove box) of a sedan, dual cab or wagon. For
a ute orsingte cab, the ammunition must be
stored in a closed case or container and stowed

v, ."..."."""g'",,.,. I, I 31

Duck hunting tip #3:1mproveyourchahces of succe$5.

;

Gettokno, land understandthb behoviourqfducks. Ifyou. con. iderttijyf!ightpoths, feeding ond
'resting areas andhowthe ducks. respondto different weathertonditionsiyou will invariablybe
moresucceS$ful.

, .

in a part of the vehicle riot readily accessible by
any occupant of the vehicle.
Hunters may use lead shot while hunting
Stubble Quail on the 16 State Game Reserves

where Stubble Quail hunting is permitted.
Authorised Officers will check hunters' shot

type throughoutthe season.
Ifyou are unsure about any of these
requirements, please contactthe DEPT
Customer Service Centre on 136 186 oryour
local DEPT office before you go hunting.

Retaining a
fully-feathered wing
To ensure that Authorised Officers can quickly
and accurately identify all waterfowlin a
hunter's possession, all hunters must leave
a fully-feathered wing on any harvested
duck untilimmediatety prior to cooking or
until the duck has been taken to the person's
ordinary place of residence. This requirement
removes the need for officers to seize ducks for

laboratory testing to determine theiridentity

More information on the use of non-toxic shot

and also reduces the amount of time that

for duck hunting can also be found on the DEPT
website at WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/fishing-andhunting

officers need to inspect hunters' bags. Leaving
the wing on a bird also assists DEPT to collect
harvest data during bag surveys and assists
with other research.

Sharing or high-grading
bags
Hunters must not participate in the practice
of high-grading their bag, which involves
discarding or giving away ducks in order to take
more ducks than the set daily bag limit.
It is also illegal to share your bag with someone
else in order to take more than the daily bag
limit. You are only allowed to take the daily bag
limit, irrespective of how many birds are in your

possession, e. g. ifyou shootyour tenth bird for
the day and give it to another hunter, you have
reached your bag limit often birds even though
you only have nine birds in your possession.

The breasting of ducks is becoming more
common with duck hunters. It is an acceptable
practice ifa fully-feathered wing remains
attached to the breast after it is removed from

the carcass. Please dispose of carcasses by
burying them in a site clear of vegetation and
at least 50 cm from water.

Hunting from a boat
On waterways (such as rivers, creeks, and
streams), you are allowed to hunt duck from a
boat under power, up to a speed offive knots.
On open water(such as lakes, darns or swamps),
you are riot permitted to hunt duck from a
motor boat with the motorrunning, whether
it is in gear or not. Aircraft, boats or motor
vehicles must riot be used to pursue, hunt,
take or destroy game. A motor boat operating
at a speed offive knots or less may be used to
retrieve wounded ducks.
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Unit 4, 6 Ovata Drive VIC 3043
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Recommended Chokes and
Loadsfor Game Ducks
\

Species Distance Choke Minimum Steel
Size

,,@

(in)

~

Load Shot
Size

Mountain 20-32 Improved 32911- #3-2
Duck
cylinder 1180z
3240 Modified 32911- #3-2

~

C

L ..~,.,
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, Black
Duck

20-32 Improved 289110z #6-2
cylinder
..-,
3240
Modified
289110z #4-2
, ,
, Wood& 20--32 Improved 28glloz #6-3
: Hardhead
cylinder

...

o .\
-.

..

Exa

A

,

.

Ducks

*

I

Mountain'blue'
*

Steelshot Size 3 to 2 -:> *
Minimum Load 3291, -,/80z

3240 Modified 28glloz #4-3

Blue-wing 20-32 Modified 28glloz #64
Shoveller

Teal& 3240 Full 289110z #4
Pink-ear
Ducks
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Handy Hints

$

,*

jab

Plan your hunting season
Pinchse often prior to the hunting season
Know the environment where you will be hunting

$
,
..

Check the weather forecast

Select hunting sites clear of vegetation and
obstacles that will impede retrieval of game
Pass up shots where the bird willfullinto heaw cover
Only take shots that are within your maximum
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shooting skills distance
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Never take your eye horn where a struck bird falls
and don't start shooting at other birds untilyou
have retrieved your game
- When retrieving game, getyourself, another hunter
or your dog there quickly and safely.
Dispatch struck birds on the water immediately and
safely
Carry and use 'swatter'loads for struck birds
Typical shooting range 20 to 32m

Mosteffedive steelshotsize 7 to 5 at 10z128g
Never shoot into flocks, pick a single bird at the

rear of the flock

.

.

.

.

*

.
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Victorian Shotgunning
Education Program
*.

The Shotgunning Education Program aims
to improve game bird hunting practices in
Victoria by educating hunters on how to be

,..
,.^
..
.~

more efficient and effective when in the field.

This program has been developed by the
Victorian Government with support from the
two major duck hunting organisations, the
Sporting Shooters' Association of Australia
(Victoria) and Field and Game Australia Inc.

Porticiponts will receive this bridge.

The Shotgunning Education Program's practical such as shooting skillsimprovement, range
and theoretical training buildsthe capabilities estimation and correctpatterning techniques.
of hunters to understand their equipment,
Hunters who become more successfulin the
their shooting skittlevet and hunting methods.
field will increase their enjoyment of hunting
and reduce the number of wounded birds. This
Previously, the Shotgunning Education
handbook, Be a better game bi7dhuntei; and
ensures that bird hunting remains sustainable
and humane.
accompanying brochure were distributed to
licensed game bird hunters. These publications
For more information aboutthe training
can be viewed online at WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/
workshops contact either:
fishing-and-hunting or requested from the
Customer Service Centre on 136 186.

Tom Roster's 2012 Non-Toxic Shot Lethality

Table (Adapted to Victorian Game Birds)@
has also been developed to assist game bird
hunters in selecting the correct choke and
ammunition. Instructions on how to use this
table are detailed below.

In 2014, one-day training workshops will be
rolled out across the state. Participants will
be instructed by qualified trainers on areas

. Field and GameAustralia Inc:

(03) 5799 0960
. Sporting Shooters'Association of Australia
(Victoria): (03) 8892 2777.

Using the lethality table
Torn Roster's 2012 Non-toxic Shot Lethality
Table (Adapted to Victorian Game Birds)@ on
page 38 is a quick guide for game bird hunters
wanting to improve their hunting effectiveness

by using the correct ammunition and choke

Duck hunting tip #4:'Going away' birds
It is recommendedthothuntersshou!dnotfire at grime birdsthot@ref!ying@wayfrom them
(tjoing awoy'bi7ds) otorongefurtherth@n 35 metres. This is due to thefactthot0 19.0ing away'
bitdhos its vito!organsprotectedbyitsgizzordond backbonestructure, reducing the liketihoodqf
odequ@topelletpenetrotion. This con resultin a lostorwoundedbird.
36 I ,... v, .,,.

combination for different sized birds in

3.1dentifyyourrequired shot size
Use the lethaltytabte to choose a non-

different hunting situations. Information
in the table has been scientificatty tested
and peerreviewed and provides information
for selecting the appropriate equipment to
effectivety dispatch your game bird.

toxic shot size. For Mountain Duck at

20-32 metres, the recommended shotsize
is #3 to #2.

table, to selectthe correct choke and

4.1dentifyyourrequired load weight
Using the lethality table, you can
determine the minimum load weight. For
Mountain Duck being harvested at a range

ammunition for your hunting situation:

of 20-32 metres with #3 to #2 shot size, the

There are five quick steps you need to
undertake, in conjunction with the lethality

minimum load weightis I-118(329).

1.1dentifyyourgame spedes and hunting
situation

5. Identify an appropriate choke
After determining your ammunition
requirements you can use the lethality
table to identify the correct choke. Using
the above example of a Mountain Duck
being harvested at a range of 2032 metres,
the recommended choke is Improved
Cylinder.

Know which species of game bird you will
be targeting or are likely to occurin the
area you intend to hunt (e. g. Mountain
Duck) and your shooting skills distance
(e. g. 20-32 metres).
2. Checkyourload vetodty
Ensure that the factory velocity of your
ammunition is marked between 1,275 and

1,450 feet per second (fps)in order to
compare with the lethality table.
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Pattern testihgyourshotgun is vital to understanddff^erentchoke grid loads myour gun.

Photo: R. Carter
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THETOM ROSTER 2012 NON-TOXICSHOTLETHALITYTABLE (ADAPTEDTOVICTORIAN GAME BIRDS)@

.
.
.

Black Ducks

20-40

Shoveler Tealand
Pink-eared Ducks

I. C. -(20'-32 in), MDd;. (32-40 mm

6 to 2

(24 9.28 g)

1-2

85-90

20-40

6t04

135,145

HEVl-Shot 6

(24 g-28 g)
(28 g)

I-2

20-45

I-2

135445

Modified (20.32'in)
Full(32.40. 'in)

Stubble Quail

20-30

7

% on (21 g)

I-2

225-245

Skeeti-Improved Cylinder

Chuckar Partridge

20-40

6 to 4

% on (2t g)

1-2

150-160

Modified

. Practise regularly and broaden your knowledge about shotgunning.
. Pattern testammunition to better understand how load and choke combinations work.

. Your loads should match the information'in this guide.

..

)
.

. Know whatyour maximum shooting skillrange is and don't fire at birds outsidethis.

t

. Usetoolssuchasdecoysandcattersto.
gaint!birds'withinyourshootingskiltsrange.
SetoOssqc as ecoysan. ca cystO. bringthe
ring egamt!
its'Wj. in'yq. ur~S 00ingS, is range. - '::'-' .. . '.'.,';
.;;,

. The Shotgunning Education handbook, Be a better game hikihuntei; containsinoiedetailed information. It is-avai!able fromt*h^'DEPTwebsite. ,
,

I, ;
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There ore signjfitontpenolti^s ondpotentiolcriminolconviction romjfitotibnsforpeople who di^obey
the duck hunting pub!^tsqfety lows.

Photo Simone Daiton

Entering or remaining
on wettands during
prohibited periods

It is also illegal to interfere with, obstruct,
hinder or harass a person who is lawfulty
hunting ducks. Authorised Officers and
Victoria Police will focus on preventing unsafe
circumstances from arising.

Not all people agree with hunting and people
have a right to voice their opposition. However,

For detailed information on duck hunting and
public safety, refer to the DEPT website, WWW.
depi. vic. gov. au/fishing-and-hunting

this must be done in a manner that is both safe
and lawful.

Legislation exists to ensure the safety of all
people during the duck hunting season. These
laws prohibit protestsrs and other unauthorised
people from approaching within 25 metres
of the water's edge of 227 specified hunting
areas every day of the open season during
peak hunting periods. They also prohibit
unauthorised people approaching within 10
metres of a person who is hunting ducks.

Hides
Some restrictions apply to the construction of
hides for duck hunting in Victoria.
Hunters may build hides on State Game Reserves
for use during the open season, butthey must riot
be more than two metres high. Hunters must riot
cutdown orremove anyvegetation from a State
Game Reserve for any other purpose.

Duck hunting tip #58 Use decoys
Decoyscon improve yoursuccessrote when duckhunting. Rather than landing directly amongthe

decoys, 90meducksgener@!lyf!yorerthem andlondsome20metresbeyond, almosto!waysinto the
wind. With this in mind, position yourstondorbtind down-windqfyourdecoys.
v, "".. H"".",.", d. ,, I, I 39
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Hunters must have a permitfrom Parks Victoria
to erect a hide orto cutvegetation for a hide
in the Gippsland Lakes Coastal Park. Contact
Parks Victoria Sale: (03) 5144 3048 or Loch
Sport: (03) 5146 0278 for further details.
The construction of hides for duck hunting is
riot permitted in the Discovery Bay Coastal
Park, Lake Albacutya Park and the Nooramunga
Marine and Coastal Park.

Duck hunting and
btue-green algae
Duck hunters need to be aware of the dangers
of hunting in waters affected by blue-green
algae. Blue-green algae is potentially toxic and
can be dangerous to both humans and dogs if
ingested.
Blue-green algae blooms can be common at
the start of the duck season when high water
temperatures, high lightintensity and little
rainfall create the perfect environment for the
algae to grow. There may be information signs
warning of blue-green algae affected water.
Hunters should also lookout for the signs of

...

-

blue-green algae affected water. A bloom or
scum may be visible across the water surface.
Blooms range in colour from dark-green to
yellowish brown, and algae may be present
on the water surface that can look like green
paint, thick scum or 'pea soup'.
Ifyou suspectwater to be contaminated with
blue-green algae, make sure you take the
following precautions:
. Avoid wading, unlessyou are wearing
undamaged waders.
. Do riot consume the water or allow your dog
to consume the water.

. Do riot eatthe offat of any ducks taken
from contaminated wetlands, lakes and

waterways, or feed the offalto your dog.
. Do riot letyour dog submerse itselfin the
water and, ifit does, wash it thoroughly
in clean water (wearing gloves) before it
starts to groom or lick itself.
. Avoid using blue-green algaeaffected
water and use alternative sources.

Boiling algal water does not remove toxins
from the water.

Duck hunting tip #7: Prepareyourdogs
Come duckse@son, you don't wantopeningmomingto be thefirsttimeyourdogshovebeen in the
wotersince !OStseoson. in themonths !eodingup to opening, in@kesureyou getyourdogs outin

the waterswimmingregulor!y, so they'!!be readyto retrieve th@tjirstduckyou bring down. Andogs
need o900d!eve!offitness to be a valuable duckhunting coinponion.
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Hunting in Victoria's Game Reserves
Victoria's parks protect our most treasured natural places. They are places that inspire you to
explore and discover. Parks Victoria has an active role in managing State Game Reserves and
we work hard to protect the park and ensure visitors have a safe and enjoyable experience
Parks Victoria rangers will be conducting several compliance activities across the state leading
up to and during the peak hunting season. Compliance activities will focus on the game
regulations as well as those regulations that protect our parks and reserves such as those on

fire, camping and litter. Compliance activities ensure a fair game for all, the safety of hunters
and the general public, and protection of our very special State Game Reserves and parks
Help us to ensure this legacy continues. We look forward to seeing you in the field
For further information call Parks Victoria on 13 1963

or visit WWW. parks. vic. gov. au
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VICTORIA

Healthy Parks
Healthy People'
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Victoria's game duck, s
t~^..

Hordheod

Pacific Block Duck

^,

Chestnut7eol toole)
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Blue-winged Shoveler(mole)

Mountoin Duck (mole)
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Pink-earedDuck

WoodDuck hole)
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9. Deer
Deer hunting in Victoria
Victoria has excellent opportunities for
deer hunting, including access to large
tracts of public land. Six species of deer
can be legalty hunted in Victoria. They
are Hog, Red, Sambar, Fallow, Chitat
and Rusa Deer. See page 56 for images
of Victoria's game deer species.
The hunting of deeris only permitted from half

dogs. Different rules and regulations apply to
these methods and hunters must ensure that

they understand and adhere to them.

Stalking Sambar Deer
Sambar Deer can be hunted by stalking for the
whole of the year. There is 00 restriction on
the number of deerthat can be taken. On some

types of Crown land, such as some national
parks, hunting of Sambar Deeris not permitted
during part of the open season.

an hour before sunrise until halfan hour after

For more information, see page 13 and

sunset during the prescribed open season.

visit the Parks Victoria website,

WWW. parkweb. vic. gov. au

Sambar Deer

Hound hunting

Sambar Deer are the largest, most successful
and widespread of the deer species in Victoria.
Sambar Deer can be hunted either by stalking or
with the use of hounds, gundogs or deer hunting

Hounds have been used to hunt Sambar deerfor

over 100 years in Victoria. There are a number
of rules in place to ensure hound hunting is
controlled, safe and humane. All hounds must

DEEROPEN SEASON AND BAG LIMITS

Red Deer

Sambar Deer(hound hunting)

ChitslDeer

Allyear

No limit

IAPri1- 30 November 2014*

No limit

Allyear

No limit

e

' Excluding period from th e Thursday before Easter Sunday to the Thursday after Easter Sunday
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Photo: P. Boag of PaulBoag's Outdoors

conform to Australian National KennelCouncit

breed standards and specified heights (see

page 26). There are restrictions on the number
of houndsyou can use, with a maximum offive
adults and additional three pups in training.

Hound team size

Hound teams can consist of up to ten people,
butto help develop the skills of younger
hunters, a hound team can consist of 12
provided that two are Provisional Game Licence

Huntin permitted areas only

holders.

Sambar Deer generally occurin the forests of

For more information, visitthe DEPlwebsite,

the Victorian Eastern Highlands and can be

WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/fishing-and-hunting

hunted with hounds in the area bounded on the

south by the Princes Highway and on the west
broadly by the Hume Highway.
Hunting Sambar Deer with houndsis riot

permitted in national or state parks orin
water catchment areas, norisit permitted on

private property withoutthe permission of the

Huntwith hounds during the open season only
Sambar Deer may be hunted with the aid
of hounds from I April until 30 November,
excluding the period from the Thursday before
Easter Sunday to the Thursday after Easter

Sunday. The use of hounds to hunt Sambar Deer

landowner or manager.

is not permitted outside this period.

Hound hunting is also prohibited on all public

Use permitted hound breeds

lands in Warburton and surrounds, Rubicon and

surrounds, Marysvilte and surrounds, Jamieson
and surrounds, Buttercup and surrounds and
the Timber top area (see DEPT web site for
specific maps of the areas listed).
46 I ""that'"'

Pure Beagles, Harriers and Bloodhounds may
only be used to huntsambar Deer and must not
be used to hunt Hog Deer, Red Deer, Rusa Deer,
Chitat Deer or Fallow Deer.
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Hound temperament
All hounds used to hunt Sambar Deer must

have a non-aggressive temperament towards
people and animals. Any hound that displays
signs of aggression must not be used for
hunting. Hounds must not hold, drag down or
bite Sambar Deer, or attack or bite any other
wildlife.

You can read more aboutthe confinement of

dogs or the consequences of dogs attacking
people or animals on the DEPT website:
WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/pets
Registration of hounds
All hounds must be registered by the
DEPT Secretary before being used to hunt
Sambar Deerin Victoria.

Ifyour dog rushes at or chases someone you
could be fined, and your local council can
declare your dog to be a 'menacing dog'. This
means you may have to microchip the dog
and leash and muzzle it in public. There are a
number of other offences and consequences
should your dog attack a person or animal on
or outside of your property.

Three organisations are authorised to
assess hounds for conformity with the breed
standards and height restrictions. To organise
for your hounds to be assessed, contact one of
the following:
. Australian DeerAssociation

(03) 5762 1911

HUNTING DEERwiTH A FIREARM/Bow
Minimum legal calibres and draw weights for deer hunting in Victoria

Muzzle-tdading
rifle

Cross Bow

Amin. jintim' Calibre of .45" (11.45 min). with

Aminimum calibre of. 38

a mummum projectile weight of 230 grains

(9.65 min) with ^ minimum projectile

(14,91'9rams)

weight of 200 grains (12.96 grains)

Aminim. urn draw Weightof 1501bs (68
kilograms), using a boltfitted with a broad
head having a total minimum weightof400

grains (26 grains) and at leasttwo blades

A minimum drawweightof

120 lbs (54.4 kilograms), using a bolt
fitted with a broad-head having a total
minimum weightof350 grains (22.5
grains) and at leasttwo blades

r

Note: Combination guns can be used; however, firearms that have three or more barrels (e. g. 'Drillings')
are prohibited under the WildlifeAct 1975, as they are classified as punt guns.
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Deer hunting tip #I: Disposal qf deerremains
..,

.-...-.

..-

.-

fortotectthe envirohm'ent. rind!eptrtdtiqn Ofh. untors, dispose of o1/4eetreiiioins re$pohsib!y
(throti^h burial'ifpoSsib!b)'@ridn'o less thon 100 metres (300feet)from liderwoys. -Remains,
includingentroi!$,. shoqldneteib6 disposed. of qrlgft'in rivers oroth^rhodies of water orin orne@r- .
crimping areas ohdd@yvisitoisites. The improperdi^POSo!@fdeerremoins conpollute;Waterwoys @rid
portray'a negative imageofhuntersandhunting. Lookqj^eryourrecreotibn unddo thenghtthing.
. Victorian DeerAssociation

(03) 9729 5291
. Victorian Hound Hunterslncorporated
(03) 5664 1345
Hounds are registered for life after 12 months
of age or until ownership is transferred.
Identification of hounds

To ensure that Authorised Officers, Parks

Victoria Rangers or members of Victoria
Police can readily identify hounds and their

For minimum calibre and bowlcrossbow draw
weights, see the table opposite.

Hog Deer
There are a number of rules and regulations
that all Hog Deer hunters must be aware of
before they go hunting.
Allhunters must obtain tags before hunting
Hog Deer.

owners, all hounds used to hunt Sambar

Deer must wear a collar which has a securely
attached permanenttag orlabet containing
the fullname of the hound owner and hound

registration number.
All hounds over the age of 12 months used for
hunting must be microchipped. Hounds that
do riot comply with these requirements cannot
be registered and must not be used to hunt
Sambar Deer.

For more information please read A guide to
the use of houndsforhuntingSomborDeerin
Victorio, available at WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/
fishing-and-hunting

Red, Fallow, Rusa and
Chitat Deer
There are opportunities to hunt other deerin
Victoria, including Red, Fallow, Rusa and Chitat
Deer. These deer species can be hunted year
round and there is no bag limit.

Approved Firearm Association
Liaisewith Government

Hound Registration
Monthly Meetings
Education Nights
For Enquiries
Write to

Victorian Deer Association
PO Box257
Hallam Vic 3803
or

Email. Vda. org. au@ginail. coin
Web .WWW. vda. org. au
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Hog Deer- tags
Anyone wanting to hunt Hog Deerin Victoria
must first obtain a set of Hog DeerTags

(one male and one female). When ordering
your tags, make sure you have a current

To assist you in returning the Hog Deer Return
Form, a reply paid envelope is provided in every
Hog DeerTag Package.

Hog Deerchecking stations

. Balmsdale: 574 Main Street3875

All harvested Hog Deer must be presented
to a checking station within 24 hours of
being taken. Checking stations have been
established to gather biological information
aboutthe health and dynamics of Victoria's
Hog Deer population. This information is used
to monitor and assist in the management of the

. Melbourne CBD: ISPring St3000

species.

. Traralgon: 71 Hotham Street3844

Checking stations are operated by fully trained
contractors who handle all Hog Deer with care.

Game Licence.

Hog Deertag packages (usually available two
weeks before the season) can be obtained at
the following DEPT offices during business
hours:

. Yarram: 310 Commercial Road 3971

. DEPICustomerServiceCentre: Please

call 136 186 to arrange for tags to be
mailed out

The correcttag must be attached to the hind
leg of every Hog Deer as soon as it is taken.
Full details are included in the Hog Deer Tag
Package available to all hunters who take out
tags.

All hunters must return a completed Hog Deer
Tag Return form within 28 days of the end
of the season (28 May 2014) by postto the
following address:
Game Victoria

Department of Environment and Primary

Hunters wishing to take a harvested deer to a
checking station should call ahead and make
an appointment.

What happens at a checking station?
. Your name, address, date of birth and Game
Licence number are recorded.

. Date, time and location of thetake
are rioted.

. Shoulder height, tength and girth of
the deer are recorded, and antlers
are measured.

. Allstagsare photographed.
. The reproductive condition of hinds
is assessed.

Industries

GPO Box 4440, Melbourne, Victoria 3001

. Ajawboneis removed so the animal
may be aged.

Deer hunting tip #2: Hunting from a tree stand
Moriydeerhunters, particularly Hog Deerhunters, setup a tree standto huntfrom. fursqfety
reosons, remember toolw@ys use oropetogetyourhuntinggeorup rinddownfromyourst@rid.
Never climb into ordownfromyourstond while carrying yourrff!e. It is also ridvisob!e to use a
harness while in the stand.
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Hog Deer checking station locations
Golden Beach

Operator:

Andrew Brown

Telephone:

0417 377 702

b-

I'

4^

Golden Beach
I' Checking Station

Address:

23-29 Stargtow Way,

F

^

-.

Golden Beach

. , sinrg!owWay. ...,

. .^ -

Hours of

By appointment only 7 days a week

operation:

8.30 am-1.30 pin

.

19
.

-.

.

.-

.a
."

.---

co

--

..

:,

-..

,

"
a

a: I
Seaspray

Shoreline Drv

Paradise Beach

<^

Bairnsdale

Operator:

Greg Rogers

Telephone:

0415 998 926

720 Riverbank East Road,
Address:

Finees Hw

"

By appointment only 7 days a week

operation:

8am-8pm

e

Oval

Bairnsdate (about 8.5 kin south
of Princes Hwy)

Hours of

Lakes EntraQSS

HD*, 11 P, ,k

* sth!eCity

3
$

"
>

"

Bairnsdale

"
C
,

Checking Station

e

' 'Ibank-Ea

o

Eagle
Porni 81u"

Leongatha
Operator:
Telephone:

Address:

Hours of

operation:

GeoffCooper

Qb
b co

0408 623 738

(03) 5662 2094
Department of Environment and
Primary Industries Depot
18-20 Ashendon Street, Leongatha
By appointment only 7 days a week
8am-8pm

^,^

Strzelecki
HwyTo
Mirboo Nth

.%

'*5.46
43. a, ,

Watson

*Lot"

$8
q9. $. @. $
4'1 '4

haorigatha
Checking
Station

43.
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Photo: Srecko Karanfitovski

A stort!ed Hog Deerstog.

Hog Deer - balloted
hunting
Each year, the Blond Bay Hog Deer Advisory
Group conducts a ballotto select hunters to
huntforfree-ranging Hog Deer on Blond Bay
State Game Reserve or on sections of the Boole

Poole Peninsula. Entries open on I August and
close on 30 November each year. The ballotis
drawn in December.

Baitnsdate, Victoria 3875. Payment can also
be made via the online paymentsystem at the
DEPT website: WWW, dept. virgov. au
Para Park Co-operative Game Reserve conducts
a guided, balloted hunt each year for four
junior hunters on land it manages. To be
eligible, hunters must be aged between 15 and
17 years at the time of the Aprilseason, must
not have hunted under the program previously
and must hold a current Firearms Licence and
Game Licence for deer.

To enter the ballot, submit the entry form
that can be found in a number of hunting
publications and on DEPT's website, or write
to the Advisory Group requesting to enter
the ballot. Include your name and address
and a cheque or money order for $15 to cover

Entries open on I September and close on
30 November each year. The ballotis drawn
in December. Entry forms can be found in a
number of hunting publications, or write to
Junior Hog Deer Ballot, 11 More kana Crescent,

costs. The address is BBHDAG Inc, PO Box 195,

Bairnsdale, Victoria 3875.

Deer hunting tip #3: Bow hunting
Bowhunters needtogetmuch closer to theirtorgetthon hunters who userireorms, so they should
proctisejudging distances unddetermine theirown skillronge. It is critico!ford bowhunterto be
oble to identify andhitthe target^ vitoloreos, genero!tythe heart/lungzone. it is importontto
practise regulor!yto honeyourskills.
52 I ,... v, a. ,.

G
n\{GCOMP^Y
victorian Licensed Gun Dealer 4094/47.90F

Ph:(03) 9459 5561 (All hours)
Mobile: 0402 154 878

Email: moodie@labyrinth. net. au

240Apex HOLLAND & HOLLAND Mauser bolt
rifle, takedown factory leather case, Orlgina1 4x
Hensoldt Diasta-D telescope in H & H QD mounts
$13 995
mint, superb
244 Magnum HOLLAND & HOLLAND Mauser bolt
rifle, original 4x Nickel Supra telescope in H & H QD
mounts, factory full-length canvas case, nice ouffit
$14 595
303 HVJOHN RIGBY boltrifle Mauser Oberndoif

commercial action with slant-box magazine
takedown, Rigby's patent bolt-mounted peep sight
factory leatherbound canvas case, built is 19/2
for Lord Willingdon, Viceroy of India 1930-1936
$12,995
30 Super HOLLAND & HOLLAND Mauser boltrifle
takedown factory canvas case, Original 4x Hensoldt
Diasta-Dtelescope, mint, superbouffit $16,995
375 Magnum HOLLAND & HOLLAND Mauser bolt
vine, takedown factory leather case, 4x Nickel Supra
$19,995
telescope, ready for Africa
458 Win Mag LONDON GUNS Mauser bolttifie
$5,995
express sights, engraved, mint
12-bore PERAZZI MX8 boxlock ejector 01U trap gun
$6,995
1980s, factory cased, nice
12-bore PERAZZI Mirage boxlock ejector 01U skeet
$4,995
gun, 1970s, in Beretta case

Fine and rare 12-bore WW GREENER Imperial
grade boxlock ejector light game gun, fully
engraved with beautifully executed foliate scrolls
and game scenes, topleverinlaid with gold crown
and sceptre denoting Imperial grade (Grade G105)
$14,995
True pair12-boreJOHN DICKSON & SONS
triggerplate action round-bodied ejector game
guns, 1910s, SUMNER-engraved, straight stocks
factory cased in oak and leather, a beautifully
balanced and fast-handling best quality pair
$39,995
Exceptionally rare true pair12-bore DANIEL
FRASER boxlock ejector game guns, steel barrels
and black powder proof, 1893, fully engraved
carved fences little-used condition full horn

capped pistol-grlp stocks, factory cased in oak and
leather, a truly exceptional outfit for the Vintager
$49 995
after high pheasants
True pair 12-boreHOLLAND & HOLLAND Royal
Brevis sidelock ejectorlight game guns, 1930s, 27
in barrels, straight stocks, factory oak and leather
case, retaining much case-hardening colour, a
$79 995
superb pairfrom the best period
Exceptionally fine 12-boreWOODWARD 01U
sidelock ejector single trigger light game gun
1920s, 27 in barrels, factory oak and leather case
retaining most case-hardening colour, a light, fast
handling worldrenownedclassicoutftt $89,995

PICTUREDAB0.11E: Amazing deeply chisel-engraved 12-bore JAMES PURDEY heary game gun With two
sets of 28 in barrels, 1920sj full coverage of deep scrolling foliage, game birds, a squirrel, a rabbit a~rid a satyr
factory oak and leather case, a unique exhibition quality KELL-engraved investment setto the American. taste
$99 995

in nearly mint. condition
..

.

.
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Taking the shot
It is critical for all deer hunters to be

able to identify and hit the target's
vital areas, generally the heartytung
zone Oust behind the shoulder). It is
important for all hunters to practise
regularly to maintain their skills.
Ensure your rifle is correctly zeroed before
hunting, and practise regularly to build up
confidence in handling and firing your rifle.
Do riot shoot unless itis safe to do so and you
are confident of a clean hit. Use binoculars to

study the background and the deer's position
before firing. Ensure there is a solid backstop,
with 00 other deer behind the target or
obstruction in frontthat could deflectyour
bullet.

Alwaystryto manoeuvre so that you can
restthe rifle for a steady shot; use whatever

11.1

The final step is to carefully aim and squeeze
the trigger. Ifyou are excited, nervous,
shaking or puffing and panting, don't shoot
untilyou are calm.

assistance is available, and watch for

Aiming points

barrel obstructions close to you below the
lineofsight.

The best shotis the broadside heartytung area

Get as close to the deer as possible and take
shots at un-alarmed game.

to damage on the ribcage, and the entryexit

You should be able to accurately judge your
distance from the deer and should restrictyour
shooting to distances where you are confident

follow.

of a one-shot kill. Be mindful of elevation

and windage.
Never attempt head shots. The brain is a
smalltarget and one can easily miss, resulting
in a non-lethal strike. The animal will run away
and you are unlikely to getit even ifyou follow
up immediately.

54 I c. ". v, a. ,.

rather low on the chest. There is little meat

holes willteave an identifiabte blood trailto

Neck shots should be avoided unless your
marksmanship is such that you can consistently
hitthe spinal cord within the neck bone under
field conditions. Ifyou must take this shot, do
so when the animalis facing you. You should
also aim low in the neck where the effect of the

animalsuddenty moving its head is less.
Adoptedfrom informotionprovidedby
Austintion DeerAssociotion, Vidonb
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10.

Stubble Quail
Generally, quail hunting occurs on privately

Stubble Quailis the only native quail
species that can be tegalty hunted

owned stubble paddocks and grasslands.
However, 16 State Game Reserves are open to

in Victoria. The Plains-wanderer, a

threatened species that can look like
a quail, is also found in Victoria and is
fully protected.

Stubble Quail hunting (see page 15 for details).

The hunting of Stubble Quailis only permitted
from halfan hour before sunrise to halfan hour

after sunset during the prescribed hunting
season.

The Stubble Quailis the most common quail

species in Australia and is found in Queensland
and much of south-eastern and south-western

Open season: from first Saturdayin April
(5 April 2014) to the last day in June (30 June).

Australia, across a range of habitats. Stubble
Quail prefer areas of tall, dense, ground

Bag limit: 20 birds per day.

vegetation, particularly natural orimproved
grasslands, as well as areas of other low cover,

12 gauge.

Hunting method: shotgun only, riot exceeding

including cereal and leafy crops and stubble.
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Stubble Quoi! -fernole
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Stubble Quoi! - mole

Distinguishing between Stubble Quail
and nori-game quail

The use of gundogsfor hunting

It is importantthat hunters can readily
distinguish between Stubble Quail and
protected species while hunting.

The use of a trained gundog has the potential

Below is a general description that can be
used as a guide to recognising the differences
between Stubble Quail and non-game quail
species.

Particular attention should be paid to the
size and flight characteristics of the bird, the
habitatthatyou are hunting in, and the social
organisation of the birds.

Stubble Quail
to increase hunter success.

Gundogs can be particularly useful when
hunting quailin long grass and to locate
downed birds that might otherwise be lost.
Generally, quail become more difficult to find
as the season progresses and the use of a
gundog has the potential to increase hunter
success. The Shotgunning Educotibn Honchook:
Be o better gume bitdhunterhasinformation
that will help you to improve your hunting
experience.

Ifyou are riot sure, DON'TSHOOT.

. .
. .

, .

,

, ,

. Large, plump bird (compared to other native
quail species).

. Generally smaller than Stubble Quail(except
Brown Quail, which is slightly larger).

. Bold, pale streaks on shoulder, back and breast

. Uniformly darker wings (King, Brown, Little
Button).

. Prefer open grasslands (improved and natural),
cereal crops, stubble, Iucerne and often found
along weedy margins of irrigation channels.
. Avoid woodlands or areas with manytrees.
. Mostly found singly orin pairs, and occasionally
small groups.
. Never vocalise (call) when flushed
. Loud whirling of wings when flushed. Fly with
fast wing beats and may travelas far as 500
metres.

. Never glide when flying. Curved flight before
dropping tail-down into cover.

. Found across a range of habitat types including
woodlands, rank, dense grasslands, swampy
coastal heaths, bracken, scrubtands and grassy
forests.

. Often found in small groups or coveys (Brown
Quail may be found in groups of up to 30 birds)
. Often chirp or chatter when flushed.
. Quieter wing beats, not as rapid. Often fly only a
short distance.

. Glide in flight (Brown, King), may drop head-first
into cover (Brown).

QuailHuntingTip
Early in theseoson, conditions oregenero!tyhotondd, y. Keep this in mind when huntihg with
your gundog. 70 avoidheotexhoustionforyourdogs, hunteor!yin themomingondogoin in the
early evening, when the temper@tores ore less extreme. Be sure toprovideyourgundog with plenty
ofwoter.
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11. Introduced gain^ birds
Californian, European and Japanese
Quail, pheasants and partridges may be
hunted throughout the year.

Hunters may only use shotguns that do not
exceed 12 gauge. There are 00 bag limits for
these birds.

There are no known wild populations of these
species and hunting is restricted to licenced
game bird farms.

I
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Smartphoneapp
fr
'hhunters
t"
toll' game

Over 14,000 hunters have now
downloaded the free Game

Hunting Victoria smartphone app.
The app makes it easy for hunters to check when,
where and how they can legally hunt game.

Don't forget to update your Game Hunting
Victoria app
It is crltical that hunters update the app regularly

to ensure they have the most current hunting
information and laws available to them. If you do
riot update your app you are at risk of breaking the
law since you will be referring to old information.

Amongst other functions the app provides season

dates, bag limits, species illustrations and legal
hunting times at any location on any given day.

Apple device updates
Simply click on the App Store icon to open the

app and then click the Updates button. Once

The app is available for iphone and Android

devices from the iTunes store and Google Play.

in the Updates section you can view all your

downloaded apps. Find the Game Hunting Victoria
App icon and hit the update button.

I=I"' I^ For more information, visit
,I^. WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/huntingapp
or call the DEPI Customer

I^ ServiceCentreoni36186.

Android device updates
To update on an Android device you simply click on
the Play Store icon to open the app, then click on
the Play Store title at the top left of the screen,

select My Apps to view all your downloaded apps.
Find the Game Hunting Victoria App and hit the
update button.
Once you have done this, any future updates
will automatically POP-UP on your phone for
easier updating.
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12. P^^st animals
This guide is directed primarily at
providing information about hunting
Victoria's game species. However, many
game hunters also hunt pest animals.
For detailed information on hunting pest
animals, phone the Department of Environment
and Primary Industries Customer Service
Centre on 136 186.

The hunting community makes a significant
contribution to the controlof pest animals.

You may hunt pest animals on areas of state
forest and other unoccupied Crown land and

areas of private land, as long as you have the
consent (written orverbal) of the private
property landownei/manager.

Pest animals may not be hunted in State
Game Reserves, national, state, coastal and

wilderness parks, or flora and fauna or nature
conservation reserves.

Pest animals may be hunted in Lake Albacutya
Park in the north-west of the state.

The following species are among those
declared to be established pest animals
under the Cotchmentond LandProtection Act

1994: Rabbits, hares, foxes, ferat dogs, ferat
goats and feral pigs. This listis not
exhaustive, but includes those species
that are commonly hunted.
For more information aboutthe Victorian Fox

and Wild Dog Bounty visitthe DEPT website:
WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/bounty

Anothersucces$. fulfox drive conducted otJockSmith tokeStote Gome Reserve by the
Sole F1ddond GomeAssociotion. It is on onnuoleventconducted under permitond in portnership
with Ports Vittorio.
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Photo: David Farrar
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Use your skills to assist in the conservation of native
Australian species.
Parks Victoria Is dedicated to preserving native Australian plants and animals. Sporting shooting
associations and Parks Victoria work together to manage introduced pests and have enjoyed
great success in places like Murray Sunset National Park, Plenty Gorge, Werribee Mansion and
a number of State Game Reserves in northern Victoria. To find out how you can join the fight
against pest animals, and work with Parks Victoria to protect our most treasured natural places,
contact one of Victoria's hunting organisations such as the Sporting Shooters Association of
Australia (55AA), Field and Game Australia (FGA) or the Australian Deer Association (ADA)

Foi' further information call Parks Victoria on 13 19 63

or visit WWW. pal'ks. vic. gov. au

,^

R^IrKS
VICTORIA

Healthy Parks
Healthy Peopto'

.

13. Further information
DEPT's website

Deer hunting maps

The DEPT game hunting website contains
comprehensive information about game
hunting and legislation on game hunting in
Victoria. Information about game hunting,
duck, deer and quail, maps of State Game
Reserves and a series of maps showing
where you can hunt deer throughout Victoria

Maps of the areas for deer hunting are available

are also available.

Video footage from the Waterfowl
Identification Testis available and includes

transcripts of the narration.
Hunters are encouraged to visitthe website to
keep up-to-date on game hunting in Victoria.
To access the game hunting website, go to
WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/fishing-and-hunting

Smartphone App
You can download the Game Hunting Victoria
smartphone app (see page 61), which contains
much of the hunting information on DEPT's
website and in this guide.

Fact sheets
Fact sheets covering a wide range of hunting
information are available from the DEPT

website, WWW. depi. vic. gov. au/fishing-andhunting

64 j G. .. wrt. ".

on the DEPT website.

Ninety-six 1:100,000 maps, covering around
eight million hectares of public and private
land, are available to show hunters where they
can hunt deer throughout Victoria. Eight of
these maps cover the Grainpians area: the other
88 cover eastern Victoria.

They are available from the DEPT website, WWW.
depi. virgov. au/fishing-and-hunting or the
Game Hunting Victoria smartphone app.
Game Victoria endeavours to ensure the maps
are as accurate as possible. However, the maps
are designed only to provide an indication of
where deer hunting is oris riot permitted. They
are notintended for use for navigation. You
should always refer to a detailed topographic
map when navigating through the bush.
I'S importantto remember that the maps are
a guide only and may be subject to change.
It is your responsibility to ensure that you
are hunting only where permitted. Ifyou
are unsure, contactyour local DEPT or Parks
Victoria office to confirm that deer hunting is
permitted in your intended location. Do not
hunt untilyou are sure.

Hunter education

Victoria Police Licensing & Regulation Division
Phone: 1300 651 645

Some hunting organisations offer hunter

E-mail: licensing regulations@police. vic. gov. au

education courses. These courses often address

firearm safety issues, bush craft, legislative
requirements for game hunters, game biology
and hunting skills. Some of these organisations

AUStra"an DeerAssodation (Vic)

are listed below.

E-mail: secretary. vic@austdeer. asn. au

PO Box 220, Boronia, Victoria 3155
Phone: 0438 840 915

Australian BowhuntersAssodation

Carriage and use of
firearms
You must not carry a loaded firearm on any
thoroughfare or place open to or used by the
public for passage with vehicles. Never shoot
on or across public roads or tracks or towards
populated areas, including camping and picnic
areas and walking tracks.
For information on the ownership, storage,
use and carriage offirearms and crossbowsin
Victoria contactthe Victoria Police Licensing
& Regulation Division. See contact details
listed below.

Greater Victoria and Tasmanian Branch

Website: WWW. bowhunters. org. au
Field and Game AUStra"a Inc.
PO Box464

65 Anzac Avenue, Seymour, Victoria 3660
Phone: (03) 5799 0960; Fax: (03) 5799 0961
E-mail: fga@to an etau
Website: WWW. fga. netau
Sporting Shooters' Association of Australia
(they
Unit 3126 Ellingworth Parade, Box Hill,
Victoria 3120

Phone: (03) 8892 2777; Fax: (03) 8892 2700
Website: WWW. ssaavic. coin. au
Victorian DeerAssodation

Key contacts tist
DEPl
DEPT Customer Service Centre

Phone inquiries 136 186; WWW. depi. vic. gov. au

Phone: 03 9729 5291

Website: WWW. vda. org. au
Victorian Game and Deerstalking Assodation
PO Box 127, Blackburn South, Victoria 3130
Phone: 0417 352 459

ParksVictoria

Website : WWW. vicgame. org. au

For information about hunting, camping and
lighting fires in the parks and reserves system,

Victorian Hound Hunters Inc.

contactthe Parks Victoria Information Centre

on 131 963 or visitthe parkweb website at
WWW. parkweb. vic. gov. au

40 CampbetIs Road, Mardan, Victoria 3953
Phone: (03) 5664 1345
Website: WWW. vichoundhunters. coin. au

Foro more comprehensive listqfhunting
o190nisotions, includihg IOCo! clubs, 90 to the
DEPlwebsite ordown!o0dthe Game Hunting
Wrton'o sinortphone OPP (seepoge 61).
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Game is part of the
recipe for success
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Suttivan
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Rebecca Suruvan is a self-taught

~.

cook who has worked with some

of the world's best producers,

.

environmental academics, chefs and
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restaurants.
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A supporter of the Slow Food Movement in
the UK and the Us, Rebecca also co-founded

London's Real Food Festival and has recently
published her book Like Grandmo Used
to Moke.

After a decade working overseas, she has
returned to Australia and launched the

Granny Skills movement, a program aimed

at inspiring women to be more in touch with the
land and old crafts.

Her ethosis simple - cook with good, clean and
fair produce. Her passion for heritage, tradition
and sustainabitityis shown in her regular blogs
and columns. Here she shares the recipe for her
classic Duck UOrange.

Duck Lorenge

,
.

*:

Ingredients: (Serves four)
. V4cupbrown sugar
. 2tabtespoonswater
. 4tabtespoonsfino sherry (dry
sherry)
. ' lyecupsotangejuice '.
. 2tabtespoonsshaltots, inihced
. IYa cupschickenstock

Method

. 40ranges, sections
cutfrom membranes

..-..
"

.

,

~... .

. V4cupbutter
. 4 duck breasthalves,

dptiortatad iti6'hs:

seasoned with saltand

. 1staranise

pepper

. 3cloves

. 3 tablespoons orangezest

J ,.

. ICinnamonquilt
*

Boilthe sugarand water for several minutes, untilthe syrup caramelises and turns a golden brown colour.
Add the sherry, juice, shallots, and chicken stock (and additions ifyou choose) and simmer untilthe sauce
is reduced to a little less than a cup. Add butter and Itsbtespoon of orange zest.
Stirin orange sections.

In a hot pan, searthe duck breasts over high heat. Cookthe duck breast halves for about9-,. I minutes on
each side. Fourthe prepared sauce overthe duck breasts and garnish with the remaining orange zest.

FormoreofRebecc@^recipes andtjpsform@intofining troditio"sth@two"!dinokeyo"rgro"my
proud, goto dirtygirtkitche". coin wherey0"'!!@1501i"dherb!ogo"dsoci@!media channels.
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FIREARM SAFETY

FIREA .' "SIj, ,LITY

FOUNDATION (VICTORIA)INC

WWW. fireormsofety. org. ou

14. Sunrise/sunsettimes
Apartfrom the opening morning of duck season, all game hunting must occur between
half an hour before sunrise to half an hour after sunset.

Melbourne* during the 2014 duck season
Important dates to remember:
. 15 March 2014: Victorian duck season opens: 07:30 - Western Zone; 07:20 - Central Zone;
07:10 - Eastern Zone.

. 6 April 2014: Daylight Savings ends.
. 9 June 2014: Victorian duck season closes half an hour after sunset.
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5:27
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7:28
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5:43

7:20
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7:27
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5:41

7:21

5:13
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7:29

7:22
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7:23

5:11

29

7:31

7:19

6:59

5:36

7:24

5:10
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7:33

7:16

7:25

5:10

*Melbourne - Latitude: -37'50'00, Longitude: +144' 58'00
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Pure Performance. Clearly Zelss.
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Visit our new \"ebsite

This is the moment we work for.

zeiss. coinlsportsoptics
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Allnew TERRA3X RIFLESCOPES
Introducing TERRA, a new line of premium optics that combines the benefits of legendary German design and engineering with the
perlormance features you've come to expert from ZEISS - all at an incredible value. TERRA offers best-in-class image quality, even in
low light conditions when wildlife Is more active. With comfortable ergonomics, and robust, lightweight and waterproof construction,
TERRA 3X Riflescopes ale built to handle rugged terrain and harsh conditions, and are fully backed by ZEISS' limited lifetime
transfer able warranty to give you a little extra peace of mind. With TERRA, legendary ZEISS quality is now within every hunter's range
1/4-MOA adjustments provide 100% repeatsbility, click by click
Available with standard Z-Flex or the new ballistic Teticles RZ6 and RZ8

(
OUTDOOR SPORTING
AGENCIES
,11.1i, , 11"" n. .:., I. ",,

^

Find your local
Zeiss Stockist o1

WWW o56australi, COT a. Reli, Ie 20 17-Flex)
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We make it visible

.
.

Do

.

. .

.

Identify your target beyond all doubt and what's behind it. Identify all
of the animal. Do riotfire at movement only, colour only, sound only
or shape only. Beforeyou shoot, askyourself, could it be a person?
Keep your finger awayf, ^in the trigger untilyou', e absolutely
certain it's safe to fire.

.

^

.

.

^

.

.

.

^

Treat every firearm as loaded
Always pointfirearms in a safe direction
Load a firearm only when readyto fire
Identify your target beyond all doubt

Check your firing zone
Store firearms and ammunition safely
Avoid alcoholor drugs when handling firearms
Never have loaded firearms in the car, home or camp
Never fire at hard surfaces or water
Don't climb fences or obstacles with loaded firearms

The Firearm Safety Foundation Vic. Inc has produced

and distributed the DVD Hunt Smart' Hunt Safe. Afree copy
can be obtained from the Department of Environment and
Primary Industries by contacting 136 ,86
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Animal Pests: A State-wide Challenge
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I^,
THE PRESIDENT

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

THE SPEAKER
LEGISLATIVEASSEMBLY

MANAGING THE IMPACT OF PLANT AND ANIMAL PESTS: A STATE-WIDE
CHALLENGE

This report has been prepared for submission to Parliament under the provisions of section 25 of
the AuditorGenera/Act 2006

Performance audits are an integral part of the overall audit program. They seek to provide
Parliament with assessments of the effectiveness and efficiency of public sector programs and
activities, and identify opportunities for improved performance.
The information provided through this approach will, I am sure, assist Parliament in better

evaluating agency performance and enhance parliamentary decision-making to the benefit of all
Western Australians.

C^"
COLIN MURPHY
AUDITOR GENERAL
12 December 2013
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Auditor General's Overview

Over 150 plants and animals have been declared as pests in WesternAustralia. Pests are
a huge financial threat to agriculture, they cause serious damage to fragile ecosystems
and the populations of native species and can even affect health and social amenity.
Controlling pests is not a task that government agencies such as the Department of
Agriculture and Food and the Department of Parks and Wildlife can manage on theirown.
The scale of the task requires cooperation and collaboration amongst all stakeholders.
Forthis reason, both government and non-government landowners have a legislative
responsibility for managing pests on their land and a collaborative approach is built into
the state's legislative framework. Implementing that approach is a work in progress.
Putting an integrated state-wide plan in place would help clarify roles and responsibilities
and reduce the tendency for agencies to focus on their core business rather than taking
a joined up approach to the pest problem.
Landholders made it clearto us through our survey and consultation that they understand
and accepttheir responsibilities for managing pests, and do riot expect government to
do everything. They also made it clear that their continued willingness to meet their
responsibilities depends on alllandholders, including government agencies, managing
pests on their property, and being held accountable if they do not. The current lack
of enforcement activity puts that willingness at risk, and reduces the incentive for all
landholders to be good neighbours.

Individual landholders, community groups and government agencies all commented
on how resource constraints impact on their pest management responsibilities. The
community will naturally look to government to provide leadership and to be significant
contributors to the financial burden of controlling pests. Agencies need to prioritise and
targettheirresources based on good information on both pests and the effectiveness of
management programs. Information in both these areas needs to improve to make sure
that priorities are soundly based, and significantthreats are not missed. Agencies must
also choose the right way to fund and implement pest programs to ensure that those who
benefit most contribute fairly to the cost.
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Executive summary

Background
Plant and animal pests can cause or have the potential to cause, very damaging impacts to
agriculture, forests, the environment, social amenity and public health anywhere in the state.
It is estimated that plant and animal pests cost Australian agriculture and livestock farming
approximately $5 billion per annum. Pests can also have a significant negative impact on
biodiversity and the environment. Loss of habitat from past clearing, along with introduced
predators such as foxes and feral cats are the key factors in the decline of smaller native
mammals. Pests like the European Wasp can also have a significant impact on Western
Australia's outdoor lifestyle, tourism and human health ifthey are not controlled.
Despite Western Australia's advantage in being isolated and having natural boundaries like
the Nullarbor, the challenge to control pests is escalating as the frequency and volume of
people and goods entering Western Australia increases. Western Australia covers more
than 2.5 million square kilometres and pests do riot respect national, state, regional or
neighbourhood borders. Once established, pests can be very difficult to eradicate or contain
and control.

The BIOSecuri'ty andAgriculture Management Act 2007 (BAM Act) is the principal legislation
forthe management of pests within Western Australia. It establishes a regulatory framework
under the Minister for Agriculture and Food to provide effective biosecurity and agricultural
management and provide a state-wide responseto pestcontrol. The Department of Agriculture
and Food, Western Australia (DAFWA) is responsible forthe administration of the BAM Act.
While the BAM Act is the main legislation forthe management of pests, there are other Acts
that place responsibility on other government agencies to manage invasive species. These
include:

. the Conservation and Land Management Act 1984 (CALM Act) and the wildlifo
Conservation Act 7950 that define the roles and responsibilities of the Department of
Parks and Wildlife (DPaVV)for managing the conservation reserves and wildlife in Western
Australia respectively. These Acts facilitate work by DPaW to manage pests that impact
on native flora and fauna. The CALM Act and associated regulations also provide DPaW
with mechanisms for management of forest diseases, such as dieback (Phytophthora
Ginnamom,

. the F1^h Resources Management Act 1994 contains provisions forthe prescription and
management of noxious fish and is administered by the Department of Fisheries.
The BIOSecurity Council of Western Australia (the Council) was established in February
2008 as a specialist advisory group to the Minister for Agriculture and Food and the Director
General of DAFWA on issues related to biosecurity. The Councilliaises with the Biosecurity
Senior Officers Group (BSOG) which is comprised of senior executives from each of the state

government agencies with biosecurity responsibilities.
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Executive summary

Although DAFWA is responsible forthe administration of the BAM Act, it is individual
landholders' that must take prescribed measures to control pests. DPaW is one of the
largest landholders in the state. It has a responsibility under the BAM Act to control
pests on 22 million hectares of national parks, conservation parks, nature reserves,
state forest, marine parks and marine nature reserves vested in the Conservation
Commission, and six million hectares of freehold and ex-pastoral leases managed for
conservation purposes. It has also been made responsible by a government agreement
for fire preparedness and pest control on 89 million hectares of Uriallocated Crown Land
and unmanaged reserves

Plants and animals that have or may have an adverse impact can be declared a pest
by the Minister for Agriculture and Food. Every declared pest is assigned to a category
which determines the control measures that a landholderis required to carry out.

The management of pests involves the prevention of new incursions into the state and
the eradication, containment and management of pests that are already established.
This requires effective pre-border risk assessment, surveillance, border protection and
post border response, monitoring and enforcement.
The Invasion Curve detailed in Figure I is the standard model used to manage pests in
Australia. It illustrates that the greatest return on investment is achieved through investing
in prevention and early intervention, compared to asset based protection once pests are
widespread and established.

^
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absent invasive number of
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in distribution
and abundance.
many

Invasive species
widespread and abundant
throughout its potential
range

populations
Economic Returns
1:100

Prevention

1:25
Eradication

I. Colt^i^;;^"
Source: Department of Primary Industries, Victoria

Figure 1:1nvasion Curve (stages of managing pests)
I We have used the term landholder to refer to the landowner or person in control of land. This includes government
agencies that have land vested in them, and/or manage such land
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Executive summary

Controlling pests is complex and to be effective requires collaboration between
stakeholders. There are 169 declared pests that can have a local, regional and
state-wide impact on agriculture, forests, the environment, social amenity and public
health. There are also thousands of landholders with diverse and sometimes competing
land uses. These include state government agencies, local governments, pastoralists,
agriculturalists, lifestyle properties and horticulturalists.
Through the BAM Act, groups that control pests that impact on public as well as private
interests can receive formal recognition as a Recognised Biosecurity Group (RBG).
These groups can raise funds through compulsory rates on landowners in their area to
carry out programs to control established animal and plant pests. The funds raised are
matched dollar-fondollar by the state government. This reflects a longer term intention to
better align the costs of pest management to the beneficiaries.
Industry can also raise funds forthe control of identified priority pests and diseases that
threaten the profitability or competitiveness of their industries.

In 2012-13, DAFWA spent $146 million in funds appropriated by Parliament on border
security and the management of declared pests. An additional $31 million in expenditure
was funded from Royalties for Regions, Commonwealth and other state governments
and $63 million spent by RBGs and Industry Funding Schemes. DAFWA advised that
expenditure has declined overthe last decade and while it is unable to show how much
it has declined, it points to a 32 per cent reduction in its fulltime staff since 2001-02 as

illustrative of the reduced funding.
Transparency and consistency are essential to ensure confidence and compliance with
the regulatory framework. Forthe framework to work agencies need: good information;
robust and transparent processes to declare a pest; clear plans for what actions will be
taken for which pests; and monitoring of the implementation and effectiveness of those
actions.

This audit sought to assess how effective Iy terrestrial pests declared under the BAM Act
are managed. DAFWAwas the focus of the audit because of its lead role in administering
the Act.

Audit conclusion
Western Australia is relatively free from many of the world's pests, plant and animal
diseases, and no new pests have become established in the state since the arrival of the

Cane Toad in 2009. However, it is difficultto verify how effective Iy established pests are
managed throughoutthe state.

DAFWAs priority is to prevent new pests and plant and animal diseases entering the
state, and to enable early intervention in eradicating those pests that do enter. This
represents the area of greatest economic return in the control of pests.
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Executive summary

For pests that are already established in the state, DAFWA undertakes some pest control
activities itself and has formed partnerships with some regional and local groups. This
reflects the factthat DAFWA cannot effectiveIy manage all established pests state-wide
on its own, and needs the cooperation and collaboration of landholders and other
government agencies. However, currentlevels of cooperation and collaboration fall short
of those needed and envisaged in the BAM Act.
An effective state-wide pest management framework is not yet in place. Specifically,
there is no integrated state-wide plan, and information on the impact of established pests
is limited. The prioritisation of some established pests and programs over others is not
always clear and DAFWA conducts little or no enforcement activity to ensure landholders
control pests on their land.
Individually, these issues raise concerns about whether resources are effectiveIy used
and targeted and whether landholders are controlling established pests on their land.
Taken together and overtime, they expose the state to an increased riskthat established
pests will spread and have a growing impact on agriculture, forests, the environment,
social amenity and public health.

Key findings
. The BAM Art's purpose of providing forthe state-wide management of pests has not
yet been achieved as the framework under which government agencies, industry and
community stakeholders set priorities, allocate funds and work in partnership is notfully
established. Although the Council and the BSOG were established in 2008, Western
Australia lacks an integrated state-wide plan for managing pests and respective roles
and responsibilities of government agencies are not clearly defined. This impacts
the state's capacity to manage pests and has led to gaps in pest management.
DAFWA recognises that this is an issue and is working with the BSOG to develop a
memorandum of understanding between agencies and a state biosecurity strategy for
Western Australia.

. There is no up to date picture of the spread, abundance and impact of established
pests. Information is not aggregated and reported. Useful data collected by agencies,
industry, community groups and landholders is not always shared, as mechanisms for
effective and timely eXchange of information have not been developed. As a result,
it is difficult to determine ifthe impact of pests is increasing, or assess how effective
control mechanisms are in managing pests that are established within the state. The
lack of up to date information also limits the state's ability to adapt pest management
practices and target resources to changing threats and priorities.
. DAFWA policies and procedures for declaring species as pests under the BAM Act
were reviewed in 2012 but are still'draft'. There is also no public information to advise
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Executive summary

stakeholders on how to submit a proposal to declare a species a pest or the criteria
used to assess the threat. This increases the risk that emerging pest species may riot
be identified or poor decisions will be made.

. There was little evidence that the threat posed by declared peststhatare established in
the state are regularly reviewed or why one pestis prioritised over another for funding
purposes. It is therefore difficult to assess the current status of declared pests or to
give assurance that DAFWAs limited resources to fund operational control programs
are allocated on the basis of greatest return. However, DAFWA has recently started
an assessment of the status of declared plants; and it plans to use impact assessment
and cost benefit analysis to target its control programs at the highest priority pests. A
similar process is planned for animal pests. Implementation deadlines have not been
set.

. There is limited monitoring and almost no enforcement of landowner responsibilities
to control established pests. Since 2002-03 there has been a 55 per cent fallin the
number of property inspections and a 99 per cent fallin the number of compliance
notices, with only two issued in 2011-12. Monitoring and enforcement is a key element
of a regulatory framework and there is a risk that some landholders will riot control
pests ifthere is no prospect of enforcement. DAFWA advised us that reductions in its
resourcing has limited its capacity to conduct enforcement. However, it also advised

that it intends to work more closely with community stakeholders to encourage
landholders to meettheirresponsibilities to control widespread and established pests
. DAFWA records and reports activity based data such as the number of baits laid, area

covered and pests killed for key pest control programs such as starlings, wild dogs,
camels and European Wasps. However, this data does riot measure how effective

its operational activities are in reducing adverse impacts. DAFWA plans to develop a
monitoring and evaluation framework to provide better information on outcomes but
implementation deadlines have riot been set.

Recommendations
DAFWA should:

. ensure that an effective framework forthe collaborative management of pests across
the state is established; and that key roles of government agencies are defined - by
30 June 2014

. develop a state-wide plan forthe management of all declared pests - by 30 June 2014
. ensure that information on the spread, abundance and impact of high priority pests is
accurate, current and complete
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. approve its draft policies and criteria to declare pests; and establish a transparent
process that is visible to external stakeholders - by 30 June 2014
. establish a program under which the threat posed by potential and declared pests is
subject to periodic documented review - by 30 June 2014
. develop effective prioritisation processes that ensure its operational resources are
directed to combating the highest threats - by 30 June 2014

. develop an effective monitoring and evaluation regime to determine whether planned
operational outcomes are being achieved - by 31 December 2014
. where appropriate, make greater use of enforcement mechanisms under the BAM Act
to ensure landholders meettheir responsibilities to control pests on their land.
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Response from the Department of Agriculture and Food
The Department of Agriculture and Food (DAFWA) acknowledges the findings of the
Performance Audit: Management of Declared Plants and Animals and appreciates
recognition of past performance in this area and recognition of current improvement.
DAFWA is committed to processes of continuous improvement in performance, and
cost-effective regulation of declared pests.

The primary responsibility for DAFWA in the management of declared plants and animals
in Western Australia is in administration of the BIOSecurity andAgriculturalManagement
Act 2007 (BAM Act);it is mainly an education and regulatory role, not an operational
control responsibility. Control of plants and animals declared under the BAM Act is the
responsibility of land managers, both private and public.
The fundamental principle of land manager responsibility for control of declared pests
has been established in statute since at least 1976. The Audit Conclusion implies that it
is DAFWAs responsibility to control pests by stating that '.... DAFWA cannot effectiveIy
manage all pests state-wide on its own, and need the cooperation and collaboration
of landholders and other government agencies'. DAFWA has an important education
and regulatory role to work with land managers to ensure weeds and pest animals are
eradicated or controlled by the land manager.
One of the main roles for DAFWA is for regulation under the BAM Act. The Audit findings
identify a reduction in the number of inspections and pest notices issued overthe past
decade. This reflects a significant reduction in staff capacity over this period. The Audit
findings recognise the reduction in financial resources available to DAFWA. The impact of
reduced finance on DAFWAs capacity has occurred since the 1990's. Information about
DAFWAls finances is readily available in Annual Reports and is well documented in the
2008 Business Case to State Government(Investing in WesternAustra/Ia's BIOSecurity).
DAFWA does not have operational responsibility for the control of pest animals, with
the single exception of a program for Starling eradication. Other operational programs
undertaken by DAFWA are funded by industry (such as skeleton weed). DAFWA has
additional roles in surveillance and early response to new incursions (e. g. detection of
alien species at ports) in support of its comprehensive interstate quarantine measures.
The extremely low level of new pest incursions to Western Australia in recent times

provides an effective but little recognised performance measure of these roles.
The BAMAct provides a frameworkfor holistic biosecurity regulation, however the funding
required for pest control across the vast and diverse Western Australian landscape is not
available. Other government departments, as relevant, may seek pest declaration and
respond to biosecurity incursions. Cane Toads are currently a declared pest and the
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Department of Parks and Wildlife coordinate a control program. The option to declare
forel cats, an environmental pest rather than a pest of agriculture, under the BAM Act

can be initiated by any department. Such declaration, in the absence of substantial new
resources for control measures, and ready tools for routine control by landholders, is

unlikely to significantly changethe levelofcontrolforthiswell-established and widespread
pest species.
DAFWA acknowledges the recommendations of the Audit and within its resource

capacity will work with landholders, industry, community groups, and other government
departments to improve declared pest outcomes.

Response from the Department of Parks and Wildlife
The DPaW is responsible for managing over 28 million hectares of the state's national
parks, marine parks, state forests and other reserves, for conserving and protecting
native animals and plants, and for managing many aspects of the use and enjoyment of
the state's natural areas and wildlife. The Department has responsibilities for managing

a wide range of pests on these lands, and on over 89 million hectares of uriallocated
Crown land and unmanaged reserves. It is a significant challenge.

Given the difficulty of eradicating pests that have become established, DPaW recognises
that the principal focus of pest management in Western Australia needs to be the
prevention of new incursions, whilst striving to maintain efforts to contain established
pests. Successful control programs are reliant on resourcing and a collaborative effort,
involving other agencies and land managers.
DPaW welcomes the findings that support the development of an integrated statewide

biosecurity strategy and improvements to the collection and sharing of pest information.
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Auditfocus and scope

This auditsoughtto assess howeffectivelyterrestrialplantand animal pests are managed
under the BAM Act. We focused on three main questions:
. Are there clear legislative and regulatory powers to oversee the management of
declared plants and animals?

. Are activities to identify threats and prevent incursions effective?
. Are eradication, containment and protection activities effective?
DAFWA was the focus of this audit. We also consulted DPaW, non-government
stakeholders and conducted a survey of landholders seeking their views on the
management of declared pests.

Our survey received 692 responses from landholders across the state. Throughoutthis
reportwe have included survey results and specific comments from landholders provided
in the survey as a generalisation of the overall sentiment being expressed. Asummary of
selected results from the survey is detailed in Appendix I (page 30)
This audit was conducted in accordance with the Australian Auditing and Assurance
Standards.
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The Biosec, ,rityandAgriculture
Management Act2007is Western
Australia's principal legislation for
the management of pests
DAFWA is responsible forthe administration of the
BiosecurityandAgriculture Management Act2007
Two of the main purposes of the BAM Act are to prevent new animal and plant pests and
diseases from entering Western Australia and to manage the impact and spread of those
pests already present in the state.

The Council was established in February 2008 as a specialist advisory group to the
Minister for Agriculture and Food and the Director General of DAFWA on issues related
to biosecurity.

The Councilliaises with the BSOG. The BSOG is comprised of senior executives from

the five State Government agencies that have biosecurity responsibilities - DAFWA,
DPaW, Department of Fisheries, Forest Products Commission and the Department of
the Premier and Cabinet.

DAFWA is responsible forthe administration of the BAM Act. It aims to build capacity for
shared responsibility between government agencies, industry and community to prevent
the introduction of pests and to manage priority pests that are introduced or established
in Western Australia. This work is undertaken through research, policy formulation,

operational management and emergency response capacity.
In 2012-13, DAFWA spent $146 million in funds appropriated by Parliament on border
security and the management of declared pests. An additional $31 million in expenditure
was funded from Royalties for Regions, Commonwealth and other state governments
and $63 million spent by RBG and Industry Funding Schemes. DAFWA advised that
expenditure has declined over the last decade and while it lacks the details to show
that decline, it points to a 32 per cent reduction in its full time staff since 2001-02 as
illustrative of the reduced funding.

DAFWA says that it focuses its efforts on preventing new pests and diseases entering
the state and early intervention in eradicating those pests that do enter because this
provides the greatest economic return in the control of pests. Since the arrival of Cane
Toads in 2009 no new pests have become established in Western Australia.

DAFWA attempts to restrict new pests from entering the state through its domestic
quarantine inspection services at key highway checkpoints (EUCla and Kununurra), rail
terminals (Indian-Pacific train), interstate air passengers (Perth, Kununurra, Broome,
Kalgoorlie and Karratha airports) and sea freight checks. DAFWA has reported that in
2012-, 3 the quarantine service seized 41 611 kilograms of quarantine risk material.
However, the nature and pathways of pests is such that many will not be detected at
check points and it is therefore important to have a range of complementary controls in
operation. DAFWAs long running starling control program is one example. This program
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The Biosecurity andAgriculture Management Act 2007 is Western Australia's
principal legislation forthe management of pests

operates to prevent starlings from entering WesternAustralia and to eradicate them when
they are detected. DAFWA advises that the program has been effective in mitigating the
potential risk posed by this pest.
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It is the responsibility of landholders to control pests
on their land
Under the BAM Act it is the landholder of an area infested with a declared pestthat must
take prescribed measures to controlthe pest. The Act also requires that a person who
finds or suspects the presence of a pest must report it to DAFWA. The BAM Act provides
a range of state government officers with the power to conduct inspections and issue
pest exclusion and control notices to landholders who fail to control pests on their land.
These include:
. Fisheries Officers
. DPaWWildlife Officers

. DAFWAlnspectors.

Through the BAM Act, groups that control pests that impact on public as well as private
interests can receive formal recognition as a RBG. These groups give communities
the opportunity to come together to address locally significant biosecurity issues.
Communities can identify their priority pests, then plan and coordinate efforts to tackle
these priorities. The framework is based on the conceptthat pests are rarely restricted
by individual property boundaries. This means that effective management requires
landholders to work together to coordinate their control efforts.
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The BIOSecurityandAgriculture Management Act 2007 is Western Australia's
principal legislation forthe management of pests

Industry Funding Schemes can also be established to raise funds for the control of
identified priority pests and diseases that threaten the profitability and coinpetiveness of
their industry.

DPaW also plays a significant role in controlling
terrestrial pests
DPaW is one of the largest landholders in the state. It has a responsibility under the
BAM Act to control pests on 22 million hectares of national parks, conservation parks,
nature reserves, state forest, marine parks and marine nature reserves vested in the
Conservation Commission, and six million hectares of freehold and ex-pastoral lease

land managed for conservation purposes. It is also responsible through a government
agreement for fire preparedness and pest control on 89 million hectares of Uriallocated
Crown Land and unmanaged reserves.

As part of its legislative responsibilities for flora and fauna conservation, particularly in
relation to threatened species, DPaW may undertake activities related to the control
of invasive species that pose a significant threat to species conservation. DPaW
spent $117 million on various invasive species programs in 2011-12. In meeting its
responsibilities under the Wildlifo Conservation Act 7950, DPaW also regulates the
culling of native animals causing damage such as Western Grey Kangaroos, Corellas
and Rainbow Lorikeets.
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The Biosec, IntyandAgriculture
Management Act2007has notresulted
in a state-wide response to pests
Limited strategic coordination between agencies has
led to gaps in pest management
The framework under which government agencies, industry and community stakeholders
set priorities, allocate funds and work in partnership is riot fully established. Although
the Council and the BSOG were established in 2008, Western Australia stilllacks an

integrated state-wide plan for managing pests and agencies roles and responsibilities
under the BAM Act have not been clearly defined and agreed. Agencies focus on their

core business and have different priorities and goals. This impacts the state's capacity to
manage pests and has led to gaps in the management of pests.
DAFWAs draft invasive species strategy to support agricultural and pastoral industries
reflects a focus on agricultural pests. DPaWs priority is conserving the state's natural
environment. It has a number of plans that aim to lessen the effects of introduced pests
on particular species and ecosystems with high biodiversity values, including a nature
conservation strategy plan.

DAFWAagreesthatit is importantto have a state-wide plan and for agencies to have clear

roles and responsibilities under the BAM Act. DAFWA and the BSOG are establishing
terms of reference, a memorandum of understanding between agencies and are scoping
the development of a state biosecurity strategy for Western Australia which is planned to
be in place by July 2014. Completing these tasks should provide the foundation for an
effective state-wide plan to manage pests using across-agency support and commitment.
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The BIOSecurityandAgriculture Management Act2007 has notresulted in a state-wide
response to pests

Without clearly defined roles and responsibilities between key agencies there is
an increased risk that some established pests may not be effectiveIy controlled. For
example, the feral cat is one of the world's worst invasive species. Although it has a
significant negative impact on native animals the feral cat is not declared a pest in
Western Australia. Consequently there is no responsibility on landholders to controlferal
cats on theirland. We could not find evidence that the risk posed by feral cats had been
assessed and a decision made not to declare under the BAM Act.

Efforts to control cats are mainly undertaken through the Western Shield fauna recovery
program and other conservation related programs administered by DPaW.

There is no complete, up to date or accurate picture on
the spread, abundance and impact of established pests
We found that there is no current picture of the abundance, spread and impact of
established pests in Western Australia. The last reports' that mapped the distribution
of pests in Western Australia were published in 2005 and 2007. Useful data collected
by agencies, industry, community groups and landholders is riot always shared, as
mechanisms for effective and timely eXchange of information have not been developed.
As a result, ms verydifficultto determine ifthe impact of pests is increasing, orassess how
effective control mechanisms are in managing pests. The lack of up to date information
also limits the state's ability to adapt pest management practices and targetresources to
changing threats and priorities.
The majority of landholders who responded to our survey believe that the impacts of
pests are increasing (Appendix I, survey question 'Are the impacts of declared plants
and animals increasing or decreasing?' page 35). The comments below express some
of the concerns raised.

"Controlofwild dogs, foxes, feralgoats, donkeys and Prickly Pear Parkinsonia are
part of our normal business activities, more time consuming now than it ever has
been in the past'

"/tis becoming a maibrpartofoureverydaymanagement. The density andvarietyof
weeds is increasing at an alarming rate"
"Rainbow Lorikeets have onlyjust arrived in the past year or so and numbers are
building rapidly"
"Cotton bush is coming up everywhere even though we pulleveiy one we see and
don't letit seed on our property and adjacent roadsides. Have seen Saffron Thistle
for the firsttime this year
2 Distribution andAbundance of PestAnimals in WesternAustralib:A SurveyoflnstitutionalKnowledge September 2005
By Andrew P Woolnough, Garry S Gray, Tim J Lowe, Winifred E Kirkpatrick, Ken Rose and Gary R Martin
State of the Environment Report WesternAustra"a 2007: Environmental Protection Authority
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The Biosecurity andAgricu"ure Management Act 2007 has notresulted in a state-wide
response to pests

This highlights the need to establish an effective monitoring and reporting system that
supports information eXchange across property boundaries. Although monitoring all169
declared pests would be cost prohibitive, DAFWA should establish a system to track
temporal changes in high priority pests.
The following case study of the Cane Toad, which is a pestthatis managed by DPaW,
shows the westward migration that has occurred overthe last five years' The map does
not show abundance or impacts of the toad. DPaW is assessing the impact of the Cane
Toad on native species by analysing changes to native species populations across a
range of sites in the Kiinberley. To better understand potential impacts and effective
management responses, DPaW also Iiaises with relevant agencies in other jurisdictions
where Cane Toads have been established for some time.
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The BiosecurityandAgriculture Management Act 2007 has riotresulted in a state-wide
response to pests

Public information about declared pests is riot easy to find,
increasing the risk that appropriate action is riot taken
Because Western Australia covers a vast geographical area of 2.5 million square
kilometres, DAFWA has to place a significant reliance on other agencies and the public
reporting pest sightings and on partnerships with industry and community groups to
complement its own surveillance and early response capabilities. This is complemented
by a requirement under the BAM Actthat a person who finds or suspects the presence
of a declared pest must report it to DAFWA or risk a penalty of $20 000.
Full use is not made of all potential information sources to enhance public awareness
and to encourage the reporting of sightings. Public information about declared pests
is not easy to locate. For example, although DAFWAls website contains some useful
information we found it is hard to follow a line of sight from the declared pest list to
individual pest management plans to identify what action landholders should take. The
process to report pests is also not obvious to the uninformed.
DPaW also provides some information relating to environmental pests on its website and
through hard copy brochures, publications and posters.
Our survey highlighted the opportunity to make better use of community information.
Fifty-eight per cent of the 692 respondents said that they did not report sightings,
incursions or infestations of declared pests. Two main reasons were given:
. landholders did riot know where to report the sightings
. they did riot report sightings because they believed little or no action would be taken.

Survey comments indicated that landholders wanted ready access to information about
pests, to know where to go to report pest sightings and advice about control options.
'There is currently no reporting method- we have not been informed what we are

required to do. We would/oveto reportthisto government though asthiswould mean
that an interest is finally being taken in the issues that pests cause to our livelihoods"
"Please make declared species more widely known to cityandcountry"
DAFWA should consider innovative ways to improve public awareness and reporting to
increase the effectiveness of its surveillance. For instance, in Victoria trained members

of the public report sightings of prohibited weeds. Social media could also be used to

report sightings as a relatively low cost means for individuals to report sightings and for
the information to be more easily aggregated and disseminated.
DAFWA advised that it is reviewing its website and plans to introduce a pest 'app'
(application software)that can be downloaded and used to help identify pests.
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Weaknesses in how pests are
declared and prioritised is a risk to
effective management
Threats may be missed or species declared without
clearreasons because the process for'declaring' pests
is riot robust
The declaration of a pest by the Minister for Agriculture and Food provides the legislative
mandate and formalises the need to undertake control action on a pest. Any individual
or organisation can lodge a proposal to have an organism declared a pest or an existing
declaration amended. The process leading to the decision to declare a pest should be
transparent, consistent and robust.

Although DAFWA has reviewed its policies and procedures to declare pests under the
BAMAct, policies are still'in draft'. There is also no publicly available information advising
stakeholders how to submit a proposal or what criteria will be used to assess the threat.

This increases the risk that inconsistent decisions may be made or that stakeholders will
notlodge a proposal to declare a pest.
Stable Fly is the only species to be declared a pest since the BAM Act was enacted in
2007. Our review of the documentation supporting its declaration shows that it did riot
follow DAFWAs draft workflows and authorisation process for declaring pests under the
BAM Act. DAFWA advised that this was because a commitment to declare it was made

at a community meeting. We were also unable to find evidence that an assessment of
the Stable Fly's impact had been conducted.
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Weaknesses in how pests are declared and prioritised is a risk to effective management

The status and priority of declared pests has not been

subjectto regularreview to ensure responses match
the threats
There are 169 declared pests listed in the Western Australian Organism List'. Of these,

26 have been categorised as C, (exclusion), six as C2 (eradication) and 137 as C3
(management).
The declaration status should reflect:

. the pest's spread, abundance and impact on both public and private interests
. an understanding of the public and private benefit in controlling the pest
. the capability, capacity, time and costs to controlthe pest.
To ensure that currentthreats are managed we expected to find a risk and cost benefit

analysis supporting each of the 169 declared pests and ongoing review to ensure that
declarations are amended when the characteristics of incursion change. For example,

when the pest incursion is assessed as having become established or if eradication
ceases to be practical and management becomes the only viable option.
In most cases the rationale for why a pest is declared is historical. There was little
evidence that the threat posed by a declared pest has been subject to regular review.
Information on threat, impact and spread of pests is poor and the basis for why one pest

is prioritised over another is not well documented. It is therefore difficult to assess the
currentthreat posed by a pest and we can only provide limited assurance that DAFWA
has an effective process to prioritise pests.

With the BAM Actregulations coining into force on I May 2013, DAFWA has reclassified
declared pests into the BAM Act categories. It has also started to review declared pest
priorities and has advised that it plans to use impact assessment and cost benefit analysis
forthe highest priority pests. DAFWA has already used this analysis to support funding
forthe State Barrier Fence and to control pests such as camels, wild dogs and starlings.
However, it has advised that its capacity to complete this analysis is limited by resources.

Without impact assessments to identify the priority pests and cost benefit analysis for
guiding expenditure on pest control, assurance cannot be given that DAFWAis limited
resources are directed at the greatest risk and on the basis of greatest return.

3 The Western Australian Organism Listincludes 19 diseases and some pests that appearin more than one category
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DAFWA could make more effective
use of control mechanisms to

manage established pests
DAFWA is implementing a model of shared
responsibility with industry and community to control
established pests
A range of mechanisms and funding sources are available to help control established
pests in Western Australia. These include the principal government agencies as well as
a range of industry and community groups and landholders that can fund, co-fund or
implement a program to control pests

A key factor in deciding the extent that these options should be called upon is an
assessment of who is impacted and who would benefit most from their management
The BAM Act provides for shared and industry funding arrangements through RBGs or
Industry Funding Schemes. DAFWA also provides grants to Declared Species Groups in
the agricultural region

DAFWA conducts operational programs to control
some pests
There are occasions where landholders do riot have the capability and capacity to control
pests and where controlling established pests is in the public interest
The State Barrier Fence is an example of a government funded control mechanism
In 2012-13 DAFWA spent $401 000 maintaining the fence. The fence stretches from
just north of Kalbarrito Jerdacuttup east of Ravensthorpe, a distance of approximately
I 170 kilometres

The purpose of the fence is to minimise the risk and impact of emus migrating from the
rangelands into the high value grain growing areas of the south westland division. In the
last 20 years there have been three major migrations of emus. These were in 1994, 1998

and in 2002 which saw an estimated 50 000 birds spread along the fence
The fence also acts as a deterrent to wild dogs. DAFWA has spent $683 000 upgrading
parts of the fence to dog proof standard and the employment of additional'doggers'
contracted to control dogs ($518 000 was funded from Royalties for Regions). An
extension project has been proposed to close the Yilgarn and ESPerance gaps. Atotal of
$143 million has been committed through the Royalties for Regions funding
Based on the relative benefits to private landholders or the public, some of the
programs currently wholly funded by government agencies could be considered for
shared or industry funding. For instance, the State Barrier Fence has a public benefit
as it acts as insurance against a potential emu migration. The fence also benefits those
landholders in immediate proximity to it, which would suggest at least a shared funding
arrangement could be considered. Three other states (Queensland, South Australia
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DAFWA could make more effective use of control mechanisms to manage established
pests

and New South Wales) also have barrier fences. Shared funding schemes are used to
maintain these fences with between 50 and 80 per cent of costs funded by landholders.
We note that DAFWA has evaluated the long term funding options forthe barrier fence.

DAFWA is collaborating with Recognised Biosecurity
Groups to manage pests
RBGs are community groups authorised under the BAM Act to carry out programs
to control established animal and plant pests that impact on public as well as private
interests. There are currently five RBGs established in the pastoral areas of Western
Australia (Figure 2). These groups raise funds through compulsory rates levied on
landholders in their specified area to carry out pest control programs. The funds raised
by rates are matched dollar-fondollar by the State Government. In 2012-13 the matching
contribution was $12 million.
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Figure 2: Recognised Biosecurity Groups in Western Australia
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DAFWA could make more effective use of control mechanisms to manage established
pests

These groups target local pest priorities, but there are risks to their longer term
effectiveness and sustainability

. the majority offunds are spent on one declared pest. Sixty-four per cent ($17 million)
of co-investment funding from the Declared PestAccountis spent on wild dog control
This focus on a single pest means there is limited attention given to other pests, such

as control of emerging and established weeds which have been identified by DAFWA
as requiring a higher priority
. some pastoralists and other landholders are riot paying theirrates and there is ongoing
discussion between DAFWA, RBGs and the Department of Treasury to determine
who should follow up unpaid amounts. The balance outstanding at 30 June 2013 was
$391 719

. RBGs also reported that they faced di^culty in encouraging members to remain

engaged especially when members belong to an industry sector that is financially
struggling

. RBGs complete annual plans fortheir activities and to identify funding required but
longer term strategic plans envisaged under DAFWAs draft policy for RBGs have not
generally been completed. There is a risk that RBGs focus on reactive issues at the

expense of longer term big picture pest control
. RBGs may lack sufficient administrative capacity. Administrative support was
provided by the Agriculture Protection Board untilit was dissolved in 2008. RBG

representatives advised us that they rely on their executive support officers to carry
out the administrative functions but that many have struggled to fill the positions
while others are filled with part-time staff that have competing priorities. This lack of
capacity can also impactthe levels of governance in the RBGs. DAFWA has identified
the need for governance training for RBGs in its draft strategic plan.
The management of declared pests in the agricultural region is supported by 15 Declared
Species Groups. Funding arrangements forthese groups are not legislated under the
BAM Act. They receive government grants and often are established to target one pest
species. DAFWA is seeking to transition these groups into RBGs and some groups are
proactive in making this happen. Establishing RBGs in the agricultural region will be a
challenge as there are more differences in land use, land tenure and pestimpact

Potential exists to make more use of Industry Funding
Schemes
The BAM Act provides for the establishment of Industry Funding Schemes to address

biosecurity threats relevant to a sector of agricultural activity. The schemes use funding
arrangements authorised under the BAM Act to raise industry funds to tackle priority
pests and diseases
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DAFWA could make more effective use of control mechanisms to manage established
pests

An Industry Management Committee oversees each scheme and determines which
pest and disease threats require action, how best to deal with the threats, and what
contributions will be needed from industry to tackle the problem. This allows producers to

self-manage serious pests and diseases that may threaten the viabillty and sustainability
of their industries.

Since July 2010, three schemes have commenced to address biosecuritythreats relevant
to the grains/seed/hay; sheep/goat; and cattle industries. In 2012-13 these schemes
raised $45 million.

For example, the Grains, Seeds and Hay Industry Funding Scheme funds a program
to control Skeleton Weed and an eradication program for Three-horned Bedstraw. The

funds to run these programs are collected from producers at a rate of 30 cents for every
tonne of grain and seed grown in the agricultural area of Western Australia and sold to
a registered receiver. DAFWA has been contracted to administer the two programs and
provide the support to ensure proper governance including secretariat, communications,
policy and technical support, in addition to financial management.

In our view, completion by DAFWA of its impact assessments and a cost benefit analysis
for priority pests will place it in a good position to identify other pests which could be
managed by Industry Funding Schemes

There is limited evaluation of the effectiveness of the

mechanisms used to control pests
Monitoring of the various pest control mechanisms is necessary to evaluate their
effectiveness and to inform DAFWAs understanding of the spread, abundance and
impact of pests
DAFWAis current monitoring does not give it a good understanding of these issues.

Although DAFWA collects a significant amount of data, it tends to be workload/activity
based such as the dollars spent, the number of baits laid, geographical area covered

and pests destroyed. Examples are programs to control starlings, European Wasps and
wild dogs.

With the exception of Industry Funding Scheme annual reports, there is limited reporting
on the change in adverse economic, environmental and social impacts.
DAFWA advised that at times it is not feasible to derive outcome measures and that

activity data is an acceptable surrogate. Although this may be reasonable in the early
stages of a control program the number of pests trapped/shot does not measure how
effectiveIy adverse impacts are mitigated. DAFWA also advised that it plans to develop a
monitoring and evaluation framework to provide better information on outcomes.
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DAFWA could make more effective use of control mechanisms to manage established
pests

DAFWA has reduced its property inspections

significantly and compliance notices are now rarely
issued
A landholder has a responsibility to control declared pests on their land. Monitoring and
enforcement is a valuable tool in regulating activities and obtaining compliance with
statutory requirements. If a landholder fails to control a pestthey may be issued with a
pest exclusion notice or a pest control notice.
Private landholders may be issued with a fine ifthey fail to comply with the notices. If a
government agency fails to comply with a notice the Minister for Agriculture is required to
table a statement in both houses of Parliament to that effect

We note that DAFWA has riotissued any pest control or exclusion notices to government

agencies even though DPaW advised that it does not have the capacity to effectiveIy
control all pests on land that they manage.

Between 2002-03 and 2011-12 there was a 55 per cent fallin the number of property
inspections and a 99 per cent fallin the number of compliance notices issued to private
landholders. In 2002-03 a compliance notice was issued for every 71 inspections but
by 2011-12 a compliance notice was issued every 2 260 inspections. This means that
a landholder was 30 times less likely to be issued with a compliance notice in 2011-12
than a decade earlier(Figure 3). In the same period, the number of times DAFWA hired
a contractor to conduct pest control on a landholder's property and recovered the costs
from the landholder wentfrom nine to zero.
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DAFWA could make more effective use of control mechanisms to manage established
pests

We asked why the number of inspection and control notices had gone down. DAFWA
informed us that reductions in its overall resourcing meant that it has not had staff on

the ground to conduct enforcement. However, it also advised that it intends to enforce
compliance as a part of a community coordinated approach for widespread and
established pests where it is feasible and effective to do so.

One of DAFWAs key roles in managing pests is to be the regulator. Effective regulation
relies, in part, on a credible and equal risk or threat of getting caught and sanctioned for
non-compliance. Not enforcing compliance within this regulatory framework increases
the risk that landholders will riot take effective control measures. It also increases a

perception of inequality of treatment between landholders. This can result in some
landholders who have been controlling pests reducing their activities or giving up.

According to 301 respondents to our survey, repeat incursions from neighbouring
properties limited the effectiveness of their actions to manage pests. The respondents
frequently expressed the view that compliance and enforcement activities were needed
to ensure landholders control pests on their properties.

"/ always manage those on my property but my neighbourdoesn't which makes me
wonder whylbother"
"Landho/ders are more likely to be active in managing declared species when the

government agencies do the same. It is not only the landholder's responsibility
particularly when reserves/'crown land etc are no longer managed and maintained
where some species thrive"

"... But get very disappointed when neighbours around me don't do their part in
controlling weeds, I spend so much wasted time doing weed control when I have
other things to do. Allbecause neighbours won't control Narrow Leaf Cotton Bush.
There are other/esserinvasive weeds that I would like to controlbut spend allmy

time on cotton bush because it blowsin from the neighbours"

"Repeatincursionsofcotton bush are having a severe adverse impacton the viabillty
of my business, my livelihood and land values. This is grossly uni^11r Control of
incursions from an infested neighbouring property with cotton bush have cost me
$30 0001n the lastf2months"

"No compliancenoticeshavebeen sentbyDAFWAibra number of years, They have
inadequate funding for this role. Consequently neighbouring properties are infosted
causing ongoing and sustained economic damage to my business"
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DAFWA could make more effective use of control mechanisms to manage established
pests

Cotton bush was one of the established pests that survey respondents highlighted as
having an increasing impact. DAFWAadvised that cotton bush is not a priority agricultural
weed and that effective controlis based on a community coordinated approach and that
enforcement is the last resort.
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Appendix I: Summary of survey
results

An online survey conducted in May 2013 invited participation from landholders across
the state. Only one response per computer was permitted and respondents were riot
required to identify themselves.
The objective of the survey was to:
. see whether landholders understood theirresponsibilities

. gauge landholders' knowledge of declared plants and animals
. understand landholders'thoughts, views and opinions
. see whether landholders understood the role of DAFWA

. understand landholders'issues in managing pests.
Atotal of 692 responses were received with state-wide coverage reflecting many different
land uses. In addition, 12 property owners who completed the survey also contacted the
survey team to express their views. One landowner expressed his views on regional
ABC radio, urging landholders to complete the survey.

Landholding
The graph below shows that a high proportion of survey respondents were from the
south west which is probably attributable to population and smaller property sizes. It
is probably also the region most impacted by lifestyle and absentee owners which can
contribute to frustration by landholders in this region.
Where is the location of your landholding?
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Appendix I: Summary of survey results

The table below shows that almost 14 per cent of responses were from property
holders of less than one hectare, reflecting Perth city and town site responses.
However, small property owners have the same responsibilities to control pests as
larger landholders. The number of responses from landholders with properties sizes
greater than 100 000 hectares reflects pastoral properties in the Kiinberley, Pilbara,
Gascoyne/Murchison and Goldfields/ESPerance/Nullarbor.
. .

.

.

..

Size (in ha)

.

Per cent of respondents (%)

Less than I

14.0

I-100

36.2

101-500

15.5

501-, 000

5.9

I 001-, 0 000

15.8

10 001-100 000

5. I

> 100 000 ha

7.5

The table below reflects the diversity in land uses of survey respondents and shows
the high proportion of respondents who used their land for lifestyle (hobby farmers) or

held the land for conservation purposes. The 'other' uses were primarily tree farming,
orchardists, residential, shire land or equine purposes.
,

Type of land holding
Lifestyle
Conservation purposes
Farming - mixed farming
Farming - mainly cropping
Farming - mainly livestock - sheep
Farming - mainly livestock - cattle
Farming - mainly livestock - other
Pastoralisorangeland
Horticulturalist
Other

..

.

.

..

.

Per cent of respondents (%)
23.0

6.9
18.0
5.3
4.2
14.7

I .4
6.7
78

12.0
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Appendix I: Summary of survey results

The chart below shows that most of the survey respondents have either farming or
pastoral holdings bordering their properties. However, a large number also border
government land.
Whattypes of landholdings border your property?
,..-:**~"-

.-.**.,@. 5:4;'!*;
v***$'
,, 6

*

^ DPaW reserves/national parks

~

q

^ Uriallocated Crown Land

*.**

^I Farming properties/pastoral1sts

*

^ Township
11. Local shire land
',;"': Other
Key: Number of respondents who
selected each option, more
than one choice was allowed

Managing declared plants and animals
The graph belowshows the respondentsviewthat managing declared plants and animals
results in benefits forthe individual, neighbours, the community and the environment it's a shared benefit.

When managing these declared plants and animals who benefits?
(more than one choice was allowed)
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Appendix I: Summary of survey results

The graph below reflects the beliefs in the previous graph, that shared benefits should
mean shared costs.

Who do you believe should pay for managing declared plants and animals?
350
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250

200

150

100

50

o
Landowner

Government

Community

Shared

Other

agencies

The table below shows respondents agree that DAFWAs role in managing pests is
broad. These activities are consistent with DAFWA strategies and the responsibilities of
DAFWA under the BAM Act
..

.
,

. ....

. . .
.

.

.

..

....

.
.

.

,

.

..
..

Whatis DAFWA's Role?

.

,

...
.

,

.,
.

.

.

..

. . .
..

Number of respondents

State border quarantine activities

482

Preventing new pestincursions

496

Undertaking pest eradication/containment/management activities
Administering pest control operational activities undertaken by
landowners/community and industry groups
Provision of information and training community groups
Compliance inspections and enforcement of legislation

449

Other

390
460
437
58
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Appendix I: Summary of survey results

The chart below shows that respondents were overwhelming Iy of the view that DAFWA
was not fulfilling its role or was only partly performing its role.
Is this consistent with your opinion on how DAFWA is currently
managing declared plants and animals?

^ Yes
.N.
^ Partly
BER Unsure
Note: Per cent of respondents who
selected each option

The chart below shows that landholders consider that the effectiveness of their work to

control pests is limited by their neighbours not managing pests.
What are the limitations on your activities in

managing declared plants and animals?
98

^ Repeatincursionsfrom
neighbours

^ Unavailability of effective
controls mechanisms

^ Incursion too widespread
I^a Little negative impact on
property

I. . other
Note: Number of respondents who
selected each option, more than
one choice was allowed
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Appendix I: Summary of survey results

Impact of declared plants and animals
The graph below shows that survey respondentswere strongly of the view that the impact
of pests is increasing on their property, in their area and in their region.
Are the impacts of declared plants and animals increasing or
decreasing on:

400

^ Increasing
^ Decreasing
^ Unsure

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

o

Your property

Your

neighbouring
properties

Your local area

Your local

Your region

government area
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Appendix I: Summary of survey results

The chart below shows the impacts that were the most commonly reported by survey
respondents.

Whatis the impact of declared plants and animals on your property?
69

^ Stock losses such aslambs
^ Reduced yield - less crop
tonnages

^ Increased cost of production
^ Reduced price for produce
^ Social- annoyance/
inconvenience factors

13^;^I social- impact on human
health or safety

05

^I Environmental
'I None
Note: Number of respondents who
selected each option, more
than one choice was allowed
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17

Western Power's Management of its Wood PoleAssets

20 November 2013

16

Opinions on Ministerial Notifications

13 November 2013

15

Audit Results Report-Annual 2012-13 AssuranceAudits

13 November 2013

14

Public Trustee: Administration of the Financial Affairs of Vulnerable

People

18 September 2013

13

Sustainable Funding and Contracting with the Not-FopProfit Sector
18 September 2013
- Componentl

12

The Banksia Hill Detention Centre Redevelopment Project

7 August 2013

11

Information Systems Audit Report

27 June 2013

10

Supply and Sale of Western Australia's Native Forest Products

26 June 2013

9

Administration of the PatientAssisted Travel Scheme

26 June 2013

8

Follow-up Performance Audit of Behind the Evidence: Forensic
Services

19 June 2013

7

Fraud Prevention and Detection in the Public Sector

19 June 2013

6

Records Management in the Public Sector

19 June 2013

5

Delivering Western Australia's Ambulance Services

12 June 2013

Audit Results Report -Annual Assurance Audits: Universities
and state training providers and Other audits completed since 29
4

October 2012 - andAcross Government Benchmarking Audits

15 May 2013

Recording, custody and disposal of portable and attractive assets
and Control of funds held for specific purposes
3

Management of Injured Workers in the Public Sector

2

Follow-on Performance Audit to 'Room to Move:Improving the Cost
Efficiency of Government Office Space'
Management of the Rail Freight Network Lease: Twelve Years
Down the Track

8 May 2013

17 April 2013

3 January 2013
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ICOUNCIL-Tuesday, 6 August20131
p2542c-2542c
HonRickMazza; HonKenBaston

A^,?, I, ^, 11^ ^:^

WILDDOGSANDFOXEs-BoonTreS
351.

Horn incKMAZZA to the Minister for Agriculture and Food:

This is question C355. I refer to the coriuments on page 20 of The West Australian dated 26 July 2013 and
attributed to the acting Mirxister for Agi'iculture and Food.
(1) (a)

Does the minister agi'ee with the statement that the payment of bounties could putthe focus on
the number of killsratherthan minimising the impact of dogs and foxes on livestock?

(b) Ifyest0 (1)(a), how, then, are bounties lesseffective?
(c) Ifno to (1)(a), does he supportbounties as away to reduce wild dog and foxnumbers?
(2)

1sthe govenunent's preference a strategic approachto reduce wild dog and foxnumbers and attacks?

Horn KEN BASTON replied:
Ithankthe honourable member for some notice of this question.
(1) (a) The Australian experience is that payment of bounties leads to areduction intrie number of
wild dogs and foxes.
co) To be effective, a bounty on wild dogs or foxes needsto result in a demonstrated reduction in
the number of wild dogs and foxes in the target area.
(b) I am a strong supporter of the use of bounties as one of the key tools that are needed for wild

dog and fox control. In 2014, I plan to support a new bounty program in the rangelands by
offering matched funding via recognised biosecority groups.
(2) The govennnent's conent approach to wild dog and fox controlincludesthe employment of doggers,
the upgrade and extension of the state barrier fence and working in partnership with industry gioups for
adoption of best-on-ground control practices. No doubt when an tritegated approach is taken, a
substantial reduction in wild dog numbers and impactcanbe achieved.
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FAQ Professional Kangaroo Shooter's Licence
Licence to take kangaroos for sale or reward by means of a firearm - on a property that falls within the area described
in the Open Season Notice for Red Kangaroos or the Open Season Notice for Western Grey Kangaroos - and to sell
the carcasses or skins to a Kangaroo Processor
Completed forms should be returned to:
Department of Environment and Conservation
Locked Bag 30 Bentley Delivery Centre WA 6983
Orfaxed to (08) 9219 8242

Further information on the licensing requirements
is available from DEC Wildlife Licensing Branch.
Phone: (08) 9219 9332
Email: wildlifelicensing@dec. wagov. au

Whatis a kangaroo management plan?
A kangaroo management program introduced in 1970 is administered by Department of Environment and
Conservation (DEC) and meets the requirements of the Commonwealth Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 7999 and Regulations, as well as West Australian state legislation.

Why do we have management plans?
The aim is to prevent unacceptable damage to agriculture, whilst ensuring the long term viability of kangaroo
populations, including those at the local community level. Where possible it also aims to manage kangaroos an
as a renewable resource without compromising the conservation of the species.
Managing kangaroo numbers is part of the process of controlling total grazing pressure on crop, farmland and
pastoral rangeland. This plan allows forthe disposal of kangaroo carcasses or skins for commercial purposes.

Western Grey kangaroo and Red kangaroo may only be taken when they are causing damage to primary
production, to control populations and rates of natural increase.

What do I need in order to obtain a Professional Kangaroo Shooters
Licence?
Kangaroo may only be taken by licensed firearm and in order to obtain a Professional Kangaroo Shooter's

licence, all persons are required to have passed the Kangaroo Shooter Firearms Competency (Marksmanshfy?)
test and passed the Kangaroo Shooter Training CAustra/I^n Game Meat, Hygiene and Handling) course. All
shooting is conducted under the National Code of Practice forthe Humane Shooting of Kangaroo and Wallabies

for Commercial Purposes. An application must be supported by a letter from a property owner nominating them
as their agent to undertake kangaroo control on their land.
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FAQ - Professional Kangaroo Shooter Libence

Who can purchase kangaroo royalty tags?
The total number of kangaroo that may be taken commercially is controlled by DEC through the issue of royalty
tags. Royalty tags can only be purchased by a person who holds a professional kangaroo shooters licence-the
Regulation 6- Licence to Take Kangaroo for Sale licence
A royalty tag must be attached to each carcass taken from a property for commercial harvesting purposes and
delivered to a licensed kangaroo meat processor or licensed kangaroo chiller dealer.

Where can I shoot kangaroo?
The current open season permits the shooting of kangaroo on private property in specified municipal districts
without a damage licence. This open season applies to private land, including freehold land, conditional
purchase leasehold land and other leasehold land which is granted forthe purpose of agricultural production
under the LandAdministration Act 7997.

A licence holder may only shoot kangaroo on property for which they have received written authorization from
the property owner or property manager and those property details are endorsed on their current kangaroo
shooter licence.

How long will my kangaroo shooter's licence last?
Licence to take kangaroos for sale or reward by means of a firearm is an annual permitthat requires the
submission of a return before renewal. The permit costs $60 to be paid to DEC before the issue of the authority
can be finalised
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Application for a professional kangaroo shooter's licence
Licence to take kangaroos for sale or reward by means of a firearm - on a property that falls within the area described
in the Open Season Notice for Red Kangaroos or the Open Season Notice for Western Grey Kangaroos - and to sell
the carcasses or skins to a Kangaroo Processor

Completed forms should be returned to:
Department of Environment and Conservation
Locked Bag 30 Bentley Delivery Centre WA 6983
Orfaxed to (08) 9219 8242

Further information on the licensing requirements
is available from DEC Wildlife Licensing Branch.
Phone: (08) 9219 9332
Email: wildlifelicensing@dec. wagov. au

ANNUAL $60FEE PAYABLE.
PROFESSIONALl<ANGAROO SHOOTER LICENCES FORWESTERN GREYI<ANGAROOSand RED
KANGAROOS EXPIRE EVERY3, DECEMBER.

PLEASEALLOWTWENTY(20)WORKING DAYSTO PROCESS COMPLETEAND CORRECTAPPLICATIONS.

Applicant
Surname

Other names

Dr/Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Address (postal)
Postcode

Address (postal)
If different from residential
Postcode
Phone

Fax

Mobile

Email
Date of birth

Vehicle type and registration number
Firearms licence number

Firearms expiry date
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Applibatibn for a Professional Kangaroo Shooter Licence

Properties
Contact name of Owner or Station Manager

Telephone numbers

Chiller I Processor details
Chiller details

Processorreceiving carcasses

Red

Kangaroo species

Western Grey

Note: Licence conditions include the requirement for monthly returns

Note: No responsibility will be taken for cash payments sent via mail. Please either include a cheque or postal money order with your
application; OR complete the credit card payment details as below; OR attend the wildlife Licensing Counter at 17 Dick Perry Avenue,
Kensington to process your application payment

Payment
. Cheque enclosed - made payable to Department of Environment and Conservation
. Money order enclosed - made payable to Department of Environment and Conservation
. Payment made at DEC office (refer to 'Office Use Only' section below)
. Credit Card (complete 'Credit Card Payment' section below)
No responsibility will be taken for cash payments sent via mail.
Category of Licence and licence term being sought:

.

1.1. . ,,
Page 2 of4

Kangaroo Shooter Licence for I year
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Fee $60

enclosed.
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Applicatibn for a ProibssionalKangaroo Shooter Licence

Guidelines for professional shooter application
. The licence holder must comply with allrelevant provisions of the wildlife Conservation Act 7950 and
Wildl^fe Conservation Regulations 7970.
. The licence holder must also hold a current Firearms licence pursuantto the Firearms Act 1973 and only
use firearms that are of a centrefire type and greater than .22 calibre.
. The licence holder may only take Western Grey Kangaroos, or Red Kangaroos in accordance with the
conditions of the Western GreyKangaroo Open Season Notice or the Red Kangaroo Open Season Notice
published in the Government Gazette.
. The licence holder may only shoot Western Grey Kangaroos, or Red Kangaroos on a property for which they
have received written authorisation from the property owner or manager and those property details are
endorsed on their current Kangaroo Shooter licence.
. All kangaroos must be shotin accordance with the Code of Practice for Humane Shooting of Kangaroos.
. The licence holder must affix to each carcass an approved royalty tag. The kangaroo royalty tag must be
valid forthe species.
. The licence holder must shoot into the chiller specified on the licence, registered as being positioned at the
location specified on the licence
. The licence holder must not deliver to a Kangaroo Processor a kangaroo that has been killed with a shot to
any part of the body other than the head.
. The licence holder must carry their licence on them at alltimes while operating in the field and provide the
licence to any authorised officer on request.
. The licence holder must supply returns to the Department of Environment and Conservation in the approved
format and at specific dates on the Form 3 Return of Kangaroo Carcasses Placed in Chiller Units.

DEC OFFICE USE ONLY
APPROVAL

Application is I is not approved

Date:

Signature

Position held:

Licence # issued

Licensing Officer:
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Applibation for a Professional Kangaroo Shooter Licence

CREDIT CARD PAYMENT

....

(VISA& MASTERCARD ONLY)

....

**please Print Clearly**

.... ....
Expiry Date:

Name of Cardholder:

Signature of Cardholder:

Date .........,..........,......

Signature of applicant
Applicant is required to provide:

I proof of identity and age (driver's licence, passport, or other appropriate document).
2 details of any relevant convictions in Australia in the past five years. Relevant conviction means a wildlife
related offence
3 current WestAustralian firearms licence

4 current WestAustralian marksmanship certificate
5 letters of authority of all property owners I station managers
6 TAFE statement of competency in Australian Game Meat Hygiene and Handling
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Disclaimer:

Whilst all care and diligence have been exercised in the preparation of this report, the AEC Group Limited
does not warrant the accuracy of the information contained within and accepts no liability for any loss or

damage that may be suffered as a result of reliance on this information, whether or riot there has been any
error, omission or negligence on the part of the AEC Group Limited or their employees' Any forecasts or

projections used in the analysis can be affected by a number of unforeseen variables, and as such no
warranty is given that a particular set of results will in fact be achieved.
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Executive Summary
BACKGROUND
The Game Council NSW ('Game Council') was established in 2002 under the Game and
Fera/ Animal Control Act 2002 (the 'Act') as a NSW statutory authority, subject to the
control and direction of the Minister for Primary Industries. Its aim is to provide for the
effective management of introduced species of game animals, as well as promoting
responsible and orderly hunting of those game animals on public and private land and of
certain pest animals on public land.
The Act specifies a range of functions for the Game Council centred on administering the
NSW game hunting licensing system, representing the interests of game hunters, making
recommendations and providing advice to the Minister on game and feral animal control,
Iiaising with other stakeholders in managing game and feral animals, promoting and
funding research into game and feral animal controlissues and engaging in such other
activities relating to the objects of the Act as are prescribed by the Regulations.
During 2008, AECgroup conducted a Public Benefit Assessment (PBA) of the Game
Council. The PBA has been updated annually, most recently in May 2011 for the 201.0-11
financial year.

PURPOSE OFTHE STUDY
This study represents an update of the PBA of the Game Council NSW for the 2011-1.2
financial year. The purpose of the PBA is to identify the nature and incidence of all
relevant economic, social and environmental benefits and costs to individuals and groups
of individuals in the community of the Game Council and the game hunting licensing
system in NSW to determine whether the public benefits exceed the costs. In doing this,
the study also assesses the opportunity cost to the NSW State Government if the Game
Council were not to undertake its relevant activities and other arrangements were
pursued to achieve Government policy objectives. The assessment concludes by
identifying strategies to enhance the public benefits of the Game Council, including the
opportunities for, and synergies of, the Game Council working with other public sector
agencies on identified public benefit activities.
OVERVIEW OF THE GAME COUNCIL'S PUBLIC BENEFIT
The Game Council's role in administering game hunting licences in NSW and facilitating
wider opportunities for Conservation Hunting as a cost-effective technique for game and
forel animal control contributes positively to a range of economic, social and
environmental outcomes in NSW, including a number of the key goals and directions in
the 2021: A Plan to Make NSW Number One,

The Game Council's hunting licences significantly broaden the range of hunting
opportunities in NSW to include game and feral animals on public land and game animals
on private land. This in turn significantly increases the amount of Conservation Hunting in
regional and rural NSW, generating the following public and private benefits:
.

.

.

Government: The Game Council and its licensed hunters provide a cost-effective
means of game and feral animal control compared with other public programs. The
Game Council also provides important and informed policy advice to the Minister for
Primary Industries on hunting and game and feral animal controlissues. Reporting on
the incidence of disease in harvested wild animals by hunters through the Game
Council provides the Government with an important early warning system for
diseases that may damage livestock industries.
Business: The Game Council and its licensed hunters record a significant amount of
expenditure in regional and rural NSW, contributing positively to the growth of
regional tourism and the long-term sustainability of regional economies.
Carbon: Although not quantified in this assessment the benefit to the atmosphere of
reduced methane emissions from harvested animals also needs to be considered.
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. Hunters: The Game Council's hunting licences significantly broaden the range of
hunting opportunities in NSW, benefiting the utility of licensed hunters. The Game
Council promotes a culture of compliance amongst hunters, providing the necessary
training, education, compliance and enforcement which assists with the reduction in
the number of hunting accidents and fatalities.
. Private Landholders: The Game Council's facilitation of Conservation Hunting allows
for savings on game and feral animal control costs and improves agricultural
production yields and financial returns.
. Community: The Game Council's targeted Conservation Hunting programs play a
role in reducing the number of road accidents and fatalities associated with game and
forel animals. These same programs also reduce the environmental impacts of game
and feral animals on biodiversity and land degradation in NSW for the benefit of the
community and landholders.

Importantly, the Game Council makes a positive contribution to a number of major goals
contained in NSW 2021: A Plan to Make NSW Number One, a 1.0-year strategic business
plan for the NSW Government. These include:
Rebuild the Economy
3: Drive Economic Growth in RegionalNSW
Increase the share of jobs in Regional NSW

Protect strategic agricultural land and improve agricultural productivity
The Game Councilis headquartered in Orange in regional NSW and is active in all

regional areas throughout NSW playing a role in promoting employment opportunities.
The Game Council employs approximately 20 staff in Regional NSW. Conservation
Hunters presents a niche tourism market for regional and rural NSW which facilitates
employment opportunities

Conservation Hunting is an avenue for land holders to reduce production losses and costs
associated with game and feral animal control, which improves production yields and
agricultural productivity.
4. . Jncrease the Competitiveness of Doing Business in NSW
Reduce red tape

The Game Council has a strong focus to increase access to hunting opportunities through
cutting red tape associated with the regulatory and policy environment. Game Council
has also worked hard to improve licence and written permission processing using

appropriate technology. This helps to facilitate business opportunities relating the hunting
in NSW including tourism and other services.

Strengthen our Local Environment and Communities
22: Protect our natural environment

Protect and restore priority land, vegetation and water habitats
The Game Council facilitates a game, feral and problem animal control and threat
abatement programs across NSW. These programs have environmental benefits of
managing game and feral animals and their impacts on biodiversity and land
degradation.

23: Increase opportunities for people to look after their own neighbourhoods and
environments

Increase the devolution of decision making, funding and control to groups and
individuals for local environmental and community activities

The Game Council facilitates a Conservation resource to participate in game and feral and

problem animal control and threat abatement programs across NSW by bringing together
government, hunters and landholders, including other State Government agencies at
minimal cost.
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24: Make it easier for people to be involved in their communities
Increase volunteering
Increase community participation

Improve our sense of community
Hunting is a traditional, natural activity evolving over millions of years' Many of the
reasons people undertake hunting are tied to family, cultural values and beliefs. The
Game Council actively encourages active community participation in Conservation
Hunting and also works in bringing the community together to address environmental
problems caused by game and feral animals.

26: Fostering opportunity and partnership with Aboriginal people
Support Aboriginal culture, country and identity
Hunting is a very important component of Aboriginal culture and indeed there are certain
licensing exemptions for Aboriginal people hunting on native title or Aboriginal Land
Council areas. Nevertheless, the Game Council has a role in educational and social
outcomes for Aboriginal people in regard to hunting.
27: Enhance Cultural, Creative, Sporting and Recreational Opportunities
Increase participation in sport, recreation, arts and cultural activities in rural and
regional NSW

Hunting is a popular recreational activity undertaken in rural and regional NSW with over

17,000 licence holders. Game Council helps facilitate hunting groups in the community so
hunters can connect with each other.

28: Ensure NSWis ready to deal with majoremergencies andnatura/ disasters
Maintain preparedness to deal with biosecurity threats
Pests and disease outbreaks threaten the productivity and competitiveness of industries
in NSW and impact on communities. Reporting on the incidence of disease in harvested
wild animals by hunters through the Game Council provides the Government with an
important early warning system for diseases that may damage livestock industries.
Restore Accountability to Government

30: Restore trust in State and Local Government as a service provider
Increase customer satisfaction with Government services

The Game Council provides a high quality service to licensed hunters. The 2012 Game
Council Licence Holder Survey measured high satisfaction with the core services of
licensing, booking hunts, access to public land and Conservation Hunting.
Impacts on Game Council stakeholder groups and the game hunting licensing system are
outlined in Table E. L.
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' Table E. ,.: Summary of All Benefits and Costs of Game Council and Game Hunting Licensing System
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Game and Feral Animal Control

Costs saved/avoided on ame and feral animal control on ublic land

Benefit

Business

Business Profits
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Private Landholders
Private Landholders

Government Taxes
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Vehide Accidents
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Benefit
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Lower number of vehide accident rates
Hi her consumersur Ius from more huntin o ortunities and ex eriences
Hi her awareness and acce tance of conservation huntin

Benefit

Greater education and trainin ro rains for hunters
Facilitation of conservation huntin or anisations

Benefit
Benefit

Huntin Accidents

Lower incidence of huntin accidents
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Hunting Research

Research into hunting and game and feral animal control
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ESTIMATED CHANGETO HUNTING TRENDS WITHOUTTHE GAME COUNCIL
To assess the Game Council's public benefit, it is firstly important to understand the
potential changes in the amount and type of hunting activity of licence holders if the
Game Council did not exist to issue game hunting licences in NSW. Based on the

legislation, if Game Councillicenses were not available, there would be three major
changes in hunting opportunities and activity for licence holders:
.

NSW Game Hunting Licence Holders:

o Would not be able to legally hunt Class A animals (deer, California quail,
pheasant, partridge, peafowl and turkey) or Class B animals (pigs, dogs, cats,
goats, rabbits, hares and foxes) on public land;
o Access and opportunities to hunt Class A animals (deer, California quail,
pheasant, partridge, peafowl and turkey) and hunting of pigs, dogs, cats, goats,
rabbits, hares and foxes, for which a game hunting licence is not required on
private land, would be lessened without Game Councilinvolvement and facilitation

of Conservation Hunting Programs; and
o Access and opportunities to hunt ducks on the rice crops on private land in the
Murrey Irrigation Area as part of the Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH)
Game Bird Management Program would be lessened without Game Council
involvement and facilitation of Conservation Hunting Programs (a Game Council
game hunting licence is also a prerequisite to obtain a OEH General Licence
(Game Birds)).
Based on analysis of hunting activity on public and private land for the different classes
of game and feral animals, this would result in the following estimated changes to the
amount and nature of hunting undertaken by licence holders (see Table E. 2):
. Hunting days by G licence holders on private land would reduce by 38.6%;
. Hunting days by R licence holders on private land would reduce by 9.0%;
. Hunting days by R licence holders on public land would reduce by 100.0%; and
. Total hunting days would reduce by 14.7% overall.
Table E. 2: Estimated Change to Amount and Nature of Hunting With and Withoutthe Game Council

G Licence Holders

o

44620 44620

o

27 430

27 430

R Licence Holders

12 210

173620 185830

o

169 180

169 180

9.0%

,. 2 2.0

2.8 240 230450

o

,. 96 6.0

2.96 6.0

,. 4.7cy'o

Total

38.5%

Source: Game Council Licence Database, 2012 Game Council Licence Holder Survey, AECgroup

QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE GAME COUNCIL's PUBLIC BENEFIT
In quantitative terms for impacts that could be readily determined, the total net public
benefit of the Game Councilis estimated at $2,977 million in 201.1-12, with the total
gross public benefit of $5,445 million, far outweighing costs of $2,468 million. This
equates to a Benefit-Cost Ratio of 2.21. By 2015-1.6, the net public benefit is projected to
increase to between $3,993 million and $10,240 million, or higher benefit-cost ratios of
2.62 and 5.15.

The gross public benefit declined slightly from 2010-11 due to a fall in the number of
animals taken on public land (see Table E. 3). However, strong growth in the number of

licence holders increased the Game Council's revenue which reduced the net funding
requirement from the Government. This in turn resulted in a higher net public benefit and
benefit-cost ratio.
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It should be clearly noted that many public benefits generated by the Game Council could
not be quantified, including the potentially significant social benefits arising from a
reduction in hunting and vehicle accidents and fatalities due to the Game Council's
administration and enforcement of hunting licences (which could alone be as high as $21

million per individual fatality). Therefore, the quantitative analysis should be considered
in partnership with the qualitative analysis of the Game Council's public benefit.
Table E. 3: Assessment of the Net Public Benefit of the Game Council
.
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Benefits
Government

937 000

I 112 000

2 187 000

Private Land
M rs

400 000

475 000

933 000

Increased Profits from Interstate Hunter Ex enditure

Business

380 000

451 000

887 000

Increased Taxes from Interstate Hunter Ex enditure

Government

253 000

$300,000
$186 000
$123,000

$590 000
366,000
$243 000

Reduced Game and Feel Animal Control Costs
Reduced Game and Feral Animal Control Costs

Increased Profits from NSW Resident Hunter a( enditure

Business

157 000

Increased Taxes from NSW Resident Hunter Bt enditure

Government

$104,000

Reduced Impacts on Agricultural Produrtion Yields

Private Land
M rs

Total Economic Benefits

820 000

973 000

$3,051,000

3,620,000

I 914,000
$7,120 000

2 468 397

2 468 397

2 468 397

2 468 397

2 468 397

Costs
Government

Increased Government Ex enditure
Total Economic Costs
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3 475,000
3,475,000

$1,767 000
I 767,000
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$1,074,000
I 074,000

$2,113,000
$2,113,000

Benefits

Community

Reduced Biodiversity/Land Impacts
Total Environmental Benefits

'TOTAL, ^r-BENEFrt;~\..'^\**,;*
TOTAL*aRIOSS:BENEFZ*:"", I^',*;
: .,;,~
BENEFti3COST;anno*

',. .... I'
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t.

I, *: .,"*

* *.-,*
.

.

~

$905,301
905,301

:;,,\

I', 21'976,904- , 39926@3; * to*239"603
Jt2;708j. 000
* t's;@5130t', I, 6463joo@;
5;,:5,
I*** ^.*2.2t: I. ,;*;;2.62;

Note: All figures in 2011.12 dollars.
Source: AECgroup

REGIONAL ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HUNTING EXPENDITURE

The spending by hunters in regional areas contributes positively to regional economies,
particularly the tourism industry. Hunters are generally prepared to spend considerable
amounts of money in pursuit of their interests and this is a potentially very lucrative
market segment for regional businesses.
In terms of the regional distribution of the economic benefits derived to NSW from

hunting expenditure, a significant proportion (74% or $56.5 million) occurs in regional
NSW. The Game Council therefore contributes centrally to the NSW 2021 Plan's goals
regarding growing prosperity in regional areas.
The economic impact in regional NSW is estimated at (see Table E. 4):
. Direct and indirect income of $27.2 million;

. Direct and indirect value add (or Gross Regional Product) of $50.8 million; and
. Direct and indirect employment of 1,020 people.
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Table E. 4: Regional "SW Economic Impact Due to Game Council Licensed Hunter
Expenditure
... . .

Direct Ex enditure

.

.

56.5

76.2

$14.6

19.7

Income
Direct
Indirect

12.6

17.0

27.2

36.7

Direct

27.2

36.8

Indirect

23.6

31.8

$50.8

$68.6

Direct

540

740

Indirect

470

640

Total
ValueAdd

Total
Em 10 merit

Total

I. ,020
,., 370
Source: Game Council Licence Database, 2012 Game Council Licence Holder Survey, AECgroup

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE GAME COUNCIL'S PUBLIC BENEFIT
To make a full and complete assessment of the Game Council's public benefit including
those factors that could riot be quantified, a qualitative assessment is completed of all
triple bottom line costs and benefits within a likelihood-consequence framework. The
analysis works on the principle of assessing the impacts (costs and benefits) on key
stakeholder groups of moving from the current state (the Game Council in its current
form) to alternative arrangement(s), including a no game hunting licensing system.
Base Case= NO Game Council and NO Game Hunting Licensing System (Net Cost)
For the base case, this approach assesses what the impacts would be on stakeholder
groups of moving from the base case to a situation where there is no Game Council and
no hunting licensing system. The assessment indicates this move would result in a

significant public cost with a triple bottom line impact score of -35, in turn
representing the significant public benefit of the Game Council. There would be significant
social impacts for hunters including fewer hunting opportunities and non-existent or
weaker hunting representation, promotion, compliance and research, resulting in
increased hunting incidents and criminal behaviour. Environmentally, there would be no
Conservation Hunting as a cost-effective method of game and feral animal control.
The impacts of a move to alternative arrangements are assessed as:
Alternative ^: Game Council Self-sufficiency (Net Cost)
It is the long-term intention of the Game Council to close the funding gap between
expenses and revenue to improve its self-sufficiency. However, it is unclear if it is
possible or on what revenue basis this would be achievable without impacting the
capacity of the Game Council to deliver on its functions for the larger hunting population.
If assuming a mature revenue stream of $1.5 million as per the Victorian example, this
would represent a 60% reduction to the current operational budget of the Game Council.
The Game Council's ability to deliver on all of the functions of the Act and its objectives is
likely to be seriously compromised on such a budget. The public cost of this move is
considered high with a triple bottom line impact score of -9. This is mainly due to
social impacts relating to significant reductions in capacity to undertake necessary
education, training, compliance, enforcement and research and actively contribute to
Conservation Hunting programs. At the same time, there would be an increased number
of hunters to deliver these services and roles to. This larger number of hunters would
produce economic and environmental benefits, though the magnitude of the environment
benefits would be linked to the ability of the Game Council to maintain its efforts in
facilitating targeted Conservation Hunting programs.
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Alternative 2: Another Agency Administers Licensing System (Net Cost)

Moving to a situation where the game hunting licensing system was administered by
another agency would also result in a public cost with a triple bottom line impact
score of -9. Hunting is clearly not the core business of other State government agencies
and there would be negative social impacts of such a move, mainly associated with
reduced focus on informed policy advice and dedicated hunting representation,
education, training and promotion, with resulting impacts for responsible hunting. It is
unclear whether there would be efficiency gains in another agency implementing the Act
and the game hunting licensing system. While there may be some economies of scale, it
is likely to be to the detriment of the hunting industry. There is likely to be no change to
the environmental benefits provided for by the current arrangement.
SUMMARY
The Game Council provides a community service benefiting a number of stakeholders in
NSW. In particular, the Game Council facilitates the licensing of hunters to undertake
responsible and orderly Conservation Hunting to assist government to meet its Statewide goals for game and feral animal control and natural resource management and
growth of regional and rural economies through tourism and hunting expenditure.
The public benefits of the Game Council at an estimated $5.45 million, exceed net
government funding of $2.47 million in 2011-12, indicating the Game Council provides a
net public benefit of $2.98 million. Therefore, it is considered the NSW Government
should continue to provide appropriate funding to allow the Game Council to continue to
provide (and over time enhance) these public benefits.
The Government's recurrent funding is a community service obligation and a costeffective method of achieving its natural resource management objectives, specifically
game and feral animal control.
As previously discussed, this report represents an update from the PBA prepared for the
Game Council for 2007-08 to 2010-11. The net public benefit of $2.97 million for 201.112 is significantly higher than the net public benefit of $2.77 million in 201.0-11 and
$2.06 million in 2009-10. This was primarily driven by an increase in licence holders of
almost 20% per year and similar increases in hunting activity and the number of animals
taken on public and private land.
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The Game Council NSW ('Game Council') was established in 2002 under the Game and
Fein/ Animal Control Act 2002 (the 'Act') as a NSW statutory, subject to the control and
direction of the Minister for Primary Industries. Its aim is to provide for the effective

management of introduced species of game animals, as well as promoting responsible
and orderly hunting of those game animals on public and private land and of certain pest
animals on public land.

The Act specifies a range of functions for the Game Council centred on administering the
NSW Game Hunting Licensing System, representing the interests of game hunters,

making recommendations and providing advice to the Minister on game and feral animal
control, Iiaising with other stakeholders in managing game and feral animals, promoting

and funding research into game and feral animal controlissues and engaging in such
other activities relating to the objects of the Act as are prescribed by the Regulations.

During 2008, AECgroup conducted a Public Benefit Assessment (PBA) of the Game
Council. The PBA has been updated annually, most recently in May 2011 for the 201.0-11
financial year.

I. .2

Purpose of the Study
This study represents an update of the PBA of the Game Council NSW for the 2011-1.2
financial year. The purpose of the PBA is to identify the nature and incidence of all
relevant economic, social and environmental benefits and costs to individuals and groups
of individuals in the community of the Game Council and the game hunting licensing
system in NSW to determine whether the public benefits exceed the costs.

In doing this, the study also assesses the opportunity cost to Government if the Game
Council were not to undertake its relevant activities and other arrangements were

pursued to achieve Government policy objectives.
The assessment concludes by identifying strategies to enhance the public benefits of the
Game Council, including the opportunities for, and synergies of, the Game Council
working with other public sector agencies on identified public benefit activities.
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2

Methodology

2. ..

Public Benefit Assessment

In the absence of public benefit test guidelines in NSW, this study modifies the approach
outlined by Queensland Treasury's Public Benefit Test Guidelines.
The major steps in undertaking a PBA are (see Figure 2.1. ):
I. Base case assessment of the public benefit of the Game Council (*current state'):
a. Identify and describe the Game Council and its relevant activities and its
consistency with policy objectives.

b. Assess the economic, social and environmental costs and benefits of the
Game Council compared with the situation of there being no Game Council
and game hunting licensing system.
2. Assessment of the public benefit of moving from the current state to alternative
arrangement(s) by Government to pursue its policy objectives:
a. Identify and describe viable alternative arrangements and their consistency
with policy objectives.

b. Identify the economic, social and environmental impacts of moving from the
current state to alternative state(s) on affected stakeholders and describe the

type and direction of those impacts for each alternative;
c. Value and assess the impacts on affected stakeholder groups in quantitative
(where possible) and qualitative terms describing the likelihood and
consequence of those impacts for each alternative.
Figure 2. ,.: Public BenefitAssessment Methodology
.

.
.
.

,

L.

.

Source: AECgroup
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Stakeholder Groups
A number of different stakeholder groups directly and indirectly related to the Game
Council need to be considered in the PBA.

For the purposes of the PBA, the following stakeholder groups are defined :
. Publicstakeholders:

o Government= comprising State government agencies, statutory authorities,

public land managers, Land Councils and local government, including the
Minister for Primary Industries, NSW Department of Trade & Investment,

Regional Infrastructure & Services, Primary Industries, Forests NSW, Office of
Environment and Heritage (OEH), NSW Police, NSW Treasury, Tourism NSW
and Livestock Health and Pest Authority (LHPAs).
o Community: comprising the general public and Game Council employees'
. Privatestakeholders:

o Hunters= comprising game hunting licence holders, Approved Hunting

Organisations (AHOs), other hunting organisations and the hunting
community generally.

o Business: comprising all suppliers of hunting goods and services and
tourism-related businesses.

o Private Landholders:including farmers and private land managers.
2.3

Quantitative Assessment
Where possible, the triple bottom line impacts on affected stakeholder groups from
moving from the current state to an alternative state(s) are quantified in monetary terms
to allow for the calculation of a net public benefit/cost in monetary terms.

The quantitative assessment presented in this study makes use of analysis from a
number of different data sources, including :

.

. Game Councilfinancialinformation regarding operational revenue and expenses;
. Results of the 2011 Game Council Licence Holder Survey regarding hunting activity
and expenditure;

. Databases of licence holders and hunt returns maintained by the Game Council;
. Research reports on the agricultural impact of game, feral and pest animals;

. Research reports on the environmental impact of game, feral and pest animals; and
. Research reports on the economic impacts of Conservation Hunting.

All quantified costs and benefits represent fiscal performance relating to the demand for
products and services. The costs and benefits apply to 2011-1.2 only (they are not the
present value of future projected benefits and costs).

This report was completed in May 2012 with data available from I July 2011 to 30 April
2012. Data for the period I May 2012 to 30 June 201.2 has been forecast to allow for
estimated data for the 2011-1.2 financial year.

2.4

Qualitative Assessment
Risk-based impact assessment frameworks are recognised as an appropriate approach for

assessing economic, social and environmental impacts under different scenarios. This
study undertakes a triple bottom line qualitative assessment using a likelihoodconsequence framework to analyse allimpacts, not just those that can be quantified.
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The framework involves identifying the possible impacts (cost or benefit) resulting from a
move from the current state to an alternative state, followed by an assessment of the
likelihood of the impact occurring and the anticipated consequences of the impact should
it occur (see Table 2.1. and Table 2.2). The combination of the likelihood and
consequence of each impact identifies the associated risk and impact (see Table 2.3).
The sum of the costs once subtracted from the sum of the benefits identifies the total net

benefit. The number of benefits and costs does not directly impact the derivation of the
total net benefit. It is the combination of the number and magnitude of each individual
cost and benefit that determines the outcome e. g. a large number of low scoring costs
may still be outweighed by a low number of high scoring benefits, or vice versa.
Table 2. ,.: Qualitative Measure of Likelihood
."

,

,,

.

.

.

I

Almost certain

It is ex eated to occur in most circumstances
It will robabl occurin most circumstances

2

Ukel

3

Possible

Mi ht occur at some time

4

Unlikel

Could occur but not ex eated

5

Rare

Ma onI occurinve exce tionalcircumstances

6

Remote

Never heard of, but not jin OSsible
Source: Modified from Crawford (2003) and F1etcher at a1. (2004)

Table 2.2: Qualitative Measure of Consequence
..

,

..

.

I

Negiigible

2

Minor

.

.

,.

..

measureble a ainst benchmarks.

Possibly detectable impacts but minimal
changes to the established structure and

changes to the established structure and

fundion. The impact and its magnitude

function. The impact and its magnitude are

are small relative to the wider context of

small relative to the wider context of the

the population/area being impacted.

population/area being impacted. Return to
pre-impact levels achievable and expected

works.

Detectable impacts, characterised by
significant changes in structure,
composition and function. The benefit is
maintained overthe medium term with

minimal inaria ement and/or works.
4

Major/Severe

Outstanding/
Catastrophic

Possibly detectable impacts but minimal

to occur overthe shortterm once
inaria ement initiatives are jin Iemented.

Detectable impacts, characterised by
significant changes in structure, composition
and fundion. Recovery from impacts is
achievable overthe medium term once
inaria ement initiatives are jin Iemented.

Wider and longer term impacts
occurring and likely to result in a highly
changed structure, composition and

Wider and longer term impacts occurring
and likely to result in a highly changed

function. The benefit is maintained over

Recovery from impacts possible with
sustained effort over the long term.

the longer term with minimal
inaria ement and/or works.
5

,

measureble a ainst benchmarks.

without extended management and/or
Moderate

.

Very insignificant impacts. Unlikely to be

Benefits maintained over the short term

3

.

Very insignificant impacts. Unlikely to be

Wider and longer term impacts
occurring and likely to result in a highly
changed structure, composition and
fundion. The benefit is maintained over

the longer term without management

structure, composition and fundion.

Wider and longer term impacts occurring
and likely to result in a highly changed
structure, composition and fundion. Return
to pre impact levels unlikely to occur even
with mitigation and intervention.

and/or works.
Source: Modified from Crawiord (2003) and Fretcher at a1. (2004)

Table 2.3: Qualitative Impact Assessment Matrix
.

Remote

Very Low

Ve Low

Very Low

Low

Medium

Rare

Ve Low

Ve Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Unlikel

Ve Low

Low

Low

Hi h

Possible

Very Low

Low

Medium

Medium
Hi h

Low

Medium

Medium

Likely

Almost certain
Low
Medium
High
Source: Modified from Crawford (2003) and F1etcher at a1. (2004)
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Overview of the Game Council

3. I.

Regulatory Environment
The Game Council was established in 2002 under the Game and Feel Animal Control Act

2002 (the 'Act') as a NSW statutory authority, subject to the control and direction of the
Minister for Primary Industries.

Under the Act, the Game Council's objectives are:

I. To provide for the effective management of introduced species of game animals, and
2. To promote responsible and orderly hunting of those game animals on public and
private land and of certain pest animals on public land.
Under the Act, the Game Council's functions are:

a) represent the interests of licensed game hunters in matters arising under this Act,
by to administer the licensing system under this Act for game hunters (including the
granting of licences and the enforcement of the Act) and to engage agents for that
purpose,

c) to make recommendations to relevant Ministers for the purposes of section 20
(Declaration of public lands available for hunting game),

d) to provide advice to the Minister on game and feral animal control (whether at the
request of the Minister or on its own initiative),

e) to Iiaise with the Pest Animal Council, livestock health and pest authorities and other
relevant bodies in connection with their respective functions,

f) to promote or fund research into game and feral animal controlissues,

g) to engage in such other activities relating to the objects of this Act as are prescribed
by the regulations.
The Game and Animal Fera/ Control Regulation 2004 (the 'Regulation') provides for
various matters under the Act.

Compared to other game hunting authorities and jurisdictions in Australia and overseas,
the Game Council NSW operates within a highly regulated environment with a number of
restrictive arrangements, including :
. NSW is the only jurisdiction that requires hunters to obtain written permission each
time prior to hunting on public land;
. NSW is the only game hunting licence in the world to contain public liability
Insurance;
.

NSW is the only jurisdiction that requires accreditation to hunt on public land;

.

NSW is one of only four States and Territories, along with Western Australia, ACF and
Queensland, which do riot permit game bird hunting seasons;

.

.

Final

NSW and Western Australia, are the only States/Territories in Australia to prohibit
private game parks; and
Whilst NSW is the only jurisdiction to acknowledge blackpowder, it does not licence
crossbows, hound hunting for deer or ferreting that are available in other
jurisdictions.
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3.2 Vision&Mission
The vision of the Game Councilis:

"The leading promoter, educator and advocate of Conservation Hunting. "
The Game Council's mission is:

"To effluent/y and effective/y manage responsible and orderly Conservation
Hunting in a manner that advances the importance to all stakeholders of the
intrinsic value of hunting as a part of our cultural, economic, social and land use
heritage. "

3.3

Roles & Functions
The Game Council fulfils a number of functions in relation to hunting and game and feral

animal control, as prescribed by the Act. The Game Council has made outstanding
progress since its establishment in 2002. It has developed a world-class hunter education
system and implemented the most comprehensive and accountable system in the

southern hemisphere for managing hunting on public land. It has made quantum leaps in
compliance capability by providing NSW Police and Forests NSW with 'real time' access to

information on public land hunting activity around the State. The NSW game hunting
licence is also the only licence in the world that includes public liability insurance. A
summary of the Game Council's activities within each of these functions is provided
below:

a) represent the interests of/icensed game hunters in matters arising under this Act,
The Game Council represents the interests of licensed game hunters in matters arising
under the Act. The Council undertakes a range of promotional activities and educational
programs to raise the awareness and acceptance of the benefits of culturalIy driven
Conservation Hunting in NSW and participation in such activity as a healthy cultural
pursuit. These activities include attendance at public meetings, field days, conferences
and trade shows, media releases, hunter awareness campaigns, quarterly newsletters,

targeted advertising in hunting industry magazines, production and distribution of public
awareness materials, the Hunt NSW quarterly newsletter and the Bush Alert program.

The Game Council also has in place a $20 million public liability insurance policy covering
licence holders for the purposes of hunting on public and private land.

b) to administer the licensing system under this Act for game hunters (Ihc/uding the
granting of licences and the enforcement of the Act:) and to engage agents for that
purpose,

The Game Council administers the game hunting licensing system in NSW under the Act.
The Council grants two types of licences (Restricted game hunting licence (R-licence) for
hunting on public and private land for prescribed game animals and General Game

Hunting Licence (G-licence) for hunting on private land only for prescribed game animals)
and enforces responsible and orderly hunting as prescribed under the Act. The first

General game hunting licences were issued in August 2004 and the first Restricted game
hunting licences were issued in October 2005. There were 17,259 current NSW game
hunting licences as at 30 April 2012. The Council has developed a world-class online
licensing system to administer licences, along with a fully integrated online booking and
monitoring system for hunting activity on public land. The Council partners with the OEH
in the administration of a duallicensing system for its Game Bird Management Program.
The Council engages Game Managers to undertake enforcement and compliance activities
across all of NSW, in partnership with NSW Police and Forests NSW, who have access to
allinformation concerning game hunting activity on public land in NSW. The Game
Managers, NSW Police and Forests NSW monitor the activities of licensed Conservation

Hunters and illegal hunting activity on declared public lands.
c) to make recommendations to relevant Ministers for the purposes of section 20
(Declaration of public lands available for hunting game),

Final
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The Game Council makes recommendations to relevant Ministers for the purposes of

declaring public lands available for hunting game. The first declaration of public land for
hunting occurred in February 2006. The Game Council has been successful in the
declaration of 460 State Forest and two Crown Land areas hunting.

d) to provide advice to the Minister on game and fern/ animal control (whether at the
request of the Minister or on its own initiative),

The Game Council provides advice to the Minister for Primary Industries on game and
forel animal control both at the request of the Minister or on its own initiative.

e) to liarse with the Pest Animal Council, Livestock Health and Pest Authorities and other
relevant bodies in connection with their respective functions,

The Conservation Hunters enabled by a Game Council hunting licence play a central role

in the control of game and feral animals in NSW. The creation of the Game Council has
paved the way for greater licensed and responsible hunter participation in game and feral
animal control programs across NSW by bringing together government, hunters and
landholders. Hunters licensed by the Game Council are assisting public land managers

(State and Local Government) with game and feral animal control on State forest and
Crown land areas as part of integrated or hunter-specific game and feral animal control
programs. The Councilliaises with the State Government agencies such as the Livestock
Health and Pest Authorities, OEH, Forests NSW and Primary Industries in the undertaking

of game and feral animal control programs. The Game Council assists government in
meeting its State-wide goals for natural resource management as outlined in the NSW
2021 Plan. The Game Council also participates in community-based game and feral

animal control programs and works with private landholders to provide cost-effective
management of game and feral animals on their land, according to their needs. The
Game Council has so far facilitated the establishment of 28 dedicated Conservation

Hunting Groups in NSW based on the Game Council Approved Hunting Organisation
model.

A summary of the Game Council's role and relationships with key external stakeholders is
provided in the diagram below. The Game Council, in the undertaking of its functions,
interacts with and benefits a number of stakeholders in varying capacities in ensuring

responsible and orderly Conservation Hunting in NSW by its licensed hunters and
increased awareness and acceptance of and participation in such activities amongst the

community. Importantly, the Game Council facilitates licensed hunters to assist public
and private land managers with natural resource management and game and feral
animal control programs, resulting in economic, social and environmental benefits for
NSW.
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Figure 3. ,.: Stakeholder Relationships with Game Council NSW
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j) to promote orfund research into game and fera/ animal controlissues,
The Game Council funds and promotes technical research into game and feral animal
controlissues. The Game Council compiles and reports animal take statistics to other
government agencies. In terms of education, the Council has developed a leading Hunter
Education Book as part of its Hunter Education Program to promote ethical, responsible

and orderly hunting. The Game Council and its Game Managers also implement a range
of educational programs to raise the awareness and understanding of Conservation
Hunting in NSW and its environmental benefits.

g) to engage in such other activities relating to the objectives of this Act as are
prescribed by the regulations.

The Game Council also engages in other activities relating to the objectives of the Act as
are prescribed by the regulations, such as hunting insurance.
3.4

Sale of Hunting Licences
There are two classes of hunting licences administered by the Game Council:
. G-licence: Authorises the licence holder to hunt game animals on private land (deer,
California quail, pheasant, partridge, peafowl and turkey); and
. R-licence: Authorises the holder of the licence to hunt game and feral animals on

public land (deer, California quail, pheasant, partridge, peafowl, turkey, pigs, dogs,
cats, goats, rabbits, hares and foxes) as well as hunt game animals on private land
(deer, California quail, pheasant, partridge, peafowl and turkey).
A game hunting licence is not required to hunt pigs, dogs, cats, goats, rabbits, hares and
foxes on private land. A NSW game hunting licence (R or G) is required as a pre-requisite
before applying a NSW Game Bird Licence to hunt ducks on the rice crops in NSW from
the OEH.
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The Game Councilissued its first game hunting licence in August 2004, with the first

public land declared for hunting in March 2005. The total number of current licence
holders increased by over 1.7% from 30 April 2011 to 17,259 at 30 April 2012 (see Table
3. ..). Both R-Licences and the number of G-Licences have continued to trend higher in
2011-12, recording growth of 17.3% and 15.9% respectively.

Overall, the Game Council has issued game hunting licences to approximately 9% of the
190,000 persons with a NSW firearm licence and 13% of the 134,000 identified hunters.
These market penetration rates are currently relatively low, though have increased
significantly in recent years, This achievement reflects the high quality of the Game
Council's systems, hunter education program and marketing and public relations work.
Table 3. L: Number of Game Hunting Licences in NSW
I . ,

. .

..

, I :

ID

, , .

, I '

, . .

, . ,

I I

G Licence
963
626
567

7

12

3 175

2 465

21
2 182

2 241
I 084
579
7

2 596
I 480
858
6

2

3,913

1477

1,210

I Year

3.5

477
4

I 131
784
535
3

741

I 047
3 Year
456
5 Year
4
Huntin Guide
8
Commercial Hunter
2 256
Total
R Licence
255
I Year
452
3 Year
248
5 Year
3
Huntin Guide
o
Commercial Hunter
958
Total
I
Visitors
Total
3,2, .5
Source: Game Council Licence Database

I 806
936
459
10
29
3 240

1,028

1,587

683
359
3
38
2 111

778
383
6
38
2 792

3 814
2 577

4 611
3 209

5 327
3 950

1,622

2,084

2,652

6
2

4

2

2
2

2

I

4,942

8,017

9,912

11,935

14,002

5

6 111
4 699
3 182
9

6

9

11

3

19

17

7,094

7,4, .6

,. 0,21.0

,. 2,026

,. 4,743

,. 7,259

Hunting Activity
The Conservation Hunting activity of licensed hunters in NSW on public and private land
has been considerable in the past 1.2 months, evidenced by hunting statistics

extrapolated from the 2012 Game Council Licence Holder Survey results and the number
of licensed hunters in April 2012.

There were approximately 230,450 hunting days by licence holders in the 1.2 months to
April 201.2, equating to an average of 13.5 days per hunter (see Table 3.2). This was
16% higher than the 199,300 hunting days in 2010-11 due to a significant increase by Rlicence hunters on private land. The hunting days on public land by R-Licence holders
accounted for Soyo of total hunting days, down from 7% in 2010-11 and 9% in 2009-10.
To undertake this hunting, licence holders travelled an estimated 36 million kilometres
during the 12 months to April 201.2, or 2,100 kilometres per licensed hunter.

Table 3.2: Number of Hunting Days by Game Hunting Licence Holders
D

12.4
13.7
0.9
173 625
44 621
12 206
Total Da s
75%
19%
5%
% of total
Source: Game Council Licence Database, 2012 Game Council Licence Holder Survey
Average Days
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The average expenditure on hunting goods and services by licensed hunters was
estimated at $5,682 based on the results of the 2011 Game Council Licence Holder

Survey (see Table 3.3). This was almost 10% higher than the estimated average of

$5,187 from the 2011 Game Council Licence Holder Survey. When multiplying this by the
number of licensed hunters, this equates to $98.06 million in expenditure, of which
hunting equipment ($18.03 million), vehicles and accessories ($15.69 million) and fuel
($14.63 million) are the largest expenditure categories. The estimates do not include
purchase costs of vehicles, only modifications and accessories for hunting. This is 28.2%
higher than the $76.49 million in expenditure estimated during 201.0-1.1 and is
attributable to the increase in licence holders.

Table 3.3: Hunting Expenditure by Game Hunting Licence Holders
.
.

.

.

.

Huntin Clubs
Membershi Fee s
Huntin E ui merit
Huntin E ui merit
Cain in E Ul merit
Clothin
Vehicles & Accessories
Other
Huntin on Private Land
Fee to Landowner
Huntin Consumables
Ammunition
Airfares
Fuel
HeIico ter

$190

898
462
338
467

I 078
576
364
921
482

$52

0.57

2.66

3.24

2.93

$1.52

15.10
8.06
5.10
12.90
6.74

18.03
9.57
6.20
15.69
8.26

113

0.17

1.59

$1.76

514
215
880
51

366
1/1
840
16

1.68
0.70
2.87
0.17

5.13
1.56
11.77
0.22

6.80
2.26
14.63
0.39

$292

$325

$0.95

$4.55

69

92

0.22

1.29

$166

$139

$0.54

$1.95

$5.50
$1.51
$2.49

123

95

0.40

1.33

$5,562
$5,7, .O
$,. 8. ,. 2
Source: Game Council Licence Database, 2012 Game Council Licence Holder Survey

$79.95

Other Travel Expenses
Educationn'rainin
Other
Tour Guides
Tour Guide Fees
Total

3.6

176

,

$858

$1.50
1.10
2.79

$1.73
$98.06

Pest Animal Control
The Conservation Hunting enabled by a Game Councillicence is beginning to play an
increasingly significant role in the control of game and feral animals in NSW. The
establishment of the Game Council has paved the way for greater hunter participation in
game and feral animal control programs across NSW by bringing together government,
hunters and landholders.

Conservation hunters removed approximately 15,660 game and feral animals from public
land during the 12 months to 30 April 2012. This represented a 1.5% decrease from
2010-1.1 due largely to a decline in the number of rabbits taken. Based on the results of
the 2012 Game Council Licence Holder Survey extrapolated for the entire licensed hunter
population, it is estimated licensed hunters took 735,900 game and feral animals on

public and private land during the 12 months to 30 April 201.2, contributing significantly
to the management of these game and feral animal populations in key target areas (see
Table 3.4). This represented a 7% decline from 2010-1.1 and reflects the trend of less

rabbits taken during the year.
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Table 3.4: Estimated Animals Taken by Licence Holders during ,. 2 Months to 30 April 201.2
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

11 410

Cat

220

9 020

2 170

Deer

480

1,070

11,190
16,410

80

15,340
2,680

270

2 950

3,030

Fox

I 320

67 610

8 720

76 330

77 650

Goat

4 390

49 340

14 220

Hare

450

34,600

4,980

63 560
39 580

40 030

Do

16 890

67 950

Pi

2 610

102 150

12 050

114 200

116,810

Rabbit

6,110

334,440

61,540

395 980

402 090

,. 05 020
6.5 ,. 80
,. 5 660
Total
Source: Game Council Licence Database, 2011 Game Council Licence Holder Survey

720,200

735,860

The Game Council's ongoing contribution to Conservation Hunting includes:
. Facilitating licensed, ethical hunters to assist public land managers with game and
forel control as part of integrated or hunter-specific control programs;

. Compiling and reporting game and feral animal statistics, including kills and
sightings, to other government agencies to improve the management of animal
populations;

. Participating in community-based game and feral animal control programs through a
number of community groups that bring together government agencies, private
landholders, licensed hunters and community. Current projects include: Nullica State
Forest Project; Bendemeer Pest Control Project; Mid-North Coast Conservation

Hunting Group; NSW Game Bird Management Program - Murray-Riverina; Mid-North
Coast Deer Working Group; 111awarra Conservation Hunting Group and Ecological
Deer Management Project; Maragle Ecological Deer Management Project; and Bouddi
Deer Management Group;

. Working with private landholders to assist in the management of game and feral
animals on their land according to their needs; and

. Providing more educated and skillful hunters for game and feral animal control
programs on public and private land.

Using Conservation Hunting to control game and feral animal populations is a cost
effective approach when compared with other control means. For example:
. Forests NSW spent $392,340 million on pest animal control during 201.0-11;
. NSW Government allocated $68 million on pest animal and weed control and fire
management in National Parks in 2011-1.2; and
. The LHPA received approximately $1 million in external funding for pest control

programs and recorded total expenditure for all of its programs of $5.2 million in
2010-11.

3.7

Finances & Operations
The Game Council employs 20 full time equivalent staff with a central office at Orange.
The Game Council operates 5 regional offices servicing stakeholders throughout regional
and rural NSW, southern Queensland and Victoria. Regional offices and staffing are:
. Northern NSW - Tamworth (IGame Manager)
. CentralNSW:

o Sydney Metro - St Marys (2 Game Managers, I Part-time Customer Service
Officer)

o Bathurst (I Game Manager, I Education Officer, I Research Officer);
. SouthernNSW:

o Tocumwal(IGame Manager)
o Turnut(2 Game Managers)
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The Game Council's primary operating revenue source (excluding government grants) is
the sale of game hunting licences. Its major expenses are associated with providing
compliance and enforcement services and public liability insurance, administering the
licensing process and information technology services such as the website, mapping and
online booking systems, and maintaining public relations and partnering in game and
forel animal control programs.

For 2011-1.2, the Game Council projected operating revenue of $1.30 million compared
with operational budget of $3.77 million. This equated to a funding shortfall of $2. ^, Z
million which was met by State Government funding.
3.8

NSW 202L
The role and function of the Game Councilis closely aligned with major goals contained in
NSW 2021: A Plan to Make NSW Number One a 10-year strategic business plan forthe
NSW Government. These include:

Rebuild the Economy
3: Drive Economic Growth in RegionalNSW
Increase the share of jobs in Regional NSW
Protect strategic agricultural land and improve agricultural productivity
The Game Councilis headquartered in Orange in regional NSW and is active in all

regional areas throughout NSW playing a role in promoting employment opportunities.
The Game Council employs approximately 20 staff in Regional NSW. Conservation
Hunters presents a niche tourism market for regional and rural NSW which facilitates
employment opportunities

Conservation Hunting is an avenue for land holders to reduce production losses and costs
associated with game and feral animal control, which improves production yields and
agricultural productivity.

4: Increase the Competitiveness of Doing Business in NSW
Reduce red tape

The Game Council has a strong focus to increase access to hunting opportunities through
cutting red tape associated with the regulatory and policy environment. Game Council

has also worked hard to improve licence and written permission processing using
appropriate technology. This helps to facilitate business opportunities relating the hunting
in NSW including tourism and other services.
Strengthen our Local Environment and Communities
22: Protect our natural environment

Protect and restore priority land, vegetation and water habitats
The Game Council facilitates a game, feral and problem animal control and threat
abatement programs across NSW. These programs have environmental benefits of
managing game and feral animals and their impacts on biodiversity and land
degradation.

23: Increase opportunities for people to look after their own neighbourhoods and
environments

Increase the devolution of decision making, funding and control to groups and
individuals for local environmental and community activities
The Game Council facilitates a Conservation resource to participate in game and feral and

problem animal control and threat abatement programs across NSW by bringing together
government, hunters and landholders, including other State Government agencies at
minimal cost.
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24: Make it easier for people to be involved in their communities
Increase volunteering
Increase community participation

Improve our sense of community

Hunting is a traditional, natural activity evolving over millions of years, Many of the
reasons people undertake hunting are tied to family, cultural values and beliefs. The
Game Council actively encourages active community participation in Conservation

Hunting and also works in bringing the community together to address environmental
problems caused by game and feral animals.
26. . Fostering opportunity and partnership with Aboriginal people
Support Aboriginal culture, country and identity

Hunting is a very important component of Aboriginal culture and indeed there are certain
licensing exemptions for Aboriginal people hunting on native title or Aboriginal Land
Council areas. Nevertheless, the Game Council has a role in educational and social
outcomes for Aboriginal people in regard to hunting.
27: Enhance Cultural, Creative, Sporting and Recreational Opportunities

Increase participation in sport, recreation, arts and cultural activities in rural and
regional NSW

Hunting is a popular recreational activity undertaken in rural and regional NSW with over
17,000 licence holders. Game Council helps facilitate hunting groups in the community so
hunters can connect with each other.

28: Ensure NSW is ready to deal with major emergencies and natural disasters
Maintain preparedness to deal with biosecurity threats
Pests and disease outbreaks threaten the productivity and competitiveness of industries

in NSW and impact on communities. Reporting on the incidence of disease in harvested
wild animals by hunters through the Game Council provides the Government with an
important early warning system for diseases that may damage livestock industries.
Restore Accountability to Government
30: Restore trust in State and Local Government as a service provider
Increase customer satisfaction with Government services

The Game Council provides a high quality service to licensed hunters. The 2012 Game
Council Licence Holder Survey measured high satisfaction with the core services of
licensing, booking hunts, access to public land and Conservation Hunting.
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Assessment of Current State ('Base
Case')
This section provides the base case assessment of the public benefits and costs of the
Game Council and game hunting licensing system. The measurement is the same as
considering the public benefits and costs of moving to a situation of there being no Game
Council and game hunting licensing system.

4.1.

Identification of Impacts on Stakeholders
The identified impacts on stakeholder groups of the Game Council and the game hunting
licensing system are listed in Table 4.1. .
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Table 4.1: Benefits and Costs of Game Council and Hunting Licensing System
.

.,

.

..

..

. .

Government
Business

Game and Feral Animal Control
Business Profits

Government

Government Taxes
Game and Feinl Animal Control

Private Landholders
Private Landholders
Government

Hunters
~~

11, ;^'.

.

Hi her a ricultural rodurtion Ields

Cost
Cost

Fundin commitment to o erate the Game Coundl
Hunter ex enditureon ame huntin licensin
rocesses
....,..

*,
Benefit
Benefit
Benefit
Benefit
Benefit

Costs saved/avoided on ame and feral animal control on rivate land

,

.

.

t*

Hi her rofits eneratedfrom huntin
o0ds and services ex enditure
Hi her GSFcollertions enerated from huntin o0ds and services ex enditure

A ricultural Produrtion
Government Fundin
Licensin Costs

; cia:I, ,;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

,

. I;*: *.*:*....\,
' **'*. ,I. '..*.-:-tt. *,...,..:..:,,... r, ,r. .*~,,,.:,,,,*~*..{:
Costs saved/avoided on ame and feral animal control on ublic land

mint;**^:^./"'

O Icy^,**

.

..,^,,,,:..:;:***; 1-1".':;!,;\;;;;;;;;;;;****;* -,***

..*

Statistical Data
Poll Advice

Provision of statistical d ata re ardin animal o ulations
Provision of formalised o11 advicere amin huntin

Benefit
Benefit

Government

Partnershi s

Coinmuni

Em 10 merit

Partici ation in coinmuni -based and state a
Em 10 merit of Game Council staff

Benefit
Benefit

Coinmuni
Coinmuni
Coinmuni

Criminal Behaviour
Public Safe

Hunters

Vehicle Accidents
Hunter Utili

en

artnershi s in ame and feral animal control

Lower incidence of ille al and reckless huntin behaviour
Lower incidence of huntin accidents and jin act on ublic safe
Lower number of vehicle accident rates

Benefit
Benefit
Benefit

Hi her consumer sur Ius from more huntin o ortunities and ex eriences
Hi her awareness and acce tance of conservation huntin
Greater education and trainin ro rains for hunters

Benefit
Benefit
Benefit
Benefit

Hunters

Huntin Promotion
Hunter Education
Conservation Or anisations

Hunters

Huntin Accidents

Facilitation of conservation huntin or anisations
Lower incidence of huntin accidents

Hunters

Re resentation

Stronger representation of hunting Indust

Hunters
Government

Huntin Research

Research into huntin and ame and fernlanimalcontrol

Animal Welfare

Increased o11tical ressure from animal welfare lobb

Hunters
Hunters

Environmental.
Coinmuni
Coinmuni
Coinmuni

'*;, **,,*, \*
Biodiversi

'--' "-" ', -"*":'-'

Land De radation
Lead Pellets

.. ;\*,,.

Benefit
Benefit
Benefit
Cost

rou s

^,-., ,****;***,*;,;;,,,,;,*;::**it^J

,,.. * .***

\***;t*,;,,

:.

*

Lower redation of and disease amon st native flora and fauna

Benefit

Less land de radation and darna e to soil structures

Benefit
Cost

Higher number of lead ellets in natural environment

.
.

Government

Government

.

./

Source: AEC9roup
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Quantitiative Assessment of Impacts on Stakeholders
This section quantitative Iy assesses the public benefit of the Game Council. It should be

noted that the assessment only includes benefits and costs that could be quantified and
can therefore not be considered an exhaustive assessment of the public benefit of the
Game Council which must consider the many factors that could not be quantified. A

qualitative assessment to do this is provided in the following section. Of particular note,
the quantitative assessment does riot include the potential cost savings associated with

the Game Council and its licensed hunters' reduction of the number of hunting fatalities
and road accidents caused by feral and game animals.
4.2. L

Hunting Trends
A summary of the hunting trends of licensed hunters was provided in Section 3.5 and

3.6. It is important to understand the potential changes in the amount and type of
hunting activity of licensed holders if the Game Council did not exist to issue game
hunting licences in NSW.

To do this, it is first necessary to clearly understand the implications for hunting
opportunities on public and private land with and without a Game Councillicence (see
Table 4.2). A game hunting licence enables hunters to legally access conservation
hunting opportunities on public land for Class A and Class B animals and private land for
Class A animals. A licence to hunt Class B animals on private land is not required.

If the Game Councillicences were not available, there would be six major changes in
hunting opportunities and activity for licence holders:
.

NSW Game Hunting Licence Holders:

o Would not be able to legally hunt Class A animals (deer, California quail,
pheasant, partridge, peafowl and turkey) or Class B animals (pigs, dogs, cats,
goats, rabbits, hares and foxes) on public land;
o Access and opportunities to hunt Class A animals (deer, California quail,

pheasant, partridge, peafowl and turkey) and hunting of pigs, dogs, cats,
goats, rabbits, hares and foxes, for which a game hunting licence is not
required on private land, would be lessened without Game Council
involvement and facilitation of Conservation Hunting Programs; and
o Access and opportunities to game birds on private land as part of the NSW
OEH's Game Bird Management Program would be lessened without Game

Councilinvolvement and facilitation of Conservation Hunting Programs (a
Game Council game hunting licence is also a prerequisite to obtain an OEH
General Licence).
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Table 4.2: Differences in Hunting Opportunities With and Withoutthe Game Council

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

..

G Licence
Holders

,

. ,

.

No legal hunting

.

Legal hunting of Class

No or

.

A animals (deer,

.

.

California quail,

very
limited

pheasant, partridge,
peafowland turkey)

legal
hunting

Legal hunting of
only Class B
animals (pigs,
dogs, cats, goats,
rabbits, hares and
foxes)

Legal hunting of Class B

animals (pigs, dogs, cats,
goats, rabbits, hares and
.

foxes)
Legal hunting of Game
Birds as parr of the
NPWS's Game Bird
Maria ementPro ram

R Licence
Holders

.

Legal hunting of

.

Class A animals

(deer, California
quail, pheasant,
partridge, peafowl
and turkey)
.

.

Legal hunting of Class

.

No or

.

A animals (deer,
California quail,

very
limited

pheasant, partridge,
peafowland turkey)
Legal hunting of Class B

legal
hunting

Legal hunting of

animals (pigs, dogs, cats,

Class B animals

goats, rabbits, hares and

(pigs, dogs, cats,
goats, rabbits, hares

foxes)

Legal hunting of
only Class B
animals (pigs,
dogs, cats, goats,
rabbits, hares and
foxes)

and foxes
Source: Game and Feral Animal Control Act 2002

As described earlier, there were approximately 230,450 hunting days by licence holders
during the 12 months to 30 April 201.2, equating to an average of 13.5 days per hunter.
Hunting days on public land by R-Licence holders accounted for Soyo of total hunting days.
If the Game Councillicences were riot available, there would be the following estimated

changes to the amount and nature of hunting by licence holders (see Table 4.3):
. Hunting days by G licence holders on private land would reduce by 38.6%;
. Hunting days by R licence holders on private land would reduce by 9.0%;

. Hunting days by R licence holders on public land would reduce by 100.0%; and
. Total hunting days would reduce by 14.7% overall.
The estimated reduction in hunting activity on private land associated with Class A
animals has been based on the percentage share of Class A animals of all animals taken

on private land by G and R licence holders according to the 2012 Game Council Licence
Holder Survey and assuming 75% of G licence holders licensed for Game Birds (50% of
the total) with the OEH would not continue to hunt on private land in NSW.

Essentially, if there were no Game Council and no game hunting licences, then the
amount of hunting from licensed hunters would decrease by around 14.7% due to no
hunting on public land and decreased hunting of Class A game animals on private land.
This was lower than the estimate in 2009-10 and 201.0-1.1 due to R licence holders

spending a higher proportion of their time hunting on private land. The assessment does
not consider transfers of hunting activity to illegal hunting, nor any transfer of public land
hunting to private land hunting.

Table 4.3: Estimated Change to Amount and Nature of Hunting With and Withoutthe Game Council
G Licence Holders

o

44620 44620

o

27 430

27 430

R Licence Holders

12 210

173620 185830

o

169 180

169 1.80

9.0%

1.2 2.0

2.8 240 230450

o

,. 96 6.0

1.96 61.0

1.4.7cyo

Total
Source: Game Council Licence Database, 2012 Game Council Licence Holder Survey, AECgroup
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4.2.2

Benefits

4.2.2. I

Game and Fera/Animal Control Costs Saved/Avoided by Government
There is an economic benefit to the government in terms of cost savings/avoidance on

game and feral animal control on public land due to the Game Council and its hunting
licensing system. The objectives of the Act and the efforts of the Game Council are
carefully directed at the effective management of introduced species of game animals
and the hunting of those game animals and of certain pest animals on public land.
Without the Game Council, the government would naturally need to increase its
investment in other public land management agencies responsible for game and feral
animal control on public land.
It should be rioted that the Conservation Hunting for the purposes of game and feral
animal control facilitated by the Game Councilis significantly more cost-effective when
compared with the other State government agencies involved in game and feral animal
control on public land. Assessment of a deer management program in Royal National Park
administered by the OEH (see Case Study below) recorded a ground shooting cost
(salaries of shooters) per deer killed of $368. Under the Game Council, this cost would
effective Iy be zero given the use of Conservation Hunters.
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Based on current hunt return information, in the 12 months to 30 April 201.2 it is
estimated licensed hunters took 15,663 animals on public land (see Table 4.4). This
includes 6,110 rabbits, 4,391 goats, 2,607 pigs, 1,324 foxes, 482 deer and 450 hares.
Assuming government investment of an average of $368 was required for each deer
taken, this would equate to an additional investment of $177,000 alone if the Game
Council hunting licensing system did not exist. Assuming a very conservative $50 in costs
for each other pest animal taken (excluding Class A game animals), the cost equates to
an additional $760,000. Overall, the additional game and feral animal control costs for
government are estimated in this analysis at around $937,000. This growth compares to
the estimated game and feral animal control costs for government of $998,000 in 201.011.

It is estimated that the three State government agencies of Forests NSW, OEH and
Livestock Health and Pest Authorities recorded approximately $30 million in total
expenditure in 2011-12 on pest animal and weed control programs. The additional
$998,000 in control costs if the Game Council were not to undertake its activities would

represent a 3% expenditure increase in these programs.
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Table 4.4: Estimated Game and FeralAnimal Costs on Public Land Saved by Government
,

.

.

,

.

.

..

.

,.

.

.

.

.

Cat

219

50

11 000

Deer

482

$368

177 000

80

50

4,000

Fox

I 324

$50

66 000

Goat

4 391

50

220 000

Hare

450

50

23 000

Do

50

$130,000
2,607
6 110
Rabbit
306,000
$50
Total
937,000
,. 5,663
Source: Game Council Licence Database, 2012 Game Council Licence Holder Survey, AECgroup
Pi

4.2.2.2

Game and Fera/Animal Control Costs Saved/Avoided by Private Landho/ders
There is also an economic benefit to private landholders in terms of cost

savings/avoidance on game and feral animal control on private land due to the Game
Council and the hunting licensing system. There are a number of private landholders

participating in and benefiting from the Game Council's Conservation Hunting programs
and community based working groups. Without the Game Council, these private
landholders would need to increase their investment coinmensurately in game and feral
animal management on their land.
Conservation Hunting for the purposes of game and feral animal control facilitated by the
Game Councilis significantly more cost effective when compared with private landholders

employing professional shooters at commercial rates. Based on current hunt return
information, in the 12 months to 30 April 2012 it is estimated licensed hunters took
720,200 game and feral animals on private land over 218,250 hunting days. This
includes 16,400 deer, 76,340 foxes, 63,560 goats, 114,200 pigs and 395,980 rabbits. It
should be noted that a game hunting licence is not required to hunt Class B feral animals

(cats, dogs, foxes, goats, hare, pigs and rabbits) on private land. Therefore, a large
proportion of these culls would occur even if the Game Council did not exist and there
was no licensing system.

The benefit of the Game Councilis its ability to initiate community-based working groups
to undertake organised Conservation Hunting for private landholders, as is occurring

through a number of programs across NSW. Without these groups, the relationships
between hunters and private land managers would riot have been formed and benefits
not accrued to private land holders.
Based on the results of these programs, it is estimated 2,000 deer have been taken along
with thousands of pest animals. Assuming a commercial cost of $150 per deer to harvest,
half the cost to the OEH for the Royal National Park Deer Management Program, this

equates to $300,000 alone. Assuming conservative Iy a rate of $50 per feral animal culled
for 2,000 feral animals, this adds a further $100,000, bringing the total to $400,000.
4.2.2.3

Sale of Hunting Goods andServices by Businesses and Tax Revenue to Government
The 2011 Game Council Licence Holder Survey indicated the average annual spend by
licensed hunters on hunting is approximately $5,562 for G-Licence holders and $5,710
for R-Licence holders. This is above the previous estimates from the 2010 Game Council
Licence Holder Survey of $4,210 for G-Licence holders and $5,390 for R-Licence holders.

To provide a point of comparison, hunting expenditure in the United States was
estimated at Us $20.6 billion in 2001 from total hunt days of 228 million. In Europe, 1.7%

of the population are hunters and annual expenditure totals up to 10 billion pounds. The
1997 Draft Policy for Recreational Hunting stated that the purchase of equipment and

vehicles, hunting access fees and licences as well as related employment generated in
excess of AU$1 billion annually. For deer hunting alone, previous studies (Cause, 1995)
have estimated hunters will spend AU$100 million or more on hunting.
Based on the current number of licences, this equates to approximate annual expenditure

of $98.06 million on hunting goods and services. Of this total, an estimated $76.17
million (or 789'0) is estimated to be expended in NSW based on an assessment of the
residential location of licensed hunters and the share of their hunting activity occurring in
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NSW (see Table 4.5). This is 24.2% higher than the $61.33 million estimated during
20 10-I I.

Table 4.5: Estimated Hunting Expenditure by Licence Holders in "SW, $ million

Club Membershi Fees
Huntin E ui merit

0.12

2.08

$2.19

0.11

$1.99

$37.37

39.36

1.96

0.41

023

$2.37

2.60

4.60

$3.96

40.01

$43.96

$0.03

0.10

$1.41

$1.52

1.37

$4.21

22.52

26.73

0.24

1.13

$1.37

8.74

$67.44

76. ,. 7

$0.29
$2.63

Hunting on Private
Land

1.24
$1.27
$0.07
0.17 $0.24
2.84
5.75
$19.61 20.98
$2.91
Tour Guides
1.07
$0.08
$0.99
$0.16
$0.15 $0.31
Total
5. ,. 5
$3.59
6, .. 28 $64.87
6. ,. 6 $11. .30
Source: Game Council Licence Database, 2012 Game Council Licence Holder Survey, AECgroup

Huntin Consumables

In terms of the economic benefit derived to NSW due to the hunting expenditure of Game
Councillicence holders, it consists of two specific factors:
. Increased NSW business profits and government taxes derived from hunter
expenditure from interstate and overseas hunters.

There is an economic benefit derived by NSW businesses retailing goods and services to

hunters (through higher business profits) and Government (through higher GST
collections assumed to be transferred back to NSW from the Commonwealth) from the
attraction of expenditure from interstate and overseas hunters.

Of the total number of NSW game hunting licence holders, 80% of G-licence and 22% of

R-licence holders, respectively, reside interstate, mostly in Victoria. In particular, many
Victorian hunters travel across the NSW border into the southern Riverina and Murray
regions to hunt Game Birds in rice growing regions.

These interstate hunters expend a proportion of their annual hunting budgets in NSW,
thereby importing hunting expenditure for NSW businesses and taxation for the NSW
government. This proportion across both G and R-licence holders is estimated at 35%, or

$11.30 million (see Table 4.5), derived based on the split of expenditure between
equipment (larger proportion spent interstate) and consumables (larger proportion spent
in NSW).

Based on an assumed percentage reduction in relative hunting activity in NSW from
interstate hunters without a Game Councillicensing system, it is estimated there would

be a $2.53 million decrease in hunting expenditure in NSW through import substitution.
Therefore, the benefit to businesses through higher profits (assumed to be at a rate of

15.0% on sales) and government (assumed to be at a GST rate of 10%) through higher
taxes is estimated at $0.38 million and $0.25 million, respectively.
Table 4.5: Estimated Additional Profits/Taxes from Interstate Hunters Due to Game
Council
.

.

Number of Interstate Hunters

Average Ex enditure er Hunter $

Total Expenditure by Interstate Hunters $in
Estimated % Share of Ex enditure in NSW

3,079
$5,710
$17.58

5,677
$5,682
$32.26

36%

35%

35%

$5.15

6.16

11.30

61%

91%

78%

0.55
Estimated $in Decrease Without Game Council Licences
$1.98
Estimated $in Decrease in Business Profits
$0.30
$0.08
w/o Game Council Licences
Estimated $in Decrease in GST Collections
$0.20
$0.06
w/o Game Council Licences
Source: Game Council Licence Database, 2012 Game Council Licence Holder Survey, AECgroup

2.53

Estimated $in of Ex enditure in NSW
Estimated % Decrease Without Game Council Licences

Final

2,598
$5,562
$14.45

.

$0.38
$0.25
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. Increased NSW business profits and government taxes derived from hunter

expenditure from NSW resident hunters riottravelling elsewhere to hunt.
There is also an economic benefit derived by NSW businesses retailing goods and

services to hunters (through higher profits) and Government (higher GST collections
assumed to be transferred back to NSW from the Commonwealth) from the reduced

leakage of hunting expenditure from NSW resident hunters to inter-State and overseas
locations given they can access desired hunting opportunities within NSW.

Of all NSW game hunting licence holders, 1.9% of G-licence and 81% of R-licence
holders, respectively, reside in NSW. The Game Council and its licensing system
minimises the number of hunters travelling interstate and overseas to access hunting

opportunities, therefore benefiting the NSW and regional NSW economies.
Based on the estimated percentage reduction in relative hunting activity in NSW from
inter-State hunters without a Game Councillicensing system, it is estimated there would
be a $1.04 million transfer of hunting expenditure to areas outside of NSW from NSW
resident licensed hunters. Therefore, the benefit to businesses through higher profits

(assumed to be at a rate of 15.0% on sales) and government (assumed to be at a GST
rate of 1.0%) is estimated at $0. ,. 6 million and $0. ,. 0 million, respectively.
Table 4.6: Estimated Additional Profits/Hunters From NSW Resident Hunters Due to Game
Council
.

Number of NSW Hunters
Avera e 5< enditure er Hunter
Total Ex enditureb Interstate Hunters in
Estimated % Share of 5< enditure in NSW

.

,

659
5 562
3.67
98%

10 923
5 710
62.37
98%

11 582

5,682
65.81
98%

$3.59

$61.28

$64.87

Estimated % Decrease Without Game Council Licences

38.5%

9.0%

10.6%

Estimated $in Decrease Without Game Council Licences

$1.38

$5.49

$6.87

23%
0.32

13%
0.73

15%
1.04

$0.05

$0. ,.,.

$0. ,. 6

$0.03

$0.07

$0. ,. O

Estimated in of E>(penditure in NSW

Estimated % S ent Outside NSW Without Game Council Licences
Estimated ms ent Outside NSW Without Game Council Licences

Estimated $in Decrease in Business Profits
w/o Game Council Licences

Estimated $in Decrease in GST Collections
w/o Game Council Licences

Source: Game Council Licence Database, 2012 Game Council Licence Holder Survey, AECgroup

Regional Economic Benefits of Hunter Expenditure in NSW

The spending by hunters in regional areas contributes positively to regional economies,
particularly the tourism industry. Hunters are generally prepared to spend considerable
amounts of money in pursuit of their interests and this is a potentially very lucrative
market segment for regional businesses.
In terms of the regional distribution of the economic benefits derived to NSW from

hunting expenditure, a significant proportion (74% or $56.5 million) occurs in regional
NSW. The Game Council therefore contributes centrally to the NSW 2021 Plan's goals
regarding growing prosperity in regional areas.
The economic impact in regional NSW is estimated at (see Table 4.7):
. Direct and indirect income of $27.2 million;

. Direct and indirect value add (or Gross Regional Product) of $50.8 million; and
. Direct and indirect employment of 1,020 people.
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Table 4.7: Regional NSW Economic Impact Due to Game Council Licensed Hunter
Expenditure
... . .

Direct Ex enditure

.

.

56.5

76.2

Direct

14.6

19.7

Indirect

12.6

17.0

27.2

36.7

Direct

27.2

36.8

Indirect

23.6

31.8

50.8

68.6

Direct

540

740

Indirect

470

640

Income

Total
ValueAdd

Total
Em 10 merit

Total

I. ,020
,., 370
Source: Game Council Licence Database, 2012 Game Council Licence Holder Survey, AECgroup

4.2.2.4 Improved Agricultural Production Yields for Private Landho/ders

There is an economic benefit to private landholders in terms of improved production
yields from agricultural enterprises due to the Game Council and the game hunting
licensing system. In the agricultural sector, adverse impacts of pest animals include loss
of productivity, increase in livestock mortality rates and increases in control and
administration costs.

The estimated impacts of feral animals on agricultural production in Australia are
summarised from MCLeod (2004) in the table below and are described as:

. Foxes: The sheep industry suffers economic loss through fox predation, with the key
economic loss being the predation of lambs. The fox population is also estimated to
consume 190 million birds annually.
. Feral Goats: Feral goats compete with sheep in semi-arid areas for feed, with the
extent of this overlap varying between habitats. Feral goat populations can increase
by 75% annually. The estimated annual costs are $4.2 million.
. Feral Pigs= Feral pigs inflict direct losses on the agricultural sector through predation

of newborn animals, reduce grain and cane yields by devouring and destroying crops,
compete with livestock for pasture land, and damage infrastructure such as fences.
Feral pigs eat up to 40% of newborn lambs. The damage bill caused to agricultural
production is conservative Iy estimated to be at least $9 million per annum.
. Rabbits: Competition by rabbits results in the carrying of less livestock, lower wool
production per animal, reduced lambing percentages, lessoned wool quality and

higher stock mortality during periods of feed scarcity - such as during droughts.
Rabbits also decrease the carrying capacity of beef farms. The estimated annual costs
are $206 million.
.

Wild Dogs: Wild dogs cause substantial losses in the agricultural and grazing
sectors, even though cattle and other livestock may constitute only a small
proportion of wild dogs' diet. The estimated annual costs are $48.5 million.

MCLeod's (2004) research into the impact on agriculture of a range of relevant pest
animals estimates a total impact of $252.5 million, with pigs ($100.0 million) and rabbits
($82.5 million) accounting for the major share of the impacts (see Table 4.8).
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Table 4.8 Impact of Game and FeralAnimals on Agricultural Productivity, Australia
. . .

Fox
Goat
Pi

.

.

. .

,

.

21.15
1.85

2.39
5.86

3.32

.

.

21.15

2.94

$4.24

$1.63

9.18

0.68

Rabbit

44.97

16/05

206.02

0.69

Do

21.85

26.68

48.53

$21.85

Source: MCLeod (2004), Gong (2009)

A game hunting licence is not required to hunt pest and feral animals (cats, dogs, foxes,
goats, hare, pigs and rabbits) on private land. Therefore, a large proportion of these culls
would occur even if the Game Council did not exist and there was no licensing system.

The impact on agricultural production overall from the Game Councilis considered
immaterial and not included in the assessment. However, if considering the economic

impact on agricultural production of the estimated 16,408 deer culled on private land by
licensed hunters and an average impact of $50 per deer based on international literature,
this equates to an economic benefit of $820,4LO.
4.2.2.5 Increased Utility to Hunters from Better Hunting Opportunities and Experiences
There is a social benefit derived to hunters in terms of improved hunting opportunities

and experiences due to the Game Council and the game hunting licensing system. Most
hunting is an example of a non-market recreational resource as opposed to a market
good. The value of hunting is essentially what someone is willing to pay to do it. Hunters
riot only spend money on their hunting but there is a consumer surplus value for hunters,
particularly deer hunters, under a range of hunting situations.
Consumer surplus measures a hunter's maximum willingness to pay over and above his
existing costs for the same recreation experience. Consumer surplus values are important

as they may be used as direct economic inputs into processes of rational decision-making
about resource use and can be used to assess social benefits and costs. Cause (1995)

estimated the annual consumer surplus of deer hunting in Australia at $15.67 million
from approximately 17,500 deer hunters, equating to approximately $900 per hunter per
annum. The research demonstrated the consumer surplus more than doubled ifthere was
an assumed doubling of the deer population and better hunting opportunities.

This concept of consumer surplus and utility to the hunter can be considered in this
assessment over and above what is paid to undertake hunting. In this regard, the Game

Council expands the hunting opportunities available to hunters from just game and feral
animals on private land to also include broad-scale access to Conservation Hunting of
game and feral animals on public land. The Game Council has opened up 2.2 million ha of
public land for game hunting. Importantly, many hunters who did not have the contacts
to hunt on private land have been able to benefit on public land.
The total consumer surplus derived by licensed hunters from Game Councillicences and
associated access to hunting opportunities for Class A and B animals on public land and
Class A animals on private land is estimated at $1.49 million (see Table 4.9). This
assumes an $895 consumer surplus per hunter from the Cause (1995) study, the

percentage of hunting activity (or surplus) derived in NSW for each hunter and the
percentage share of this surplus that would be reduced without the Game Council.
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Table 4.9: Estimated Consumer Surplus to Licensed Hunters from Game Council Licenses
.

,

Avera e consumersur jus er hunter

.

3 257

14 002

17 259

Total Consumer Sur Ius from hunters in

2.92

12.54

15.45

Estimated % Share of Sur Ius Derived in NSW

48%

84%

78%

1.4

$10.6

12.0

Estimated % Decrease Without Game Council Licences

39%

9%

12%

Estimated in Decrease Without Game Council Licences

0.54

0.95

I. .49

Estimated in of Sur Ius Derived in NSW

Source: Cause (1995), 2012 Game Council Licence Holder Survey, AECgroup
4.2.2.6

Reduced Costs of Biodiversity and Land Degradation on the Community

There is an environmental benefit of managing game and feral animals and their impacts
on biodiversity and land degradation due to the Game Council and its licensing.
Invasive pest animals inflict many kinds of damage on the environment, including :
. Degradation of land;

. Reduction in services from water resources; and
. Threats to native flora and fauna.

MCLeod (2004) investigated the costs of environmental impacts of invasive animals,
making the following comments for relevant species:
. Foxes: The fox is threatening the survival of many Australian mammals and birds.
Most commentators agree that the introduction of exotic predators, such as the
European Red Fox, has contributed to the decline of many species of reptiles,
mammals and birds in Australia. The total annual environmental cost of foxes was
estimated at $1.90.0 million.

. Feral Cats= Feel cats generally eat small mammals, but can also eat birds, reptiles

and insects. In pastoral regions in Australia, young rabbits make up the majority of
their diet. Determining the impact of feral cats on native wildlife on the Australian
mainland is more difficult. It is complicated by other factors such as introduced
herbivores like rabbits competing with native animals for food and shelter, and
habitat loss caused by clearing, grazing animals and urban development. The total
annual environmental cost of foxes was estimated at $144.0 million.
. Rabbits: Rabbits compete with native wildlife for pastures, and in some cases are
destroying native plants. In addition, overgrazing by rabbits removes plant cover and
contributes to soil erosion. Native fauna, such as the Bilby, has been displaced
following the spread of the rabbit. Rabbits are implicated in the local extinction of
some native species through competition for food and burrows. They have major
impacts on the regeneration of native vegetation, particularly in the rangelands.
Vegetation losses caused by rabbits can lead to severe erosion of Australia's
relatively infertile soils and reduce biodiversity. In addition to having direct effects on

native mammal species through competition, rabbits also contribute to the impact
forel foxes have on native prey by maintaining higher densities of this predator.
There are a number of indirect costs of rabbits which include disease transmission

and degradation of rangelands leading to higher soilage of wool.

. Feral Pigs: Feral pigs, due to their fecundity and omnivorous habits, are commonly
regarded as a serious environmental threat. Although not considered a substantial
predator, feral pigs affect the survival of native fauna by causing damage to their

habitat and through feed competition. Native vegetation is also affected by trampling
damage and the spread of rootrot fungus and dieback disease. Despite feral pigs'
apparent destructive potential, the actual impacts are often unknown because of
intervention of other relevant factors. Feral pigs can also act as vectors for a number

of wildlife diseases that affect both livestock and humans. Of particular concern, pigs
can transmit leptospirosis, brucellosis, meIioidosis, tuberculosis, porcine parvovirus,
sparganosis and other arbovirus. Feral pigs can also transmit and act as reservoirs
for exotic diseases such as Foot and Mouth Disease and Japanese encephalitis.
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. Feral Goats: Feral goats damage vegetation, soils, and native fauna in the large

areas of pastoral land that are overgrazed. Feral goats contribute to land degradation
through damaging soil structure and exposing it to erosion. They deplete the soils
protective cover of vegetation and break-up the soil crust with their hooves.
. Wild Dogs: There appears to be no firm consensus view on the biodiversity and
environmental impact of wild dogs. Unlike other introduced species of wild animals,
dingoes have been integrated into established predator-prey relationships and may
play a constructive ecological role of regulating the population of certain native
faunas. The controlling influence of wild dogs on marsupial and emu numbers is

demonstrated by the difference in their prevalence across the two sides of the barrier
fencing. Nevertheless, predation by wild dogs is believed to pose threats to remnant

populations of endangered fauna, but likely to have only limited effect on more
established species.

The two quantified environmental impacts for relevant species of game and feral animals
from MCLeod (2004) are outlined in Table 4. ,. 0.
Table 4.1.0: Environmental Impact of Feral Animals
Fox
Feral Cats

190.0

$144. O

$26.40
$8.00

Source: MCLeod (2004)

Some types of game or feral animal inhabit 95% of NSW and Conservation Hunting is an
effective tool in managing game and feral animals as part of integrated control programs.
Research indicates around 1.3% of fox control actions in NSW are undertaken by shooters

and 22% of the feral pig population is culled by hunters.
It should be noted that a game hunting licence is not required to hunt pest animals (forel

cats, wild dogs, foxes, feral goats, hare, feral pigs and rabbits) on private land.
Therefore, a large proportion of these culls would occur even if the Game Council did not
exist and there was no licensing system. The impact on the environment from the Game
Council therefore only includes broadscale legitimate public land hunting and game

animals on private land. Outside of the impacts of foxes and feral cats, data is weak on
this issue.

Taking account of the environmental costs of foxes and feral cats culled on public land,
the environment benefits of the Game Council are estimated at around $60,791 per

annum. Adding a further $50 impact per deer culled on private and public land, this
equates to a further $941,100, increasing the total environmental benefit to $905,30, ..
4.2.2.7 Reduced Costs Associated with Road and Hunting Fatalit^^s andAccidents
There is a social benefit (with an economic value) derived from fewer hunting and road
accidents and fatalities from the Game Council's operations. With the Game Council

undertaking targeted control of game and feral animals near road crossings, there is a
lower risk of fatal road accidents. Further, the probable increase in illegal hunting
behaviour and lack of appropriate education, training and compliance if the Game Council
was not to exist would likely result in an increase in the incidence of hunting accidents,
potentially fatal, representing a major/severe impact.

The analysis of the potential costs of road and hunting fatalities relates specifically to the
capacity of the Game Council to promote conservation hunting and undertake necessary
enforcement and compliance procedures. The question the Government may ask is how

much should government or community spend to save a human life? The statistical value
of a human life is an important parameter used in a number of valuation assessments

where public policy has implications for fatality risks. Various studies place the statistical
value of a life anywhere between $0.5 million and $21 million, with some studies

focussing the estimate on Us$5.5-$7.5 million. This value is generally derived around the
deceased's productivity, or the human capital method. Other approaches are based on

willingness to pay and contingent valuation techniques. A single fatality saved by the
appropriate funding and efforts of the Game Council in a single year could therefore
equate to as high as $21 million, but more reasonably in the AUD $6-8 million range.
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Evidence suggests that deer are also causing negative impacts. For example, Conover,
Pitt, Kessler, DUBow, and Sandborn (1995) estimated that more than one million deer-

vehicle collisions occur annually in the United States, costing over Us$1. I billion in repair
costs and resulting in 29,000 human injuries and 211 human fatalities. Nationwide, deer

have been recognized to cause more damage to agricultural crops than any other
vertebrate wildlife species (Conover & Decker, 1991), costing farmers more than an
estimated Us$1.00 million each year (Conover, 1997; Conover, 1998).

This factor has not been quantified in this assessment due to difficulties in accurately
assessing the Game Council's probability in reducing a fatality or accident.
4.2.3 Costs
4.2.3. I

Net Expenditure (orFunding) by Government

There is an economic cost to government (after deducting revenue from licence fees paid
by hunters) of the Game Council's operations associated with its funding from
Consolidated Revenue. In 2011-12, there was a projected budgeted operating shortfall of
$2.47 million which was met by a government grant of $2.57 million.
4.2.4

Summary
In quantitative terms for impacts that could be readily determined, the total net public
benefit of the Game Councilis estimated at $2,977 million in 201.1-12, with the total
gross public benefit of $5,445 million, far outweighing costs of $2,468 million. This
equates to a Benefit-Cost Ratio of 2.21. By 201.5-16, the net public benefit is projected to
increase to between $3,993 million and $10,240 million, or higher benefit-cost ratios of
2.62 and 5.15.

The gross public benefit declined slightly from 201.0-11 due to a fall in the number of
animals taken on public land (see Table 4. ,. L). However, strong growth in the number of

licence holders increased the Game Council's revenue which reduced the net funding
requirement from the Government. This in turn resulted in a higher net public benefit and
benefit-cost ratio.

It should be clearly noted that many public benefits generated by the Game Council could
not be quantified, including the potentially significant social benefits arising from a
reduction in hunting and vehicle accidents and fatalities due to the Game Council's
administration and enforcement of hunting licences (which could alone be as high as $21
million per individual fatality) as well as the cost benefit of early detection of an exotic
disease by a Game Councillicenced hunter. Therefore, the quantitative analysis should

be considered in partnership with the qualitative analysis of the Game Council's public
benefit.
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Table 4. ,.,.: Assessment of the Net Public Benefit of the Game Council
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Benefits

Reduced Game and Feral Animal Control Costs

Government

Reduced Game and Feral Animal Control Costs

Private Land

Increased Profits from Interstate Hunter Ex enditure
Increased Taxes from Interstate Hunter 5< enditure

937 000

I 112 000

2 187 000
933 000

M rs

400 000

475 000

Business

380 000

451 000

887 000

Government

253 000

300,000

$590,000

157 000

186 000

366 000

104 000

123,000

$243,000

Business

Increased Profits from NSW Resident Hunter
Ex enditure

Increased Taxes from NSW Resident Hunter Ex enditure

Government

Reduced Impacts on Agricultural Production Yields

Private Land
M rs

Total Economic Benefits

820 000

973 000

I 914 000

3 051 000

3 620 000

7 120 000

2 468,397
2 468 397

2 468,397
2 468 397

2 468,397
2 468 397

Costs
Government

Increased Government Ex enditure
Total Economic Costs
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Benefits
Hunters

Tin roved Hunter Consumer Utili
Total Social Benefits

1489 000

$1,767 000
I 767,000

$3 475,000
$3 475,000

905 301

I 074 000

2 113 000

$905,301

1,074,000

2,113 000

$1,489,000

ENVIRONMENTAL
Benefits
Coinmuni

Reduced Biodiversi ILand Tin acts
Total Environmental Benefits
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Note: All figures in 2011-12 dollars
Source: AECgroup

4.3

Qualitative Assessment of:rinpacts on Stakeholders
Chapter 5 of this report assesses the public benefits of the Game Council based by
assessing the impacts (costs and benefits) on key stakeholder groups of moving from the
current state (the Game Council in its current form) to alternative arrangement(s). This

approach can also be adopted in the qualitative assessment of the base case by
assessing what the impacts would be on stakeholder groups of moving from the base
case to a situation where there is no Game Council and no hunting licensing system.

The assessment below indicates that this move would result in significant costs to the

public. The economic benefits and costs would broadly offset each other through income
transfers between hunters, government, business and private landholders. However,
there would be significant social impacts for hunters including removed hunting

opportunities and experiences and totally removed or weaker hunting representation,
promotion, compliance and research, resulting in increased hunting incidents and criminal
behaviour. From an environmental perspective, there would be no conservation hunting
as a cost-effective method of game and feral animal control, and no ability for
conservation hunting to contribute to the goals of the NSW 2021 Plan.
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Table 4.8: Qualitative Assessment of Moving to NO Game Hunting Licensing System
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Benefits

Reduced Government Funding

Government

Reduced Licensing Costs

Hunters

The Government will not be required to fund the Game Council, saving approximately
$3 million per annum in funding from consolidated revenue. The funding commitment

Almost
certain

Minor

Medium

2

Almost
certain

Negligible

Low

I

AmOSt
Certa/h

M/hor

Medium

3

Negligible

Very

o

is minor coin ared with the State Government's total bud et.

Hunters will riot need to pay a game hunting licence fee of $60 per annum and other
associated costs to obtain a licence, particularly an R-Licence. This cost, however,
re resents onI a ne Iiible share of total huntin ex enditure b hunters each ear.

70to/Econom/C'Benefits
Costs

Increased Game and Feinl
Animal Control Costs

Government

Withoutthe Game Council, the government would need to increase its investment in
other public land management agencies responsible for game and feral animal control

Possible

Low

on public land, including the NPWS, RLPBs and Forests NSW. The likelihood of

government increasing this investment is considered only possible, with the additional
costs of less than $1 million considered negligible when compared with Government's
total bud et.

Reduced Business Profitsn'axes
from Lower Hunting
B:penditure

Business

A significant proportion of the hunting expenditure of hunters occurs in regional areas
of NSW where hunting opportunities are most prevalent. The profits and taxes
associated with hunting on public land and for game on private land are enabled by

Almost
certain

Minor

Medium

-2

Possible

Negligible

Very

o

the Game Council. The impact is only minor considered total business turnover in
re ional NSW.
Increased Game and Feinl
Animal Control Costs

Private

Without the Game Council, private landholders may need to increase their investment

Landholders

in game and fernl animal management on their land, although no licence is required to
hunt game and feral animals on private land. It is only possible that private
landholders will increase investment and the cost impact is negligible when considered

Low

against private land management costs in NSW. Only a small number of landholders
would be affected.

Lower Agricultural Production
Yields

Private
Landholders

A large proportion of the culls of game and feral animals on private land benefiting
agricultural yields would occur even ifthe Game Council did not exist. The impact on

Possible

Negligible

o

Very
Low

agricultural produrtion overall from the Game Councilis considered immaterial when
considered against the total value of agricultural roduction in NSW.
toto/Economic Costs
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Benefits

Increased Pressure Regarding
Animal Welfare
fob/SOC/8/8ene/7ts

Government

The removal of the hunting licensing system and Conservation Hunting on public land

Almost

would ease ublic ressurefrom animalri hts rou s re axiln huntin .

certain

AmOSt
Certain

Moderate

High

3

Moderate

H/!9h

3

Costs
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. .

Loss of Statistical Data

...

Government

Capabilities

.

. . .

.

..

, .

,

Minor

Medium

-2

Almost
certain

Moderate

High

-3

Almost
certain

Moderate

High

-3

The closure of the Game Council would result in 15 Game Council administration,

Almost

Negligible

Low

-I

inaria ement and o erationalem 10 ees beln made redundant.

certain

There would be an almost certain increase in illegal hunting on public land and for

Ninost
certain

Moderate

High

-3

Possible

Major/severe

High

-3

Possible

Major/severe

High

-3

Almost
certain

Major/severe

Very
High

-4

Moderate

High

-3

The Game Coundl's requirements for the completion of hunt returns after hunting on
public land provides important information for the monitoring of game and feel animal
populations and is shared with other State government agencies and partners. This

Almost

.

certain

information would be foregone without a licensing system and is one of the few
sources of this information maintained b Government in NSW.

Loss of Policy Advice Channels

Government

The removal of the Game Council and a licensing system would remove the formalised
channel for policy advice to the Minister for Primary Industries regarding hunting and

Inability to Partner in Public
Agency Partnerships

Government

The Game Council would not exist to facilitate partnerships with public sector agencies
to undertake necessary game and feral animals control management programs and

Loss of Employment of Game

Government

ame and feral animal controlissues.

would n0 10n erartivel contribute to the conservation oals set b overninent.
Council staff

Higher Incidence of Criminal

Community

ame animals on rivate land.

Behaviour

Higher Risk to Public Safety

Community

The increased amount of illegal and reckless hunting behaviour on public and private
land would heI hten risksfor ublic safe .

Higher Number of Vehicle

Community

With the Game Council undertaking targeted control of game and feral animals near
road crossin s there is the otential for increases to fatal road accidents.

Accidents

Poorer Hunting Experiences and

Community

The lack of a game hunting licensing system immediately reduces legal hunting
opportunities for hunters on public land and for game management on private land,

Hunters

There would be no promotion of Conservation Hunting and its benefits amongst the

Almost

huntin coinmuni orthe eneral ublic.

certain

There would be no requirement for formal accreditation for hunters, reducing hunting

Almost
certain

Minor

Medium

-2

Almost
certain

Moderate

High

-3

Possible

Major/severe

High

-3

Almost
certain

Minor

Medium

-2

Almost
certain

Negligible

Low

-I

AmOSt
Certa/h

Modelate

H@h

-36

Opportunities

SI rimcantl reducin theirutili orconsumersur Ius eneratedfromhuntin .

Loss of Hunting Promotion
Loss of Hunter Education

Hunters

skills and standards and safe culture.

Redundancy of Conservation
Hunting Organisations
Higher Number of Hunting

Hunters
Hunters

Accidents

After working hard to facilitate the establishment of 11 conservation hunting
organisations in NSW, these organisations would become defunct.
The probable increase in illegal hunting behaviour and lack of appropriate education,
training and compliance are likely to result in an increase in the incidence of hunting
accidents otentiall fatal re resentin ama'or/severeim act.

Weaker Representation of

Hunters

There would be no formal representation of the hunting industry, reducing the
awareness and acceptance of the benefits of Conservation Hunting, and the

Hunters

The Game Coundlis the only organisation with a core interest in the research of
conservation hunting for game and feel animal control purposes. Only a small amount

Hunters

re resentstion of huntin interests in NSW.

Loss of Hunting and Game and
Feral Animal Control Research

of research is resentl undertaken so the conse uence would be small.
7bta/Social Costs
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Benefits
Lower Numbers of Lead Pellets

Final

Community

There would be a negligible redurtion in lead pellets in sensitive environments given

Ukel

Negiigible

Low

I
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. .

.

...

in Natural Environment

. . .

.

..

..

.

there would only be a minor net redurtion in hunting adjvity (increase in illegal
behaviour . The issue is minor in terms of environmental issues.

Total Environmental Benefits

Uke/

Ale ff Ibk?

Low

I

Ukely

Moderate

Medium

-2

Ukely

Minor

Medium

-2

Costs
Increased Threats to Native
Flora and Fauna

Community

The increased number of game and feral animals resulting from a redurtion in
targeted Conservation Hunting operations would increase predator threats to native

Increased Impacts on Land
Degradation

Community

An increase in game and feral animals due to reduced Conservation Hunting would
increase the incidence of land degradation and soilimpacts, though this impact would

flora and fauna and hei hten the incidence of wildlife disease.

be minor.
rob/Env//oninen!81 Costs
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Summary
The Game Council's role in administering game hunting licences in NSW and facilitating V

Conservation Hunting as a cost-effective technique for game and feral animal control
contributes positively to a range of economic, social and environmental outcomes in NSW
and a number of the key goals and directions in the NSW 2021: A Plan to Make NSW
Number One,

The Game Council's hunting licences significantly broaden the range of hunting

opportunities in NSW to include game and feral animals on public land and game animals
on private land. This in turn significantly increases the Game Council's facilitation of
Conservation Hunting in regional and rural NSW, generating the following public and
private benefits:
. Government: The Game Council and its licensed hunters provide a cost-effective

technique of game and feral animal control compared with all other public programs.
The Game Council also provides important and informed policy advice to the Minister
for Primary Industries on hunting and game and feral animal controlissues. Reporting
on the incidence of disease in harvested wild animals by hunters through the Game

Council provides the Government with an important early warning system for
diseases that may damage livestock industries.
. Carbon: Although riot quantified in this assessment the benefit to the atmosphere of
reduced methane emissions from harvested animals also needs to be considered.

. Business: The Game Council and its licensed hunters record a significant amount of

expenditure in regional and rural NSW, contributing positively to the growth of
tourism and long-term sustainability of regional economies.
. Hunters: The Game Council's hunting licences significantly broadens the range of

hunting opportunities in NSW, benefiting the utility of these hunters. The Game
Council promotes a culture of compliance amongst hunters in NSW, providing the
necessary training, education, compliance and enforcement. This assists with the
reduction in the number of hunting accidents/fatalities.
. Private Landholders: The Game Council's facilitation of Conservation Hunting

allows for cost savings on game and feral animal control costs and improves
agricultural production yields.

. Community: The Game Council's facilitation of targeted Conservation Hunting plays
a role in reducing the number of road accidents and fatalities associated with game
and feral animals. These same programs also reduce the environmental impacts of

game and feral animals on biodiversity and land degradation in NSW for the benefit
of the community and landholders.
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Assessment of Moving to Alternative
States

5. L

Definition of Alternative States
The public benefit of the Game Councilis also determined by qualitativeIy assessing the
impacts (costs and benefits) on key stakeholder groups of moving from the current state
(the Game Council in its current form) to alternative arrangements.
This section of the report identifies and describes viable alternative states. For each
alternative state, the analysis:
. Describes the proposed change;
. Discusses the proposed change and consistency with policy objectives; and
. Discusses the viability of the alternative and its inclusion in the PBA.

Unless the alternative(s) can be realistically applied in practice, they cannot be
considered viable alternatives on which to conduct a public benefit test.
The identification of realistic alternative arrangements for investigation has been based
on previously enacted or considered regulatory and administrative arrangements and
review of arrangements in other hunting jurisdictions.
5. L. L

Alternative L: Game Council Self-sufficiency Model
When the establishment of a Game Council was first conceived in 1998, it was envisaged
it would be created as a self-funding organisation. To achieve this, a simple game
hunting licence and registration scheme was proposed including allowable hunting of a
range of duck and quail species to be administered by the then NSW Agriculture. NSW
Agriculture was to provide supporting infrastructure and services, including offices,
administration, statutory audit requirements, information technology and management of
correspondence, media issues and public relations.
A review of other game hunting authorities and licensing systems domestically and
overseas indicate revenue does not cover necessary administration, operational and
compliance costs and are generally budgeted as community service overheads. It should
be noted that these jurisdictions do riot operate within the same highly regulated
environment experienced by Game Council NSW. Nor are many of these authorities

established as independent statutory authorities within government. Further, many of
these authorities have been in place for a far longer period of time and have developed
more mature revenue streams.

In 2011-12, operational revenue for the Game Council was projected to be $1.30 million
compared with operational expenditure of $3.77 million. A $1.30 million budget would
only allow the Game Council to meet its function of administering the licensing system.
Therefore, the Game Council's ability to undertake its full suite of functions and achieve
the objectives of the Act would be seriously compromised if it were to operate on this
budget. Further, the Game Council's ability to grow its revenue stream and pursue
market opportunities may be limited. Therefore, this arrangement is not considered a
viable alternative state.

It is the long-term intention of the Game Council to close the funding gap between
expenses and revenue to improve its self-sufficiency. However, it is unclear if it is
possible or on what revenue basis this would be achievable without impacting the
capacity of the Game Council to deliver on its functions for the larger hunting population.
The Business Plan prepared by the Game Councilidentifies a number of opportunities to
increase revenue. To consider a more mature revenue stream for the Game Council and

the implications of operating as a self-funding business with this revenue stream, this

analysis assumes a mature revenue stream of $1.50 million, 16% above the existing
revenue stream.
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Moving to a self-funding model on a revenue stream of $1.50 million would again be
difficult without the associated capacity and resources to actually pursue revenue

opportunities and grow the business. This revenue would equate to the equivalent of
25,000 I-year licence holders. The situation would mean the Game Council servicing a
significant increase in licensed hunters with a more than 60% reduction to its existing
budget. The extent to which this situation compromises the ability of the Game Council to
administer the Act and undertake its functions is assessed as one of the alternative

arrangements in the PBA. While there would be an increase in the number of licensed
hunters, there may not necessarily be the same benefits arising from Conservation
Hunting given the reduced capacity of the Game Council to facilitate such efforts.
5. ,.. 2 Alternative 2: Another Agency Administers the Licensing System
It was initially envisaged NSW Agriculture would administer the game hunting licensing
system. In other States and Territories there has not been a dedicated Game Council
established to implement the game hunting licensing system, manage public land
hunting, undertake education and organise hunting. Instead, the system has been
managed under the umbrella of larger government agencies and departments.
There are other State government agencies in NSW administering licensing systems that

could potentially administer and enforce the game hunting licensing system. Appropriate
agencies could include OEH (which currently administer other licensing systems such as
for game birds and kangaroo), Livestock Health and Pest Authority, the Department of
Industry and Investment (which administers licensing systems for fishing), or NSW Police
(which administers firearm licences in NSW).
Under this arrangement, the assumed responsibility and functions of these agencies
would be the same as for the Game Council, with responsibilities for the licensing scheme

and providing supporting infrastructure and services, including office accommodation,
administration, statutory audit requirements, information technology and management of
correspondence, media issues and public relations.
It is unclear whether there would be efficiency gains in another agency implementing the

Act and the game hunting licensing system. While there may be economies of scale by
shifting the system within a larger organisation, it is likely to be to the detriment of the
hunting industry. Hunting is not a core business for other State government agencies and
there would be a reduced focus on hunter representation, Conservation Hunting,
education, training and promotion, with impacts for responsible and orderly hunting.

5.1. .3 Summary of Anticipated Changes to Hunting Activity
The table below summarises the anticipated and assumed changes to hunting activity in
NSW for each alternative state. The following is described:

. Moving to a Game Council self-sufficiency model on revenue of $15 million would
equate to an increase in equivalent I-year sales to around 25,000 but result in only a
moderate increase in Conservation Hunting given the significantly reduced capacity of
the Game Council to facilitate conservation hunting and participate in game and feral
animal control programs. Overall hunting activity would increase moderately given

the increased opportunities to hunt on public land and for game on private land.
Reduced capacity to undertake necessary education, training and enforcement may

increase hunting incidents and accidents. It should be rioted that on a budget of $15
million, the Game Council would not have the capacity to undertake the necessary
promotion to increase licence sales to this revenue equivalent.

. Moving to another agency administering the licensing scheme, there may be no
change in hunting activity in general, although there may be a reduction in targeted
and organised Conservation Hunting programs due to less focus on conservation
hunting. There is no assumed change to the rate of hunting incidents.
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It is important to note that while the game hunting licences issued by the Game Council

facilitate Conservation Hunting, the benefits from this hunting are increased through the
Game Council's facilitation of Conservation Hunting programs and organisations.
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Table 5. ,.: Anticipated/Assumed Changes to Hunting Activity by Alternative States
. .

Alternative L: Game Coundl Self.

Funding Model
Alternative 2: Another Agency

.

.

,.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

Increase to 25,000 I-Year licences to
generate $15 million revenue at
$6011icence.

Moderate increase due to more

Moderate increase given increase in

Reduced capacity to undertake

hunters having access to public land

licensed hunting population though

hunting opportunities

reduced capacity for targeted

necessary compliance and
enforcement, increasing licence

Conservation Huntin

breaches and huntin incidents

Unchanged

Unchanged

Unchanged

Unchanged

Administerin Licensin
Source: AECgroup
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5.2 Identification of Impactson Stakeholders
5.2. I. Alternative L: Game Councilself-sufficency Model
Table 5.2: Potential Costs and Benefits of Moving to Game Council Self-Funding Model
.
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Government

Government Fundin

Yes

Game and Feral Animal Control

Reduced fundin commitment to o erate the Game Council
Reduced ex enditure on ame and fernl animal control on ublic land

Benefit

Government

Benefit

Yes

Business

Huntin Sales

Increased sales of huntin

Benefit

Yes

Private Landholders

Game and Feral Animal Control

Reduced ex enditure on

Benefit

Yes

Private Landholders

A ricultural Produrtion

ame and feral animal control on rivate land
Increased a ricultural rodurtion Ields

Benefit

Yes

Hunters

Licensin Costs

Increased hunter ex enditure on
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00dS and services

amehuntin licences
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Government

Partnershi s

Reduced co aci for coinmuni

Coinmuni

Em 10 merit

Redundan

Coinmuni

Criminal Behaviour

Coinmuni

-based and state a en

Cost
,..,,, A, .,,.*..

. ,,.,,;;,*,,,. .

artnershi

Yes

*;,.',;* *;

*\'

Cost

No

Cost

No

Increased incidences of ille al and reckless huntin behaviour

Cost

No

Public Safe

Increased inddenceofhuntin accidentsand ublicsafe jin acts

Cost

No

Hunters

Huntin Promotion

Cost

No

Hunters

Hunter Education

Reduced awareness and acce tance of conservation huntin
Reduced co aci to deliver education and trainin
ro rains

Cost

No

Hunters

Huntin Accidents

Increased incidence of huntin accidents inddents

Cost

No

Hunters

Licence Breaches

Increased incidence of breaches of licence conditions

Cost

No

Hunters

Re resentation

Weaker re resentstion of hunting Indust

Cost

No

Hunters

Huntin Research

Reduced research into Conservation Hunting

Cost

No
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of some Game Council em 10 ees
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Coinmuni

Biodiversi

Reduced redation and disease of native flora and fauna

Benefit

No

Coinmuni

Land Degradation

Reduced land degradation and damage to soil structures

Benefit

No

,.

*

*;

Source: AECgroup
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5.2.2 Alternative 2: Another Agency Administering Licensing
Table 5.3: Potential Costs and Benefits of Moving to Another Agency Administering Hunting Licensing
.

.
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Government

Poli Advice

Reduced focuson rovidin informed o11 advicere ardin huntin

Cost

No

Hunters

Huntin Promotion

Reduced awareness and acce tance of Conservation Huntin

Cost

No

Hunters

Hunter Education

Removal offormaleducation and trainin ro rains for hunters

Cost

No

Hunters

Re resentation

Weaker re resentation of huntin indust

Cost

No

Hunters

Huntin Research

Reduced research into Conservation Huntin

Cost

No
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5.3

Qualitative Assessment of:Impacts on Stakeholders

5.3. ,. Alternative L: Game Councilself-sufficency Model
Table 5.5: Qualitative Assessment of Moving to Game Council Self-Funding Model
. .
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Economics Benefits
Government

Reduced Government Funding
Reduced Game and FeinlAnimal
Control Costs on Public Land

A self-funding model on $1.5 million would reduce the Game Council's funding

Almost

commitment.

certain

Government

The increased numbers of Conservation Hunters would result in an unlikely and
negligible change to the Government's other investments in game and feral animal

Business

There is a possible likelihood and minor consequence of hunting expenditure
increasing due to increased conservation hunting and travel to public land hunting

Minor

Medium

2

Unlikely

Minor

Low

I

Almost
certain

Minor

Medium

2

Possible

Negligible

Very

o

control ro rains.

Increased Business Profitsn~axes from
Higher Hunting E>tpenditure

o ortunities.
Reduced Game and FeralAnimal
Control Costs on Private Land

Private
Landholders

The increase in Conservation Hunting would result in a possible decrease in the
game and feral animal control costs of private landholders, though this impact would

Increased Agricultural Production

Private
Landholders

The possibility of an increased population of conservation hunters undertaking game
and fernl animal control on private land would have some negligible benefits for

Low

be minor. There would be less co aci to facilitate and romote these o ortunities.
Yields

Possible

Negligible

Very

o

Low

a ricultural rodurtion Ields.
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Social Costs

Inability to Partner in Public Agency
Partnerships

Government

Loss of Employment of Game Council

Community

Likely

Minor

Medium

-2

Likely

Negligible

Low

-I

Likely

Minor

Medium

-2

Ukely

Moderate

Medium

-2

Ukely

Minor

Medium

-2

Ma'or/Severe

Medium

-2

animal control programs with community-based groups and partner with state

staff

Higher Incidence of Criminal

The Game Council would have less capacity to proactiveIy facilitate game and feral
government agencies for Conservation Hunters in ro rains on ublic land.
The reduced budget of the Game Coundl would likely result in reductions to staff
numbers.

Community

Behaviour

The reduced capacity to undertake necessary enforcement and compliance would
result in increases in criminal behaviour and ille al huntin .

Weaker Hunting Promotion

Hunters

Weaker Hunter Education

Hunters

There would be weaker promotion of conservation hunting and its benefits. As an
indication, the proposed budget for 2011-12 would be significantly reduced. The
capacity forthe Game Council to continue growing its revenue stream would be
jeo amised b fewer resources.
There would be no requirement for formal training and education accreditation

courses, reducing hunting skills and standards and safety culture. This would only be
Hi her Number of Huntin Accidents

Final

Hunters

a minor impact given existing licence holders are already accredited and there is
little take-u of the Hunter Education Program.
The robable increase in ille al huntin behaviour and lack of a ro riate education,

Unlikel
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.

. .

.

...

,

. . .

..

.

..

training and compliance are likely to result in an increase in the incidence of hunting
accidents otentiall fatal re resentin ama'orsevereim act.

Higher Number of Licence Breaches

There would be a significant increase in the number of licence breaches given the

Hunters

Likely

Minor

Medium

-2

Unlikely

Minor

Low

-I

Likely

Negligible

Low

-I

ti hter re ulations on all hunters and a continuation of ille al huntin behaviours.

Weaker Representation of Hunters

Hunters

There would be weaker representation of the hunting industry, reducing the
awareness and acceptance of the benefits of conservation hunting, and the

Loss of Hunting and Game and Feinl

Hunters

The Game Council would not have the capacity to undertake research fundions,
although the most important research investment forthe Hunter Education Program

re resentstion of huntin interests.
Animal Control Research

has been coin leted.
Uke/

70to/SOC/171Costs
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Environmental Benefits
Reduced Threats to Native Flora and

The reduced number of game and fernl animals resulting from an increase in

Community

Possible

Minor

Low

I

Possible

Negligible

Very

o

Conservation Hunters would reduce predation threats to native flora and fauna and

Fauna

the incidence of wildlife disease.

A resulting decrease in game and feral animals due to more conservation hunting

Community

Reduced Impacts on Land
Degradation

Low

would reduce the incidence of land degradation and soilimpacts, though this impact
would be minor.

I

7bt8/Environmental Benefits
Environmental Costs

Higher Numbers of Lead Pellets in

There would be a negligible increase in lead pellets in sensitive environments given
there would only be a minor net redurtion in hunting activity (increase in illegal

Community

Natural Environment

Possible

Negligible

o

Very
Low

behaviour).
Poss/bk;

7bta/E77v//oninen!a/Costs
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o

very
Low
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5.3.2 Alternative 2: Another Agency Administering Licensing
Table 5.6: Qualitative Assessment of Moving to Another Agency Administering Licensing
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Social Costs

Weaker Policy Advice

Government

The administration of the game hunting licensing system moving to another
administering body where it is not a core business nor with the same technical
knowledge of hunting risks the integrity and frequency of policy advice to the Minister

Reduced Hunting Promotion

Government

There would be a possible redurtion in promotion of conservation hunting and its

Almost
certain

Moderate

High

-3

Possible

Moderate

Medium

-2

Possible

Minor

Low

-I

Likely

Moderate

Medium

-2

Ukely

Negiigible

Low

-I

Uke/

M/nor

for Prima Industries on huntin and ame and feelanimalcontrol.

benefits Iven there would not be the same focussed attention of the Game Council.
Less Hunter Education

Government

There would be a reduced focus on the development of hunter education materials
and delivery of courses, with a potential redurtion in hunting skills and standards and

Weaker Representation of Hunters

Government

There would be weaker formal representation of the hunting industry, reducing the
awareness and acceptance of the benefits of conservation hunting, and the
representation of hunting interests in NSW. The organisation would likely become an

Less Research into Hunting and

Government

The Game Councilis the only organisation with a core interest in the research of

safe culture.

administration bod onI.
Game and Feral Animal Control

Conservation Hunting and its scientific benefits for game and feral animal control. Only
minimal research is presently overseen by the Game Coundl and given the Hunter
Education Handbook has alread been roduced the jin act would be small.

Totalsoc/81Costs
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5.4

Summary

5.4. ,.

Alternative L: Game Council Self-sufficiency Model

It is the long-term intention of the Game Council to close the funding gap between
expenses and revenue to improve its self-sufficiency. However, it is unclear if it is
possible or on what revenue basis this would be achievable without impacting the
capacity of the Game Council to deliver on its functions for the larger hunting population.
If assuming a mature revenue stream of $1.5 million as per the Victorian example, this
would represent a 60% reduction to the current operational budget of the Game Council.
A budget of $1.5 million is likely to compromise the delivery of all functions and
objectives of the Act. The public cost of this move is considered high with a triple
bottom line impact score of -9. This is mainly due to social impacts relating to

significant reductions in capacity to undertake necessary education, training, compliance,
enforcement and research and actively contribute to Conservation Hunting Programs. At
the same time, there would be an increased number of hunters to deliver these services

and roles to. This larger number of hunters would produce economic and environmental
benefits, though the magnitude of the environmental benefits would be linked to the
ability of the Game Council to maintain its efforts in facilitating targeted Conservation
Hunting programs.

Table 5.8: PBA Summary of Moving to Game Council Self-sufficiency Model
8
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5.4.2

Alternative 2: Another Agency Administering Licensing
Moving to a situation where the game hunting licensing system was administered by
another agency would also result in a high public cost with a triple bottom line impact
score of -9. Hunting is clearly not the core business of other State Government

agencies and there would be negative social impacts of such a move, mainly associated
with reduced focus on informed policy advice and dedicated hunting representation,
education, training and promotion, with resulting impacts for responsible hunting. It is
unclear whether there would be efficiency gains in another agency implementing the Act
and the game hunting licensing system. While there may be some economies of scale, it

is likely to be to the detriment of the hunting industry. There is likely to be no change to
the environmental benefits provided for by the current arrangement.
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Table 5.9: PBA Summary of Moving to Another Agency Administering Licensing
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Strategies to Enhance Public Benefits
The Game Council has made significant progress toward its legislative objectives but is

still in the early stages of its development. There are a number of opportunities for the
Game Council to enhance its public benefit to NSW.

Investigating the individual economic, social and environmental outcomes that the Game
Council contributes positively to, and the magnitude of these outcomes, provides the
basis for identifying the areas where the Game Council can enhance its public benefit.
The three overarching techniques to enhance public benefit outcomes and ensure the
Game Council contributes positively to achieving the goals of NSW 2021: A Plan to Make
NSW Number One,
.

Increase the sale of game hunting licences= Increased sales of game hunting

licences and the market penetration of firearm licence holders would provide
increased revenue for the Game Council to undertake its functions and more widely

promote the role of Conservation Hunting in NSW. Importantly, it reduces the
funding commitment of Government and presents the prospect of a more selfsufficient business. Further, more licensed hunters will generate increased consumer

surplus for hunters arising from enhanced hunting opportunities on public and private
land, associated increases in hunting expenditure in regional NSW and a larger, more

skilled population of hunters participating in Conservation Hunting and feral animal
control.

. Increase Conservation Hunting programs: Facilitating the expansion of
Conservation Hunting programs coordinated with private and public land managers

and through community-based partnerships provides the opportunity for the Game
Council to increase its already positive contribution to the cost-effective management

of game and feral animals in NSW. Alignment of the Game Council's targets with the
NSW 2021 Plan would also enable clearer direction toward these goals. In addition an
increase in the number of reputable hunters may displace and reduce the incidence of

illegal hunting and it may also provide increased disease detection capabilities
throughout NSW.

. Ensure adequate funding and resources: Ensuring adequate resources for the
Game Council as it expands and grows its business to undertake necessary
education, training, compliance and enforcement of game hunting is paremount to
the success of the Game Council and the licensing system. Importantly it manages

potential costs arising to the public from the risk of hunting incidents and illegal
behaviour on public safety and the public perception of the hunting community and
government policy. Informed strategic and business planning and sufficient funding
from the government will ensure the Game Council can adequately meet its
objectives and functions prescribed by the Act.

Strategies to enhance the public benefit of the Game Council are contained in Table 6.1. .
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Table 6.1. : Strategies to Enhance the Public Benefit of the Game Council
.....

*Ei6^^*,**...,,,*
Government

Private Land
Holders

. . .

:.
.....*.,.....

,,

Game and Feral
Animal Control

Game and Feral
Animal Control

"*:***{**
Significant

. . .

lit>
.

.

.

.

.

:.

I:,;*';"""~ '*'

'****
,; .,.-.,*-,*':;*-;,*^I*\;
I, ;^,.,..':;I^
Facilitate Conservation Hunters to assist public land managers with game and feral animal control as part of integrated and hunterspecific control programs.

Significant

.

Continue facilitating and participating in community-based game and feral animal control programs.

.

Continue to facilitate disease detention b hunters in harvested animals

.

Continue to identify opportunities to form community-based working groups to increase awareness of Conservation Hunting
amongst private landholders and reduce the impact of invasive animals. This hunting benefits landholders by reducing their

.

Work with private landholders as needed to assist in their control of game and feral animals. This would require increased

investment in game and feel animal control.

.

Business

Business Sales

Moderate

promotion of Conservation Hunting and its benefits amongst landholders.
Continue facilitating and participating in community-based game and feral animal control programs.

.

Continue to facilitate disease detection b hunters in harvested animals

.

Increase the number of licence sales and hunting activity through promotional campaigns highlighting hunting opportunities across
NSW to all hunters.

, .... V, '* *...

* .*.~. ...., ..

**.*;;,., , ,;*

Community

Criminal Behaviour

Moderate

.

Community

Vehicle Accidents

Moderate

.

Hunters

Hunter Utility

Significant

.

.,\ ..\r. ..:,*
-I. ..,
...... *.,
If;,:
*-**?/~" "" I. ':':'::\* ..,...,**,~f;,-,--."\***,-*:;Continue to partner with NSW Police in the enforcement of hunting on public and private land as per the Act. This successful

~. J, ., *

artnershi airead involves the sharin of written ermission and online huntinformation with Police for enforcement or OSes.

Continue to identify trouble spots forthe road cross of game and feral animals and undertake Conservation Hunting to remove
these animals and the orential for vehicle accidents.

Proartively work with all stakeholders to improve the regulatory and policy environment to remove barriers to the sale of game
hunting licences.

.

Establish clear targets for additional land access and for permission to hunt a wider range of species and other strategies to
jin rove the huntin roduct and ex erjence for hunters.

Hunters

Hunting Promotion

Significant

.

.

Develop a range of promotional and marketing materials and strategies.
Continue to promote conservation hunting to increase awareness and participation amongst both the hunting community and the
general public.

.

Undertake targeted promotional campaigns to increase licence sales and establish clear targets and timing for market penetration
of each permissible hunting method.

Hunters

Hunter Education

Significant

.

Develo a ro rain of advoca and romotion forthe Game Councilto aristakeholders.

.

Continue to ensure adequate training and education is provided to licensed hunters to promote a culture of compliance and provide
skilled hunters for conservation hunting purposes.
Produce interadjve CD and DVD education products, develop Internet training videos, provide additional resources to Game

.

Maria ers use s ecialisttrainers and develo Conservation Huntin s ecialevents that include SI rimcant education elements.
Hunters

Conservation

Significant

.

Continue to foster the development of Conservation Hunting organizations in NSW. There are presently 11 organisations across

Hunters

Organisations
Hunting Accidents

Moderate

.

Continue to promote a culture of compliance amongst licensed hunters as a self-policing technique to increase responsible

.

Continue to support the establishment of a network of Game Managers whilst at the same time supplementing them with a

NSW working on a number ofs ecific rojects.
behaviour and community confidence in hunters.
program of trained volunteers.

Hunters

Hunter Representation

Moderate

.

Encoura e licensed hunters to re ortina ro nate behaviour and ille al huntin .

.

Continue to representthe hunting industry and promote the role of Conservation Hunting to the community and Government,
includin lobb in for a ro natere ulato chan e.
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Hunters

. , .

:.

Moderate

Huntin Research
-

~

-.~

*'Environmental, _ ,,~,,:,:::***\'
Biodiversity/Land
Community
Degradation

'

. . .

.

.

.

.

,

:.

Undertake additional research into the effertiveness of Conservation Huntin and the o ortunities to increase its reach in NSW.
*, ,

,,* *\***

,\,*/.\. ,,. ,

*.

............

I' .'... .....*,..,*,
*,~*
I' ,^,:^,,,;**';**;;*;:***\;*\\
';*;*:;;; *;.\*\** - '
Significant
Continue to promote Conservation Hunting as a cost-effective method of managing game and feral animal populations and their
impacts on biodiversity and land degradation.
.
Align the Game Council's targets for game and feral animal control with the new dirertion for NSW to deliver better outcomes for
biodiversity, in duding the recovery of threatened species and an increase in the number of sustainable populations in a range of
,*

,....
,-,**
' .',*~,,"""

.

fauna species.
.

Seek a relaxation of existing regulatory settings to enable conservation hunting to play a more adjve role in habitat rehabilitation
and sustainable environmental management in the private sector by viewing Conservation Hunting as an alternative source of land
inaria ement.

Source: AEC9roup
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Question on notice
Tuesday, 15 October 2013
340. noriRick Mazzato the Minister for Mental Health^GPresentingthe Mintster
for Environment.

In respect of culling operations forn, .erly undertal<en by the Department of
EITviromnent and Conservation, including in co-operation. with other' governnieiTt
agencies all. d the use of contractors for tite than. cialyeai. s 2009-10, 2010-11 and
2011-12, please provide the foUowilIg:
(a) the 13. Lintber of:
(i) aerial shoots; and
(it) gt'onrid shoots;
(b) tite total number of personnelinvolved;
(0) the rimT}ber and species offeral animals culled for' each exercise;
(d) the location of the exercise;
(6) tite total cost of each shoot; and
(f)the total costfbr each animal that was culled?

Answer

The Minister for. 13nvironnient has provided the following response.
The Department of Parks and Wildlife ODPaW)is responsible for. managing ove^ 26
ITiillion bestai'es of the State's national parks, conservation parks, State forests, titnber
reserves andnaturereserves. DPaWworks to protect and conserve these areas ai, .dtlTe

State's wildlife from the impact of pest aimials using a range of techniques; aerial
and gi'ound shooting ai'e two examples of tile techniques LISed. Under goveimnent
agreement DPaW is also provided with some resources for pest animal controlon. 89
nullioi, . hectares of uriallocated Crown land artd urulTanaged reseives.

The cost of culling pest aimiTals is quite variable and is affected by the population
density of the animals. As density reduces tm, ouglia successful program uiitt costs
will increase.

(a)-(:t) Isee tabled paper 110.1
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^'or2009/10 financial ear
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(a)(i)
In
excess of 49.
@<n)
27
(b)
(0)-(^
Thenumber of
Species of

foral animals
culled

Camels, pigs

The total

Location

The total cost

foralanimals

cost of

for each

culled for each

each shoot

animal culled

exercise

($)

($)

2 278

162

3 239

154

14

Ord River Regeneration
Reserve

Donkeys

21

Wood
Uriallocated

River
Crown

Land(UCL)
Wild cattle
Goats

887

Mitchell River National

48 241

54

2,624

Parl<(NP) and adjacent
Dirl< Haltog Island TIP

59 637

23

and PeronPeninsula

Goats, pigs

716

1<albaiTiNational Park

68 047

95

Goats

726

Francois Peron NP and
SouthPeronUCL

26 237

36

1,851

Various locations in

80 000
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Rainbow
lotil^teets

Perth. metropolitan. and
Bunburyregions

For 2010/11financial ear
11
o0
mexcess
of 38,
(a)(it)
In excess of 67.
(b)
(c)-(^
Themumber of
Species of

Location

The total

The total

foral

teralanimals

cost of

cost for

animals

culled for each

each shoot

each

culled

exercise

($)

animal
culled

$
Wild cattle

1,017

Mitchell River NP

and

48 241

47

135 824

73

adjacentUCL
Wild cattle

1,861

Mitchell River Nip, Latente

Conservation Park, Lawley
River TIP, adjacent UCL and
Dunkeldpastorallease
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For 2011/12 financial ear

(a)(i)
(a)(ii)
(b)
(0)-(^
Species of

11

mexcess of 14,
in excess of 74.
The total

The total

foral

offeral

cost of

cost for

animals

animals culled

each shoot

each animal

culled

for each

($)

that was

Themumber

Location

culled

exercise

S

Wild cattle,

280 547

44

7511

51

38 622

51

54 058

112

Dirl< Haltog Island NP

37 096

265

1,032

Percivel Lal<es, Lal<e War^:Iy
Cany, KannamilyiNP

90 000

87

2,487

Western DeseitUCL

80 000

32

Great SandyDesert UCL

40 000

46

70 000

19

6,400

donl<eys,
camels

Ord River

Regeneration
Reserve, Mitchell River TIP,
Latente Conservation Park,
Lawley River I*IP, adjacent
UCL and Dad<eld Pastoral
Lease

Camels,

148

Ord River

Regeneration

Reserve

donl<eys
754

Ord River

doll<eys,

Regeneration
Reserve, Drydale 1.1P, Wood

cattlels

River and other 1,101,11.

Wild cattle,

Goats

482

Kimberley UCL, Pornululul. IP
Dirk Hadog Island I^IP, Peron
Peninsula

Goats

Camels,

140

dolllCeyS
Camels,

doI^<eyS
Camels

876

Camels

3,654

Western

Desert

UCL,

1<arlarnilyiT. IP
Goats, pigs

663

Kalbari. it*IP

67 4/1

102

Goats

365

40 947

1/2

Goats

82

Southern Beekeepers 1.1R,
WatherooNP, Pinjarregal. IR
CapeRangeNP

2 382

29

Pigs

4

CroninNR

I 486

372

20 000

72

27 165

78

Rainbow
lorikeets

278

Goats

350

Various locations; Peltl, . and

Bunbui:yregions
Francois Peron 1.1P and South

Peron DCL 0.10te: Ground
shoots ongoing throughout the
year)
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QUESTIONSONNOTICE

Wednesday, 6February2013

CoUNCU. ,

231

QUESTIONSONNOTICE
Answers io tftejbllowi"gq"estio"s o" notice were circ"ICtedo" the dateshow".
g"estio"shave bee" inco, por"tedj?omifoe"oticepqperqftfoeLegisl"five Cow"ciL

Answers kin, e bee" jinco, :por"tedi" theforms, 4ppliedby tfoed, ;PCrtme"ts o" beh"4"'@1theqpprqpri"terni"isters.
The portfolio ofifoeminister""sweri"g the q"es, tom o" moncestarts e"cfo hendi"g.
Wednesday, 6 February 2013
Health: Ambulance Victoria - Cheltenham station
8557.

lvER. TARLAlvmS-To askthe Minister for Health: Howmany unfilled slitfts were there by
Ambulance Victoria staffat CheltenhamAmbulance Station during 2011.

ANSWER:

Tarn infonnedthat

There was one untilled shift at the Cheltenham Ambulance Station during 2011. For comparison, unfilled shifts for
2010 and 2009 are listed below:
2011

2010

2009
17

Health: Ambulance Victoria-MordiaMocstation
8559.

un^TARLAllyUS-To askthe Minister for Health: Howmanyunfilled shifts werethere by
fullbulance Victoria staffatMordialloc Ambulance Station daring 2011

ANSWER:

Iam infonmedthat

There were 16 unfilled shifts at the MordiallocAinbulance Station during 2011
Health: Ambulance Victoria- Chelsea station
8561.

I'm TARLAl\nS-To asktheMinisterfor Health: Howmanyuiifilled shifts were there by
Ambulance Victoria staffat ChelseaAinbulance Station during 2011

ANSWER:

lain infonnedthat

There were 13 unfilled shifts at the ChelseaAinbulance Station daring 2011. For comparison, unfilled shifts for
2010 and 2009 are listed below:
2011

2010

2009

13

6

14

Health: Ambulance Victoria- Seaford station
8563.

in^TARLAlvUS -To asktheMinisterforHealth: Howmanyunfilled shifts were there by
Ambulance Victoria staffat SeafordAinbulance Station during 2011

,

,
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ANSWER:

Iann infonnedthat

There were 18 unfilled shifts at the SeafordAinbulance Station during 2011
Health: Ambulance Victoria- Frankston station
8564.

I'm TARLAlvnS-To askthe Minister for Health: Howmanyunfilled shifts were there by
AmbulanceVictoria staffatFrankstonAinbulance Station during 2011.

ANSWER:

Iam infonnedthat:

There were 11 untilled shifts at the FrankstonAinbulance Station during 2011

Health: Ambulance Victoria -WaverIey station
8565.

TVU^. TARLAlmS-To askthe Minister for Health: How manytnifilled shifts were there by
Ambulance Victoria staffat WaverIey Ambulance Station during 2011

ANSWER:

Iam infonnedthat

There were 7 unfilled shifts at the WaverIeyAinbulance Station during 2011. For comparison, unfilled shifts for
2010 and 2009 are listed below:
2011

2010

2009

7

2

11

Health: Ambulance Victoria- Skye station
8566.

un^TARLAlvnS -To asktheMinisterforHealth: Howmanyunfilled shifts were thereby
Ambulance Victoria staffat Skye Ambulance Station during 2011.

ANSWER:

lain infonnedthat:

There were 4 unfilled shifts at the Skye Ambulance Station during 2011. For comparison, unfilled shifts for 2010
and2009 are listed below
2011

2010

2009

4

4

12

Health: AmbulanceVictoria- Patterson Lakes station
8567.

unt^TARLAlvnS-To ask the Minister for Health: How many unfilled shifts were there by
AmbulanceVictoria staffatPattersonLakes Ambulance Station during 2011.

ANSWER:

Ianiinfonnedthat:

Therewere 5 unfilled shifts at the PattersonLakes kiribulance Station during 2011,

,
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Health: Ambulance Victoria - Cinelsea station
8568.

I'm TARLAlvnS-To askthe Minister for Health: Howmanyuiifilled shifts were there by
Ambulance Victotia staffatlv^nCA SR27 (Chelsea) ambulance Sation daring 2011

ANSWER:

Ianiinfonmedthat:

There were 11 unfilled shifts at the unCA27 (Chelsea) ambulance Sation daring 2011. For comparison, unfilled
shifts for 2010 are listed below:
2011

2010

2009

11

10

N/A

Health: Ambulance Victoria - Baxter station
8569.

in^TARLAl\"tS-To askthe Minister for Health: How manyuiifilled shifts were there by

Ambulance Victoria staffat BaxterAinbulance Station dufuig 2011.
ANSWER:

Iann infonnedthat:

There were 3 unfilled shifts at the Barter kiribulance Station daring 2011. For comparison, untilled shifts for 2010
and 2009 are listed below:
2011

2010

3

2009
5

Health: Ambulance Victoria - Frankston station
8570.

lvn^. TARLAllynS-To askthe Minister for Health: Howmanyuiifilled shifts were thereby
AmbulanceVictoria staffatlvllCA 6 (Frankston) Ambulance Station during 2011.

ANSWER:
Ianiinfonnedthat:

Therewere 9 unfilled shifts at the incA 6 (F'rankston) Ambulance Station duting 2011. For comparison, unfilled
shifts for 2010 and 2009 are listed below:
2011

2010

2009

9

11

7

Health: Ambulance Victoria- Karlngalstation
8571.

un^TARLAllmS-To askthe Minister for Health: Howmanyunfilled shifts were there by
Ambulance Victoria sofatKimgalAinbulance Station during 2011.

ANSWER:

Tarn infonnedthat:

There were 8 unfilled shifts at the KaringalAinbulance Station daring 2011. For comparison, unfilled shifts for
2010 and 2009 are listed below

,
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2011

2010

2009

8

13

11

Health: Ambulance Victoria-Langwarrln station
8572.

MR TARLAl\ms-To asktheMinister for Health: Howmanyunfilled shifts were there by
NIIbulance Victoria staffatLangwarrin Ambulance Station dufuig 2011.

ANSWER:

Irun infonnedthat:

Therewere 2 unfilled shifts at the LangwaniiiAinbulance Station dufuig 2011. For comparison, unfilled shifts for
2010 and 2009 are listed below:
2011

2010

2009

2

4

3

Health: Ambulance Victoria - Keysborough station
8573.

un^TARLAllynS-To askthe Minister for Health: Howmanyuiifilled shifts were there by
Ambulance Victoria staffatKeysborougliAinbulance Station during 2011.

ANSWER:

lain infonnedthat:

Therewere situnfilled shifts at the KeysborougliAinbulance Station daring 2011.
Health: childhood obesity-funding
8714.

un^LEANE -To askthe Minister for Health: With regardto govenrrnentfundedprojects aimed to
figlit childhood obesity:

(1) Whatprojectsisthe goverirrnent currently undertaking.
(2) Howmuchfunding did the governmentspend on the projects in 2011-12.
(3) For 2011-12, what amounts were spent in the municipalities of(a) Whitehorse;
^) Maroondali;
(c) Kilox;

(d) Monash;and
(6) Momingham
ANSWER:

Ianiinfonnedthat:

(1) The Victorian govemnientis working in parttiership with the Australian govennnent, local govenrrnent and
cornmunitiesto build a dynamic health andwellbeing system to supporthealthy lifestyles andprevent chronic
disease. This includes a particular focus on children, including increasing healthy eating and physical activity
and decreasing overweiglit and obesity. One component of this effort includes a concentrated investment in a
selectnumberofcoimnunities(the Prevention Community Model), jointly funded by the Victorian

goverinnent and Australian government under the National Partnership Agy. Gement on Preventive Health
0.1PAP}10. ATange of otherstatewide initiatives also contribute to preventing childhood obesity

.
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(2) Tens of millions of dollars has been allocated to these progi. runs in 2011-12.
(3) There is no doubtthat childhood obesity is a serious concern. The govenrrnentisrespondingthrough arange
of initiatives in education, early childhood, sport and recreation and health. Responding with precise detail
would unreasonably distractseveraldep^nents
The goveiTrrnent has in the case of 14 municipalities introduced the PCM.
(a) Whitehorse;(see3)
(by Maroondah;(see3)

(c) Kilox: kiloxCity CouncilandKiioxCoinmunity Health Service are participating in the PCM and as
part of this pomership received $551 755 funding in 2011-12
(d) Monash;(see3)
(6) Marmingliam;(see3)

Higher education and skills: agriculturecourses-Cordon Institute ofTAFE
8738.

Ms TmBRNEY-To ask the Minister for InglierEducation and Skills: hirelationto The Gordon
TAFE, during the 2011 calendaryear(1) Howmany ag. iculture courses were available for studentsto study.
(2) Howmany students undertook study in agi. iculture courses

ANSWER:

Iam infonnedas follows

(1) There were 42 agricultore courses available for studentsto study
(2) Therewere 1969 students who undertook study in agriculture courses.

Higher education and skills: agriculture courses-tInitersity of Bamarat
8739.

Ms TunnyEY-To asktheMinister for InglierEducation and Skills: hirelationto the University of
Ballarat, daring the 2011 calendaryear-

(1) Howmany agi. iculture courses were available for studentsto study.
(2) Howmany students undertook study in agriculture courses
(3) At which campuses were agriculture courses offered
ANSWER:

lain infonned as follows:

(1) Therewere 22 agriculture courses available for studentsto study
(2) Therewere 382 students who undertook study in agi. icultore courses
(3) Agriculture courses were offered at the Ballarat(Camp Street), Ballarat(SIvlB), MtHelen, Araratand
Horsham campuses. There was also off-campus delivery.

Higher education and skills: agriculture courses -South Westlnstitute of TanE
8740.

Ms TmRNEY-To askthe Minister for InglierEducation and Skills: hirelationto the Southwest
institute of TME, during the 2011 calendar year(1) Howmany agi'iculture courses were available for students to study
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(2) Howmany students undertook study in agriculture courses.

(3) At which campuses were ag'icultore courses offered
ANSWER:

Iam infonned as follows:

(1) There were 38 ag'iculture courses available for studentsto study
(2) There were 954 students who undertook study in agi'iculture courses.
(3) Agi. iculture courses were offered at the Glenonniston, Hamilton, Portland and Warmainbool(Timor Street)
campuses.

Higher education and skims: agriculturecourses- Cordon Institute ofTAFE
8741.

Ms TnnRNEY-To askthe Minister for InglierEducation and Skills: hirelationto The Gordon
TAFE, durlngthe 2012 calendaryear-

(1) Howmany agi'iculture courses were available for studentsto study.
(2) How many students undertook study in agi'iculture courses
ANSWER:

lain infonned as follows

filthe yearto October 2012

(1) Therewere 35 ag. iculture courses available for studentsto study.
(2) Therewere 1840 studentswho undertook/are undertaking study magiculture courses
(October 2012 infomiation is preliminary and subjectto change. )
Higher education and skims: agriculture courses-University of Ballarat
8742.

Ms TXERNEY-To askthe Minister for InglierEducation and Skills: hirelationtotheUniversity of
BallaratTAFE, dufuigthe2012 calendaryear-

(1) Howmany agi'iculture courses were available for studentsto study.
(2) Howmany students undertook study in agriculture courses.

(3) At which campuses were agi. iculture courses offered
ANSWER:

lain infonned as follows:

filthe yearto October 2012

(1) Therewere 20 agi. iculture courses available for students to study,
(2) There were 344 students who undertook'are undertaking study in agi'icultore courses
(3) Agriculture courses were offered at the Ballarat(Camp Street), Ballarat(SL^IB), MtHelen, Araratand
Horsham campuses. There was also off-campus delivery.
(October 2012 infonnation is preliminary and subjectto change. )
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Higher education and skills: agriculturecourses-Southwest Institute of TanE
8743.

Ms TnnRNEY-To askthe Minister for InglierEducation and Skills: hirelationto the Southwest
institute ofTAFE, during the 2012 calendaryear(1) Howmany agi. icultore courses were available for studentsto study.
(2) Howmany students undertook study in agi'iculture courses.
(3) At which campuses were ag. iculture courses offered.

ANSWER:

lain infonned as follows:

filthe yearto October 2012
(1) Therewere 34 agriculture courses available for studentsto study.
(2) Therewere 734 students who undertook/are undertaking study in agriculture courses.
(3) Agi'iculture courses were offered at the Glenomniston, Hamilton, Warmambool(Timor Street) and
Warmambool(CaramutRoad)campuses.
(October 2012 infonnation is preliminary and subject to change. )

Agriculture and food security: wineimdustry-smoke taint
8972.

Ms ForFORD-To askthe Minister for}figlierEducation and Skills(forthe Minister of Agriculture
andFood Secority): Whatprog. ess has been made on coinniittingt0 $4 million over fouryears forthe
Departtnent of Primary industries OOFD to setup a centre forexpertise in addressing theftireatofsmoke
taint in wine.

ANSWER:
Iam infonnedthat

The Department of Pmnary industries(DPD has established an experimental wine making facility at Mildura in
collaboration with the Coriumonwealth Scientific and industrial Research Organisation. Ionicially opened this
facility in May 2012.

DPIorganised anationalsmoketaintsyinposium in Methounie in June 2012, which show cased researchbeing
undertakenbythe Victorian centre of expertise in smoke taint and in other Australian states. The symposium was
wellattended by the grape andwine industry, staffofthe Departrnent of Sustainability and Environment who work
in fuelreductionbums and other wine researchers

filthe 2011 gape glowing season, grape samples from north eastVictoriawere exposed to smoke and made into

wine. The first of these samples will be analysed in inId 2013 (12 months postbottling).
Samples have been collected from armige of different grape varieties to investigate varietaldifferences in

susceptibility to smoketaint. in 2013, DPIexpectsto beginusingresults from this testing to validate aweb-based
smoke risk assessment toolthatwillhelp erape growers andwine makersto better identify and manage risks
associated with smoke taint.

Agriculture and food security: Department of Primary Industries -food and fibre producers
8973.

Ms ForFORD-To askthe Minister for InglierEducation and Skills(tithe Minister of Ag. ionltore
andFood Secority): When will the Baillieu govenrrnent establish aunitwithinthe Departinent of
Primary industries to coordinate an international eXchange progi'am for food and fibre producers under
25 years of age
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ANSWER:

Ianiinfonnedthat:

The Department of Pmiaryhidustries(DPI)has appointed aYoungFarinerCoordinatorto supportyoungfood and
fibre producers. As part of the suite of initiatives that deliver on the election coriumiiment, the DPIGrowYourFood
and Fibre Career website waslaunched. The website promotes opportunities for youngpeopleto expandtheir
ag. iculturalleriowledge oversees andundertake international exchanges
The govennnenthas also delivered on its coriumiimentto:

- reinvigorate the Victorian Young Farmers organisation by providing seed funding; and
- employ a secretariatto drive activities that supportthe nextgeneration of rural leaders
Exchanging infonnation and building stronger national and international networks has been a key feature forthe
Victorian Young Faniiersreinvigoration. To date, members have travelled to Tasmania, Western Australia, New
South Wales, Korea andNewZealandto learn fi. om othersuccessfulyoung farmer organisations.

Agriculture and food security: game hunting- economic benefits
8977.

Ms PENF^Cum-To askthe Minister for InglierEducation and Skills(forthe Minister for
Agi'icultore and Food Secority): hirelationto the minister's statement in his mediarelease of
11 September 2012 that gamehunting generates around $96 million of economic activity amually:
(1) Whatare the sources or evidence forthe contribution of gamehuntingto the economy in Victoria
(2) Whatistheeconomic contribution of game hunting in each city ortouniwhen game hunting takes
place in Victoria.

(3) What are the economic activities generated by game hunting andwhatisthe contribution of these
activities to each city ortown.
ANSWER:

Iaminfonnedthat

(1) As at 20 December 2012, there were approximately 43 000 people licensed to hunt game animals in Victoria
Of these:

25 000 are licensed to hunt deer;

27 500 are licensed to hunt quail; and,
25 000 are licensed to hunt duck.

A survey conducted by the Department of Sustainability andEnvironment on hunting activity in 2006-07
estimated that game huntersspentapproximately$2396 eachperamum andhunting-related goods and
services. By multiplying the currentnuniber of Game Licence holders by the average armualspend, it is
estimated that game hunters generate approximately $103 million in expenditure per amurn. This figure is for
direct expenditure only and does nottake into accountthe economic activity generated by the creation of jobs
and other flow-on benefitsto industries that support game hunting. The report arising from the survey is titled
Game Hunting in Victoria: SUITnnary of the 2006-07 Victorian Hunter Mail Survey and was published by the
Depariment of Sustainability andEnvironment in 2008.
(2) While generaleconomic expenditure by hunters has been estimated, there have beenno studies conducted by
the Department of Primary industries into specific expenditure in individual regional tomis or centres.
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(3) Game hunting contributes to the economythrouglithe importation, retailsale, manufacture and maintenance
of firearms and alumunition, camping, hunting, boating and four-wheeldrive equipment, the sale offbod, fuel
and acconnnodationandthe sale andmaintenance of hunting dogs andequipment.
Agriculture and food security: game hunting-licencefees
8978.

Ms PENNICUlDK-To askthe Mirxister for InglierEducation and Skills(forthe Minister for
Agi'iculture and Food Secority): hirelation to the inittister's statements in his media release of

11 September 2012 that there are 42 000 licensed hunters in Victoria, an increase of 41 per centdufuig
the past decade:

(1) Whatwasthe number of game licensees, by licence category, forthe years:
co 2002-03;
(b) 2003-04;

(c) 200405;
(d) 2005-06;
(6) 2006-07;

co 2007-()8;
(g) 2008-09;
(h) 2009-10;
co 2010--11;and
00 2011-12.

(2) Whatwasthe total revenue raised by game licence fees in these years'
ANSWER:
Iam infonnedthat:

(1) Total number of Licensed hunters in Victoria forthe Grid of the financial year
Breakdown by typeoflicence
Total Licensed

with Duck

with Quail

with Deer

hunters

entitlement

entitlement

entitlement

2002^)3

25 900

17 609

19 491

11 533

2003-()4

30 592

21 715

23 751

12 798

200405

31 394

22 161

24272

13 335

2005^)6

32 832

22 800

24922

14 553

2006-07

29 329

18 593

20 693

14 710

2007^)8

31 541

19 141

21 357

17 755

2008-()9

30 074

18 348

20 294

16 261

2009-10

37 008

21 967

24407

20 622

2010-11

40 217

23 835

26 481

22 580

2011-12

40 893

24 539

27294

23 062

Itshould be rioted that the total number of hunters entitled to hunteach category (deer, duckor quail) of game
calmotbetallied assome hunters hold a Game Licence which entitles them to huntmultiple categories of
game
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At the time of my mediarelease on 11 September 2012, the total number of licensed gamehunters in Victoria
was approximately 42 000. The total number of licensed hunters at the Grid of the 2001-02 financial year(a
figure notrequested andnot included in thetable) was approximately 29 500. Using these figures, the
percentage increase forthe period was 42 percent. Ifthe 20024)3 figure of 25 900 was used, the percentage
increasewouldbe 62 percent.

(2) The amualrevenue raised thouglithe sale of Game Licences fluctuates depending on the number of licence
holders, the percentage of hunters who hold single ormultiple species categories andthe total number of
concessionholders. The total Game Licence revenue fortheyears 2002 to 2012 can be seen initie following
table:

Total approximate revenue

Year
2002-2003

$1 044 288

2003-2004

$1 261 286

2004-2005

$1 325 453

2005-2006

$1 423 029

2006-2007

$1 324 076

2007-2008

$1 443 234

2008-2009

$1 4/5 884

2009-2010

$1 782 555

2010-2011

$1 979 206

2011-2012

$2 027 522

Agriculture and food security: game hunting- funding
8979.

Ms PEN111CU"<- To askthe Minister for Inglier Education and Skills(forthe Minister for

Agriculture andFood Security): Howmuch govenrrnent funding has been directed to the following
organisations in 2010-11, 2011-2012 and 2012-13:
(a) AustralianBowhuntersAssociation;
(b) AustralianDeerAssociation;
(c) FieldandGameAustraliahic. ;
(d) Game, Environment and Conservation Office inc. ;
(6) GameManagementCouncilofVictoria;

(1) GippslandDeerStalkers' Association;
(g) NomiEastDeer Stalkers Association;
(11) ParaParkCo-operative GameReserve;
co Shooting SportsCouncilofVictoria;

co Sporting Shooters'Association of Australia(Victoria);
(k) Southwest VictoriaDeerAdvisoryGroup;
(1) VictorianDeerAssociation;
(in) VictorianHound Hunters inc. ;
(n) Victorian Game and Deerstalkers Association;

(0) Working GundogAssociationofAustr. ana(SSAA);
(p) VictorianHuntingAdvisory Committee 01AC); and
(q) any other organisation predominantly involved in game hunting in Victoria.
ANSWER:

Iam infonnedthat:
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No funding was provided frouglimyportfolio to the organisations listed.
Agriculture and food security: deerhunting-game reserves
8980.

Ms PENNICIJM<- To askthe Minister for}figlier Education and Skills(forthe Minister for

Agi'ICUltore andFood Security): hirelationto the breeding of deerfbrrelease into state game reserves in
Victoria, in the years 2003-()4, 200405, 2005^)6, 2006-07, 2007^)8, 20084)9, 2009-10, 2010-11
and2011-12:

(1) Whatspecies of deerwere bred
(2) Howmanydeerwerebred.
(3) Whereweredeerbred

(4) Whereweredeerreleased.
(5) Howmany deerwerereleasedineacharea
ANSWER:
Iam infonnedthat:

GoveiTnnentpolicy does riotsupportthe breeding and release of deeronto public land. Betweenthe years 2003 to
2012, no deerhave been bred andreleased into state game reserves by the government.
Farther, regulations 19(I) and (2) of the Wildlife Regulations 2002, prohibit the possession, breeding, release or
sale of deer forthe purpose of hunting.

Publictransport: buses-Point Cook
8981.

MsHARTLANlD-To askthe Minister for PIaming (forthe Minister for Public Transport): in

relation to Point Cook busservices connecting with the soonto be open Williams Landing train station:
(1) Will the bus services begin whenthe train station opens in late 2012
(2) Is the govenunentfundingthebusservices.
(3) Howmany differentbusroutes will there be
(4) What are the travelroutes.
(5) Whatwillbethe frequency of service

(6) Will newroadworks be required to provide forthe busservices and prtotitisation;
ifso^

(a) whatarethose roadworks; and
(b) whenwilltheybecompleted

(7) Will traffic signalsystems be installed/altered to allow for bus prtorltisation;ifso, when will they
be completed

(8) Whenwillbus services be reviewed to assess the need for alterations to service newly built areas
ANSWER:

lain infonnedthat, as at the datethe question wasraised:
(I-2)

Public TransportVictoria is reviewing bus services in the Point Cook area as part of the networkplamiing for
the new Williams Landing station.
(3-5)
Detailed serviceplamingwillbe hiansed closer to the completion of the station.
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(6a) As part of the Williams Landing Project, Palmers Road is being extended to provide access to the new
station. Additional roadsto provide station access are being constructed by developer Cedar Woods, as part of
the delivery of thenewwilliams Landing tomicentre.

(6b) Construction of road infrastructure is currently underway and expected to be completed to coincide with the
opening of the station.

(6) The extension of Pairners Road includes traffic signals, andthe road infrastructure being constructed by
CedarWoods provides allowance for bus priority.

(7) Assessments of theneed for bus services to newly builtareas, such as Point Cook, are undertakenregiilarly in
line with metropolitan priorlties and available funding

Agriculture and food security: Red Meatlnmovation Centre-Department of Primary Industries
9004.

Ms PusFORD -To askthe Minister for InglierEducation and Skills(forthe Minister for

Agricultore andFood Security): hirelationtothe $205 million future fanning strategywhichwas
replaced by the new $61 million agricultoralindustryprog. runs, representing a $144 reduction in
spending on fanning and agyiculture in Victoria: Are the coriuments of^^fi' HugliDelahunty, ^^IP, that
'the new DPIproject(R. edMeat innovation Centre)would expandthe department'sscope intrie
Hamiltonregion' accurate, and ifthey are, howwillthe RedMeat innovation Centre expandthe
department'sscope in Hamilton.
ANSWER:

Iam infonnedthat

The Growing Food andFibre and capital invesimentisto establish anewRedMeat innovation Centre at Hamilton,
whichwillhave a primary focus on increasing lamb productivity
DPIwillfocusits staff, equipment and infrastructure to supportresearch forthe red meat industries at Hamilton
research centre. The Growing Food andFibre initiative invesimentforresearch staffandprojectsis ontop of the
$2.4 million armounced in 2011 for capital works at Hamilton

Agricultureandfood security: RedMeatlmmovation Centre-funding
9005.

MsPllLFORD -To askthe Minister for InglierEducation and Skills(forthe Minister for

Agi. icultore andFood Security): hirelation to an article in the Weekly Times on 25 May 2012 writtenby
Tony Sinientitled 'Red meatcentre mystery': Havethere been furrier developments mrelationto the
RedMeathmovationCentre.
ANSWER:

Ianiinfonnedthat:

in May 2012, Iaimounced $3.45 millionto fundresearchers andresearchprojects at the RedMeat innovation
Centre at Hamilton.

This funding for researchers andresearchprojectswas in addition to $24 million armounced in 2011 for capital
works

A number of newresearchers have been recruited to Hamilton, and newresearchprojects have started

Construction of covered sheep yards has been completed andconstruction of anew animal house is welladvanced
More than $2 billion worth of meat, skills andhides was exported from Victoria in 2011-12.
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Agriculture and food security: Red Meatlmmovation Centre-funding
9006.

MsPULFORD-To asktheMinisterforHiglierEducation and Skills(forthe Minister for
Ag'iculture andFood Security): hirelationto the continents A^fi. HugliDelahunty, MP, made in a media
release on 28 June 2012 that'we are also investing $3.45 millionto establish DPI's Hamilton research

facility as a Southern RedMeatimovation Centre, whichwillbuild on recent capital invesiment
supporting lamb research at the site': Howwillthe $3.45 million be spent at the Hamiltonresearch
facility,
ANSWER:

Ianiinfonnedthat:

The govennnenthas invested $3.45 millionperamumto fundresearchers andresearchprojectsto address higli
priorities forthe lamb industry
The Department of Primary industries research activities will be delivered at the Red Meat innovation Centre in
Hamilton.

Agricultureandfoodsecurity: RedMeatlnnovation Centre-funding
9007.

Ms PunFORD -To asktheMinisterforHiglierEducation and Skills(forthe Minister for

Ag'iculture and Food Secority): hirelationto coinments made in Hansard by A^fr. HugliDelaliunty, A^IP,
on the Appropriation (2012-2013) Billon 23 May 2012 where he said 'The minister lastweek
amounced, ontop of the $61 million from the budget, another $3.4 millionto be invested mresearch
anddevelopmentintheredmeatindustryandto establish anewRedMeathmovationCentre at
Hamilton': Whatpercentage of the $34 millionwillbe spent on establishing anewred meat itinovation
centre at Hamilton.
ANSWER:

lain infomiedthat:

The Red Meat innovation Centre was established by the coalition govenrrnentto position Victoria as anational
leader in lamb research.

in May 2012, Iaimounced $3.45 millionto fundresearchers and researchprojects at the RedMeat innovation
Centre at Hamilton.

This funding for researchers andresearchprojectswas in addition to $24 Twillion aimounced in 2011 for capital
works

DPIwillfocusitsresearch effortsto improving lamb production at the RedMeat innovation Centre at Hamilton,
Extension activities will be delivered from Hamilton and other DPIlocations.

Agricultureandfood security: RedMeatlmnovation Centre-funding
9008.

Ms PDLFORD -To ask the Minister for InglierEducation and Skills(forthe Minister for

Agi. iculture andFood Secority): hirelationto continents made by^^fr. Sirnon Ramsay, A^it, C and
separate statements made by A^fr'HugliDelaliunty, A^IP, with regardto funding for anewred meat
itinovation centre at Hamilton: Will part of the $3'. 4 millionbe spent on establishing a new RedMeat
innovation Centre at Hamilton and, itso, whatpercentagewillbe spent on infrastructure at the Red
MeathmovationCentre
ANSWER:

Iam infonnedthat
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in May 2012, Iaimounced $3.45 million over fouryearsto fundresearchers and researchprojects at the RedMeat
innovation Centre. in 2011, an additional $2.4 million was armounced for capital works. Capital works included

covered sheepyards, construction of anew animal house andpurchase of associated equipment
Agriculture and food security: Red Meatlnnovation Centre-funding
9009.

MsPULFORD-To askthe Minister for}figlierEducation and Skills(fortheMinisterfor
Agriculfure and Food Secority): hirelation to confusion which arose following your conmients to DPI
staffwiftiregardto the RedMeat innovation Centre in Hamilton as outlined in the Hamilton Sneero10r
articles 'Meat'siniglits and mays mean misundersimiding' and 'Mutton dressed up aslamb': What did
you tellHamiltonDPlresearch staffabout aproposed laboratory development at the Hamilton DPIRed
Meat innovation Centre.

ANSWER:

Ianiinfonnedthat:

The state goverinnentcalmotbe held responsible for articles that appear in the Hamilton, ^j?ectqior. Despite what
the Hamilton, ^meCIOtor's articles have suggested, funding forthe Red Meat innovation Centre has not been cut
Noristhe centre 'cancelled' as claimed. in May 2012, Tarrriounced $3.45 millionto fundresearchers and research

projects at the centre. This is ontop of $24 million armounced in 2011 for capital works. More than $2 billion
worniofmeat, skills and hides were exported from Victoria in 2011-12.

Agriculture and food security: Red Meatlnmovation Centre-funding
9010.

Ms PunFORD -To askthe Minister for InglierEducation and Skills(forthe Minister for

Agricultore andFood Security): hirelationto your connnents made to DPIstaffaboutthe Red Meat
hmovation Centre: Is the ministersatisfiedwiththe clarity of his cornmentsto The Rural Press Club in

May 2012 concerning the nature of the $3.5 lulllion funds forthe Red Meat itinovation Centre.
ANSWER:

Iam infonnedthat

The global demand for food and fibre is rising steadily and Victoria has already responded with higlier gi. owniin
production levels

To supportagi. icultoreto meetthistargetthe coalition govennnentaimouncedthe Growing Food andFibre
initiative, a $614 million invesiment.

As part of the Growing Food andFibre initiative, $89 million over fouryears was for research and extension for
the red meat industries

This invesinientis in addition to $2.4 million armounced in 2011 for capital works at Hamilton which are
underway

Agriculture and food security: Red Meatlmmovation Centre-funding
9011.

Ms PunFORD-To asktheMinisterforHiglierEducation and Skills(forthe Minister for

Agriculture andFood Secority): hirelationtoyourcoinments made to DPIstaffaboutthe Red Meat
innovation Centre: Whenwillthe proposed laboratory complex at HamiltonDPlbe included in the state
budgetand givenadevelopmentschedule
ANSWER:

lain infonnedthat:
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in 2011, $2.4 millionwas armounced for capital worksto developthe RedMeat halovation Centre at Hamilton
Works have been completed on covered sheep yards and is welladvanced on building anew anvilnalhouse. in
2012, goveiTrrnenthas committed a futiler $160 000 to design and scope the nextstage of capital works at

Hamilton. These reports have notyetbeenreceivedbythe Departrnent of Primary industries.
Agriculture and food security: Red Meatlnmovation Centre-funding
9012.

Ms PunFORD -To askthe Minister for Inglier Education and Skills(forthe Ministerfor
Ag'iculture andFood Security): hirelationtoyourcoinments madeto DPIstaffaboutthe RedMeat

innovation Centre: Is it realisticto continue to promote the goalofdoubling food and fibre production
in Victoriaby 2020 giventhe agricultoralbudget cuts and a lack of laboratory facilities in amajorlamb
production region
ANSWER:
Ianiinfonnedthat:

It is widely acknowledged that global demand for food is expected to double over the next few decades. in

response to this demand, Victoria's agi. icultore industries will needto respond to changes in technology and
11movationto increase marketshare and competitiveness. The govennnentis committed to supporting the
continued development of Victoria's agr. iculturaland food industries and througlithe Department of Primary
industries OOFl), has been assisting agricultural producers to increase productivity
inline with the goverrrrnent's $614 million invesiment in Growing Food and Fibre over fouryears and our

leadership role in the National Primary industries ResearchDevelopmentandExtensionFramework0<D&E), DPI
has increased its science capability inkey areas such as sheep meat and dairy

Under this framework, there will be amore coordinated and collaborative approachto runalRD&E, enabling us to
target our invesiment mresearch and development to areas where we have expertise. DPI'sresearch capability will
be focused on achieving the bestproductivity outcomes for primary industries. DPI, with industry supportand in
collaboration with other providers, winengage with industry, alongthe value chain, to achieve faster productivity
glowtliand a more competitive agi'icultaralsector.

This collaboration under the National Primary industries RD&E Framework has built upon existing relationships
between DPIand industry. These relationships are vital in delivering joint govennnent/industry initiatives, such as
the building of state of the art dairy research and development facilities atEllinbank, andbyestablishingDPl
Hamilton as a SouthernRedMeatfrinovation Centre focusing on lamb.

Health: heatsvave alerts -Keeping in Touch
9014.

Ms HERTLAND-To ask the Minister for Health: hirelationtothe 'Keeping in Touch' progi. am,

whichprovides weekly calls to public housing residents over the age of 75 years and living alone, and
whichhas been identified by the Department of Human Services intrie 'Heathave plan for Victoria'
(2009) as amearls to disseminate heatwave alerts and infonnationto isolated residents at risk

(1) Why is it only available to residents 75 and over, when people 65 and over are identified as being
mumerableto heat

(2) Why is it only available to older residents, andnotavailableto residents with heatsensitive
diseases, disabilities, and otherhiglirisk gi. oups.
(3) Are special calls made on days exceeding heat healthtemperaturethresholdsto ensure residents
are okay.
(4) Are special calls made on heatwave emergency days to ensure residents are okay.

(5) Has the government considered expanding the service of the 'Keeping in Touch' progi. am to
develop aheat-ruinerable contactlistthatmiglitnotbe contacted weekly, but would be contacted
intrie case of days exceeding the heathealthtemperature threshold
(6) How much did this prog. am costto run intotoliti2011-12
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(7) Howmuch did this progi'am costto runperperson registered in 2011-12.
(8) Howmany residents were registered with the progi'am in 2011-12.
ANS\\I^R:

The programyou are asking aboutis notthe responsibility of the Minister for Health. It is suggested that you direct
this question to the Minister of Housing
Health: heatsvave alerts-local government
9017.

Ms 11ARTLAND-To askthe Minister for Health: hirelationto the HeatwavePlaming in Victoria,

and consideringno ongoing funding has beenprovidedto local govenmients for heat\\, averesponses,
planming or reviewing:

(1) Will the goverirrnentreview local government heats\, ave plans across Victoriato ensurethey meet
the guidelines provided in the Heatwave Planming Guide; itso, when

(2) Will the govenrrnentreview local goverimientheatwave responses andthe ongoing capacity of
local goveiTrrnentsto implement theirheatwave plans; itso, when.

(3) Will the goveiTnnentprovide funding to local govennnents to ensure they havethe capacity to
implement theirheatwave plans this summer; itso, when

(4) Will the goveiTnnentbe providing heatwave safety advice via apublic communications campaign
this sunnner; it'so, what cornmunicationtools will be used, what coverage, targetaudiences, and
budgetwillbe allocated to this.

(5) Will the govemnient'sriewEmergencyManagementVictoriabodyoversee heatwaveplaming
andresponses.
ANSWER:

(1) The Dopartriient of Healthhas prepared aHeatwave PlanReview Toolto assist local goveiTunentandhealth
and coinmunity service providers to maintain aheatwave planthatreflectsthe cumentneeds of clients and
local conmiunities. The ReviewToolprovides guidance, templates andtoolsto enable health and community
service providers, including local councils, to periodically reviewtheirheatwave plans. The Department of
Health's Environmental Healthprog. am is available to assist local councilsifrequested

(2) The Depariment of Healthprovidestools and assistance to local govennnentto review heatwave responses.
Allmunicipalcouncils in Victoria have developed aheatwave plan as part of their existing municipal
planiingprocess. The Review Toolencourages heatwave plans to be reviewed early intrie sunnier season
after the firstheathealth alert is issued, following amajorheatwave event or at the Grid of each summer. Each

planhas been developed by councils to address the needs of local coinmunities.
(3) The Departrnent of Health does not currently provide funding to local govennnentsto implement heatwave
plans. The deparinient provided funding forthe initial pilotprojects and filther funding and supportto all
remaining councilsto developtheirheatwave plans. Local councils develop heatwave plans as partoftheir
nonnalmunicipalplaming process.

(4) The Dopartrnent of Health actively provides heatwave safety advice to antiitemaland externalstakeholders
priorto summer as part of its core business. This is carried out armually and uponrequest. Communication
resources and infonnationpacks are sentto allstakeholders foreducation and dissemination to local
conmiunities and winerable 9'0ups. The departrnent provides various resources including Staying healthy in
the heatbrochures(available in 17 other languages), posterswith keymessages, atelephone scriptforservice
providers and callcentresto usewhentalkingto people at increased risk of heatrelated ilhiess and factsheets
for clinicians. The department is also responsible for issuing heat health alerts whentemperatore thresholds
are exceeded. The department works with stakeholderssuchas Ambulance Victoria and the Bureau of
Meteorologyto ensure consistentmessages are provided to the coriumunity. Messages are targeted to
everyone as heatwaves can affect anyone, however some goups of people are more at risk of heat-related
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iliness. The department also provides infonmationto the cornmunityviathe Better Health Charmeland on the
departrnent's website.

(5) The Department of Health currentlyhasrobustplans for heatsvave supported by stakeholder engagement and
a detailed cornmunicationsstrategy. The departinent would endeavourto support cooperative arrangements
for filtere heatsvave planming and response
Higher education and skills: Chisholmlmstitute ofTAFE-staff
9234.

un^ TARLAlvnS -To askthe Minister for Inglier Education and Skills: hirelation to Chishoim
TAEE:

(1) How manyredundancies havethe TAFE issued intrie 2012 calendaryear.

(2) Whatisthe dollaramountofthe TME's 2012-2013 budgetthatwas used fortheseredundancy
payments
(3) Whatis the tomlreduction in F1E stafffi'omthe TAFE for 2012-2013

(4) Whatisthenumber of coarsesthatwereclosed at theTAFEforthe2013 yearbycampus.
ANSWER:
Iam infonnedas follows

(1) institutes are notrequired to routinelyreportthis datato the Departrnent of Education andEarly Childhood
Development. Some infonnation was provided in TAFE Business Transition Plans, but this infonnation is
conmiercial-in-confidence.

Inotethatthe institute has made apublic armouncement on this matter.
(2) As at 30 September 2012, the institote'sYTD redundancy costwas $308 662

(3) The Sinte Services Authorltypublishes TAFE instifuteFTE data. Datafor 2012-13 has notyetbeen reported,
as the 2012-13 yearhas notyet concluded
(4) Allinstitutes are continuing to revise their course offerings in 2013 in responseto demand. It 1sthereforetoo

early to provide aresponseto this question. Furthennore, institutes are notrequiredto routinelyreportthis
datato the departrnent.

Higher education and skills: Holmesglen TAFE - staff
9235.

in^ TARLAlvUS -To ask the Minister forHiglier Education and Skills: hirelation to Hoimesglen
TAFE:

(1) Howmanyredundancieshavethe TAFE issued in the 2012 calendaryear.

(2) Whatisthe dollar amount of the TAFE's 2012-2013 budgetthatwas used fortheseredundancy
payments.

(3) Whatis the total reduction in F1E stafffromthe TAFE for 2012-2013.

(4) Whatisthe number of courses that were closed at theTAFE forthe2013 yearbycampus.
ANSWER:

Iam infonned as follows:

(1) institutes are notrequiredto routinelyreportthis datato the Department of Education andEarly Childhood
Development. Some infonmation was provided in TAFE Business Transition Plans, butthis infonnation is
coriumercial-in-confidence.

(2) As at 30 September 2012, the institote'sYTD redundancy costwas $755 342.
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(3) The Sune Services Authotitypublishes TAFE institote ETE data. Datafor2012-13 has notyetbeen reported,
as the 2012-13 yearhas notyetconcluded.

(4) Antiistitutes are continuing to revise theircourse offerings in 2013 in responseto demand. It is thereforetoo
early to provide aresponse to this question. Fortliennore, institutes are notrequired to routinely report this
datato the dayariment.
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